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IMPACT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SYSTEM UPON ECONOMIC GROWTH
Abstract: The attempts to study the health-economic growth relationship became an active preoccupation among the specialists
under the circumstances that both at world and, especially, at European Union level, ensuring health is considered as an essential
objective of the development of humankind.
In such a context, the World Health Organization has set clearly the responsibility of the national governments towards the health
systems that they coordinate and called for the concept of management, which involves a much more active role in health promotion.
The paper envisages an analysis of the impact of reforms in the health systems upon the economic growth.
In a first stage, the main institutional changes in the public health systems of the Central and East-European countries are briefly
presented, as well as some of the challenges that the reforms of the health systems in this part of Europe are facing.
There are also analyzed some of the problems of the public health systems at European and at Romanian level. It is emphasized the
fact that at European level a constant preoccupation as regards population’s health was present, and such a thing took the shape of
adopting models, programs and strategies that were adopted by the European Parliament and enforced for the entire Europe.
The obstacles that hinder the implementation of the reform in the public health system in Romania have been and still are generated
by political and managerial difficulties. The specific circumstances of the Romanian society have determined important amendments
to the Law of social health insurances. The reform of the Romanian health system must also be understood as a part of the transition
towards the market economy and political pluralism.
Since in the last period it was considered that the health standard of a nation served both as an indicator of population’s wealth
and as an economic growth factor, in the paper the general framework for the study of the impact of the health system upon the
economic growth is presented, as well as an analysis of the relationship between economic growth and health.

Keywords : economic growth, public health system, economic modeling.
JEL Classification: I1, I18, C20, C22.

The 1993 World Bank Report called “Investing in Health” revealed the huge and unprecedented gains in
the health area in the second half of the 20th century: “In 1950 the life expectancy in the developing countries
was 40 years, until 1990 in increased up to 63 years. In 1950, 28 out of 100 children died before the age of
5, until 1990 this figure diminished to 10. Smallpox, which killed more than 5 million persons in 1950, was
entirely eradicated”.
Health improvement has contributed to the achievement of different objectives of development. A
precarious health condition leads to poor school attendance and education, increases absenteeism and
diminishes labor productivity, and may also lead to early retirement – in other words, it may diminish the
employed/unemployed population ratio. Also, a precarious health condition might stop investments in
physical capital.
Back to 1998, Bloom and Sachs have asserted that the expansion of a deficit of health in a country might
create a climate adverse to foreign trade and foreign direct investments.
Both for the EU and the candidate to accession countries, the access to health services is legally enforced
and guaranteed by the Charta of the European Union Fundamental Rights, Chapter 33: “any person has the
right to the preventive medical services and the right to benefit from medical treatment” (“Health and care in
an Enlarged Europe”, 2003, p. 1).
Besides a few other objectives (freedom of option for suppliers and beneficiaries, the efficient use of the
resources existing at a certain point within the system), the equity and as large as possible access to a defined
package of health services figures among the objectives envisaged by any health system. Currently, at world
level no health system may simultaneously reach all the proposed objectives at a maximum level, because
maximization of one objective may diminish the achievement of another one.
The health ensuring systems in the Central and East-European countries were subject to important
changes over the transition period: increase in the professional and institutional autonomy, development of
local and regional administrations and the higher impact of the market mechanisms. Consequently, one may
say that currently there are serious difficulties in what regards coordination, systems disintegration and lack
of control over the market environment.
Also for Romania, health is a priority sector. According to the National Development Program of
Romania for the period 2007-2013: “In the health area, the measures envisaged for the period 2007-2013
aim for continuation of reform in the health system, with the view to increase the life standard and get closer
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to the health and demographic indicators of the developed countries, at the same time with the decrease in
the pathology specific to the less developed countries. The improvement of the medical services quality by
rehabilitation of the health services infrastructure and by increasing the capability and quality of the
emergency medical systems in each of the 8 regions of the country will be preponderantly pursued”.
The main institutional changes in the health systems of the Central and East-European countries
Generally, over the last years the principles of public funding of the health systems have been changed,
passing from the general taxation to health insurances, and the size of the medical services covered by public
funding had a gradual diminishing tendency. Due to the labor market difficulties (unemployment rates have
increased significantly in these countries over the last decade of the last century), the health insurances have
not been proven as an efficient source of health sector financing. Moreover, their increase would lead to the
increase in the non-wage costs of labor. Consequently, from the point of view of the financing sources the
funding of the health sector tended to be a mixed one: a combination of budget funds and of health
insurances. One may say that in all the countries in this region the share of health services financing from
individual (out-of-pocket) funds has increased. Introduction of an official co-payment for the medical
services in the public sector is part of a recent wave of reforms.
Largely, the services suppliers (the medical services institutions) were privatized, nearly completely as
regards the primary health care and to a large extent in what regards the specialized care, and the functioning
of such institutions is largely the subject of decentralized public administrations. However, there are high
difficulties as regards coordination of the medical care. In most of the Central and East-European countries a
national network of units is provided for in statutory terms, with precise definitions of the criteria necessary
to obtain public funding, and in more and more cases the payer function is consolidated and re-centralized.
At the same time, in defining the role of the local and regional public administrations a major issue remains
that regarding the provision of medical services to the population. In all the above-mentioned countries the
role of the regional public administrations as autonomous units of the public administration has increased,
but the analyses performed showed that such regional administrations did not contribute to the consolidation
and the efforts oriented towards resource-saving in the health care area. For instance, in Poland (where three
public administration levels may be found) the health care system was itself divided by different
administration levels from the point of view of subordination, and the difficulties regarding the coordination
of rational activities are many.
From the organizational point of view, one may notice that the health system has rather disintegrated. The
primary health care, the specialized care, the hospital care, the rehabilitation centers and the nursing and
therapy services work as separate modules, in many cases with different financing sources and methods.
They are also subordinated to different institutions (especially at the levels of local and regional
administrations).
In the Central and East-European countries, the health system financing is at a low level, and the gaps
among them as regards the level of the resources per capita are significant. If one considers the health
expenditures per capita, in USD at PPP, the country with the lowest level is Bulgaria, while the level in
Poland is three times higher, in Hungary five times higher, and the EU-15 average is ten times higher. In
Poland, financing from public sources remains at an extremely low level, which has not developed despite
the economic growth. Health was not proven as a priority, despite the political commitments and social
propensity towards reform. According to some international studies, the societies of the EU new member
states call more often for the necessity of reforms.
As a conclusion, the health systems in the CEE countries were subject to significant changes over the
transition period: increase in professional and institutional autonomy, local and regional administrations
development and higher impact of the market mechanisms. One may say that currently there are serious
difficulties regarding coordination, system disintegration and lack of control over the market environment
(especially as regards the medicines and drugs). At the same time, from the point of view of the increasing
necessity regarding health care determined by population ageing dynamics and epidemiological models
noticed in the CEE countries, they must improve both financing and implementation of certain reforms of
rationalization, sector integration (approach of the health care management) and development of an
informational and analysis basis for a better governance and monitoring of introduction of the new
technologies.
Challenges to the reforms of the health care systems of the Central and East-European countries
The objectives that the authorities must achieve refer, on the one hand, not only to the economic
cautiousness, but also to the positive health effects and medical effectiveness of the therapeutic processes,
and in the last two cases the traditional instruments of the economic and administrative management have
been proven insufficient.
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Although the health sector is still a public one, it functions within a market environment and many goods
– especially medicines and drugs – that are necessary for the provision of the health services are obtained
from the market, according to its rules and prices. The health sector, as a large consumer on a significant
pharmaceutical products market faces serious difficulties in monitoring the medical quality and costefficiency of the acquired products, in the context of much more dispersed and autonomous supplier
structures. That explains why the dynamics of the medicines expenditures increase together with the
dynamics of their increase in share in total health expenditures is so high in the Central and East-European
countries, and the policy directions regarding the medicines are rather controversial: either too liberal or
excessively restrictive, with limited access to good quality medicines, whose clinical efficiency has been
proven. In order to deal with such issues, much more advanced information and analytical solutions are
necessary, as well as institutional solutions. Such solutions are scarce, not only because they are underconsidered, but also due to the poor financing of the health systems, which means that any “administrative”
expenditure element must compete with a therapeutic one, and until now the former has been always a loser.
The severity of choices regarding the allocation in the health care sector further aggravates its chronic deficit,
the governments of such countries periodically covering the highest deficit elements owed to the largest
suppliers or to the tax payers.
Other issues of the public health systems in Europe and in Romania
There was a constant preoccupation at European level in what regards the health of population and such a
thing took the shape of adapting models, programs and strategies that were adopted by the European
Parliament at the level of the entire Europe. One of the health problems that is on top of the list of population
mortality causes is the cardiovascular diseases. It has led to adopting models, programs and strategies to
combat such diseases, preoccupations deriving from the following facts:

according to the European statistics of 2005 regarding the cardiovascular diseases, they represent the
most frequent mortality cause for the men and women in the European Union, accounting for the death of 1.9
million persons;

the cardiovascular diseases represent the cause of nearly a half of the deaths recorded in the
European Union, more exactly of 42% of the total deaths;

the total costs linked to cardiovascular diseases in the EU amount to 169 billion Euros, of which 105
billion Euros for the cure of illnesses, and the rest 64 billion stemming from productivity losses and
unofficial costs of care;

health is a state of fully physical, mental and social comfort, and not mere the absence of a disease or
infirmity;

the changing demographic structure of the EU involves an active life as long as possible, and the
problems created by high blood pressure and cardiovascular diseases have a negative impact upon labor
force;

the OECD indicators for 2005 showed that “only approximately 3 percents of the current health
expenditures are allotted to the prevention and public health programs”;

most of the cardiovascular diseases may be prevented by changes in the life style, by an earlier
identification of the high risk persons and by correct diagnosis;

the World Health Organization recognizes that “the most effective methods to decrease risk for the
whole population are the large scale interventions, which combine effective policies with ample policies of
health promotion”;

there is no clear European strategy regarding fighting against the cardiovascular diseases;

in the conclusions of the Conference on cardiac health of women from March 2006 it was required to
the member states to adopt an European recommendation regarding a concrete European strategy in the field
of cardiovascular health;

there are major discrepancies among the member states in what regards the incidence, prevention
and care of cardiovascular diseases, and the European Union has the role to combat such inequalities in order
to diminish the differences;

the European Parliament offered a consistent support to the fight against certain wide spread diseases
in 2006 (in the shape of a written declaration regarding diabetes and of a resolution proposal regarding the
breast cancer in the enlarged European Union), but until now there is no similar document regarding the
cardiovascular diseases, the main mortality cause in Europe.
All these led to the recommendation by the European Commission of a large number of measures and
recommendations, among which one may cite:
1. invites the member states to develop and strengthen their systems of monitoring the risk factors;
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2. requires to the member states to adopt or revise their public health national strategies in the sense of
including strategies regarding health promotion, strategies regarding population and strategies of fast
management of the cardiovascular health risks;
3. recommends to the member states to make impact evaluations in the health area in order to determine
the costs borne by the national health systems, considering the gender differences, in order to ensure equality
between men and women in this sector;
4. requires to the member states to find a consensus as regards the setting of objectives of managing the
identification and control of the high blood pressure;
5. encourages the member states to promote cardiovascular health and to develop strategies for prevention
and identification of the high risk groups, these being the most efficient methods to combat the
cardiovascular diseases;
6. encourages the member states to take a multi-sector approach in the field of cardiovascular health
promotion and of prevention strategies, in collaboration with all the important actors;
7. invites the member states to continue the development of action plans regarding the health determining
factors that depend on the life styles and to promote a healthy life style;
8. requires continuation of financial support for the research activity in the field of cardiovascular diseases
prevention and for the promotion of cardiovascular health at local, national and European level, including for
the research activity in the areas of risk factors, incidence and genetic factors of cardiovascular diseases;
9. requires to the member states to enforce public education programs for a better awareness towards the
risk factors in cardiovascular diseases and specialized programs for the professional formation of the health
personnel;
10. requires to the member states to measure the incidence of cardiovascular diseases within their
populations and to assess the national programs in order to obtain reference figures that would allow to the
health authorities to set clear objectives when enforcing specific initiatives;
11. requires to the member states and to the Commission to support enforcement of the most recent
general European directions regarding cardiovascular diseases prevention, formulated by the mixed
European action group;
12. requires to the Commission to encourage initiatives and collaborations with the interested actors with
the aim of a better cardiovascular health promotion through measures that include smoking and alcohol
consumption control, progresses as regards diets and physical activities, these being ways to prevent obesity,
high blood pressure and complications determined by such ill health conditions;
13. spurs the Commission to continue its previous initiatives regarding best practice exchanges among the
member states regarding cardiovascular diseases prevention;
14. requires to the Commission to promote the periodical exchange of experience, information and data
regarding cardiovascular health among the actors involved in cardiovascular diseases prevention;
15. requires to the Commission to contribute to the increase in the comparability of data, encouraging
creation in the member states of data bases destined to monitor the incidence, death rate, morbidity rate and
the risk factors of the cardiovascular diseases;
16. spurs the Commission – following the conclusions of the Council regarding the initiative “Health in
all policies” – to elaborate impact assessment in the health area in order to determine the costs induced by the
cardiovascular diseases and high blood pressure within the economic productivity of the member states;
17. welcomes the plan recently announced by the Commission regarding the elaboration of a strategy in
the health area and encourages the Commission to stress within such a framework the necessity of an equity
access to prevention, treatment, diagnosis and control of diseases for all the European citizen, irrespective of
their nationality;
18. invites the Commission to inform the member states regarding the available financing opportunities
destined to the methods for identification and prevention of cardiovascular diseases and high blood pressure,
as well as to the continuation of the researches in this area, such as the 7th Framework Program for research,
the structural funds and the European Development Fund.
Another pressing problem that affects the European and world society is that of mental disorders, which
stems from the fact that the everyday life of the modern man has become increasingly stressing.
The Annual Report (2001) of the World Health Organization revealed that the mental disorders were an
important source of disabilities, five out of the first 10 positions of the diseases hierarchy as according to the
capability to generate disabilities being occupied by mental disorders. The life-span prevalence of such
diseases reaches 33%, which means that one in three persons will develop at a certain moment along his/her
life a mental disorder able to be diagnosed through internationally acceptable criteria. The 6 month
prevalence is approximately 20%. Although in Romania there are no recent epidemiological studies (because
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they are very expensive) there is no reason to believe that our country is placed below such a level,
considered as a theoretical one. On the contrary, there are enough clues that point out over the last decade to
significantly higher values (as compared to the European average): general deterioration of population health
condition, expansion of abuse and addiction to psychoactive substances, increase in the suicide rate,
oversaturation of society with stress factors (economic decline, unemployment increase, decline in the
standard of living), expansion of aggressive and violent behaviorsetc.
The importance of this matter is also underlined by the fact that differently from the vast majority of the
somatic diseases, a mental disorder of a certain person represents a source of altering the balance of the
social micro group (family, professional) in which that person lives. When evaluating the economic costs of
the mental disorders, it is estimated that the ratio of the global costs to the direct costs (connected with the
medical care) reaches approximately 9/1, which means that the society intervention has to be mainly
preventive. For instance, very recent studies demonstrate that in most of the European countries the global
costs of alcoholism exceed 1% (up to 5%!) of the GDP.
Besides the prevalence of the declared mental disorders there is also the category of “isolated symptoms”,
estimated at 18-20% as pointy prevalence.
The mental health care in Romania is currently concentrated in psychiatric hospitals and subordinated to
an excessively biologizing model. Rather paradoxically, the number of the psychiatric hospital beds is
among the lowest in Europe (76.1 beds for 100000 inhabitants). There is only a formal communication
between the units with beds and those for ambulatory care, the continuity of care is often limited to the
continuity of administrating a certain psychotropic medication, one cannot speak about a certain
specialization, the concept of therapeutic team, as well as that of community care are inexistent. In the public
opinion persists the negative image of the mental disorder, of those affected by such diseases, of the care
facilities and even of the persons that deliver the care.
Under such circumstances, the need of reform is quite obvious. The non-achievement of this reform was
due to: i) lack of vision and strategy at central level, ii) lack of financial resources, iii) lack of cohesion and
authentic commitment among the mental health professionals.
The Ministry of Health envisages providing accessible mental health services, of good quality and based
on the existing needs, in an environment as less restrictive as possible, as well as largely covering programs
of promotion, prevention and education in the mental health area.
The essential value that lies at the basis of such a strategy is the respect for the human rights and human
dignity.
The passage from the traditional care system to one that stresses upon the integration of the person within
the community involves acceptance of a set of explicit values, namely:
1. Responsibility of the community team – involves responsibility for the person with mental health
problems at any moment, irrespective if such a person founds himself/herself inside a care facility (hospital,
day care center, rehabilitation centeretc.) or inside the community. Bearing such a responsibility is a difficult
task, because the persons attends many care units, has no professional constancy and usually has limited
resources for an independent living. Responsibility for the persons with mental health problems falls within a
logic of geographical inclusion and is made operational after a previous evaluation of the needs of the
population from the given inclusion area (in order to assess the problems existing in the community served
and to identify the possible solutions to meet these problems).
2. Community participation – the community served by an integrated system of mental health care
participates to decision-making and to its coordination. Generally, implementation of community programs
of mental health care has firstly faced a high resistance of the community in assuming and supporting such
initiatives. These reservations of the community are due on the one hand to the negative attitudes that still
persist as regards the mental illness, but also to the fact that the program implementation was initially done
without consulting the communities. Currently, in the managerial councils of the community support systems
are invited to participate political and community leaders, as well as any person that might be an informal
leader (especially leaders of ethnic or religious communities). The current trend in the functional systems of
mental health care facilities is to achieve the plan of services with the support of the community
representatives. Achievement of the plan of services is done with prior education of the participants about the
care facilities system, as well as with information about the available resources, the legal provisions and the
practical functioning of the care units within the system. The plan of services for a population from a certain
inclusion area is achieved not only by consulting the community leaders, but also by a previous analysis of
the population’s needs and after consulting the representatives of the beneficiaries and of their families.
3. Service accessibility – making the services accessible involves all the mechanisms working with the
aim that the persons that are in need of care are aware of the community services and use them. Firstly,
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making a service accessible involves a spatial location easy to locate and find, as well as a language
accessibility – where there are ethnic/language minorities the service must include in its therapeutic team
persons from the respective minority. Secondly, it involves engagement of the therapeutic team also in social
actions, which involve campaigns to promote the services, interventions to increase the chance that the
persons who need treatment to benefit of it indeed, search for solutions of cheaper lodging assistance, as well
as finding of opportunities and solutions for professional reconversion. In order to achieve such objectives,
the therapeutic team must engage actively in actions and campaigns to diminish the stigmatization of the
persons with severe mental health problems.
4. Balance among the system components – each component of the system must be balanced against the
others in such a way that the person in need to be able to benefit of care irrespective of his/hers needs.
Reaching a balance among the components of a community system is a difficult task from several points of
view. Firstly, the public, private and non-governmental sectors may propose programs that fundamentally do
not do anything else but double the supply, leaving service components underdeveloped or totally
undeveloped. Secondly, the existence of professionals, of teams of professionals or groups of consumers that
engage actively in the development of a certain sector of the system might have as result the
underdevelopment of other sectors due to the preferential allocation of human and material resources. In
order to achieve the balance of the services supply, each community support system requires a centralized
management able to allocate resources as according to the real needs of the beneficiaries.
5. Continuity of care – ideally, the continuity of care means that each consumer benefits of services from
the same professionals all over his/hers care. The health care services tend to departmentalized, and the
transfer of information about the evolution, treatment and need of beneficiaries is sometimes made with
difficulties, due to the increased red tape and the aspects concerning the confidentiality in transmission of
information. The most efficient alternative is that of the case management. The ideal case manager has both
the role of supporter of consumers, of system manager, by integrating all the information about the services
and programs available in the area, and the role of therapist. In order to achieve such objectives, the manager
should have a low case burden, ideally serving no more than 15 clients.
6. Minimally restrictive alternatives – involve the treatment of persons with mental health problems inside
care units that interfere as little as possible with their civil rights and with their participation to the
community life. In this respect, hospital care will be recommended when it is strictly necessary, either due to
the risk of self or outer violence, or due to the necessity of applying special treatments or investigations.
7. Emphasis upon rehabilitation – the interest towards rehabilitation is twofold. Firstly, the rushed
deinstitutionalization policies of the ’70s have „thrown” into the streets many chronic psychotic persons,
whose risk of deteriorating condition is very fast inside a community. Also, the delay in starting the
rehabilitation process after the debut of the illness brings an increase in the disability potential. The launch
on the market of the new generations of neuroleptic drugs, with significantly less secondary effects, also
favors the rehabilitation process. The main stress point of the rehabilitation process should be the
professional insertion or re-insertion, as well as the improvement of the functional abilities.
8. Care specialization – ensuring the services able to serve a certain type of pathology or to provide a
certain type of care. In Romania, currently at an unofficial level are recognized sub-specializations such as
geriatric psychiatry, community psychiatry, legal psychiatry, psychotherapy or treatment of addictions, but
do not exist legal provisions able to statute such sub-competencies or professions in their own right (as is the
case of psychotherapy). With very few exceptions, the care facilities are of „general psychiatry” type, putting
together clients with different pathologies and levels of psycho-social functioning.
9. Involvement of beneficiaries and of their families in the care process – the current supply of the mental
health care facilities system is to a large extent under the control of the psychiatrist. Consulting the
beneficiaries, their families or the associative organizations created under the aegis of involvement the
consumers of mental health services are actions not at all usual in the daily practice. The development of care
systems that pursue an optimal community integration involves an active partnership between the
professionals and the services users in areas such as: common social actions, consultation of consumers in
what regards the provision of services, development of new services or restructuring of the existing ones,
involvement of families or community in the care process, support of initiatives of community help and
supportetc.
10. Centering on proofs the clinical and community practice – a series of initiatives and technologies in
the field of mental health have currently proven either their inefficiency or the fact that they are extremely
expensive as compared to alternative procedures or services. Establishment of quality standards for the care
and assistance services and import and adaptation of technologies and organizational formulas that have
proven their efficiency and effectiveness must be a priority of the reform’s organizers.
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The correlation between economic growth and health
The studies regarding the effects of health upon the economic growth or productivity may fall within
three groups. The first one comprises the historical case studies that are more or less quantitative. The second
group includes the studies performed at individual or household level; they are „micro” studies and involves
either studies performed in households that include one or several measures of hte health condition besides
extensive information, or the assessment of the impact of specific diseases (or of the programs for diseases
control). The third group uses cross-national data to assess the impact of the health measures and actions,
considering the national levels of income, income growth rates or investment rates.
Robert Fogel and his collaborators have introduced the assessment of the population’s health and nutrition
level in a series of studies about the economic history of Europe. The health level of a nation serves both as
an indicator of the population’s welfare and as a determinant of economic growth. Fogel (1997) made a
review, with expanded annotations, of the relevant literature. Thus, he concluded that the improvements in
the health and nutrition areas have represented in England between 20% and 30% of the income growth rate
of about 1.15% per capita per year along a 200 years interval: 1780-1979.
The studies performed at individual and household level increasingly embody the historical results.
Strauss and Thomas (1998) provide a large enumeration of the methods used in the households studies and
summarize the recent results of some analyses performed for five Latin-American countries. In the same
category of the studies performed at individual and household level may also be found econometric works
from Western Africa (Schultz and Tansel, 1997), Mexico (Knaul, 2000), China (Liu., 2003) and Vietnam
(Laxmimarayan, 2004). A somewhat different approach may be found in the epidemiological study of the
consequences of invalidities performed in the Netherlands (Stronks, 1997), and in the assessment of the
connection between invalidity and public assistance in the USA (Burkhauser, Haveman and Wolfe, 1993;
Brady, Meyers and Luks, 1998).
The cross-countries studies regarding the health impact upon the levels of income and growth rates may
also be found in the First Report of World Development regarding poverty, elaborated by the World Bank.
More recent studies have analyzed the effects of the life expectancy in 1965 upon the economic growth in
the next 15-25 years (Barro, 1997; Sachs and Warner, 1997; Bloom and Williamson, 1998). Such studies
have confirmed both the existence of the strongly positive effects, but also of the indirect ones of health upon
the economic growth. Bhargava (2001) has assessed the effects of the initial health status upon economic
growth over a short period (5 years) using panel data and discovered strong effects only in the case of the
low income countries. A recent study reached the conclusion that high morbidity levels caused by malaria
might have a significant retarding growth effect, even when the life expectancy is controlled for (Gallup and
Sachs, 2001).
Aspects regarding the quality and causality of data will continue to replace the missing data from the
cross-countries studies. In his paper, Easterly (1993) emphasized the volatility of the growth performances of
a country in relation to its basic characteristics and suggested that a significant part of the variation might be
explained more through the absence of exogenous shocks than through the educational level.
Empirical proofs
Health has been considered in recent studies as a possible determinant of economic growth. That is why
most of the empirical studies in this field written before 1990 used the microeconomic approach and
investigated especially the relationship between the individual income determination and health conditions.
In the macroeconomic approach, the relationships among economic growth, income per capita and health
were analyzed on the basis of the extension of the human capital, a factor that was introduced as argument in
the aggregated production function. Further, it was tested if such enlarged concept of human capital
influences or not the income per capita level and its growth rate.
The pioneering paper in this respect is that of Knowles and Owen (1995), which represents an extension
of the estimate made by Mankiw-Romer-Weil (MRW), namely including in the production function of the
health capital stock. The authors used the same data base as MRW, except for the education variable, which
was replaced by the average education years for the population aged 15-64 (built by Barro and Lee in 1993).
The health capital was commensurate through the life expectancy at birth, which represents an average of the
population’s health conditions as a whole. The dependent variable was the gross domestic product growth
rate over the interval 1960-1985.
Among the important findings one may mention: 1) a positive correlation, statistically significant,
between health and economic growth and 2) the education variable was no longer significant when the health
stock was included as one of the explainable variables, suggesting a strong correlation between education
and health.
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A similar analysis is that of Barro (1996), who included a proxy variable for the initial status of the health
capital. The author used the least squares method with three stages and estimated the health conditions using
three distinct measures: infant mortality rate, mortality rate for children under 5 years of age and life
expectancy at the age of 5. The results indicated a positive and significant relationship between the
population’s initial health stock and economic growth rate. The findings also suggested a positive correlation
between the educational level of women and fertility rate and the health conditions. In this case, the
educational level of the adult female population did not seem to influence economic growth, and such a
relationship revealed only indirectly. On the another hand, the educational level of the male population is
still an important explainable variable of the economic growth.
A positive correlation between the health conditions and economic growth is obvious in the papers of
Bhargava (2001) and Bloom (2001), who used panel data for different countries. Bhargava used nearly the
same variables as Barro (1991), including a proxy variable for the health capital and the probability of
survival at the age of 60. The author has found a positive correlation between health and economic growth
for the countries with low income per capita, where the higher the survival probability the higher is the stock
of human capital within the economy. For the countries with high income per capita the relationship is
reversed, namely a negative relationship. A possible interpretation of such a finding is that a higher survival
probability means an increase in the share of aged population that cannot be any longer included in the
productive human capital. The second paper represents an estimate of the traditional growth using panel data
for the interval 1960-1990, with ten years observations for each country. The positive relationship between
the health conditions and economic growth was confirmed once more. According to the author of that study,
an increase by one year in the population’s life expectancy translates into an increase by 4% in output.
As opposed to the previous hypotheses regarding a positive relationship between population’s health and
growth rate Zon and Muysken (1997) tested an assertion of Baumol: the population’s health conditions might
have certain effects upon economic growth, on the one hand it might positively influence economic growth
by leading to the growth of society’s human capital, and on the another hand it might compete with the
productive sectors of the economy for the allotment of resources because it was a non-productive activity,
but that determined a negative relationship with the economic growth. In order to test these two hypotheses,
the authors simulated two different specifications by using the same techniques: firstly, the health conditions
were included in the model as a component of the human capital stock; secondly, in addition to the human
capital component the health conditions influence directly the individual utility. As regards the second
specification, the result indicated a negative relationship between economic growth and population’s health
conditions, thus confirming Baumol’s assertion.
Most of the papers in the international literature reveal a positive relationship between the health
conditions and economic growth and between health and income per capita level. Nevertheless, the
comparison among the obtained coefficients has not revealed compatibilities among them, appearing as
obvious their sensitivity towards the estimation method used, due to the diversity of the unit measures used
for health. The health conditions were embodied only as human capital stock and it is needed to be also
considered the other ways through which they may influence economic growth.
Overall framework for the study of health system impact upon economic growth
There is a large body of literature at world level in the field of economic growth that reflects the main
currents in the economic thinking. At the same time, the development of econometric modeling in the last
decades and expansion of the statistical systems of data collection and processing have allowed for the
elaboration of many studies regarding the factors of economic growth on the basis of the empirical data,
which in their turn have spurred a series of theoretical developments.
Starting from the classical Solow growth model, many classes of growth models were developed,
obtained either through making explicit within the production function certain derived qualitative factors,
connected to the classic ones (capital, labor and technological progress, respectively), either by taking into
account of new ones, such as the so-called human capital, education, research-development, health system,
exports and foreign investments, energy and environment factors (such as recently the greenhouse gases
emissions)etc. Usually, the growth models are grouped in two broad categories – models of exogenous
growth, in which the factors are considered as exogenous, and models of endogenous growth, in which the
factors are considered as endogenously generated within the model.
The economic growth issue is a fundamental one in the macroeconomic theory, decisively influencing the
population’s standard of living, and consequently the welfare of nations. The research of the growth
determinants is essential. In the classic theory, production (or output) may be expanded by investments in
development of physical capital and by increase in employment, but also by increase in the productivity
level. Also, the renewal of products and services may generate a higher value-added for the users.
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The idea that the long-term potential of the income per capita is determined by the advance on the
productivity line is unanimously accepted. Consequently, an economic growth theory is essentially one of
productivity growth. Simplifying, the two broad currents of the economic thinking, the neoclassical growth
models and the endogenous growth models are equally preoccupied with quantification of the productivity
increase as result of the economic dynamics.
However, there are fundamental differences between the two theories as regards the way to interpret
productivity. The neoclassical growth models assume that the increase in productivity is exogenous, being
usually generated with the help of a model autonomous in relation to that of the Solow production function.
Such a static point of view has changed significantly once the appearance of the new endogenous growth
theory at the beginning of the ninth decade of the last century.
According to the new growth theory, the long-term economic growth is influenced both by the economic
behavior and by the human actions, such as innovation and education. Considering new notions such as the
health system, education and innovation may contribute fundamentally in the future to the development of
the economic growth theory, and to the deciphering of the mechanisms that generate it.
Nowadays, most of the models used still assume the productivity increase as exogenous, in accordance
with the neoclassical growth theory. Labor productivity at macroeconomic level depends on the capital-labor
ratio and, possibly, on other unknown factors.
The impacts are not only of economic nature, but also of social and political one. The potential profits at
productivity level generated by investments in health systems, in education or in innovation are not usually
considered on the occasion of analysis of different governmental programs or political platforms. This is the
consequence of the fact that the models on the basis of which the economic impact of different types of
policy is assessed assume the increase in productivity as exogenous, which determines that, for instance, the
additional expenditures on health and education do not have an explicit quantifiable effect in the long run on
productivity. In reality, in the case of such models the benefits of the investments in education or health are
implicitly set to zero. That is despite the fact that certain special researches regarding the benefits of an
evolved health system or of a modern education have demonstrated the presence of a significant efficiency in
the case of investments in health or education.
In the last years, were published a series of studies that investigated different mechanisms through which
productivity may be endogenized and which attempted to quantify the effects of different economic policies.
A special attention was given to the role of the health system, education, research-development and market
structure in the increase in the economic performances. One may consider that in the effort to endogenize the
productivity increase two steps at least are necessary: 1) introduction of a connection between inputs and the
knowledge stock, research-development, human capital including the population’s health conditionetc., and
the output variable of interest (namely economic growth), and 2) assessment of the impact of different
policies upon the decisions to invest in health, education, research-development, improvement of market
structuresetc.
Lately, preoccupations emerged to quantify the macroeconomic impact of the fast changes in the
contemporary economy occurred in connection with the human capital, the research-development system or
the intensity of market production competition. The human capital may be distinctly introduced in the
production function, contributing either to the output equilibrium levels in the case of the neoclassical model,
or to the obtaining of an equilibrium growth rate in the case of an endogenous growth model. The human
capital may also play a productive part in terms of absorption of the new technologies.
The empirical studies regarding the economic growth show the fact that the improvement in the
population’s health condition may significantly contribute to the economic growth. Also, increase by one
year in the average educational level of labor force (average time spent on education) generates in the long
run an increase by 6% in the output per capita.
The impact of an increased market competition upon the macroeconomic performances may be revealed
by increasing the efficiency, measured both statically and dynamically. The potential gains from the increase
in the efficiency level may be significant along with the increase in innovation. Although it is unanimously
accepted the idea that the increase in human capital, in its health condition, in research-development and in
market competition might spur the macroeconomic performances, one must underline that such a
development requires a long time before the benefits show up, such as it is obvious in the case of the human
capital formation, in general, or in that of improvement in the population’s health condition, in particular.
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THE INSERTION OF YOUNG PEOPLE INTO THE LABOR MARKET IN ROMANIA
Abstract: The insertion of young people into the labor market represents an important issue amongst all the
countries within the European Union and this process is studied differently from one country to another. At present
the European Union counts about 75 million young people with the age between 15 and 24 years old.
This paper main objective is to study insertion rate of young people into the labor market in Romania and to have a
comparison with E.U.
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The professional insertion should be understood as a development in time since one could notice the
evolution of convergence and divergence between learning and work/employment. The transition’s methods
from school to a working environment have developed a lot in the last years and mentioned transition turned
longer and more complex.
Trottier (2000) considers that the relationship between training and employment stops from being linear
and consecutive. For Chagas Lopes and Pinto (2001) the traditional path training/professional
insertion/employment/retirement has been modified and no longer follows this sequential logic.
When studying the insertion process one should bear in mind the problem of setting limits of the insertion
period that can be considered that starts with the conferral of the diploma and the beginning of searching for
a job. The last period is influenced by subjective (you enter the labor market) and objective (you receive a
non-limited working contract) criteria’s (Vincens, 1997).The professional insertion should be understood as
a process that includes several elements of different sizes. Vincens (1995) suggests the concept of “system of
professional insertion” that pursues enlarging the analysis framework and the incorporation of other
elements, such as employers and educational system. In this way, it should be built a model of professional
insertion as a result of the interaction and the confrontation of these different elements. In the problem of
professional insertion we consider a number of players:

Those who hold a Bachelor Degree: their evolution is influenced by the different players along their
professional insertion and their behavior doesn’t comply with a strictly economic rationality.

The employers and the universities: education(higher education) plays an important part along with
the other players in the professional insertion after graduating
If before someone holding a degree had a bright future, associated with a social standard and a high standard
of living, nowadays one can’t be sure of the meaning and value of a diploma degree. Starting with the 70’s
students holding a Bachelor degree came upon difficulties in finding a job and that was why they began
working since from their early days in university. Starting to work since in university has to do both with an
improvement of a faster integration into the labor market and financing the studies. In 2007, according to the
data provided by INS over 780.000 students were studying and 1% of the latter were coming from
countryside therefore their income is very low.
Against this background professional insertion should be seen as a result of the interaction between
universities (their values and strategies), employees (their logic and needs) and holders of a Bachelor degree
(their professional and social evolution and dynamics) and moreover may cover lots of other research
subjects: educational planning, lifelong learning, training and professional insertion.
Other countries experience
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French model of the insertion of young people into the labor market underlines the role played by the
educational system and sets limits between activity at school and job.
Scheme no 1: French type
Learnig

Professional Education based on
school

Labor market
Source: http://www.ilo.org/public/english/employment/skills/life/publ/index.htm

Starting with the 70s the French state undertook active measures for integrating young people into the
labor market following this line it founded the Center of studies and research in employment qualification
(Cereq) that is subordinated to the Ministry of National Education, Ministry of Labor, social relations and
solidarity based in France that has an 4 pillars orientated activity:

lifelong training of human resources

joining active life of holders of a higher degree

analysis of human resources activity

analysis of the labor market
Concerning the insertion of young people into the labor market, Cereq carried on 3 investigations in 1992
(Generation of 92) in 1998 (Generation of 98) and in 2001 (Generation of 2001) the topics approached were:

The training (in this way they had tried to emphasize in what way students had used the information
received during their studies and what diplomas they had gained after their entrance on the labor market);

The professional evolution (it has been built in various parts from the moment of the entrance on the
labor market (work, unemployment, taking again studies, stopping the activities) and also it’s duration;

The employment (in this case the investigation had tried to identify what things had taken part in
receiving professional experience since the ending of studies. All the jobs had been described;

The family, social and local background against which the young evolved during the process of
professional insertion.
According to a study carried on within a Ph.D. in Education Sciences for the Faculty of Sciences and
Technologies (FST), Universite Nouvelle de Lisbonne and published in a review with reference to
professional insertion of higher degree graduates the following conclusions could be drawn:

For a first job access to employment is strictly linked to the network of personal relationships;

The internet is going to be the best way for people to get or to offer a job;

Students with a diploma usually find a job in a big company or in the public administration (Portugal
is an example but you could consider other countries from Europe);

If you have good grades, in generally you don’t have a safer job in addition to the ones who have
medium or weaker grades’
Also in this paper you could notice a difference between student’s genders. There are very clear
differences (also you could read Odes, 2002; Brennan, 2001; Alves, 2001) in the professional way,
concerning a man or woman:

for the bachelors in FST – women rarely receive a determined contract or they find a job on their
own;

women usually engage a less paying job and they have a special statute;

once the years are passing, after graduation, less opportunities are for women in comparison with
men.
Germany developed a dual/alternative professional training system since both state and companies
finance the education system. This system is applied in Austria, Germany and Sweden and is based both on a
theoretical training at school and a practical one within a company.
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Scheme no 2: German type
Leaning
Academic Subject
Bi Formation
Personnel training
Labor market
Source: http://www.ilo.org/public/english/employment/skills/life/publ/index.htm

In the Japanese insertion model the recruitment carried on by big private or public companies
dominate labor market for the young offering the latter a wage that is high enough and a very good working
environment. As a consequence in Japan the rate of rotation of working force is small in comparison with
other industrialized countries since the cost of recruitment and professional training is pretty high. The
companies recruit freshman graduates with no experience and not for a certain position. These young people
will hold different positions for a certain time in order to know better the company. The correspondence
between employment-training is regulated by efficient working methods and employees, employers’ attitude
rather than by acquired knowledge by freshman graduates.
Schema no.3 Japanese type
Source:

Learning

Labor market

Training after recruitment
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/employment/skills/life/publ/index.htm

The most important indicator of assessing the young insertion into the labor market is insertion rate and
it’s difficult to measure and depends on some characteristics of the labor market. Among the indicators that
provide a better understanding of the young insertion degree can be named:

unemployment rate among young people;

activity rate among young people;

the type of contract signed;

main jobs in which young people are hired after graduation.
Romania’s population rate slows down sharply and it will keep this trend because of the growing old
population and because of the falling of births (between 2000 and 2005 slowed down with almost 4%) and in
this context the young population (19-24 years) will continue to fall (graphic 1).
Graphic no.1 The evolution of young population (19-24 years) between 1999-2006

Source: www.eurostat.org
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At the region level the situation is similar and the lower percent of the evolution of the young can be
identified in the North-Eastern region contrary to the Western region (the highest concentration of young
people).
Graphic no.2 the evolution of young population (19-24 years) by regions between 1999-2006

Source: www.eurostat.org

As for unemployment rate of young people between 1999 and 2006 it fluctuated, the highest value was
of 23% in 2003, and the lowest in 2001. The unemployment rate in Romania is much higher compared with
EU and ex-communist countries (graphic no. 3, 4).
Graphic no 3 The unemployment rate in Romania and E.U.

Source: www.eurostat.org

In 2007, according to Eurostat, Romania had the highest unemployment rate among all the ex-communist
countries.
Graphic no.4: Unemployment rate in ex-communist countries
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As for the unemployment rate among young people it fell between 2002-2006, being lower in
comparison with that of adults or older people. We have for all the age segments differences between
employment rates for women and men.
Table no.1 Rate unemployment
Year
2002 2003 2004
Young people
30.5 27.9 29.1
(15-24 years)
Adults people
72.8 73.1 72.9
Older people
37.3 38.1 36.9

2005
25.6
73.3
39.4

Source: AMIGO

In Romania the covering rate for higher education changes from a region to another (table 1).From the
following table it can be seen that regions like Bucharest-Ilfov, West and North-East excel the country’s
average, because here one can compel the existence of big universities centers: Bucharest, Timisoara, Iasi
etc.
Table no.2 Covering rate for higher education(ratio computed as no of students from each region per total) percent
Year
N-V
Centru
N-E
S-E
S-Muntenia
Bucuresti-Ilfov S-Vest
Vest
Oltenia
2000
15
72
113
55
78
670
18
202
2001
14
71
122
61
81
545
20
174
2002
14
76
119
59
89
458
24
150
2003
15
73
120
57
88
482
21
171
2004
15
70
125
57
85
505
20
189
2005
14
70
122
57
84
555
19
181
Source: www.eurostat.org

As for the number of students the data provided by Eurostat the weight of Romanian students in the
number of EU total number of students is around 2% (1999-2006). INCMPS1 made an investigation in 2007
regarding the problems young people face in Romania and they reached the following conclusions:

labor market is very dynamic and in many cases education is neglected and the opportunities offered
by the market are preferred;

the most requested jobs are in the fields of: IT, marketing, sales, human resources;

employers imply in higher education training in a small degree;

the most wanted jobs by students are in the fields of IT, marketing, sales, human resources and
design;

as for the wage level they want a minimum wage of 300 euro (if no experience) and in three year
time want to earn at least 500 euro.
On the basis of the mentioned indicators we can conclude that rate of insertion of young people is very
low compared to EU. The high employment rate among young people compared with other age segments as
well as the higher the degree hold, the shorter the period needed to find a job confers a greater importance to
the diploma at the beginning of a career than afterwards. But holding a degree diploma although a higher one
does not offer the guarantee of finding a job but raises the odds to find one.
In Romania the education system is not compatible with the labor market and there is a border between
theoretical training that one gets in school and the real life one that assumes the carry on of an activity within
a firm. In Romania the employment policies according to the European Pact for Young People should be
based on three pillars: employment, integration and social promotion; education, training and mobility;
reconciliation family life-job.

1

http://www.mmssf.ro/website/ro/rapoarte_studii.jsp
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Contributions to economic theory
Wicksell was a free thinker, a lifelong socialist, a mentor to several justifiably famous Swedish
economists who followed him, and one of the most influential economists of his time. His ongoing
exchanges over the role of money in generating changes in prices—a dispute in which he and American
economist Irving Fisher were the central players—predated the mid-20th century clash between Keynesian
and monetarist views of business cycles and correct price stabilization policy.
Wicksell’s work is linked directly to three major traditions in economic theory:

the quantity theory of money and its implications for allowing an analysis of aggregate macro
outcomes as well as their appropriate monetary policies;

the Austrian theory of business cycles, which uses Wicksell’s concept of a natural rate of interest;

and the modern Public Choice paradigm in public finance, which is based on Wicksell’s contentions
regarding interest groups in democracies.
Knut Wicksell's claim to fame as a monetary theorist rests on three contributions presented in his 1898
Interest and Prices and volume two of his 1906 Lectures on Political Economy. First is his concept of the
hypothetical pure credit economy, or cashless society. In this regime all hard, or outside, money (gold coin
and convertible paper currency) ceases to exist, the banking system consists of a single central bank that
holds no reserves, and the medium of exchange is composed entirely of inside money, that is, checking
deposits created by the central bank when it makes loans. With no reserve constraint to anchor nominal
variables in the pure credit regime, deposit supply possesses potentially unlimited elasticity and the price
level theoretically can rise (or fall) forever. It is the job of the central bank to prevent this outcome by means
of its rate-setting policy. Such policy replaces the missing reserve constraint in imposing determinacy on an
otherwise indeterminate money stock and price level.
Second is Wicksell's famous analysis of the cumulative process according to which price level
movements stem from the differential between natural (equilibrium) and market (loan) rates of interest and
continue as long as the differential persists. The rate differential is of key importance to Wicksell. It
generates a gap between new capital investment and household saving, a gap that manifests itself in the form
of an excess aggregate demand for goods that bids up prices cumulatively until the differential vanishes.
Wicksell's third contribution is his celebrated feedback policy rule, under which the central bank
stabilizes the price level by adjusting its interest rate in response to price level deviations from target,
stopping only when prices converge to target. A precursor of the modern Taylor rule, Wicksell's rule is the
prototype of all feedback policy rules discussed in the monetary literature today.
According to Blaug (1986), Wicksell’s work was an attempt at “integrating general equilibrium theory
[learned from Leon Walras], the Austrian theory of capital [learned from Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk’s 1884
classic Capital and Interest: History and Critique of Interest Theories] and interest, and the marginal
productivity theory of income distribution [learned from David Ricardo’s 1817 treatise On the Principles of
Political Economy and Taxation].” While working on his grand synthesis of these three theoretical
approaches, Wicksell made improvements to each for which he is remembered today. The most important is
probably his distinction between the natural and money rates of interest.
The money, or market, rate of interest is the observed rate at which banks carry on credit transactions. The
natural rate is a bit more complicated. Wicksell variously defined it as the rate that is neutral for commodity
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prices and the rate at which the supply and demand for capital are in equilibrium in an economy not using
money at all. The tie-in between Wicksell and the Austrians is straightforward: in the Austrian business
cycle theory, a boom emerges when the natural rate of interest is higher than the market rate, which is subject
to manipulations by humans using sophisticated financial institutions and credit instruments that drive the
market rate below the natural, equilibrium rate.
This is Wicksell’s “cumulative process” model of business cycles. When the loan (market) rate of interest
is below the natural rate, the demand for loans by entrepreneurs exceeds the quantity of savings in the
economy. Banks expand credit by creating checking accounts (demand deposits) rather than by supplying
savings, and an economic expansion occurs that must, other things being equal, drive up prices. Although
Wicksell’s process does not demand a monetary change to begin, it is perfectly consistent with—and this is
what the Austrians later emphasized— a lowering of the market interest rate through central bank monetary
injections.
Ludwig von Mises and Hayek took Wicksell’s cumulative cycle process much further. They combined it
with the doctrine of forced savings to create a monetary theory of cycles in which the money interest rate
divergence from the natural rate, generated by expansionary central bank policy or by an unanticipated
inflow of gold specie working its way through the banking system, creates a distortion in the time structure
of production between capital goods and consumer goods that cannot be maintained. This results in a
necessary economic downturn during which all of the boom’s “malinvestments” have to be liquidated. The
Austrians’ extension of Wicksell’s analysis was the major business cycle theory innovation before John
Maynard Keynes wrote The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money in 1936, and it remains an
alternative money-generated cycle theory today.
Understood within the context of Wicksell’s model, the interest rate divergence phenomenon was crucial
for understanding the differences between Wicksell’s treatment of the quantity theory of money and the view
held by his main rival, American economist Irving Fisher. For Fisher, changes in the quantity of money
fully explained changes in long-run prices; for Wicksell, the quantity of money was but one aspect of the
mechanism that changed prices because the flow of goods and services worked its way through the economy
by first changing interest rates.
Keynes no doubt read and appreciated Wicksell’s approach and then built on it, stressing that cycles were
generated by changes in real factors such as investment spending and interest rates and not by monetary
changes. The seeds of the Keynesian–monetarist debates that began in the 1960s were planted first in the
differences between Fisher and Wicksell. Nonetheless—and surprisingly—despite Fisher’s and Wicksell’s
seemingly disparate theoretical approaches, both reached the same implied policy conclusion: a nation’s
central bank does bear the responsibility for controlling the long-run price level.
Another important Wicksell theoretical element connecting major economists is the “real shock” cyclic
view, also emphasized by Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter, who saw innovators and entrepreneurs
as an often destabilizing shock to the market economy, giving rise to what he called “creative destruction.”
In this sense, there is a continuous thread that runs from Wicksell, through Schumpeter, and on to Keynes’
influential nonmonetary model of business cycles. The modern Keynesian–monetarist dispute over the role
of money and its effects on the macroeconomy has its roots in the earlier Fisher–Wicksell differences
concerning the nature and causes of cycles.
Wicksell perfectly anticipated modern central bank monetary policy when he argued that interest rates
must be changed to control prices. He favored price-level stabilization because he felt that inflation and
deflation were unfair income redistributive events, where some gained at others’ expense. His policy rule
was simple: if prices were rising, then interest rates were too low; if prices were falling, then rates were too
high. His exposition and extension of the quantity and marginal productivity theories ensure him a
permanent place in the development of modern macroeconomic thought.
Knut Wicksell said there was “no need to waste words proving how important it is that the exchange
value of money or, what is the same thing seen from the opposite angle, the general level of commodity
prices, remains as stable and constant as possible.” Importantly, Wicksell’s currency-stability approach did
not just rely on the value of the home currency against others. Foreign exchange values were but one factor
in his price-rule model. Commodity prices and bond yields played an equal role in proving or disproving
market signals that indicated currency strength or weakness.1
1

Manuel H. Johnson, a former Fed vice chairman under Alan Greenspan, and author of Monetary Policy, A Market Price Approach,
is the modern authority on the Wicksellian price rule. According to Johnson, the combination of rising commodity prices and falling
yields isn’t necessarily an indicator of a too-tight or too-loose Fed. Johnson does, however, note that “market prices are influenced by
both inflationary expectations and expectations of future policy action.” By definition, market prices are also influenced by past
policy action. The seemingly low level of Treasury yields relative to commodity prices arguably incorporates market awareness of
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Wicksell's Improvements to the Classical Theory of Money
On the first page of his preface, Wicksell states that his studies lead him to the conclusion that "there is no
complete and coherent theory of money" other than the quantity theory. And "If the Quantity Theory is falseto the extent that it is false-there is so far available only one false theory of money, and no true theory." And
he goes on to say that his starting position is Ricardo's that "an excess of money" shows itself through an
increase in prices in general and a temporary fall in the rate of interest. But that the rate of interest will rise
again once prices in general have adjusted to the increase in the quantity of money. The only a way that a
temporary decrease in the rate of interest could be maintained would be through further increases in the
quantity of money at an increasing rate.
In his attempted improvement over the classical quantity theory of money in explaining changes in the
price level, Wicksell also adopts the classical definition of money to be currency or specie. But he believes
that several assumptions underlying the quantity theory bear no relation to reality: "The Theory provides a
real explanation of this subject matter, and in a manner that is logically incontestable; but only on
assumptions that unfortunately have little relation to practice, and in some respects none whatever" . These
assumptions, according to him, include:
(a) "an almost completely individualistic system of holding cash balances. In fact, . . .the individual
balance has become . . . replaced by a kind of collective holding of balances, out of the acceptances of banks
of deposits";
(b) that "the velocity of circulation of money is, as it were, a fixed, inflexible magnitude, fluctuating about
a constant average level; whereas in practice it expands and contracts quite automatically and at the same
time is capable. . .of almost any desired increase, while in theory its elasticity is unlimited";
(c) that "an almost constant proportion of all the business of exchange, even if not the whole of it, is
transacted by means of money in the sense of coin or notes"; and
(d) that "the proportion of the total stock of metal which is employed in actual circulation can be sharply
differentiated from the portion which is kept in the form of hoards against future needs or which, in the form
of ornaments and jewellery, is withdrawn from use as money"
However, from the above incorrect beliefs about the classical quantity theory, Wicksell arrives at the
conclusion that "It is consequently impossible to decide a priori whether the Quantity Theory is in actual fact
true-in other words, whether prices and the quantity of money move together in practice"
In Wicksell's system, banks assume a much more significant role in the economy than just being
intermediaries between savers and borrowers. By setting interest rates below the "natural" rate, the banks set
off a cumulative process of price increases which may continue almost indefinitely-"proceeding without
limit, so that sooner or later the banks will be led to raise their rates" . More importantly, the process is not
necessarily initiated by a new injection of money (cash) by a central bank or release of a large hoard of cash,
as Ricardo explains above. Indeed, according to Wicksell, banks have an unlimited power to supply as
much "money" as demanded:
Money is continually becoming more fluid, and the supply of money is more and more inclined to
accommodate itself to the level of demand . . . No matter what amount of money may be demanded from the
banks, that is the amount which they are in a position to lend (so long as the security of the borrower is
adequate) . . . The 'supply of money' is thus furnished by the demand itself.
But surely Wicksell's argument cannot be correct if money is defined as currency or specie. Even bank
credit, which is the lending of depositors' savings, has to have a limit on its supply. Yet it is from this
perspective that Wicksell believes that, by their extension of credit, "banks can raise the general level of
prices to any desired height" .
In Wicksell's scheme, the inflation generated by a deviation between the market rate of interest and the
'natural' rate would occur even in the absence of money being used as a medium of exchange. The argument
ignores that fact that without money to exchange with other goods and services, the price level is
meaningless; we can have relative prices as rates of exchange between different commodities but not a
weighted average of all prices expressed in terms of a common unit of measure, currency.
Another significant deviation of Wicksell's arguments from the classics is his derivation of a change in
the price level from the expenditure of incomes: it is the excess demand for commodities which mises their
prices, hence the price level, but not the excess supply of money which lowers the value of money itself.
Keynes (1936), for example, was very much influenced by this argument when he claimed to have turned
monetary theory into a theory of production as a whole and not one to explain the price level: "the price level
the monetary deflation that began in the latter part of 1996, and that finally ended in late 2001. Conversely, long-term yields took a
long time to adjust to falling commodity prices in the 1980s. Fed policy in the 1970s was presumably a factor.
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as a whole [is] determined precisely the same way as individual prices; that is under the influence of supply
and demand" for output (Keynes 1936). The problem with the argument is that it obscures the fact that
incomes are earned from production, and that the expenditure of incomes thus should not cause all prices to
rise. An increase in some prices as a result of shifts in consumer preferences or tastes should cause some
other prices to fall. Only when the means of payment (money) have increased relative to output (real income)
would all prices rise.
Some Conclusions
Wicksell's writings on money, credit, interest, and price-level determination were attempts to deal with
what he perceived to be real world puzzles not explained by the classics as well as Marshall whose theories
he first studied. He also was influenced by counter arguments to the classical explanations by Thomas
Tooke and Bohm-Bawerk. Tooke's argument insisting that price increases cause the supply of money or
means of payment to increase, rather than the other way around, merely requires a correction by clarification.
Indeed, Wicksell's later position on the quantity theory shows his inclination away from Tooke's views. But
the influence of Bohm-Bawerk's capital theory on Wicksell's reading of the classical theory of interest could
not be that readily corrected since it involves a fundamental change in the conception of "capital" in both the
theory of interest and in production.
His version of the cumulative process contains at least four innovations that mark a huge advance over the
work of his classical predecessors.
First, Wicksell applied the model to a whole spectrum, or range, of alternative monetary regimes. These
regimes included (1) the pure cash economy in which the money stock consists solely of gold coin, (2) the
mixed cash-credit economy in which checking deposits and banknotes supplement coin as exchange media,
and finally (3) the hypothetical pure credit economy in which hard money ceases to exist and all transactions
are effected by check. In positing his pure credit economy, Wicksell was able to analyze how financial
innovation attenuates the money-price relationship as modern payments mechanisms evolve toward the
cashless extreme. By contrast, the classicals limited their analysis to pure cash and mixed cash-credit
economies and so were precluded from speculating about price level behavior in the cashless society.
Second, Wicksell incorporated into the classical model a new self-equilibrating mechanism to close the
two-rate differential and bring the cumulative process to a halt. The classicals, in their analysis of the closed
economy, had identified inflation-induced rises in loan demands as the chief self-correcting mechanism.
Their quantity theory predicted that the rate differential and the monetary expansion that accompanied it
would inflate prices. At the higher prices, more loans would be required to finance the increased nominal
value of the real capital projects. The resulting increased loan demand would put upward pressure on the
loan rate until it converged to the natural rate. To this equilibrating factor Wicksell added another, namely
the desire of bankers to protect their cash reserves. Given that the public mediates a certain portion of its real
transactions in coin, a rise in prices stemming from the rate differential necessitates additional coin to satisfy
that real transaction demand. There occurs a cash drain from the banks as people convert checking deposits
into coin. The drain of cash into hand-to-hand circulation forces banks to raise their loan rates to protect their
reserves from exhaustion. In this way, the loan rate is bid into equality with the natural rate.
Third, and most important, Wicksell applied his cumulative process model to analyze how the central
bank might achieve its crucial policy goal of price level stability. In this connection, he developed a formal
feedback policy rule according to which the central bank adjusts its lending rate in response to price level
deviations from target . His rule had the bank raising, lowering, or maintaining unchanged the rate as prices
were above, below, or equal to target. Through this rule, prices, he thought, would be brought to target.
But what Wicksell calls an increase in the velocity of circulation is in fact an increase in the number of
money-substitutes in the form of credits issued on the basis of the existing reserves in the banking system.
Wicksell's increase in the velocity of circulation of money is actually, in other words, an increase in the
money supply, defined as bank reserves and an increase in bank credit issued on the basis of those reserves.
In his Lectures, Wicksell states this fairly clearly by referring to an increase in bank credit on the basis of
given bank reserves as a "virtual" increase in the velocity of circulation. How this increase in bank credit is
extended to the market is the crux of Wicksell's theory.
In one of his models of the sequence of events in a cumulative process, Wicksell constructs a situation in
which entrepreneurs with the new credits bid resources and labor away from one year investment projects
into investment projects having a period of production of two years (Wicksell 1898, 155-156). While in this
scenario Wicksell assumes the two-year investment projects are able to be brought to completion, in the
interim there occurs a degree of "forced savings" since the redirection of resources and labor means that at
the end of the first year there are fewer finished goods ready for sale, since more factors of production have
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been tied up in these two year projects (Wicksell 1898, 111, 155). It was the later Austrians, especially Mises
and Hayek, who demonstrated why longer-term investment projects begun with bank credits issued at rates
of interest below the "natural rate" might not be able to be brought to completion and instead could generate
an economic crisis (Ebeling 1997, 42-74).
Finally, concerning Wicksell's influence on twentieth century macroeconomic thought, Axel
Leijonhufvud (1991, 464) suggested that too often the significance of an idea or a theory is judged by the
extent to which it is consistent or compatible with the state of economics at some later date. "You are much
more likely to get some benefit from it if you realize that the major works of the past had alternative futures
at the time [they were written]," Leijonhufvud said, "alternatives that were later closed by the decisions of
other writers or by the collective decisions of subsequent generations of theorists. This is particularly worth
doing if you come to conclude that some recent development has led into a cul-de-sac."
A reevaluation of Wicksell's ideas as he formulated them at the beginning of the twentieth century might
offer valuable insights for new directions, now, at the beginning of the twenty-first century.
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STRUCTURAL CHANGE ANALYSIS FOR EASTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES
Abstract: One of the major problem for the economies is their reduce capacity to generate new jobs, which is a very
important aspect especially when it’s seen through the social and human problems that are generated in this process.
An essential insight of classical development economics was that economic growth is intrinsically linked to changes in
the structure of production. According to this view, industrialization is the driver of technical change, and overall
productivity increases are mainly the result of the reallocation of labour from low- to high-productivity activities.
Economic growth in developing countries is about changing the structure of production. This study analyze the process
of structural changes for Eastern and Central European Countries , from 2000 to 2006.
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Literature review
The cost that is associated with economic growth is structural unemployment, seen as a difference
between job destruction and job creation. Firms producing a product in a declining market will lay off
workers. Workers specializing in a particular mode of production will loose their jobs as new modes of
production make their qualifications redundant. Until these workers requalify and are matched to new jobs in
an expanding product segment or adapt to a new technology, these workers will suffer through periods of
unemployment1. The source of unemployment is the rate of intrasectoral structural change associated with
faster economic growth. Higher growth induces larger structural shifts, and therefore fosters unemployment.
But when intersectoral changes are included, depending on the size of the traditional sector with respect to
the innovative sector, the degree of job creation and destruction may differ, and hence the unemployment
rate may change over time, even controlling for economic growth2
To analyze the link between unemployment and economic growth it’s necessary to make a
distinction between an increase in output that are due to higher capacity utilization and those that are due to
long-term growth. Output growth will be influenced also by the increase of capital stock, because the
investments will be more profitable when their return will be higher. This will lead to an increase in labor
productivity and an increase of labor demand. This adjustment process continues until the return of capital
will be restored to its initial level. An increase in capital stock reflects that the reforms on labour market will
generate a much less reduction (or no reduction) in long run real wages than in short run real wages3.
The adjustment process that we have described implies a one-shot increase in output. The relationship
between long-run growth and unemployment is much more complex and assume several aspects4:
- Exogenous changes of the rate of growth can affect unemployment;
- Exogenous changes of the type of growth can affect unemployment;
- Changes in labour-market institutions can affect the growth rate indirectly via changes in unemployment;
- Changes in labour-market institutions can affect both unemployment and growth directly, but through
different mechanisms.
Pissarides5 find a channel through with economic growth can affect unemployment. He describe a
model in which the firm’s hiring decision can be analyzed like an investments decisions. A firm is willing to
1

Aghion, P. and Howitt P. (1993), Growth and Unemployment, Review of Economic Studies,Vol. 61 (3), 477 – 494.
Zagler, M. (2000), Economic Growth, Structural Change, and Search Unemployment, European University Insitute
Working Paper ECO No. 00/14.
3
Bean, C. (1998), The Interaction of Aggregate-Demand Policies and Labour-Market Reform, Swedish Economic
Policy Review 5.
4
Calmfors, L.,Holmlund, B., Unemployment and Economic Growth, Swedish Economic Policy Review 7.
2

5

Pissarides, C., Azariades, C., Unemployment Dynamics with International Capital Mobility, European Economic
Review 51, 2007, pp 27-48
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assume hiring costs if it the future earnings are visible. An increase in productivity level will induce a higher
rate of growth, and make new hiring to be more profitable, because expected future revenue will be higher
then the hiring costs. This capitalization effect, which is analogue with the real interest rate will lead to an
increase in employment.
Economists who follow the tradition of classical development thinking have held that economic
growth in developing countries is about structural change towards high-productivity sectors and that
industrialization plays a key role in that process1. According to this view, the development of the modern
industrial sector will contribute more in dynamic terms to overall output growth, because of its higher
productivity growth which results from increasing return to scale and gain from innovations and learning by
doing. The underemployed labor force of the rural sector, but increasingly also of the urban informal sector,
provides a fairly elastic supply of labour what allows this process to take place without facing significant
labour supply constraints.
Empirical results
For an economy, the increase of labour productivity can be achieved through technological progress
or through the movement of resources from an activity sector to another. The second approach tend to be
more important for emerging economies, although it leads to an increase in unemployment when is not
accompanied by output growth. The second part of these study presents an analysis of the contribution that
each sector had on productivity growth and employment for Eastern and Central European Countries, for the
period 2000-2006, based on aggregate productivity growth decomposition in productivity gain and labor
reallocation gain2.
The goal of the labor productivity decomposition is to determine the impact of agricultural, industrial
X 0i  X 0 ,
and services sectors on productivity growth at national level. Thus, the first identity used is
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results are presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Annual growth rate in labour productivity for selected countries, from 2000 to 2006

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on Eurostat Data

1

Ros, Jaime (2000). Development Th eory and the Economics of Growth. Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of
Michigan Press in World Economic and Social Survey 2006
2
agrgregate productiviy growth decomposition was made using the methodology described in World Economic and
Social Survey 2006, Chapter 2- Structural change and economic growth
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As we can see, all the countries used in this study show a labour productivity growth for the period
2000-2006. The labour reallocation effect between sectors had a small impact in labour productivity obtained
by this countries, which can be explained by the fact that almost all of ECE countries had cover an important
process of structural changes until 2000. Nevertheless, this process is still running in Romania and Bulgaria,
having a negative impact on annual labour productivity growth.
Figure 2.Contribution of the industrial sector, the services sector and the agricultural sector to economywide labour productivity growth for ECE counties, from 2000 to 2006

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on Eurostat Data
For a complete image of the factors that influenced productivity growth is necessary to reflect these
two effects on sector level. Thus, it can be seen that an increase rate of productivity growth is determined by
the dynamics of services sector, the best performance in this sense being obtained by Estonia, Romania,
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Lithuania and Latvia. The industrial sector plays a very important role, too, especially in Romania, Slovakia
and Lithuania. Agricultural sector had a much smaller contribution on labour productivity growth, the only
country which obtained an increase level relative to other countries being Romania, but even in that case the
importance of this sector is reduced relative to other two sectors (from aggregate labour productivity growth
of 9,27%, 1,64% are due to agricultural sector, 2,65% are due to industrial sector and 5,67% are due to
services sector). To respect of labour reallocation effect, witch is seen especially for Romania and Bulgaria,
this is predominant in agricultural sector, and is generated by a small level of labour productivity in
industrial and services sectors.
The second analysis is referring to a decomposition of growth in the economy-wide employment-topopulation ratio into the growth rates for each sector and the sectoral employment share. The employment
ratio of a particular sector will rise if the sector’s output per capita exceeds labour productivity growth in that
sector. Economic performance are more visible if there is both an increase in labour productivity and in
Li0 / X 0i X 0 / P0 , where
employment ratio. Thus, it starts with the following identity : 0  L0 / P0 







i

P0 is the population, and  0 is the share of the population employed at the beginning of the period. Labouroutput ratio for each sector are defined as b0i  Li0 / X 0i , and sectoral output levels per capita
are  0i  X 0i / P0 . The growth rate of the share of the employed population is ˆ  i
can also be expressed as ˆ 

  ˆ
i
0

i



i
0

( ˆ i  bˆ i ) , which



  Li . Thus, sectors with higher share of total employment contribute

i

more strongly to the average, and if ˆ i   Li it can be considered that the sector is “dynamic”, otherwise is a
“declining” or “mature” sector.
Figure 3. Annual rate of growth of labour productivity, and annual percetange chnge in the employment-topopulation ratio, for ECE countries, from 2000 to 2006

Source: Authors’ own calculation based on Eurostat Data
The result reflects different situation for the analyzed countries. Nevertheless, almost all countries
had experienced an increase in employment-to-population ratio (except Slovakia), although it is a small
increase. The best performance in this sense was obtained by Bulgaria (a value of 2,63% witch, unfortunately
was accompanied by a reduce level of lobour productivity), Latvia (a value of 2,66% and annual labour
productivity growth rate of 7,41%) and Estonia (a value of 1,73% and an annual labour productivity growth
rate of 9,27%). All the analyzed cases reflect that agricultural sector is a declining sector, the employment
ratio being determined by a rapid increase in output in other two sectors. Therefore, the employment ratio in
this countries increase as the industrial and services sectors gradually absorbed an important share of
agricultural unemployment. Although Romania had an increase labour productivity growth rate, has a small
value for employment-to-population ratio, which can be explained be a negative effect of labour realocation
and a reduce process of job creation in expansion sectors, especially in services sector.
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ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF ROMANIA, BULGARIA AND SLOVAKIA
Abstract: The paper is about the evolution of macroeconomic indicators for Romania, Bulgaria and Slovakia. This
research paper attempts to make a comparison between Romania and Bulgaria and Slovakia concerning
macroeconomic aggregates and population occupancy. These countries are together because they are very similar in
history, people, traditions, problems and particularities. Romania, Bulgaria and Slovakia had the same target:
accessing the European Union.
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Romania
Romania is a country of considerable potential: rich agricultural lands; diverse energy sources (coal, oil,
natural gas, hydro, and nuclear); a substantial industrial base encompassing almost the full range of
manufacturing activities; an educated work force; and opportunities for expanded development in tourism on
the Black Sea and in the Carpathian mountains.
The Romanian Government borrowed heavily from the West in the 1970s to build a substantial stateowned industrial base. Following the 1979 oil price shock and a debt rescheduling in 1981, Ceausescu
decreed that Romania would no longer be subject to foreign creditors. By the end of 1989, Romania had paid
off a foreign debt of about $10.5 billion through an unprecedented effort that wreaked havoc on the economy
and living standards. Vital imports were slashed and food and fuel strictly rationed, while the government
exported everything it could to earn hard currency. With investment slashed, Romania's infrastructure fell
behind its historically poorer Balkan neighbors.
Since the fall of the Ceausescu regime in 1989, successive governments sought to build a Western-style
market economy. The pace of restructuring was slow, but by 1994 the legal basis for a market economy was
largely in place. After the 1996 elections, the coalition government attempted to eliminate consumer
subsidies, float prices, liberalize exchange rates, and put in place a tight monetary policy. The Parliament
enacted laws permitting foreign entities incorporated in Romania to purchase land. Foreign capital
investment in Romania has been increasing rapidly, although it remains less in per capita terms than in some
other countries of East and Central Europe.
Romania was the largest U.S. trading partner in Eastern Europe until Ceausescu's 1988 renunciation of
most favored nation (MFN or non-discriminatory) trading status resulted in high U.S. tariffs on Romanian
products. Congress approved restoration of MFN status effective November 8, 1993, as part of a new
Bilateral Trade Agreement. Tariffs on most Romanian products dropped to zero in February 1994, with the
inclusion of Romania in the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Major Romanian exports to the U.S.
include shoes, clothing, steel, and chemicals. Romania signed an Association Agreement with the European
Union (EU) in 1992 and a free trade agreement with the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) in 1993,
codifying Romania's access to European markets and creating the basic framework for further economic
integration.
At its Helsinki Summit in December 1999, the European Union invited Romania to formally begin
accession negotiations. In December 2004, the EU Commission concluded pre-accession negotiations with
Romania. In April 2005, the EU signed an accession treaty with Romania and its neighbor, Bulgaria, and in
January 2007, they were both welcomed as new EU members.
Privatization of industry was first pursued with the transfer in 1992 of 30% of the shares of some 6,000
state-owned enterprises to five private ownership funds, in which each adult citizen received certificates of
ownership. The remaining 70% ownership of the enterprises was transferred to a state ownership fund. With
the assistance of the World Bank, European Union, and International Monetary Fund (IMF), Romania
succeeded in privatizing most industrial state-owned enterprises, including some large state-owned energy
companies. Romania completed the privatization of the largest commercial bank (BCR) in 2006. The
privatization of the last state-owned bank--the National Savings Bank (CEC)--was stopped in 2006 and has
been indefinitely postponed. Four of the country's eight regional electricity distributors have now been
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privatized. Privatization of natural gas distribution companies also progressed with the sale of Romania's two
regional gas distributors, Distrigaz Nord (to E.ON Ruhrgas of Germany) and Distrigaz Sud (to Gaz de
France). Further progress in energy sector privatization, however, has been delayed as the government
reconsiders its strategy on the Rovinari, Turceni, and Craiova energy complexes, contemplating the creation
of an integrated, state-owned energy producer. Romania has a nuclear power plant at Cernavoda, with one
nuclear reactor in operation since 1996 and a second one commissioned in the fall of 2007.
The return of collectivized farmland to its cultivators, one of the first initiatives of the post-December
1989 revolution government, resulted in a short-term decrease in agricultural production. Some four million
small parcels representing 80% of the arable surface were returned to original owners or their heirs. Many of
the recipients were elderly or city dwellers, and the slow progress of granting formal land titles remains an
obstacle to leasing or selling land to active farmers.
1.
Financial and technical assistance continues to flow from the U.S., European Union, other industrial
nations, and international financial institutions facilitating Romania's reintegration into the world economy.
The International Monetary Fund, World Bank (IBRD), the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD), and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) all have programs and
resident representatives in Romania, although USAID programs will phase out at the end of 2007. As of
August 2007, Romania had attracted $21.8 billion in foreign direct investment. Of this total, U.S. direct
investment accounted for $915.7 million (4.9%), ranking sixth among national investors but first among nonEU countries
2.
After years of IMF-guided economic reforms, Romania' stand-by agreement with the IMF expired
on July 7, 2006. Romania's inflation rate has steadily decreased, while growth rates have been between 4%
and 8% since 2001. However, the IMF has been critical of Romania's 2005 adoption of a 16% flat tax,
pointing to the country's low rate of tax collection as a medium- to long-term impediment to growth. The
IMF has also criticized Romania's public sector wage policy as inflationary. Public sector wages increased
36% through 2006 and the Government of Romania has approved public sector wage increases of 14%-19%
over three rounds in 2007. Analysts have warned about increasing macroeconomic imbalances, such as the
growing current account deficit (10.3% of GDP in 2006 and possibly reaching 15% in 2007, the IMF
estimates). This along with deteriorating education and health services, aging and inadequate physical
infrastructure, and a looming real estate price bubble are all seen as threats to future growth.
3.
Romania's budget deficits also dropped under IMF guidance, though the trend is reversing. Actual
deficits decreased from 4% of GDP in 1999 to only 0.8% in 2005 and 1.7% in 2006. However, the 2007
deficit is expected to approach 3%, driven by rising spending on infrastructure, public sector wages, and
pension increases. In response the IMF has recommended that Romania strive to keep the 2007 deficit below
2%, dropping to 1% of GDP in 2008. The IMF also advises that Romania is lacking a realistic fiscal policy
framework for the medium term. The country made progress in combating domestic tax arrears and
expanding the tax base in 2005, though Romania has one of the lowest collection rates in Europe, at 31.0%
of GDP in 2006.
4.
Unemployment was officially 3.9%in August 2007, although these figures do not capture high levels
of temporary emigration, gray-market employment, or under-employment.
5.
In the early 1990s, inflation was one of Romania's most serious economic problems. Inflation rates
have gradually declined, finally reaching single digits in 2004. Inflation in 2006 stood at a historical low of
4.9%. The Central Bank has set an ambitious annual target band of 4% plus/minus 1% for 2007, but outside
analysts note that inflationary pressures are growing and predict that the rate for the year will slightly exceed
the top of this band.
Bulgaria
Bulgaria's economy contracted dramatically after 1989 with the collapse of the COMECON system and
the loss of the Soviet market, to which the Bulgarian economy had been closely tied. The standard of living
fell by about 40%. In addition, UN sanctions against Yugoslavia and Iraq took a heavy toll on the Bulgarian
economy. The first signs of recovery emerged when GDP grew in 1994 for the first time since 1988, by 1.4%
and then by 2.5% in 1995. Inflation, which surged in 1994 to 122%, fell to 32.9% in 1995. During 1996,
however, the economy collapsed due to shortsighted economic reforms and an unstable and de-capitalized
banking system.
Under the leadership of former Prime Minister Ivan Kostov (UDF), who came to power in 1997, an
ambitious set of reforms were launched, including introduction of a currency board regime, bringing growth
and stability to the Bulgarian economy. The currency board contained inflationary pressures and the threedigit inflation in 1997 was cut to only 1% in 1998. Following declines in GDP in both 1996 and 1997, the
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Bulgarian Government has delivered strong, steady GDP growth in real terms in recent years. Prime Minister
Simeon Saxe-Coburg's economic team of young, Western-educated financiers continued to implement
measures that helped sustain stable economic growth and curb unemployment. Measures introduced by the
government were targeted at reducing corporate and individual taxes, curtailing corruption, and attracting
foreign investment.
The government also restructured the country's foreign debt, revived the local stock market, and moved
ahead with long-delayed privatization of some major state monopolies. As a result of this progress, in
October 2002 the European Commission declared Bulgaria had a "Functioning Market Economy."
Bulgaria's current government has continued these reforms, and in 2007 the country joined the European
Union. According to the World Bank, in 2006 Bulgaria attracted the highest levels of foreign direct
investment, as a share of GDP, among Eastern European countries. In early 2007, to attract additional
foreign investment, the Bulgarian Government lowered corporate tax rates to 10%, reportedly the lowest rate
in Europe. The government has decided to introduce a flat-tax rate of 10% for personal income, effective
January 1, 2008, which will further decrease domestic labor costs and help reduce the share of the "gray"
economy. In response to local governments' demand for financial independence in 2006, parliament passed
fiscal decentralization of municipalities, thus further enhancing local economic stability. Despite Bulgaria's
many marked successes, organized crime and corruption remain problems.
The economic upturn in Bulgaria during the first half of 2006, which was accelerated by EU accession,
resulted in growth of 6.1%. This expansion, which continued in the second half-year, emanated from an
increase in industrial production of 6.7%, dynamism in the construction sector and also the services sector,
which is of major national importance. The economic climate in Bulgaria has developed in a highly positive
manner through a reduction in corporation tax to 10% and improved possibilities for depreciation. In October
2006, unemployment stood at 8.3%, which in terms of the national average, represented a long-term low.
The conservative budget policy agreed with the International Monetary Fund was maintained and resulted
in a budget surplus, although public investment slowed. The major weaknesses in the Bulgarian economy
continue to be the sizeable balance of payments deficit, inflation of over 6% and the high level of foreign
currency loans in the private sector. The so-called security clauses, such as the withholding of EU grants and
a limitation on Bulgarian participation in the EU market, were not implemented in the course of Bulgaria’s
accession to the EU, but could be imposed if the country fails to achieve the progress demanded in the field
of legal reform and the fight against corruption and organised crime. In view of EU entry and the ongoing
expansion in production capacity, further sizeable increases in industrial production (+7%) and exports
(+15%) are expected in 2007 along with overall economic growth of 5.6%.
Slovakia
Since the establishment of the Slovak Republic in January 1993, Slovakia has continued the difficult
transformation from a centrally-planned to a modern market-oriented economy. This reform slowed in the
1994-98 period due to the crony capitalism and irresponsible fiscal policies of Prime Minister Vladimir
Meciar's government. While economic growth and other fundamentals improved steadily during Meciar's
term, public and private debt and trade deficits soared, and privatization, often tarnished by corrupt insider
deals, progressed only in fits and starts. Real annual GDP growth peaked at 6.5% in 1995 but declined to
1.3% in 1999. Much of the growth in the Meciar era, however, was attributable to high government spending
and over-borrowing rather than productive economic activity.
The pace of economic reforms picked up during the second administration of Prime Minister Mikulas
Dzurinda, which oversaw the simplification of the tax system, reforms of the labor code and pension
systems, and a large number of privatizations. The economy grew 8.3% in 2006 (the highest economic
growth among OECD members and third highest growth in Central Europe), more than 9% in the first six
months of 2007, and is predicted to continue at this pace through the remainder of 2007.
Slovakia entered into the European Exchange Rate Mechanism in November, 2005, and is currently on
target to join the Euro Zone on January 1, 2009 by meeting or coming close to meeting the Maastricht
Criteria. Headline consumer price inflation dropped from 26% in 1993 to 4.5% in 2006, and fell below 2.4%
in the first months of 2007, supported by falling world energy prices and exchange rate appreciation. .The
current account deficit, including the cost of the second pension pillar, reached 3.3% in 2006, but the general
government deficit for 2007 is forecast at 2.9%.
Government debt was 33% of GDP in 2006.
The exchange rate has remained within the 15% fluctuation bands around the central ERM2 rate, but the
central parity rate of the Slovak koruna against the Euro was revalued by 8.5% to SKK 35.4424 in March
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2007 in view of significant inflows of foreign direct investment followed by the progressive acceleration of
economic growth and substantial appreciation of the estimated equilibrium real exchange rate.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Slovakia has increased dramatically. Cheap and skilled labor force,
low taxes, a 19% flat tax for corporations and individuals, no dividend taxes, a relatively liberal labor code
and a favorable geographical location are Slovakia's main advantages for foreign investors. Major pillars of
sound economic reforms remain untouched even after the 2006 elections. FDI inflow grew more than 600%
from 2000 and cumulatively reached an all-time high of,$17.3 billion USD in 2006., or around $18,000 per
capita by the end of 2006. The total inflow of FDI in 2006 was $1.31 billion.
Germany is Slovakia's largest trading partner, purchasing 23.52% of Slovakia's exports and supplying
20.48% of its imports in 2006. Other major partners include the Czech Republic (13.9% imports and 12.3%
exports), Italy (6.48% and 4.52%), Russia (1.64% and 11.24%), and Austria (5.98% and 3.37%). Slovakia
imports nearly all of its oil and gas from Russia and its export markets are primarily OECD and EU
countries. More than 85.1% of its trade is with EU members and with OECD countries (89.7%). Slovakia's
exports to the United States made up 3.16% of its overall exports in 2006 (1 319.2 mil USD), while imports
from the U.S. account for 1.25% of its total purchases abroad (559.1 mil USD).
Conclusions

Regarding the imports and exports of goods and services, we can remark, that each of the three
countries presented, does not vary too much its percentage from one year to another;

Slovakia is the leader in both export and import percentages, Bulgaria is second and Romania has the
lowest percentage between the three countries. However, because Romania’s GDP is much more significant
than Bulgaria’s, the total amount of money is about twice the size of Bulgaria’s and quite the same with
Slovakia’s.

Concerning the foreign direct investments, it is obvious that in recent years, Romania attracted many
foreign investors, as the total amount of investments in our country multiplied by almost 4 times. In contrast,
the investments in Slovakia had a descendent trend, their total value in 2005 being half as those that had been
in 2002.

The best level of living among these three countries is in Slovakia, where the GNI per capita is about
two and a half more than the ones in Romania and Bulgaria. Romania on the other hand, has a small
advantage over Bulgaria, its GNI per capita being just a little bit bigger than in Bulgaria.

At last, the GDP deflator had a tremendous downfall in Romania, over the last years, meaning that
Romania is on the right path. Still, the deflator is considerably higher than the ones in Bulgaria and Slovakia.
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SERVICES SECTOR POLICY REFORM: AN ANALYSIS OF COMMITMENT DEVICES.
THE CASE OF ROMANIAN BANKING SERVICES
Abstract: The paper indicates that, on one hand the EU was used by Romania more as a commitment device for
services sector policy reform then the WTO agreement (GATS) and, on the other hand, that even if Romania has
attained a high degree of services trade liberalization, as well as a significant degree of integration with the European
market - illustrated on the case of banking services, it still has to undertake some efforts towards dismantling
impediments to the supply of services and towards good governance of services markets.
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Introduction
Romania, like other Eastern European countries that were formerly saddled with centrally planned
economies, remained largely unaffected by the dynamic growth of the services sector in the EU (where
services account for more than two-thirds of employment and GDP) until it undertook market reforms.
Dynamic and deep structural changes towards the modernization of the services sector, the expansion of
international trade in services and better regulation of individual services sectors (e.g. banking and insurance,
transport, telecommunications) have become major drivers of the services sector growth and important
elements of the reform process in the country.
Privatization, domestic liberalization and external opening, underpinned by the use of multilateral trade
agreements (such as GATS, i.e. General Agreement on Trade in Services) and other regional liberalization
mechanisms (such as EU accession) as focal points for policy reform, enabled Romania to partially
overcome the backwardness of its services sector.
Changes in the regulatory environment in Romania were related to the speed of integration in the world
economy through international relations (World Trade Organization - WTO, GATS) and, in particular, to the
EU accession processes. The latter gave considerable impetus to regulatory reforms and institutional change
in Romania.
Both multilateral commitments within the GATS and EU-related rules have played a similar role. They
contributed to the quality, transparency and coherence of the legal and regulatory system, as well as its
efficient enforcement. They have also helped national authorities maintain a trade liberalization policy stance
against domestic protectionist pressures. However, regulatory guidelines are generally less developed in the
multilateral context than in the regional framework. Also, the accession process did not only put the adoption
of the EU regulation (acquis communautaire) at the top of a political agenda, but has also brought about a
regular monitoring mechanism that controlled the adoption and implementation of regulation.
As a result, regional disciplines embodied in the European Association Agreement (EAA) and those
resulting from the adoption of EU regulations have exerted a stronger impact on individual services sectors
in Romania.
The question explored in this paper is the extent to which the EU was used more as a commitment device
for services trade liberalization in Romania then the WTO agreement (GATS), based on a comparative
assessment of the restrictiveness of services trade barriers in relation to EU regulations and, respectively, to
GATS disciplines, illustrated on the case of banking services.
A common argument in the literature on regional integration and trade agreements, more generally, is that
a rationale for participating in such agreements is to improve the terms of trade (Bagwell & Staiger 2003).
This has always been more difficult to argue in the case of transition countries, where an alternative, political
economy-based hypothesis is more likely: trade agreements offer a mechanism for governments to signal
their commitment to a particular policy path (Tumlir, 1985). Transition economies in particular, with a very
limited track record on maintaining an open policy stance, can be expected to have had strong incentives to
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use membership of trade agreements for such credibility purposes (Hoekman & Eschenbach, 2006). In
addition, in Romania’s case, given the very limited experience with market-based services sector policies,
trade agreements may also have been valuable by establishing a template of (minimum) standards for trade
and investment policy in the services area.
There is so far little research and empirical analysis on the evolution of transition economies’ trade in
services and on the nature and extent of restrictions on trade in services, especially for Romania and from a
twofold perspective. This neglect has to do both with the lack of data and with the poor appreciation of the
importance of trade in services in transition economies.
The main objective of the paper is to contribute to the narrowing of this gap by exploring the shifts in the
evolution of services in Romania, in relation to EU accession, and relate these to the policy reforms that have
influenced the supply of services and improved the functioning of services markets, illustrated through the
measurement of services trade barriers, with banking services as an example.
Taking into account that the services sector recently assumed dominant position among economic
activities in Romania, bearing heavily on economic development (Francois & Reinert, 1996), it becomes
important to explore and discern the tendencies in services trade, aspects dealt with in the first part of this
paper. The characteristics of existing regulatory framework in the services sector are addressed in the second
part of the paper. These are important especially in view of the need to accommodate EU policies to better
serve Romania as a member state and, thus, to shape a more “services inclusive” regulatory environment, in
order to ensure faster and more efficient integration of the services market into the European economy. To
this end, the third part addresses the methodologies used for measuring services barriers. To maximize the
benefits from multilateral and regional negotiations, it is important that governments know what the major
barriers to services trade are. Against this background, the fourth part of the paper focuses on the methods
used to measure the level of restrictions in banking services in Romania, in relation to both WTO and EUrelated policies. The main challenge here is the transformation of available, essentially regulatory measures
characterizing services into quantitative information, on the basis of an index methodology which allows for
comparisons across time, different services sectors and countries. Based on the information from the above,
we conclude that a flexible approach to shaping the regulatory setting and a continuing decrease in the
impediments to services activities on the Internal market, coupled with a thorough enforcement of the
transposed legislation constitute major challenges for new and old EU Member States to better cope with the
emerging trends in the international economy.
1.

Shifts in the Evolution of Services in Romania
a. Key facts
In recent years, transition economies, including Romania have had to overcome a major handicap, as the
share of the services sector in their national economy was generally lower than in other countries at a similar
level of development. In addition, their participation in world trade in services was way below their potential.
Available data show that during the last sixteen years the contribution of the services sector to GDP and
employment has grown quite rapidly in Romania. Compared with the high-income OECD average in 1990,
when the share of services in employment and GDP was around 63%, Romania clearly lagged far behind:
services accounted for under 30% of GDP and employment. As of 2003, these services shares had increased
substantially, reaching 45% of GDP (with 51% in 2006) and around 40% employment (with 44% in 2006) as compared to 68% OECD average and around 70% in the EU (National Institute of Statistics, 2007).
Services had the highest contribution to the increase in GDP in 2006 (3.6%, out of 7.4%), as well as the
highest contribution to gross value added formation (59%).
While in most transition economies the increase in services mainly reflects the growth of traditional
services, such as wholesale and retail trade activities, travel and urban transportation, in Romania, as well as
in Bulgaria, the importance of other services sectors, such as business services is rising, suggesting that these
countries are beginning to develop the modern services link.
As it is the case with the share of GDP attributed to the services sector, trade in services in Romania has
become increasingly important, reflecting the level of market liberalization and progress in transitional
reforms.
Romania’s share of EU-25 trade in services is only 0.7% (4.5 mld. EUR), as opposed to 1.62% for the
share of EU-25 merchandise trade with Romania (32.188 mld. EUR).
In 2003, Romania registered trade surplus in services (70 mil. USD). The situation changed in 2004, when
Romania completed the list of countries with deficits from trade in services (265 mil. USD) and remained
like this ever since.
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Services exports as a share of GDP more than doubled for Romania on average since 1996. This
development is not exceptional, in that the ratio of service exports to GDP (about 8%) has simply been
converging toward that found in other parts of the world (Broadman, 2005). Thus, this can be seen as one
dimension of the transition to a more market based economy. A similar pattern can be discerned on the
import side—a process of convergence on the part of Romania toward the pattern that already prevailed in
the EU-8 and the EU-15 (about 8.7%).
Romania is still not heavily dependent on services as a source of foreign exchange - its share of services
in foreign exchange receipts decreased from 16% in 1996 to 13% in 2005, with a relative increase, though, in
“transport services” and, more importantly, in “other services” (from 29.5% in 1996 to 45.4% in 2005, as
percentage of all services contribution).
Given that services trade often requires proximity between service providers and consumers, FDI is an
important mode for the international supply of services. The stock of FDI in services in Romania is of about
45% (as compared to over 60% in the EU-25). In general, the EU-15 generates about 72% of inward FDI in
Romania, out of which about 78% in services (Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies, 2004).
The pattern that emerges is similar to that suggested by the services trade data - there is a distinct
difference between the EU-15 states and Romania in that the former have attracted much larger flows of
services FDI. Given that FDI in services can be expected to be associated with new technologies, higher
service standards, and more effective delivery, these inflows help to explain both the higher labor
productivity performance in services and the aggregate growth performance of these countries.
b. Major findings
- The analysis shows that, while still lagging behind the developed economies, the trend towards a
service-oriented society is observable also in Romania. This is reflected by the increasing proportion of GDP
attributable to services and the growing share of employment in services sectors, comparable to those of
more advanced transition economies in Central and Eastern Europe, EU members.
- The analysis of balance of payments data in Romania shows that international trade in services has
gained increasing recognition in the last decade as a contributor to economic performance, though admittedly
from relatively low bases.
- While services trade represents 13.5% of Romania’s international trade, it amounts to 26% of EU-25
international trade and only one-fifth of intra-European trade. The lower level of trade in comparison with
the larger output share for the EU states is likely to be correlated with the respective regulatory environment.
- Services trade flows Romania-EU-25 and within the internal market are still relatively small in
comparison with manufacturing trade. 58% of Romania’s services trade is conducted with EU-25 countries,
while in the case of merchandise trade, the percentage is 72%, suggesting a lower degree of integration than
that attained for merchandise trade, due to the multitude of regulatory barriers that constitute a significant
impediment to services trade.
- While services represent only 13% of Romania’s exports, the structure of Romania’s exports towards
EU-25 countries is slightly different, suggesting a higher propensity to export services towards this group of
countries (Romania’s services exports represents approximately 16.5% of the total exports with the EU-25),
reflecting the more advanced liberalization measures that are being implemented as a result of EU accession.
- The level of FDI in services sectors suggests that this form of services transactions is becoming
increasingly important. Data on the sectoral distribution of FDI reveal that manufacturing is loosing its
position as the largest host sector to the services sector. By contrast, outflows remain at low levels. The
experience of the more advanced transition economies shows that the liberalization and privatization
programs largely explain the FDI inflows. Attracting FDI and implementing investment disciplines in
services sectors as a means of encouraging greater volumes of services trade are the result of enhanced cooperation among Romania and EU countries, leading to further integration of its market into the EU services
market.
2. Trade Barriers in the Intra-EU Services Market
The special characteristics of services, such as their intangible nature, the high prevalence of regulatory
intervention to avoid market failure and achieve non-economic social benefits, the requirement for proximity
between producers and consumers and the factor-mobility associated with their trade determine the nature of
restrictions in services trade.
Services are much more vulnerable to cross-border barriers within the enlarged European market than
goods, since service delivery often requires the presence of service providers in the country where services
are delivered. In the case of service provision, it is often the provider himself, his staff, his equipment and
material that cross national borders. As a result, barriers that inhibit international transactions with services
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affect all stages of the business process: the establishment of firms, the use of inputs, promotional activities,
distribution forms of a service, the sales process itself, and the after-sales organization.
The restrictions to international services transactions typically take the form of non-tariff barriers and are
designed to limit not only the access of foreign services, but mostly the access of suppliers or consumers to
the domestic market. Foreign services providers are often confronted by national regulations such as
requirements for additional professional qualification, local residence of management, additional
professional insurance, and constraints on the use of inputs from their country of origin. Sometimes,
regulatory procedures and their application are not transparent, thus creating uncertainty for foreign services
providers. The heterogeneity of national regulations increases trade and investment costs for service
providers doing business in other countries. Policy heterogeneity in itself acts also as a trade barrier (Kox &
al, 2004).
From a multilateral perspective, and given that the GATS constitutes the generally recognized framework
for analyzing trade in services, a general classification of the services barriers following the GATS
categorizations is in order. Conventional non-tariff instruments of trade policy like quantitative restrictions,
price based instruments, licensing or certification requirements, discriminatory access to distribution and
communication systems are imposed especially on services providers and classified in the GATS in two
main categories relating to: market access - measures which restrict the contestability of markets and national
treatment - policies which discriminate between domestic and foreign suppliers to the advantage of domestic
providers.
From a regional perspective and in order to take stock of cross-country barriers to services expansion, the
European Commission has made a comprehensive inventory of the internal market barriers and discovered
that many companies find it difficult - or even impossible - to establish in other member states. Member
States often have little confidence in the quality of future member states and even in each other’s legal
regimes and are reluctant to adapt their own regimes where necessary to facilitate cross-border activities.
There are examples of companies who had found it easier to open a subsidiary in some of the new member
states than in the EU-15. Most companies still “think national” and often do not consider growth across
national borders, even if their services are not specifically designed for the domestic market and could
potentially be exported. There is a lack of trust and a natural resistance to deal with habits in other current or
future member states and there is still a lack of “thinking European”.
3. Methods for Measuring Services Trade Barriers
The services sector is becoming the largest and most important sector in all countries of the enlarged
Europe. Not only do economies derive the bulk of their employment and income from services, but many
services – financial, telecommunications and transport – are vital intermediate inputs for the production of
other goods and services. The efficiency of this sector is crucial for the efficiency of the overall economy.
Restrictions on trade in services impose costs, usually in the form of higher prices for businesses and
consumers. Restrictions limit domestic and international competition, decrease efficiency and permit
incumbent service suppliers to charge prices above those in a competitive market. Estimating the extent to
which restrictions increase prices or impede competition crystallizes the benefits of removing restrictions for
consumers, policymakers and trade negotiators.
Measures of the costs of services protection are also useful in multilateral and regional trade negotiations.
Negotiators can use measures of restrictions to illustrate the costs of maintaining restrictions. Therefore,
these measures constitute useful complements to the more extensive qualitative description on the regulatory
framework.
Measurement of services barriers is based upon research on the measurement of non-tariff barriers
affecting goods trade. The available methodologies seek to measure two main aspects, the level of
restrictions in services and the effect of such restrictions.
There have been significant improvements concerning the methodologies for measuring the level of
services restrictions since the pioneering work undertaken by Hoekman (1995) that was based exclusively on
GATS schedules and did not take into account the actual impact of different restrictions.
Several recent studies have tried to overcome these initial limitations. In general, these studies have relied
on more comprehensive qualitative databases of measures affecting trade in services and developed
sophisticated weighting methods to assess the restrictiveness of different measures (McGuire & Schuele,
2000; McGuire & al, 2001; Nguyen-Hong, 2000). The classification and assessment of weights take into
account information on types of barriers and their likely relative economic impact. This information is
derived from the GATS schedules and from various other qualitative studies.
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In parallel, the methods to measure the effects of services restrictions have also been improved. For
example, within the research project conducted by the Australian Productivity Commission, the impact of
services restrictions on price or quantity have been determined for banking services (Kalirajan & al, 2001),
maritime services (Kang, 2001), telecommunication services (Warren, 2001), distribution services
(Kalirajan, 2000) and professional services (Nguyen-Hong, 2000). A more detailed analysis of these methods
is provided in the OECD publications (OECD, 2003).
In general, transition countries have not been covered by these different studies. Therefore, this paper
employs one of the outlined methodologies to estimate the progress in the liberalization of banking services
in Romania. The comparison of services barriers at multilateral and regional level can bring some insights
into the assessment of various reform strategies and contribute to further research on relevant analytical
instruments.
4. Assessing the Restrictiveness of Trade Barriers in Romania: The Case of Banking Services
a. Conceptual issues – the research method
The nature and extent of restrictions on trade in services and of government regulation for a particular
service can be quantified using a trade restrictiveness index, one of the most advanced methods existing at
this stage, developed by OECD, that concentrates a large amount of qualitative information about restrictions
and converts them into comparable quantitative information (among sectors and across time). The more
restrictions and the greater their severity, the more restrictive an economy is judged to be under the index. A
trade restrictiveness index score can be calculated for each sector of an economy. Restrictions that are
common to a number of economies (horizontal sectoral analysis) are grouped into restriction categories.
Scores are then assigned to each restriction on the basis of a judgment about how stringent it is. The more
stringent the restriction, the higher the score will be. Scores range from 0 to 1.
Table 1. The banking services restrictiveness index, 2007
Component
Summary Description
GATS
UE
Section 1: Economic Issues

Section 2: GATS-related issues
Cross-border transfer
Section 2: GATS-related issues
Consumption abroad
Section 2: GATS-related issues
Commercial presence
Section 2: GATS-related issues
Presence of natural persons

This section of the restrictiveness index provides an
overview of the market in terms of structure, sectoral
characteristics, and performance indicators.
Average score

0.16/1

0/1

Average score

0.5/1

0/1

Average score

0.12/1

0.068/1

Average score

0.125/1

0.05/1

Trade Restrictiveness index
0.226/1
0.0295/1
Section 3: Regulatory and
Regulatory and institutional restrictiveness index: 0.176/1
0.027/1
institutional aspects
legal and policy environment (transparency and
predictability), regulatory and institutional aspects,
commitments under “Understanding on commitments
in financial services”
Total index
The scores reflect a subjective assessment of their
0.201
0.028
relative importance in terms of producing competitive
outcomes in banking services
Source: own calculations based on OECD methodology
Note: indicators included in section 1 do not have a contribution to the calculation of the index; they provide an
indication of the general economic environment in the sector and a more a consequence of trade policy then its
determinant

The specific aim of this section is illustrate this methodology and determine the restrictiveness index for
banking services in Romania. The reason for selecting this services sector is that its significance is being
increasingly recognized among economists. It is not only an important service industry in its own right, but it
is also a critical support element for other services industries. Services such as banking, telecommunications
and transport are major inputs into the production of goods and services including agriculture as well as
manufacturing. The costs of these inputs can account for a major share of the total cost of production, and are
thus important factors affecting the competitiveness of firms. This explains why banking policies have
occupied a central position in the economic development of nations. There is broad international agreement
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that these policies should be based on a fair competitive environment and, thus, many countries have
undertaken significant liberalization of their banking sectors.
The restrictiveness index for banking services mirrors the classification of trade barriers used by the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). More specifically, it distinguishes between the barriers
that affect services delivered via commercial presence (FDI) and those that affect ongoing operations or, in
GATS terms, other modes of delivery (cross-border trade, consumption abroad and the movement of natural
persons). Moreover, barriers impeding the market access (MA) of any new entrants, domestic or foreign, are
distinguished from those that discriminate against foreigners, corresponding to restrictions on national
treatment (NT). Table 1 describes in more detail the five components of the restrictiveness index for banking
services and indicates their values and weighting for Romania.
b. Research results – the role of commitment devices: multilateral vs. regional disciplines in services
trade liberalization
Both in the context of EU accession and as a GATS member, Romania has strived to reform and adapt
policies and regulatory regimes for services industries. Table 1 provides the results for the individual policy
components, as well as the un-weighted scores of these components for Romania, both in relation to the
GATS and to the EU as liberalization mechanisms, summarized in an index that measures the restrictiveness
of the banking sector.
The information was collected from the relevant institutions (banks) and regulatory bodies in the field
(National Bank of Romania) as well as from additional sources on information such as the GATS schedules
of commitments, reports produced by international organizations, sectoral laws etc.
The results obtained confirm both the assumption that the recent progress in Romania’s trade policy
reform is due, to a large extent, to its process of EU accession and less to its WTO membership, as well as
the statistical evidence that there is a trade diversion effect from the rest of the world to the EU (and,
similarly, a trade creation effect towards the EU) with respect to Romania’s foreign trade in services.
Romania’s participation in the European Association Agreement (EAA) has proved to be a more farreaching initiative than its GATS membership, providing a framework for the gradual integration into the
EU. The EAA provisions cover a large number of areas and disciplines, which go beyond current
international disciplines, including in the area of services. They entail gradual liberalization in cross-border
supply of services, the right of establishment of EU firms, national treatment in setting up operations of
subsidiaries and branches of EU companies, as well as temporary movement of specified categories of
natural persons.
The main difference between commitments in the GATS and those in the accession process is the
preferential character of the latter. GATS commitments apply to all WTO members in a non-discriminatory
way, while concessions within the EAA are granted only to the parties to the agreements and therefore
represent derogation from GATS rules enabled by Article V of the GATS on Economic Integration.
Exemptions to MFN treatment by Romania and other EU candidate countries reflect their commitments in
the accession process and also reciprocal provisions in bilateral agreements, signed essentially with EU
countries. As the EU candidate countries progress in their legal and regulatory rapprochement leading to
their integration to the EU, their positions in on-going WTO negotiations are to be harmonized with the EU
global negotiating position, including in the GATS context.
The estimates of the restrictiveness index for banking services in Romania, computed for the year 2007
and taking into account the regulations in force at that moment indicate a high degree of liberalization of the
market for these services, as well as a high degree of integration with the European market (2.8%
restrictiveness in relation to EU countries as opposed to 20% in relation to WTO members). Banking
services have undergone the most far-reaching restructuring. As a result, these services in Romania now
exhibit many similarities with the EU banking system
Reflecting a rather liberal trade regime of banking services shown by the restrictiveness index, the results
for Romania reveal only a limited impact of the remaining restrictions on the prices of these services. The
market is generally contestable, with a few discriminatory regulations against foreign entry, lines of business
(non-discriminatory) and the permanent movement of people (discriminatory). Thus, the policy priorities for
the banking sectors in Romania would appear to be related to the broad issues of macroeconomic stability
and structural reform.
5. Concluding remarks
From the above analysis it has become evident that the acceptance and implementation by Romania of EU
regulatory disciplines, particularly explicit in the analyzed sector (i.e. banking services), have decisively
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influenced the pace and considerable depth of services liberalization, with GATS being less relevant as a
lock-in mechanism.
Several factors explain why the EU accession process, based on the acceptance of the EU rules and
disciplines has played such a key role. First, the adoption of the EU regulations has been a high political
priority in Romania, as a candidate country. Second, the EU commitments cover a larger spectrum of
disciplines than GATS obligations and, in contrast to the multilateral system, they encompass stricter
regulatory guidelines: while the GATS provides relatively limited guidelines for domestic regulations, the
EEA embodies more precise regulatory guidance, and this process has been further strengthened within the
framework of the pre-accession process, implying the adoption of EU regulations, embodied in the EU
acquis, that imposes a detailed and compelling blueprint for the regulatory and institutional framework,
which is to be achieved within agreed deadlines. Finally, the EU accession process relied on a regular and
efficient monitoring mechanism that controlled the progress made in adopting the requested disciplines.
The fact that the quality of banking services is of pivotal importance to developing countries has been
widely acknowledged. Thus, further improvement of the regulatory measures in Romania and the other
transition countries, and continued harmonization with EU standards in the banking sector are essential in
order to increase the gains from trade and foster the integration of the these countries in the European
economy.
Notwithstanding major progress and fairly accomplished market reforms, Romania still has to undertake
some efforts towards dismantling impediments to local and foreign suppliers of services, enforcing the
already transposed legislation, as well as towards good governance of service markets. As it recently become
a EU member, this could be done in parallel with the EU efforts to encourage the Internal Market for
services.
The driving force behind trade liberalization and regulatory convergence, though, should not only be the
EU membership status, but also the ambition to compete in the international markets, which are
institutionally linked through WTO membership.
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Abstract: Industrial policy is an economic program financed by the state, which public and private sector are
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credits, subsidies, preferential taxes, or banks for development. This view of industrial development was adopted by
many countries. This paper analyzes the problems of Moldovan industry in the frame of industrial policy.
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The treatment of industrial policy has two alternatives: the first one is classical concept that means the
products necessary for the market, the necessary technology for the creation of these products and companies
that are able to produce them are known. Thus, in the classical view the industrial policy represents
embellishment of tools that will benefit to the resource supply for those companies or enterprises that
produce necessary goods for the market. Concluding is that stimulation of different enterprises development
lead to the national economy development [2, p.25]. Modern concept, appeared in the’90s, foresees the
technology influence for the production of goods market needs. Quick technological development detects the
slow development for the work force comparison with other production factors as capital, thus, it is to
mention that new economic knowledge have major significance relating to production. Thus, the
performance of work force is the factor that will allow the improvement of industrial policy [2, p.26].
Another point of view is dividing industrial policy into horizontal policies that are focused on entering
quality improvement within the production process and branch policies, that aim is to increase the level of
economical productivity of the enterprises and specialized companies. The experience of EU member-states
shows that the government does not distinct profitable companies from the bankrupted ones, what means that
branch approach is efficient only in certain conditions. Lots of industrial policy role paradoxes from last
decades can be seen as West Germany example. On one hand, industry centralization is in concordance with
traditional concept of industrial policy, generally oriented to the decadent companies. There are few proves
suggesting that the industrial centralization have contributed internationally to the viability and
competitiveness of these companies. One the other hand, that companies obtained the greatest success on the
export market, usually not being part of industrial centralization. Solution of this paradox is related to the
straightening of industrial policy role from the international point of view, referring to the industrial
centralization in Western Germany.
Applying the idea of centralized industry, German government selected those enterprises that needed help
for the maintenance of current production volume and also for the new industrial conditions adjustment.
Thus, decadent companies were centralized for the direct government support. Although Western German
fiscal policy is more oriented to the region development then to the enterprises centralization, it was used in
some cases as industrial policy tool, and this happened because the economic welfare of some regions is
caused by the private companies.
A direct tool for the industrial centralization is financial aid, that is generally presented by the subsidies
and credits guaranteed by the government or by the low interest rate. Credits are offered in major by the
banks as Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Bank, and Commerzbank. It was proved that direct industrial
centralization has a low impact on international competitiveness promotion of the decadent companies [4,
p.58].
A new paradigm was emphasized in the ‘90s. It is a result of the following assumptions:

New economic knowledge have major importance depending on production,

Less mobile production factor is labor. Other factors are relatively mobile, especially capital and
technology.
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The first assumption suggests the idea that factors characterizing uncertainty corresponding to new
economic knowledge are increasing difficulties for the applications centralization specific to the production
process. As it was mentioned above, if the production volume is not a certainty, centralization of firms and of
industry as a whole becomes risky. In accordance with the new paradigm, those programs that are oriented to
the production factors promotion have higher probability for the successful realization in industrial policy.
As it is difficult to determine projects, firms or companies that will be able to survive within the world
market, the dynamics of the nation comparative advantage is represented by the relative contribution of
production factors. The new industrial policy can implicitly affect the way of use of these factors as well as
their specific applications, by proving the nature of these production factors.
The second assumption suggests that, because of its relative mobility comparison with capital and
technology, labor is a factor that offers industrial policy quality increase.
Finally, there are two models of industrial policy that can be applied for the Central and Eastern Europe.
The first is a horizontal one, because of its neutrality for the national branches. Special reality of the
horizontal industrial policy is because not industry specifies, the branch or company must be selected for the
centralization. But, due to the access to advanced production factor or superior infrastructure, companies will
know that their competitive advantage is industries that efficiently explore or use this advanced production
factor.
In this view, industrial policy is considered to be an important part of social and economic state policies,
oriented for the industrial safeguarding. This protection is realized through three ways: legislation, economic
methods and organizational activity system.
The strategic objective of industrial policy of Moldova consist in formation of a diverse, technologically
advanced and competitive complex, that will ensure economic development and independence of the
country, also sufficient incomes for the population and integration in the world economy.
Tactical aims of this policy reflect industrial rebirth; find way to pass industrial crisis; sustain specialists
with technical and scientific potential; reform of enterprises and their adjustment to market conditions; social
cost reduction of structural reforms.
More than that, the strategic objective of industrial policy is “… creation of an industrial sector of
economy technologically advanced, scientist-intensive, efficient and competitive, reported to European
standards” [1]. The traced strategic objective, presumes the necessity of realization in levels of the short and
medium-term sub-objectives. The most important are:

The growth of industrial rate in GPD formation;

The growth of exported industrial products volume, first of all in EU states;

Maximum satisfaction of national market with domestic products;

The growth of employees in industrial sector.
From one point of view, government position is clear for the development of different branches. But,
Republic of Moldova cannot have a multi-branches industry, because of insufficient resources. A country
that imports more then 97% of the energetic resources and most of raw material necessary for the industry
cannot develop all branches of industry, because it has no sense. Products whose production is inefficient for
Moldova can be imported. From our poin of view, the most important companies for Moldova are those who
are based on domestic raw material and local labor force. This industry, with certainty must become the base
of national economy enliven. If only, the application of horizontal industrial policy that will stimulate
lucrative enterprises to increase the quality of produced goods, will stimulate the retechnological process and
will reduce corruption.
It is necessary; nowadays that industrial policy use classical tools (fiscal and financial measurementsetc.)
as well as modern ones (transfer of technology, consultative organs, dialog between scientific representatives
and political ones).
Progressive development of the industry of R. Moldova was structured in three levels, beginning with the
utility and profitableness of the companies:
1.
the period of creation and development of the industry in R. Moldova;
2.
the period of reorganization within the industrial policy of Moldova;
3.
possibilities of RM industry rebirth or solution for crisis surpass.
Let us analyze these levels:
Industrialization policy (1960-1989)
Creation of actual industrial sector of the country began at the beginning of the ‘60s of the last century
and was made by the total integration of Moldavian industry in the unique complex of the national economy
of the ex-USSR. In the 80s came to the end the formation process of the structure of industrial sector, based
on the main concern development of the branches of agricultural raw material processing, enterprises of
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agricultural equipment production, from light industry, as well as of the scientific-intensive branches with
high need of labor force and technologically advanced from the electronic and equipment production
industry that made orders for the military complex of the ex-USSR.
The period between 1960-1989 years is characterized by the perception of the industrial policy of the
republic as a component part of upright economic complex. The major decisions regarding the directions of
industrial development of RM and the mechanisms of their realization were adopted from the idea of
efficient function ensure of the economy of the ex-USSR as a whole. After the declaring of independence,
and breaking off economic relations of union whole system, economical structure of Moldova, efficient
before, became not only wasteful but for some sectors was unable to survive.
Market economy basis formation (1990-1995)
The end of the ‘80s is characterized by the world socialist system economic, social and political deep
crisis, that finally lead to its total teasing and disappearance of the unique state USSR. The result of this
process was the drastic decrease of GDP, industrial and agricultural production volumes, running inflation,
appearance of immense unemployment, decreasing of population incomes, and poverty growth. These
phenomena are characterized to all ex-socialist countries, especially to republics of ex-USSR. The
complexity of tasks, political and economic unfavorable situation, the lack of political consensus regarding
the ways of country development, and experience did not permit RM to obtain significant results in all
directions, and first of all in maintenance and development of industrial potential.
Policy of industrial complex rebirth (2001-2005)
Between 2001-2005 years economical situation was stabilized, ensuring a constant growth of GDP and of
production volumes in all basic branches of industry and agriculture. The major role in country’s economic
development has the nonstate sector, whose rate in GDP is more then 75%, but in industrial production
volume it is more then 80%, thus it can be seen progressive tendencies in structural changes of national
economy. In this period, investment process has improved in a certain manner. Investment value in fixed
capital has increased three times, till the end of the period, but in industry it had a six times growth. The
structure of industrial investment has approximately 30%. It is to mention that 70% from the fixed capital
volume investment are made from personal economic agents’ sources.
Actual situation of industry. Industrial structure and its effectiveness
Industrial goods represent 78.4% from total export volume. There are registered 16000 of economic
agents within the industrial sector, that is 12,3% from the total number of the republic. There are 679 big
enterprices that have an activity within this branch, and only 9% represents public property
Industrial structure of the republic has 20 types of activity, grouped as following:
I–st group – types of activity based on domestic raw material and assigned to local market (with exception
of food industry):

food industry;

production of other goods from nonmetal minerals;

perfumery and cosmetic industry;

recoverable wastes and loss of recycling materials;

production of carpentry tools for construction, production of wood packaging.
II-nd group – types of activity based on raw material, imported supplement articles, including in custom
system of active perfection, with high level of competitiveness:

textile, clothing production, preparing leather products, trip articles and shoes production;

equipment production (production of agricultural machinesetc.).
III-rd group – types of activity based on raw material, imported supplement articles with low level of
competitiveness:

furniture production;

chemical production, inclusively pharmaceutical products;

paper production;

plastic articles production;

final metal articles production.
IV-th group – scientific-intensive profiled companies that need restructuring special program realization,
as well as programs for attracting investments:

informational technologies;

instruments and equipment production.
In the structure of industrial production the biggest share have enterprises from the first group, specially
the proceeding one, that have more than 50% from the total industrial production volume. The sectors share
with a higher added value and that have possibility to produce scientific-intensive boons and advanced from
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the technological point of view, demanded on the world markets is only 0.2% from the total volume of
industrial production, this indicator in UE member-state is 20%. The high share of the enterprises equipped
with old machines, that practice in production process a high level of manual work and that make articles
with a low added value, determine a decreased efficiency for the entire Moldavian industry.
Possibilities of RM industry rebirth or solution for crisis surpass
Effectiveness enhance was holdup because of the state policy, scoped to take measures in order to
increase salaries for poverty reduction and to contribute to population’s incomes increase. As result, the level
of salaries increase exceeded the level of labor production. So, between 2000-2005 this indicator has
increased only with 70%, while the salaries increased twice.
Internal market consumption, low level of industrial production leads to a bigger goods import, and to the
increase of commercial balance deficit; mostly because of the money from outside the country, from citizens
that work abroad. In 2005 year it was more then 1 billion $ US, that increased the state economic risks.
Industrial evolution in the first two month of 2008 year shows an increase of industrial production volume
with 9,6% (in comparison prices) with January –February 2007.
Monthly evolution of industrial production volume in comparison prices (averages of last year),
percentage changes with the month of previous year
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Production volume of industrial enterprises of all propriety forms for the first 2 month of 2008 was
4290.3 mil. Lei (in current prices).
Industrial sector situation is determined by the activity from the proceeding industry enterprises, which
have 75.9% from the total production volume obtained by the big enterprises with major industrial activities.
These enterprises have a production volume of 2361.2 mil. Lei, increasing with 9,4% in comparison with e
January – February 2007. The major share from the total production volume has food and beverage industry
(31,6%). In January-February 2008 obtained a production of 20% more then in the previous year and so it
influenced positively (5.8%) the general industry production indicator.
There also has been obtained production volume growth to such types of industrial activities as: medical,
diagnostic and optical equipment production – of 1.7, shoes production – 30.1%, carpet production – 5.4%,
chemical industry – 4.4%etc.
The industrial production analysis for the current year shows that the volume of production continuously
increases in the industries that had nothing to do with the Russian embargo on wine products, and to some of
them can be seen a substantial decrease of the mentioned above indicator.
Thus, the enterprises oriented to the internal market and being maintained by an increasing demand,
usually develop dynamically; simultaneously those having export tendencies attested an enunciated
instability. This lead in a certain manner to the log jams upholding already created in 2005.
As a result of the two last shocks: the Russian embargo on wine products and the price increase on raw
material for hydrocarbon, the stumbling block of the wine products export has the most powerful influence.
Wine industry is passing through the crisis even, if the export on Russian market was restored, and the
consequences will be considering long enough. The second shock is passed by the most enterprises without
substantial development decreases, even if there are obvious economic losses.
For the first time in the last years the light industry of RM has some difficulties to face, especially,
manufacturing industries being oriented to orders effecting from clients raw materials. The lack of attention
in elaborating a promoting author’s personal manufacture makes him prisoner. This field is full of world’s
producers, establishing their enterprises in the regions with minimum risks. Simultaneously, the lack of
qualified specialists became a problem for the RM.
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Industrial sector activity in January-February 2008
Indicators of
industrial
Industrial
production
production
volume in 2008
volume in
comparison
current,
with
2007
mill. lei
(comparison
prices), %
Industry - total 1
Extractive Industry
Processing Industry of this:
Food and beverages industry
Processing and tinned meat and meat
products
Processing and canned fruits and
vegetables
Milk products
Oil products
Bread and fresh backed products
Cacao, chocolate and sweet products
Alcoholic drinks
Wine production
others
Tobacco products
Textile products
Production and coloring of furs
Shoes production
Paper production
Production of rubber articles and plastic
materials
Production of other nonmetal mineral
articles
Equipment and machines production
Other types of activities
Production and distribution of
electricity, gases and hot water

Share of
production
volume in
total
industry,
comparison
prices, %

The degree of
increase (decrease)
influence
of
production volume
for the types of
activities
on
general indicator
of production, %

4290,3
51,2
2361,2
1160,1

109,6
106,4
109,4
120,0

100,0
1,4
75,9
31,6

9,6
0,1
7,1
5,8

124,8

126,3

3,3

0,8

35,6
149,9
150,9
132,7
62,5
99,6
223,2
305,7
40,9
111,3
115,7
39,8
69,0

100,6
111,8
80,4
110,2
115,5
2,1ori
1,9 ori
82,5
101,8
95,6
130,1
102,2

1,1
3,8
4,4
3,6
1,8
3,5
6,3
7,1
1,3
3,1
11,0
3,5
2,1

0,0
0,4
-0,9
0,4
0,3
2,0
3,2
0,4
-0,3
0,1
-0,6
0,9
0,0

63,2

83,0

1,9

-0,4

327,4
59,4
374,4

96,0
101,0

8,6
1,5
11,3

-0,4
0,0
2,0

822,8

110,4

22,8

2,4

Regarding the estimative, supplementary calculation of enterprises production that are presenting annual
statistical reports and sole proprietorships
Source: National Bureau of Statistics RM

It is obvious, that difficult times came also in the agriculture proceeding raw material industry of RM.
Drought consequences are harmful.
Potential of resources for the industrial development
The RM has sufficient resources for development extractive industry and production of construction
materials, especially cement, stone, materials of ceramics, chalk, plaster, as well as raw material for glass
production. The Republic of Moldova, practically does not own energetic resources, just an insignificant
quantity of gas and oil resources in the south part of Moldova. This volume may cover a part of industrial
necessities from the region, just for a short period of time. Considering these facts, one of the priorities in
establishing energetic security of the country is to accelerate energy production development from
regenerating sources and to use largely saving energy technologies in all industrial fields.
The process of economy development based on knowledge, within the EU and other developed state,
shows that in the 21st century knowledge become one of the most factors of enterprises competitiveness.
Knowledge enlargement, education of specialists responding to market needs, high skilled and qualified
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labor force, represent factors of major importance for the enterprises. Mostly, this is necessary for the
scientific-intensive advanced technologies. In this context, the common report of EU and EC “Education and
Performance 2010” from 26 February 2004, reflects the necessity of investments growth for education,
continuous professional performance, as one of the most factors for the competitiveness increase of
European economy. High skilled and qualified labor force stands for the increase of the level of population
activity. Equal division of responsibilities and expenditures between state, economic agents and citizens will
lead to achievement of these goals.
SWOT analysis of industrial sector
Strengths:
1.
constant tendencies for a period of 5 years to increase industrial production;
2.
relatively high level of the number of small and medium enterprises growth in industrial sector;
3.
ample potential for the hasten growth of labor productivity, volumes and effectiveness of production
based on modern technology use;
4.
lofty potential of enterprises from agricultural-food industry for the enlargement of range and
production volume growth with an increased added value.
Weaknesses:
1.
agricultural character of economy with a high percentage of industry based on agricultural raw
material processing;
2.
development low rates of scientific-intensive branches and technologically advanced and of
technology and innovation transferring process ;
3.
reduced diversity of markets for the selling of industrial domestic products;
4.
low level of industrial infrastructure development;
5.
high degree of moral and physical depreciation of equipment from industrial enterprises;
6.
low rhythms of passing to the modern methods of corporative management;
7.
lack of real progress for the attraction of direct foreign investments for the industrial sector;
8.
highlight disagreement between industrial development level in the capital and other parts of the
republic;
9.
diminished level of quality of products and insufficient rhythms for implementing quality
management systems to the international standards.
Favorable opportunities:
1.
macroeconomic stability with a relatively low level of inflation and foreign exchange rate stability;
2.
stabile and developed banking system, positive dynamics of the development of micro-financing
institutions;
3.
favorable climate conditions for the production of qualitative agricultural raw material for the
agricultural-food industry;
4.
relatively high level of education of the population;
5.
inflow possibilities of supplementary work force in the agricultural sector from the account of the
citizens that work abroad;
6.
increasing demand on domestic market of competitive goods consumption with a high period of use;
7.
flair access to the EU markets based on the asymmetric Trade Agreement, and perspectives for the
assignment of Free Trade Agreement with EU;
8.
possibilities of increase of the scientific-intensive branches and technologic advanced as result of the
technology and innovations intensified transferring process;
9.
the existence of a sufficient potential of technological-scientific and scientific-lecturer specialists for
the quality growth in preparing technologic-engineering personnel and qualified labor force for the industry;
10.
availability of international financial organizations and grantor countries to give financial and
technical assistance for the industrial development;
11.
investment attractiveness growth of the country.
Dangers:
1.
instability of legislation, especially in fiscal and budgetary policy;
2.
great dependence of imported energetic resources;
3.
territorial collapse and low cooperation between enterprises from both sides if the Nistru river;
4.
growth of technologic-engineering specialists deficit and qualified labor force for the industry;
5.
difference between the level of professional-technical specialists and real needs of industrial sector;
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6.
excessive dependence of economic growth and internal consumption, because of the labor force
migration proportions;
7.
weak positions of imported goods on the domestic market as result of the ending of 5 years period of
preferring in the transition period, made for RM when joining WTO;
8.
reduced possibilities of the state for the financial maintenance of the restructuring process of
industrial enterprises;
9.
insufficient resources for the realization of an aggressive policy realization of technology and
innovations transfer;
10.
low level of foreign direct investments in industry.
It is obvious, that difficult times will interpose for industries from RM that proceeds agricultural raw
material. The consequences of the current year drought appeared already in June. This shock may have more
serious results.
But the most serious problem for the real sector is the growing strain of financial resources that come
from gasterbaiters, that last year, only by transfers send more than 1 billion US $. This monetary volume
causes for the republic’s economy obvious signs for a disease known as “Dutch disease”. High rhythms
advertisements make the leu currency comparison to foreign currencies that substantially decrease
competitiveness of domestic exporters. On the other hand, increased population solvency leads not only to a
high inflation, but also predetermines higher efficiency of commercial capital in comparison to the industrial
one. Thus, it is a real danger for investment reduction for the production and deviation of the real republic
sector.
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THE STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: A NATIONAL AND
COMMUNITARIAN REQUIEREMENT
Abstract: Since the publication of the Brundtland Report (1987) and the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, sustainable development has become a relevant societal model
around the world. Due to the fact that sustainability is a global concept, but with local effect, the European Union
launched the task that every member state should act according to this new paradigm. As part of the EU, Romania must
take into account the European developments as set out in the renewed Sustainable Development Strategy, whose
overall aim is to develop and identify actions to enable the EU to achieve continuous improvement of the quality of life
both for current and for future generations, through the creation of sustainable communities, able to manage and use
resources efficiently and to tap the ecological and social innovating potential of the economy, ensuring prosperity,
environmental protection and social cohesion. The major challenge for the National Sustainable Development Strategy
(NSDS) is to translate national and European sustainable development commitments into solid policies and actions that
help individual nations to embark on paths towards sustainable development and to stay on course.
Key words: Sustainable development, renewed EU Sustainable Development Strategy, National Sustainable
Development Strategy
JEL classification: Q01

Sustainable development, as it is defined in Our Common Future, a report from the United Nations World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), is "development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."1 This report, also
known as the Brundtland Report, in recognition of former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem
Brundtland's role as chairman of the WCED, was published in 1987, as an attempt to reconsider de state of
economic development in the world. The Commission's mandate gave it three objectives:

to re-examine the critical environment and development issues and to formulate realistic
propositions for dealing with them;

to present new forms of international cooperation on these issues that will influence policies and
events in the direction of needed changes;

to raise the levels of understanding and commitment to action of individuals, voluntary
organizations, businesses, institutes, and governments.
Since the Brundtland Report there were many attempts to implement sustainable development in many
countries. In order to achieve this, all states have to undergo policy changes, with respect both to their own
development and to their impacts on other nations' development possibilities. The implementation of
sustainable development makes all the participants face special challenges: there should be an agreement
between short term interests and long term objectives, sectorial thinking and a global understanding of the
problems, the national interests and the matters of the world. The most important characteristic of sustainable
development is the need of participatory involvement of the main groups, including corporates, governments
and the civil society.
At the corporate level, sustainable development was first addressed with technological developments and
integrated product policies. In the 1990s, new (environmental) management approaches gained momentarily.
Only a few years ago sustainable development was first conceived as a strategic challenge striving to
integrate economic, social and environmental issues. Companies face this challenge of integration with a
variety of voluntary activities, often referred to as Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). At the political
level, an adequate regulatory and legislative framework for sustainable development needs to be set up. Key
challenges in this respect include effective collaboration between various political actors, within and beyond
the state, the involvement of stakeholders in decision making and the selection as well as the adequate usage
of various policy instruments. As for the civil society and its individuals, sustainable development means
1

WCED, Our Common Future, http://www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.htm
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questioning dominating patterns of behavior and consuming. In this respect, information, education and the
creation of viable alternatives are important. Since sustainable consuming strongly depends on subjective
needs and local knowledge, civil society representatives are asked to participate in the public- and privatesector decision making processes.
According to the first document on sustainability, the strategy for sustainable development “aims to
promote harmony among human beings and between humanity and nature.”1 In the specific context of the
development and environment crises, which current national and international political and economic
institutions have not or perhaps cannot overcome, the pursuit of sustainable development requires:

a political system that secures effective citizen participation in decision making;

an economic system that is able to generate surpluses and technical knowledge on a self-reliant and
sustained basis;

a social system that provides solutions for the tensions arising from disharmonious development;

a production system that respects the obligation to preserve the ecological base for development;

a technological system that can search continuously for new solutions;

an international system that fosters sustainable patterns of trade and finance, and

an administrative system that is flexible and has the capacity for self-correction.
Critical objectives for environment and development policies, that follow from the concept of sustainable
development, should include: reviving growth; changing the quality of growth; meeting essential needs for
jobs, food, energy, water, and sanitation; ensuring a sustainable level of population; conserving and
enhancing the resources base: reorientation of technology and managing risks; merging environment and
economics in decision making.
The European Union did commit to a sustainable development, through the Treaty of Amsterdam,
although principles of sustainability had been introduced earlier (for example, the Polluter Pays Principle or
the Integrated Product Policy). According to the sixth Environmental Action Programme, the E.U. decided to
deconnect the economic growth from the resource consumption2. The need of such an approach is
explainable because the Internal Market did not bring just advantages, as it is not a perfect market. There are
situations in which the market faces a potential conflict between the protection of the environment and the
economic grotwth.
At the E.U. level, there were several attempts to elaborate a common Strategy of Development, which
should integrate the needs of present and future generations of all categories of citizens of the world. So, in
march 2000, the European Council in Lisbon decided upon the Lisbon Strategy. The Council analysed the
strengths and the weaknesses of the European Union and set as a strategic goal for the next decade: "to
become the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable
economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion."3 Aspects of the strategy regarded
an information society for all, establishing a European area of research and innovation as well as creating a
friendly environment for starting up and developing innovative businesses. One year later, the Gothenburg
Council agreed upon the EU Strategy for Sustainable Development which completed the Union's political
commitment to economic and social renewal (the Lisbon Strategy) by emphasizing the third, environmental
dimension of sustainability.
The Strategy for Sustainable Development was made up of two main parts. The first focused on a number
of key unsustainable trends and proposed objectives and a series of policy measures. The priorities were:

to combat climate change;

to ensure sustainable transport;

to adress thats to public health, manage natural resources more responsibly and stop biodiversity
decline;

to combat poverty and social exclusion;

to meet the challenge of an ageing population.
The second part of the strategy called for a new approach to policy-making to ensure that the EU’s
economic, social and environmental policies mutually reinforce each other. Because sustainable development
is perceived as being „a global concept, with local effects”4, in march 2002, the Barcelona Council
welcomed the submission of the Commission’s communication "Towards a Global Partnership for
Sustainable Development", which contributed to developing the EU Strategy for Sustainable Development
1

WCED, Our Common Future, http://www.un-documents.net/wced-ocf.htm
Carlos A.M. Alfonso, J.G. Crespo, Green Separation Process: Fundamentals and Applications, ed. Wiley, 2005, p.20
3
europa.eu/scadplus/glossary/lisbon_strategy_en.htm
4
Dachin Anca (coord.), Evaluări ale dezvoltării durabile în România, editura ASE, Bucureşti, 2003, p.23
2
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by addressing the Union’s contribution to sustainable development at a global level. In the communication
the Commission stated that "Humankind is increasingly aware that it shares a common and interlinked future
and that conflict and injustice on the other side of the world can have direct repercussions close to home."
The communication set up priority objectives in the following areas: harnessing globalization, trade for
sustainable development, fighting poverty and promoting social development, sustainable management of
natural and environmental resources, improving the coherence of European Union policies, better
governance at all levels, financing sustainable development.
Because the results obtained in 5 years, after the launch of the Lisbon Strategy, did not reach the
expectations, the Council called for urgent action. To that end, it was regarded to be essential to relaunch the
Lisbon Strategy without delay and re-focus priorities on growth and employment. Europe should renew the
basis of its competitiveness, increase its growth potential and its productivity and strengthen social cohesion,
placing the main emphasis on knowledge, innovation and the optimisation of human capital. The Council
welcomed also the Commission's communication "Working together for growth and jobs – A new start for
the Lisbon Strategy submitted for the mid-term review."
Also, the relationship between the Lisbon Strategy and the Strategy for Sustainable Development was
defined: "The Lisbon strategy is an essential component of the overarching objective of sustainable
development set out in the Treaty: improving welfare and living conditions in a sustainable way for present
and future generations. Both Lisbon and the sustainable development strategy contribute to ensuring this
goal. Being mutually reinforcing, they target complementary actions, use different instruments and produce
their results in different time frames."
In June 2006 the European Council met in Brussels and decided upon the new EU Strategy for
Sustainable Development. The renewed strategy includes many aspects of the 2001 strategy (as the problems
are not yet solved) but it also adds the challenge of sustainable production and consumption and it includes
the global dimension, for which there existed before a separate document. The key challenges are:

climate change and clean energy,

sustainable transport,

sustainable production and consumption,

conservation and management of natural resources,

public health,

social inclusion, demography and migration,

global poverty and sustainable development challenges.
In all of these areas, the strategy defines the overall objective, presents operational objectives and targets
and lists actions.
On the relation to the Lisbon Strategy, the renewed EU Strategy for Sustainable Development states: "The
EU SDS and the Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs complement each other. The SDS is primarily
concerned with quality of life, intra- and inter-generational equity and coherence between all policy areas,
including external aspects. It recognizes the role of economic development in facilitating the transition to a
more sustainable society. The Lisbon Strategy makes an essential contribution to the overarching objective
of sustainable development focusing primarily on actions and measures aimed at increasing competitiveness
and economic growth and enhancing job creation. The EU SDS forms the overall framework within which
the Lisbon Strategy, with its renewed focus on growth and jobs, provides the motor of a more dynamic
economy. These two strategies recognize that economic, social and environmental objectives can reinforce
each other and they should therefore advance together".
The renewed Strategy for Sustainable Development does stress the role of the knowledge society and
refers to education and training: “Education is a prerequisite for promoting the behavioral changes and
providing all citizens with the key competences needed to achieve sustainable development. Success in
reversing unsustainable trends will, to a large extent, depend on high-quality education for sustainable
development at all levels of education including education, on issues such as the sustainable use of energies
and transport systems, sustainable consumption and production patterns, health, media competence and
responsible global citizenship.”1 Each country has the primary responsibility for its own sustainable
development, and the role of national policies and development strategies cannot be overemphasized. All
countries should promote sustainable development at the national level by, inter alia, enacting and enforcing
clear and effective laws that support sustainable development. All countries should strengthen governmental
institutions, by providing necessary infrastructure and by promoting transparency, accountability and fair

1

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/com/2005/com2005_0037en01.pdf
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administrative and judicial institutions.1 In 1997 Romania has started the complex process of creating its own
National Sustainable Development Strategy. The financial and logistic support coupled with high quality
technical assistance provided by the UNDP – Romanian Office has greatly contributed to the success of this
highly participatory process. As it is stated in the Report to the Commission, on the progress at national
level, regarding the implementation of the National Sustainable Development Strategy: “Over a period of
almost two years the Strategy has gained shape and substance and passed from the stage of academic debate
to one of pragmatic political action. The document is not perfect and as such it can be sketched, debated,
edited, improved, completed, amended and re-written so that it became a truly supporting pillar of any longterm governing system.”2
The launching of the project “The National Strategy for Sustainable Development” took place on January
22nd 2008, in the Hall of the Romanian Academy. This important document was issued, according to the
requirements of the EU, by the Romanian Government, through the Minister of the Environment and
Sustainable Development, helped by the United Nations Development Programme and the National Center
for Sustainable Development.
The elaboration of this strategy, in a revised form according to the objectives agreed upon at the EU level
and the methodological statements of the European Commission, was achieved through the Government
Decision nr 1216/ 4th October 2007.3 According to the approved framework the strategy will be elaborated
by a composite Writing Group and will be periodically analysed by a Scientific Council appointed by the
Romanian Academy.
According to the principles laid out by the reviewed Strategy on Sustainable Development of the EU, the
involvement of citizens, of business and social partners should enhance the participation of citizens in
decision-making, promote education and public awareness of sustainable development and inform citizens
about their impact on the environment and their options for making more sustainable choices, as well as
enhance the social dialogue, corporate social responsibility and private-public partnerships to foster
cooperation and common responsibilities in achieving sustainable consumption and production. The main
discussion forum will be the National Council for Public Debate, which will meet at least 5 times until the
completion of the document.
This strategy will have a mid and long term perspective and will contain target objectives, implementation
measures and an assessment concerning the financing sources for the years 2013, 2020 and 2030.
For the time horizon of the year 2013, which coincides with the close of the current budget of the EU,
the assumed targets, according to the Admission Treaty will be stated together with the necessary measures
for the fulfillment of these objectives as well as the financing sources. At the end of each subchapter there
will appear recommendations for the changing of some national priorities in the following period, 20132020, and propositions for Romanian initiatives, regarding the orientation of the EU policies and accordingly
the next Community Budget, post 2013. The document will include a summary of the national and sectorial
strategies, as well as the approved operational programmes.
For the time horizon of the year 2020 the main target for Romania is to reach the medium development
stage of EU-27 in the year 2007, fulfilling the fundamental requirements of sustainable development.
Following this objective, there will be recommendations for the measures to be taken, the necessities and the
financing sources.
For the time horizon of the year 2030 the national strategic objective of Romania is to come significantly
close to the medium development level of the EU-27 in that year.
The Minister of the Environment and Sustainable Development, Attila Korodi, proclaimed, among the
most important aspects of Sustainable Development for the Romanian society, some priorities: “Together
with environment, education and health are themes considered to be crucial challenges at the EU level, as
well as vectors meant to strengthen the individual and collective capacities of the members of society.”

1

Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development,
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/WSSD_POI_PD/English/WSSD_PlanImpl.pdf
2
Report to the Commission on progress at national level regarding the implementation of the National Sustainable
Development Strategy, 2007
3
Monitorul Oficial nr.737 from 31st October 2007
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SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE LOW DANUBE AREA
Abstract: Urban development raises numerous sustainability related issues both in social and ecological plan. There a
range of international organization involved in urban development. The main challenges faced by urban development
planning are coming from providing a healthy and steady environment in the framework of a more and more dynamic
and open economy, with profound changes spread by geo-economics concentration centers. Romanian Danube side
cities face a paradox. They are aware that their position represents an important advantage, but on the other hand, the
social and economic realities do not express in any form these advantages. Bearing in mind the most recent advances
on aggregating sustainability indicators, cities were compared and established hierarchies envisaging to enlighten the
spatial relation and other complex interactions established along the Danube. Considering such criteria and indicators,
cities were grouped in different classes for a better appropriation of priority set up. The main outcome regarding
sustainability was that diversifying local economies, which undergone a heavy involution in the last decades, is crucial.
Key words: sustainable urban development, Danube-side cities, economic diversification, tourism, competitive
advantage
JEL classification: Q56

Introduction.
Considering the main pillars of sustainable development a comprehensive assessment was carried out for
the entire Romanian administrative space of the Danube. A more in depth research was carried out for the
riverside cities, based on indicators that reveal social, economic, and environmental aspects.
Urban development is a leading topic due to the demographic and social trends amplified by the economic
globalization. In this context, for the Romanian Danube-side cities, alternatives varies according to their
belonging to different category, but they are gravitating around the economic restoration on the base of
potential resources which are able to build a solid competitive advantage at the national, European, and
global level.
Therefore, a debate focused on sustainable development in the Balkan area could benefit by taking in
discussion one of its very important component - the Danube – enlightened by a very important development
dimension – urban sustainability.
Background. The location of our study is based on several arguments, which can be grouped around two
pillars: the Danube and the city.
The Danube space is very important for whole Europe because of his confluent continuous navigable
arms that seem like a transversal axe of the continent between east and west. Several studies regarding the
Danube space are focused on his geo-strategic importance, within energetic economy context based on fossil
combustibles.
Another research direction is represented by the protection of the environment. This was motivated by the
important transformations of the natural environment with the goal of growing areas for agriculture or the
electric energy production.
The economic and social flow determined by the connection continuity assured by the Danube waters
made possible to develop along Danube-sides many localities, and from these, a big percent represents urban
cities. The most important abutter cities in Romania are: Orsova, Drobeta Turnu Severin, Giurgiu, Oltenita,
Calarasi, Fetesti, Braila, Galati, Tulcea and Sulina, between these cities there are big differences regarding
the space and activities organization, and the intensity of the social and economic activities that reflects in
different ways the effects of political and economical changes from the last 10 years. Also, the cities have
direct and indirect benefits from the traffic made along the Danube River, but in many cases, this thing it is
not took into serious. Because the Danube River for Romania represents the frontline border with Serbia,
Bulgaria, The Republic of Moldova and Ukraine, many relations based on this river can be develop, relations
that are very important also for EU in order to revitalizing the local economies.
The cities are and will remain the engine of the progress and the place for the big intellectual, cultural and
technological conquests (Kofi Annan, 1997, Bonn – O.N.U. Congress about the habitat), the best
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organization of human living even if the urbanization proportion are and will remain different from one
region to another, from one country to another depending by the economic and social develop level, by the
cultural and historical traditions. Vintila Mihailescu defines the city as an organization form of the
geographic space for centralizing the production and redistributing the social wealth and energies. Vintila
Mihailescu notices that the city is not just the product of an economic phenomenon; it can be defined also
from services and non-economic domains.
Discussions.
The city, as an economic and social space, represents the most advanced form of civilization, being in the
same time its promoter.
The relative independency by the nature characteristic, the interests and economic relations that
determined a unique space that is very good for innovation, for the technique progress, for creating objective
relations, for making standards for different living aspects. In the same time, the urban space is liable to a
concentration of the social and economic activities effects, and also to extern unmarked effects. These extern
effects are being reflected in social and ecological level. Because of that, their approach at this level can
reveal several procedures, methods, techniques that can offer solutions to problems from sustainable
development point of view.
Sustainable urban development is promoted through an international program series elaborated based on a
numerous experiences of different cities from all over the world. From these, the most remarkable is the
Local Agenda 21 Program promoted by O.N.U. It is very comprehensive and has a big application level.
Galati, Giurgiu and Zimnicea are three Danubian cities that have beneficiated by the UNEP Program for a
sustainable local development plan AL21.
Similarly initiatives are necessary in the other big and medium cities: Tulcea, Braila, Turnu Magurele,
Calarasi, and Drobeta Turnu Severin.
Economic relations from Romanian cities along the Danube River are still paying tribute to centralize
economic architecture that has forced the developing of different industrial domain. The economic
difficulties represent the biggest disadvantage for this space. As a consequence, we are considering that the
developing of the urban economy as a starting point for the ground of sustainable urban development. In that
extent, a first step must be represented by the accurate analysis of the potential resources in order to identify
the resources that need to be valorizes for the creation and consolidation of the competitive advantage at
national, European and global level. Few bench-marking in that extent are presented in the following pages.
Danube Navigable Channel. Each transit artery – terrestrial and naval – represents by itself premises for
the local economy development.
With all of that, the intensity of goods and travelers transit is influenced by the general economic context,
by the existence of the alternatives, by the geopolitical context and by the other factors.
As arises by the analysis of historical evolution, the relative importance of Danube suffered important
fluctuations.
As a consequence, the role of the Danube as a element for the local economic revitalization don’t have to
be absolutist, rather than a complementary element with a constant contribution associated to the most
unfavorable geo-economics context, who can increase in the favorable periods.
Insofar as these are materialized, the authorities will involve in order creating accumulations meant to
increase the economic attractiveness of the towns. We underline, also, the need of a proactive approach for
the creation of a favorable context by promotion of a navigable artery of Danube and creation of a
comparative advantage for the transporters. In that extent, along with the implications of local authorities, a
concrete and strategic approach at national level is a fundamental necessity.
The creation and development of tourism infrastructure represents, also, an important direction of action
which the governmental local authorities must to adopt. Between arguments which sustain that option, we
mention:

the increasing of the tourist activities require investments which can be financed from the European
funds and which are not so restrictive as investments in the industrial fields;
 the development of tourist activities have an multiplicative effect on the local economy;
 the internal and international tourism traffic contributes to the cultural changes and to the development
of new social relations, with benefic effect on the local communities;
 originality of some communities, but mostly of the natural patrimony can be put in a good use;
 the tourism products centered on the Danube axe help to the development of the cooperation relations
between municipalities, creating the premises for coordinated local development plans;
 zones with remarkable tourism and natural potential are situated at the extremity, thus the tourism
products may cover the entire Romanian course of the Danube;
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 Formulation of some bilateral tourism products – on the both banks of the Danube – will permit the
activation of cross-border cooperation relations, segment sustained by various European programs on the
basis of the agreements as Stability Pact in South-East of Europe.
The previous industrial infrastructure, the qualified work force, the accessibility of the naval and the
connectivity with the European and global transport network are important premises that need to be
considered for the development of the industrial sector. The local public authorities must to involve also on
this segment, taking into account the possibility of development of industrial parks.
On ecological plan, the priorities for urban development are represented by:
 realization of investments on a modern and ecological urban infrastructure, starting from cleaning
stations of thread water and arrangement of ecological storehouse for waste product;
 Enforcement of local norms for a better put in a good use the sun energy potential for warming of the
houses and, generally, of interior spaces;
 Creation of new green spaces and reconstruction of the existing, taking into account the climatic
constrains of these region. Thus will be improved also the esthetical aspect of towns, contributing to the
increase of their attractiveness;
 reconstruction of the urban infrastructure of transport and especially of the traffic road for the
diminishing of the air pollution;
 The preserve of the natural ecosystems and renaturation of the purposed zones in the program: “The
Green Passage of the Danube”.
Allow for the fourth categories of towns identified on the basis of the cluster analysis, the urban
development objectives are differentiated as follow:
 For the big towns (>200 000 inhabitants) – Galati and Braila – relaunching of the local economy must
start from the putting forward of the existent human and technical capital, without this efforts became too
expensive for the community.
The attraction of the investments and the negotiation of some contracts in vision of welfare communities
is one of the options, followed closely by attraction of the European nonrefundable funds. Those are
important taking into account the fact that they are addressing to the ecological dimension by the finance of
the realization of a modern infrastructure.
In the same time, must be identified, through a more intense civic activity, the main social problems thus,
on the basis of realistic prioritization the local public authorities to succeed the correct and efficient
allocation of its own resources.
In the same direction is important to create proactive collectivities, in which the efforts for mutual aid to
be lead not only by authorities but also by the NGO’s, professional associations, church, representatives of
business environment.
At the level of those towns, the social relations are in a more advanced step, the particularities of the
communities became urbanites specifics, thus can have only a incentive role.
An important observation in that extent is related by the fact that after the reduction of the industrial
activity, of the migration, the big towns can enter in an urban involution process.
We can appreciate that we are in a crucial moment for the development of a sustainable civil society, who
assumes the responsibility for the edification of an equilibrated urban community.
 For the medium towns (50 000 – 100 000 inhabitants) - Drobeta Turnu Severin, Giurgiu, Calarasi and
Tulcea – bench-marks of one model of economic and social development are similarly with those mentioned
for the big towns.
A particularization of the development models is necessary in the case of the town Drobeta Turnu Severin
and Tulcea, these representing the urban center with meaningful influence on the surounding regions which
are situated to the extremity of Romanian Danube range.
In special, in the perspective of the development of tourism, those two cities must be seen as true
Danubian gates, thus in the allocation of the resources on this segment the restoration of historical cultural
values, creation of the tourism infrastructure and the national and international promotion are primary
elements.
 For the small towns (10 000 – 50 000 inhabitants) - Moldova Nouă, Orşova, Calafat, Corabia, Zimnicea,
Olteniţa, Turnu Măgurele, Feteşti, Cernavodă and Macin – the situation is unfavorable. Majority of them are
framed on so-called monoindustrial towns. Today, the core industries stopped their activity, thus that the
economic function of those towns is resuming, most of the part, at the processing of agro foods products.
Having the fact that also here are structures of old enterprises and Danube represents as well as water
resources, as well as way of transportation, the promotion of the development of industrial parks, or of
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integrated systems, known as the name of industrial ecosystems or industrial symbiosis, constitute a viable
option.
Facility of the change of in formations, assurance of consultancy services by an inter-municipal
cooperation represents the necessary catalysts, in that extent.
 For the very small towns (<10 000 inhabitants) - Isaccea şi Sulina – the situation is quite different as
regard the potential resources, but very similar as a way of manifestation.
Both towns are confronted with increased unemployment rates, especially as a consequence of inclusion of
industrial units. The economic decline is a status fact, the social situation get out of order from year to year.
The differences of potential are linked by the tourism attractiveness: Sulina may represents the end of a
deltaic or even Romanian itinerary, being the most eastern point from Romania and having a riotously past
which seems to wait for being “restored”, while Isaccea has a economy mostly based on agriculture,
specially on animals growth, plus the exploitation in career of the rocs and the wood, without natural benchmarking near by.
Spite of, the attraction of the tourists can constitute a solution for the economic crisis. Even the
differences are important, the tourist attractiveness is not sufficient increased not even in Sulina. A commune
development program of the tourism infrastructure, coordinated by the county authorities in cooperation with
the tourism agencies for the training and promotion of some attractive tourism products and adapted to the
local specific represents for those towns the premise of the economic development.
Conclusions.
Diversification will increase the resilience of these cities in face of economic, social, and political changes
which are very likely to occur in the context of a more and more global world. However, this goal is a long
run target that has to be supported through a step by step approach of increasing attraction of investors,
enhancing the capacity of absorb European founds, establishing and developing new economic activities,
based on potential resources which could bring a comparative advantage on both national and regional level.
Tourism development plans has to be established considering the particular distribution of the natural
resources. Natural resources with high value are a main feature of the Low Danube. Nevertheless they are
highly unevenly distributed, being concentrated at every of the two ends. Trade routes were always of high
attraction. However, since the relative importance of the Danube changed significantly according to the
geopolitical context. Another group of solutions for restoring the urban economy come from investments in
industrial production, which has to be carefully approached by local authorities in the light of environmental
and social criteria of sustainable urban development.
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Abstract: The European East Emerging countries represent an interest research topic both in terms of macroeconomic
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Introduction
There are 50 emerging markets at the worldwide level. In order to get a deeper insight of the
importance of these countries in the global economical architecture, a few statistics must be highlighted out:
1/5 of the global out put is produced by them, 4/5 of the total population lives in these countries and 8,5% of
the stock market capitalization at the global level belongs to these countries. The BRIC countries (Brazil,
Russia, India and China) will be the largest economies by 2050 and in 2007 their cumulated GDP represents
48% of the global GDP.
The strongest points that are always pointed out as for the emerging countries imply strong currency,
budget surpluses and a high rate of local consumption. The lack of correlation between their financial
systems and the largest capital markets enabled specialists to conceive them as an important element in case
of financial crises since investors have the opportunity to direct the capital inflows towards them in order to
get a higher protection.
The negative aspects imply higher volatility, lack of transparency and liquidity.
At the global level, there is a keen interest directed towards emerging countries because of the
potential growth perspectives offered to the multinational companies and to the low labor cost. Outsourcing
became one of the most important strategies developed by all world-wide level corporations.
East European emerging countries imply a different research effort in terms of macroeconomic
analysis because of the specific features determined by the transition process to the market-oriented
economy.
Their strategic geographic position and their growth perspectives have been pointed out as two of the
main advantages offered to the other developed European countries. Overall, their global market can be
valued at more than 50 billion EUR which represents a huge opportunity for the companies of the developed
countries in terms of products valorization.
Corporate segment is the most important growth resource for the East European emerging countries.
It is appreciated as being the most important welfare mobile owing to the fact that it contributes in a
fundamental way to keep up a decent living standard level.
Thus it is important for the enterprises to have all the finance mechanisms opportunities in order to
expand. But macroeconomic environment is a key factor in their case since it has been acknowledged that as
for the emerging countries, the correlation between country and corporate rating is more substantial than in
the case of the developed countries.
The stability of the macroeconomic environment as well as the degree of economical growth, the
inflation rate or the level of the capital market liquidity and transparency affect corporate segment.
This paper is related to the work of Xianghong and Zhao who studied the impact of the
macroeconomic environment on the corporate default, but also to the work of Revoltella, Haiss and Fink and
of Berglof and Pajuste who highlighted out the particularities of the corporate governance systems within
Central and Eastern Europe. We propose to be more analytic in our research; there will be followed-up a
global overview, based on the macroeconomic foundation.
Section 2
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Beginning with 1988, East-European emerging countries have gone through a deep restructuring
process, from planned-centralized economy, characteristic to communism, to market-oriented economy.
This transition process is a very challenging one, especially from the point of view of the
privatization process. Since most of the enterprises were state-owned, the implementation of the structures
specific to the liberalized economy, inclusively the private ownership, has implied many efforts both from
the part of the public institutions but also from the part of the private entities. During a long period of time,
the macroeconomic environment has been affected by real desequilibrums which determined low living
standard.
The macroeconomic volatility has been increased by higher political risk determined by an unstable
political environment.
The adheration process to the European Union represented an incentive for the authorities to struggle
for a more competitive economical environment. Macroeconomic policies have been implemented in order
to stabilize national economy and to integrate into the EU. In 2004, Poland, Slovakia Slovenia, Latvia,
Estonia managed to integrate into EU while in 2007 Romania and Bulgaria became members too.
Table no. 1 – GDP weight of the EE emerging countries into the EU GDP weight
2000
2001
2002 2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
Bulgaria
27.9
29.4
31.1
32.6
33.6
35.2
37.1
38.7 (f)
Czech
Republic
68.7
70.6
70.8
73.8
76.1
77
79.3
82.0 (f)
Hungary
56.3
59.1
61.7
63.6
63.9
64.8
65.3
65.4 (f)
Poland
48.5
47.8
48.5
49.1
50.8
51
52.9
55.2 (f)
Romania
26
27.6
29.4
31.5
33.6
34.4
37.6 (f)
39.1 (f)
Slovenia
78.9
79
81.3
82.5
85
86.6
88.8
91.7 (f)
Slovakia
50.3
52.5
54.3
55.7
57
60.4
63.6
67.6 (f)

2008
40.1 (f)
83.4 (f)
65.3 (f)
56.7 (f)
40.4 (f)
92.9 (f)
70.2 (f)

Source: www.eurostat.ec.europa.eu

An analysis at the level of the GDP weight into the EU GDP reveals the fact that there are still lags which
separate the EE emerging countries from UE.
Overall, their average GDP represent 64% of the total UE GDP. Romania and Bulgaria continue to have
the lowest GDP – only 40.4% and 40.1% out of the EU GDP - while Slovenia and Czech Republic have the
highest values – 92.9% and 83.4%.
Table no. 2 – GDP real growth rate within East European emerging countries, EU (27 countries) and
USA
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
5.4
4.1
4.5
5
6.6
6.2
6.1
6.3 (f) 6.0 (f)
Bulgaria
3.6
2.5
1.9
3.6
4.5
6.4
6.4
5.8 (f) 5.0 (f)
Czech Republic
5.2
4.1
4.4
4.2
4.8
4.1
3.9
2.0 (f) 2.6 (f)
Hungary
4.3
1.2
1.4
3.9
5.3
3.6
6.1
6.5 (f) 5.6 (f)
Poland
2.1
5.7
5.1
5.2
8.5
4.1
7.7
6.0 (f) 5.9 (f)
Romania
4.1
3.1
3.7
2.8
4.4
4.1
5.7
6.0 (f) 4.6 (f)
Slovenia
1.4
3.4
4.8
4.8
5.2
6.6
8.5
8.7 (f) 7.0 (f)
Slovakia
2
1.2
1.3
2.5
1.8
3
2.9 (f) 2.4 (f)
EU (27 countries) 3.8
3.7
0.8
1.6
2.5
3.6
3.1
2.9
2.1 (f) 1.7 (f)
United States
Source: www.eurostat.ec.europa.eu
* f = forecasted value

As for GDP real growth rate, it is obvious that East European emerging countries recorded high values in
comparison with EU (27 countries) and also with USA.
Ever since 2000, the real growth rate for Bulgaria has been increasing continuously, from 5.4% to 6.1%.
Romania had the highest growth rate in 2004 (8.5%) as well as Slovakia – 8.5% in 2006. Poland and
Slovenia had a real growth rate of 5.2% and 4.1% in 2000 while in 2006 it increased to 6.1% and 5.7%.
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Hungary recorded the lowest real growth rate during this period; it decreased from 5.2% in 2000 to 3.9% in
2006 while in 2007 and 2008 it is expected that this value should get to 2.0% and 2.6%.
Overall, the analysts’ expectations for 2008 in terms of real growth rate imply a slightly decrease for all
the East European Emerging countries; nevertheless, the anticipated growth rate are superior to the growth
rate expected both for USA and EU (27 countries) (1.7% and 2.4%) which validates the idea that East
European emerging countries still have a higher growth potential than the developed ones and they continue
to be attractive to foreign investors.
Inflation rate within East European emerging countries has decreased continuously from 2000 to 2006.
The lowest values in 2006 were recorded by Czech Republic (2.1%), Slovenia (2.5%), Poland (1.3%) and
Slovakia (4.3%).
Table no. 3– Inflation rate within East European emerging countries and EU (27 countries)
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

2006

European Union
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia

2.2
7.4
2.1
4
1.3
6.6
2.5
4.3

1.9
10.3
3.9
10.0
10.1
45.7
8.9
12.2

2.2
7.4
4.5
9.1
5.3
34.5
8.6
7.2

2.1
5.8
1.4
5.2
1.9
22.5
7.5
3.5

2.0
2.3
-0.1
4.7
0.7
15.3
5.7
8.4

2.0
6.1
2.6
6.8
3.6
11.9
3.7
7.5

2.2
6
1.6
3.5
2.2
9.1
2.5
2.8

Source: www.eurostat.ec.europa.eu

Table no. 4– Current deficit account within East European emerging countries
2000
2001
2002
2003
-0.8
-1.1
-0.9
-1.5
Bulgaria
-3
-3.7
-4.4
-5
Czech Republic
-4.4
-3.6
-4.9
-5.9
Hungary
-1.5
-2.5
-1.6
-2.9
Romania
-0.6
0
0.3
-0.2
Slovenia
-0.8
-2
-2.1
-0.2
Slovakia
-10.8
-6
-5.4
-4.1
Poland

2004
-1.1
-5.3
-6.9
-5.1
-0.7
-1.2
-8.7

2005
-2.5
-2.1
-6
-6.9
-0.5
-3.2
-4.1

Source: www.eurostat.ec.europa.eu

The highest inflation rates were recorded by Romania (6.6%) and Bulgaria (7.4%). In comparison with
EU (27 countries) – 2.2% in 2006-, the inflation rate of the East European emerging countries was higher
which is in line with the assumption that their macroeconomic volatility is high. This assumption is enforced
also by their current deficit.
The highest current deficit was recorded in 2005 by Romania (6.9%) and Hungary (6%) while the lowest
value is recorded by Slovenia (05%) and Czech Republic (2.1%). The current deficit is considered to be the
most important danger to the macroeconomic stability; as long as efficient production structures will not be
implemented in order to increase the level of exports, current deficit will threaten economic balance.
During a period of at least 10 years after the beginning of the transition process, current deficit has not
been considered an economic danger owing to the privatization process. The inflows directed by the foreign
investors to the East-European emerging countries were high enough in order to support the deficit.
Meanwhile, privatization resources have decreased and analysts appreciate that FDI will not be able anymore
to cover it.
Romania country rating has been revised negatively by Standard&Poor’s and Coface in 2007 because of
the current deficit. Coface has downgraded the country rating which reflects the reimbursement capacity of
the corporate sector from A to A4
FDI from Slovenia and Czech Republic have decreased in 2005 and 2006 from 454 /8.919 mil. EUR to
269/4.198 mil EUR. For the other countries, the dynamic was positive during the period 2001-2006.
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The highest levels of FDI were attracted by Romania (record value in 2006 – 8.874 mil. EUR), Bulgaria
(record value in 2006 – 3.543 mil. EUR) and Poland (record value in 2006 – 9.168 mil. EUR).
Slovenia is for the moment the only country that managed to comply with the convergence criteria in order
to adopt EUR. For the other countries, analysts appreciate that the EUR will be adopted later than 2012 (as
for Poland and Slovakia specialists consider that EUR might be adopted in 2011-2012 while Romania may
adopt EUR in 2015).
The absorption rate of the European structural funds is an important indicator for the East European
countries. The most competitive country is Slovenia who managed to have an absorption rate of 64%,
Hungary 40% while Romania and Bulgaria have an absorption rate below 10%. In 2007, the group of the
European East emerging countries benefited from 15,5 billion dollars.
Analysts appreciate that the average absorption rate of the European Funds by the East European countries
is 40%.
Table no. 5– Foreign Direct Investments within East European emerging countries (MIL EUR)

2001

2002

2003
1499

2004
2350

2005
2744

2006
3543 (p)

3159

8460
2034

812
2577

3227
:

595

321
619
3238

499
641
9441

8919
5835
5338
454
1388
6258

4198 (p)
6246 (p)
8874 (p)
269 (p)
3171 (p)
9168 (p)

Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Hungary
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Poland

5857

4236

Source: www.eurostat.ec.europa.eu*p = provisional value

In opposition with developed countries, corporate sector focuses mainly on SME which have a large
weight within the GDP. In Romania SME represent 60% of the GDP and integrate 90% of the workforce
while in SUA and Japan they represent no more than 40%-45% of the GDP.
The highest number of the SME are located in Poland while the lowest one is located in Slovenia.
Corporate default rate in the EE emerging countries increased after the integration into the EU. Most of the
corporate defaults were located in Hungary (19%) and Romania.
As for the corporate segment, the most vulnerable activities to macroeconomic volatility are textiles, trade,
furniture industry, agriculture while IT, telecommunications and automobiles are the less exposed.
Graph no.1 – SME within East European emerging countries
SME
3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
SME
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0
Romania'

Poland

Czech

Slovenia

Source: own processing

Conclusions
East European emerging countries represent a real area of interest in terms of attraction towards foreign
investors. Their macroeconomic environment is characterized by a high economic growth, but also by
volatility determined by the current account deficit which impacts negatively the country risk premium and
the stability of the corporate sector. In order to reduce the negative side, the convergence criteria complying
process related reforms will have to be strengthen. This will encourage corporate sector expansion which is
still under the influence of the centralized economy mentalities and principles especially in terms of finance
mechanisms.
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Abstract: In this study we introduce to you the multiple aspects of the patents in the European Union. In the first part, a
short presentation of the patents will be done and then we examine the first international conventions. Another
distinctive feature analyzed is the one of the necessary and sufficient conditions which the patens should observe
according to the anti-monopoly legislation of the EU.
The European patents and the European institutions make another subject of the present essay.
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At the end of this paper, we analyze all the features of the patents as a component of industrial property in Romanian
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1.
1.1.

The European Patent
The European Patent Institution

The European patent is an autonomous legal system, created in 1973, based on the Convention regarding
the European Union license issuing (also known as the European License Convention), and it is administered
by the European Patenting Office. This institution is autonomous towards the European Union, and its
members, subscribers to the Convention, are not members of the European Union: Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Turkey, Monaco, and Island. This new system represents a new legal frame for European patent awarding
through the medium of a single harmonized procedure, also known as EPO.
This way, a single application regarding the awarding of a European patent, addressed to the Office (either
directly in Munich at the headquarters, or to the national patenting offices) can grant a title of protection
valid in all countries members of the Convention. Applications for a European patent can be addressed in
one of the three official languages of the Office: English, French or German. Once the decision taken, the
respective language will be appointed as the official language of the procedures that will unfold.
The European Patent System covers a large area of languages (31 member states). From a logistical point
of view, it would be difficult for a single country to obtain protection, because this could lead to high initial
costs, as far as the preparation and translation of the documents is concerned. The European Licensing
Convention can delay getting these translations, up to the moment of the patent issuing, in order to be sure
that the applicant could objectively analyze the need to pay so much for the respective translations.
A European patent does not guarantee immediate protection to all member states. Once the European
patent issued, it becomes a pack of national patents, because when the period for the third party complaints
and oppositions has expired, the patent holder should present the translation of the patent description to the
national offices of the countries where it wishes to register the patent. At the same time, the holding taxes are
paid separately, for each country, while the legal procedures regarding the patent become part of the national
courts responsibility (Law 611/November 13, 2002).
The only centralized procedure which can be advanced to the EPO is the opposition. This procedure offers
third parties the right to oppose to a patent issuing. It is a quasi-legal procedure, amendable by the appeal,
which can lead to amendments or even European patent cancellation. In practice, it often happened that a
European patent was the subject of a national litigation, and at the same time it can be the subject of an
opposition addressed to the EPO. Such situations can lead to difficulties in the legal procedure, and can also
lead to high costs.
1.2. The European Patent Office and the controversy of the software patent
Besides the high costs involved by the European patent, there have existed and still exist certain
questionable practices even as far as the credibility of the EPO is concerned. These practices have been
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stressed, especially in 2005, when the debates regarding the proposal for an Order about the software
patenting took place (The European Union On-Line, 2002).
The project for software patenting order has been developed as a result of a number of problems. They
have started from the fact that the legislatives wished to improve the ambiguities of the national laws.
Computer programs have been expelled from patenting by the national laws of the member states of the EU
and by the EPO. Still, the EPO has offered thousands of patents for inventions implemented with the help of
the computer. Those who opposed to this practice have sustained that art.52 of the convention is violated,
article which clearly expels from patenting “discoveries…, mathematical patterns…, computer programs…,
information presentation”. This way, the purpose of the project was to encode the preexisting practices on
the level of national patent offices, and at the level of the EPO, in Munich, which was and still is generous
when offering protection to the computer programs, although it infringes the convention provisions (Iancu,
2005).
All the laws regarding patents for the EU member states expelled from patenting computer programs.
Generally, they are treated as literary or musical works and they are protected by the copyright laws. The
difference between a patent and a copyright is very significant, the last one is automatically granted without
a due tax, while the patent requires more complicated registration procedures and due taxes, but granting
high level of protection, covering the programming method also, independently from any implementation
into a programming language. United States of America have gradually introduced patent protection for
computer programs, during the years 1980 and 1990.
In this respect, the Order is expected to eliminate the preexisting ambiguities, by harmonizing patenting
national laws. Another objective is to involve the European Justice Court into the legislative procedure and
to offer the system a central authoritative entity. The legislators were also focused on creating a more
favorable legal frame for software companies.
The European Commission interfered in order to eliminate uncertainty on legal level, uncertainty created
by contradictions between European Patent Convention regulations and the practice of the EPO. As a result
of the debates, the European Parliament rejected in July 2005 the Order Project, the inventions implemented
with the help of the computer continuing to be patented according to variable criteria.
The European Patent remains, in spite of all shortcomings of the system, an essential element in order to
promote and strengthen the innovative politics of the European Union. The new strategies, dictated by the
need to harmonize and centralize procedures regarding inventions protection, have in the System of the
European Patent a very solid starting point. These strategies follow two main directions:
 To reform the EPO with a main objective to reduce costs, and this can be done through:
a new approach of the translation problem;
the accomplishment of a single, centralized legal procedure regarding the patents.
 To create a new system: The Community Patent System.
2. The Community Patent
2.1. The Community Patent Institution
The Community Patent, also known as European Union Patent, represents a legal debate topic for the
European Community, a measure which would offer both natural and legal persons a unitary patenting
system all over the European Union. The idea of a community patent dates back to the 60’s, and became an
official objective of the Lisbon Strategy in 2000.
At present, patents can be offered either at national level or through the EPO in Munich, which issues the
so called “European Patents”. Still, the great nuisance of the system is that (in order to be valid in all
countries), the European patent should be translated in each official language. This way, translation costs
lead to the fact that patenting of an invention in Europe may become more expensive that in the USA or
Japan (see supra) this difficulty is also magnified by the need to work on different legal systems, in case of a
litigation.
A first attempt to create a unitary patent system, had as a result, in 1976, the signing of the Luxemburg
Convention regarding the community patent, modified through the Luxemburg Agreement, on December 15,
1989. This Convention was never put into force because of the insufficient ratification. The failure was the
result of the costs involved by the translation of the community patent in all European Community
languages, and due to the legal system, which would have empowered the national judge to annul a
community patent, which would have been understood as an unsteadiness factor.
On March 3rd, 2003, the 15 member states of the European Union have reached an agreement regarding the
new community patent (Political agreement gained when the “Competitive” Council of the European
Industry ministers took place in Brussels on March 3rd, 2003). The regulation proposal, object of the
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Agreement, was the result of the talks for the “Green card” on June 24, 1997, on community patent and
European patent system (The National Bench Institute).
In March 2003, the Competitive Council managed to reach a consensus, a common political approach, as
far as the creation of a jurisdiction system for the Community Patent is concerned. This system, which was
supposed to be administered by the OEB, required a centralized Community Court, to decide upon
litigations, linguistic regimes, costs, the role of the national patent offices, as well as upon the tax
distribution. Yet, the Council was not able to convince on the details of the community patent, in spite of all
the efforts. The main weaknesses have been the number of languages in which the mandatory translation
should be made, delays in delivering the other languages translations, as well as judicial validity pf the
patents in case of the translation errors. Although at a first sight these problems were purely formal, the
final results could have affected the costs. The Irish president ship came in 2003 with an amendments
regulation project, suggesting that the demands of the patent should be translated in the languages of the
European Union. The initial proposal of the Committee (dated 2000), provided the fact that the patent should
be valid only when presenting the translation in one of the following three languages: English, French or
German, while the translations in the other languages should be offered only with an informative title.
In March 2004, the “Competitively” Council was not able to reach a consensus upon the regulations. Two
problems have been tabled, particularly the controversy of: delays in handing out the translation of the
requests and the original text with the requests in case of an infringement of a right upon a patent.
The declaration of the European Officer Frits Bluestein at that time was full of significance: “I am afraid
that the failure to reach an agreement on the topic of the Community Patent undermines the credibility of the
whole process targeted at more competitive Europe from an economical point of view, which was supposed
to reach the highest top in 2010” (Euractiv).
The controversy about the legal effect of the translations hindered an agreement which was supposed to be
signed in May 2005 on the “Competitivity” Council. On the report about the Lisbon Strategy, the European
Commission described the proposal as “a symbol of the commitment of the European Union towards an
economy based on knowledge”.
2.2. New stages of the process of creation of a Community Patent
The beginning of 2006 marked a crucial moment in the process of creation of a Community Patent. On
January 16, 2006, the General Manager of the Internal Market launched a public debate. Its main target was
to analyze the new directions on the patent policy, while the final scope was to cerate a new protection
system, at the level of the EU, so that it could correspond to the needs of those involved. While the
Community Patent still was a priority, the European Commission was interested to find other opinions about
the measures to be taken in the near future in order to improve the patent system in Europe. All those directly
involved have been invited to answer (business and industry) the questions of a survey which had as a
starting point the common political approach of 2003.
The regulations required that a patent application should be handed in a single language (English, French
or German); the application will be directed to the European Office for Patents (the system administrator).
The claims for the patent, once awarded, will have to be translated in all languages of the European Union.
Yet, the patent will not have legal power upon an entity, as long as it was not offered a translation of the
requirements, in the respective language. The regulations required also the establishment of a Court of the
European Patent with the power to invalidate certain patents: this way, the validity of a community patent
will be the same in all member states. The court will be established and will function near the present
European Court of Justice.
The debate ended up on April 12, 2006, focusing on three main problems:
 The Community Patent;
 Ways of improvement of the present European patenting system;
 Possible areas for harmonization.
As a result of the talks an impressive number of answers was received, 2515 among these, 1493 were
individual answers, including 664 coming from the small and middle size enterprises. The other answers
came from the part of the professional associations or groups of interests.
Conclusion: The only present and valid option is the grafting, on the present patent system, of the London
proceedings and the European agreement for the resolution of the litigations regarding the European Patent,
the two solutions representing an answer to the question of costs and unitary legal framework in the
European Union.
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1. Introduction
Since the beginning of humanity, risk has been regarded as an important threatening both for individuals
and firms, having major implications over the results of a deal. Risk is one of the main cares of each
economic agent, both in the public and the private sector. In spite of the fact that the specific literature shows
authors being in a deep contradiction as to risk classification criteria, all of them agree with the idea that
every risk implies costs (see [5], p. 17) and should be managed in order to drop the level of losses. A lot of
models have been created to describe logical mechanisms by which the risk management process should lead
to success in risk eliminating, but neither the authors, nor the other economists involved in these stories had
too often offered details about the subjective factors which determine the failure of the used methods.
We may refer to at least two important reasons for which we have decided to focus our attention on the
education market case. As Philip Stevens and Martin Weale back up based on statistic evidences (see
Stevens and Weale, 2003), it is generally accepted that life standards are increasing from year to year, due to
education. People are the beneficiary of education and at the same time are responsible for its existence and
improvement. We also can notice that econometric studies indicate that the level of education and the income
of an individual seem to be directly correlated. The implication of this issue is a logical one: a country could
became richer based on a high level of education, as well as any individual in that country could increase his
or her income based on the same education.
A wide range of studies and papers argue the strong existing connection between education and economic
growth. Since 1974, when Jacob Mincer’s model (see [8]) was accepted as a proper framework used to
estimate returns to schooling, to schooling quality or to measure the impact of work experience on male –
female gaps, economists have agreed with the existence of this relation. Despite the fact that today the
Mincerian model seems to be an old fashioned one, there are other models which try and succeeded in
detecting the measure of the impact of education over economic growth (see Heckman et al., 2003).
We, then, have to take into consideration on the one hand the evidence according to which education and
economic growth are strongly connected to each other and on the other hand that the cost of the risk at the
educational level will harm in a very direct way the social welfare and the individual one. In this way, we’ll
understand that the uncertainty regarding the education process could became a threat on a macro level,
being about to endanger one of the main engines of the economic growth.
The aim of this paper is then to discuss some important components of the cost of the risk in the
university education case, the best way to handle its minimization process and the contradictions between the
people’s mentalities and the rules imposed upon the educational process that follows to the Romanian
European Integration.
Our goal is to underline the main components of the cost of risk and then to adapt them to the particular
risks that belong to university education activity. We are going to discuss over the structure of the cost of the
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risk in the university education market risk case, and over its consequences at individual and social level. We
intend to make a comparison between minimizing the cost of the risk from a social point of view and from an
institutional point of view, underlying the reasons for which in Romania, nowadays, there are some
differences between these two goals.
2. Theoretical background and literature review
From a theoretical point of view, specialists accept five main components of the cost of the risk (see [5],
p. 17): the cost of direct and indirect losses, the cost of loss control, the cost of loss financing, the cost of
internal risk reduction and the cost of residual uncertainty. It is also widely accepted that the most important
reason for which a risk manager tries to deal with risk is to minimize its cost, maximizing in this way the
business value. From a practical point of view, we can’t pretend that a faculty is a kind of business, or that
such a structure has something to do with the idea of profit. Meanwhile, we should accept that managing the
risk is not a task touching only the interests of a business and also we can’t afford to admit that a public
structure shouldn’t ever care about its own threats.
A faculty, as other social and economic cells in a state, is under a number of dangers and should find a
way to deal with them. A faculty is a “manufacture’ of human capital, is an educational services provider, is
an employer and so on. There are many factors affecting the welfare of such a structure and of people’s
involved in it and there are many risks to be taken into consideration. From the specialists’ point of view, the
university environment has been suffering a series of important transformations which have been described
as being evolution and revolution processes (see Duderstadt, 1997) and which entail the most various effects.
There are being discussed six trends (see Pintea, 2001) which the nowadays university education must face
and handle and these are: globalization, the public finance decline, the increasing of the students’
demographic and socio-economic diversity, the request for a permanent education of the adults, the
unprecedented development of the informational technologies and the globalization of the university
education market (see [2] for details). The effects of these trends are being conjugated towards the need of
introducing a private organizational pattern (see Burbules, 2000), which must handle a context which is
starting to look more and more alike the internal and external business environment seen within companies.
“The entrepreneurial university” is one of the concepts which by the way in which it is described draws
attention, to the fact that the new university carries on its activity on its own risk, as an independent
university which is functioning within the strict parameters of costs and profits.
In detail, the idea of „entrepreneurial” aims at three aspects and these are as it follows: the university as an
organization, the university members and the relation between the university and the external environment. It
is brought into discussion the fact that the risks assumed by an entrepreneurial university are related to the
introduction of a new practice, to the innovating of the functioning mode, to the substantial changing of the
structures, or to the anticipation of the market evolution simultaneously with registering the apparition of
new opportunities or perspectives. All these features mentioned here as being characteristics of the present
environment in which a university carries out its activity, point to the idea of disappearance of the protection
of the pre-eminent education institutions facing new existence conditions.
Due to the fact that a faculty can’t afford to obtain a profit by performing its activities, we can’t refer to
the faculty risk as being the risk which affects the profit, or the market value. Meantime, we should accept
that even in a non profit institution there is a clearly underlined cash flow: an inflow one and an outflow one.
From this point of view, we can refer to the faculty risk as being the risk of a future cash flow adverse
fluctuation, meaning either an inflow decrease, or a cost increase. In spite of the fact someone may consider
an artificial conceptual transfer of the faculty risk definition, from the profit institutions toward non profit
institution, we can accept that a faculty has as an important goal to attract budgeting and own funding, and
although the activity in a faculty does not mean profit maximization we can still admit that each faculty has
an interest in maximizing the inflows and minimize the outflows. A better inflow means better wages, a
better psychological comfort for the employees and students, and also better conditions: there is the
possibility of investing in learning infrastructure, in software, library, according to the quality standards.
Much money also means diversification possibility, by creating new undergraduate and graduate programs
which may ask for a lot of resources. Such a diversification also leads to a risk reduction and allows an
extinction of the activities and an improvement of overall standards.
Of course, we can not asses the quality of the activity performed in a faculty only by analyzing the
inflows, since outflows are also very important to be discussed. In regard to this subject, we have to mention
that usually the outflows are subject to very clear rules provided by high hierarchies, as The Education Law
for example and others like this. Yet, we should have the ability of detecting those of the outflows being
subject of an internal managerial decision, since every faculty has certain autonomy in its existence.
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It is possible someone would argue, if all of these were read, that the value of a faculty should be
measured by using specific indicators able to describe the impact of the “output”, we mean the graduates,
over the economy of a country and its growth. Yet, we can explain that the potential student asses the utility
of the educational service as being directly correlated with the impact of being a keeper of the graduate
certificate provided by that specific faculty. As a consequence of a student’s choice, the faculty’s inflows
increase and also increase the performances, the investments and the reputation of that institution.
3. The Price Risk as a part of Faculty Risk – A Brief Discussion
All of the mentions above are motives to pretend that we can refer to the specific risk of a faculty as being
all the threats over the future cash flow at the institutional level. As a rule, the specific components of
business risk are: the price risk, the credit risk and the pure risk. We are going to discuss, in this work, over
an approach of price risk from an educational service view. Generally speaking, we know that the price risk
refers to the input price risk and output price risk. In this context, the output price risk is the adverse change
in the educational service price, due to the changes of students preferences, by choosing then a similar
service provided by another faculty, or by eliminating the educational service from their priorities list. We
should notice that in the first case, the demand for the service remains at the same level in society, but it will
be useful for competitors, while in the second case the demand itself is harmed from the tendency of
decreasing the number of persons willing to buy the educational service and get advantages from this.
It is the right time to point out that usually, speaking about a market, we consider as being a sign of
normality the existence of a certain level of the product price, which is actually the minimum price being
accepted by the producer. Bellow this level, the producer is unable to get the breakeven and then he or she
will be willing to change the interest in producing that thing, with another possibility. In regard to the
educational service, when we speak about the public education it is well known the fact that the Education
Ministry provides a budgetary contribution for each student with good performances, and the level of this
contribution is, at the moment when this paper is written, 500 euros. More or less, this amount can be viewed
as a benchmark for the rest of taxes imposed by various universities, either from public or private sector.
There are at least two reasons why it is discussed such a benchmark: first, the public universities will not
accept to drop the level of tax for those students who must pay for their education, being afraid that the
Ministry will suspect that those 500 euros are much than enough for one person. Secondly, we should be fair
and admit that this amount of 500 euros has, of course, a reason to exist and in the process of its assessing
have been taken into consideration all the factors which should provide the proper level of quality of the
educational process. Yet, in this rational framework we can find private universities providing educational
services for about half of the mentioned benchmark and many of the actors participating to this educational
process are really interested in knowing which exactly is the percentage of a better management in this
discount, and which is the discount regarding the quality of the provided service…
In regard to the input price risk, we should discuss mainly the issues related to the human capital. The
shifts of the wages level, for example, lead to an increasing outflow, sometimes more than it can be forecast.
It is true that often the university has information about further supplementary expenditures, and also the
wages increase effort is usually shared between the institution and the state, but this kind of outflows are to
be taken into consideration. To continue the discussion, we can refer to the liability expenditure, or cost of
replacing either a human capital, or other kind of asset. Any course in risk management can offer a wide
view over the losses that can occur from the inputs side.
4. Discussion over some components of the cost of the risk
We then discussed about the price risk in the case of the educational service and now we are going to
underline some of the main components of the cost of the risk in this case.
The first category is related to direct and indirect costs and speaking about these costs means firstly to
delimitate the direct and indirect losses related to an educational service sell. Usually, direct losses are to
follow the price risk occurrence and, in this case, that means either a lower level of income from taxes, or a
higher level of outflows. As it happens in many other cases, the indirect losses are to be more dangerous than
the direct losses. One of the most important threats is, in this case, the reputation risk. As a clear result of a
delicate financial situation in every institution, and not only a faculty, the bad reputation leads in this case to
a lower and lower number of students and also to a further difficulty in the obtaining of another kind of
funding. Let’s take into account that teaching is only a part of a faculty’s activity, and that the research
funding can provide a lot of money to a university and consequently to the researcher. As the reputation of a
faculty is a bad one, no evaluator will be willing to let a project to win, when the team is mainly from that
institution. In this way, despite that we are not talking about loans now, the funding can be difficult to obtain.
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Talking about losses control now, we should say that the new rules imposed by international
organizations ask for a certain level of quality of the academic activity. This means that many of the
measured imposed in losses prevention are already mandatory for our faculties and usually the costs related
to a better quality of educational service are not really to be expressed in monetary terms. We used to apply
rules, evaluation criteria; we usually teach our students how to perform a calculus or how to run a program.
We seldom try to prepare them for the real life, and we even more seldom are interested in their emotional
evolution. We usually are not interested to find and understand the better way to communicate with our
students and all these are not expensive as they would become our priorities. We organize our activity based
on ARACIS standards, happy that we have passed their examination, but we are not able to understand that
nowadays all the institutions in this field do the same. We still make our decision based on the fact that
models like the Mincerian one shows how deeply the number of years of schooling is related with the wage
of the fellow. But we can’t see forward, that the main hypothesis of the Mincerian model is the fact that the
number of years of schooling is an important factor which has an important influence over the individual
productivity. In a society where almost all the people have a graduate certificate, how powerful can it still
be? To what extent are the quantitative standards able to evaluate the quantitative features of an educational
service and how can be a faculty a special place for a student, if all the faculties provide only a diploma and
nothing more? We should think about the role of the existent measures in loss control, both in loss
prevention and losses reduction, and we would be surprised to notice how costly they are just because they
are so well standardized.
For many businessmen and individuals, the chapter about loss financing reduction is a very nice one.
Purchasing an insurance contract is, for many actors in the economic field, a very nice solution for a lot of
fears. Pooling arrangements are also a good idea in other cases, both of these choices transferring the risk to
another institution and reducing the variability of an expected loss. Any faculty can be very relaxed to know
that for its purposes there is no insurance contract able to cover the price risk. Any faculty also knows that
there is a natural trend in each domain, such that after a number of good years, with a huge or important
number of students, a dark period of time is to come and it will be then when the faculty will hardly help
itself to pay its collaborators. There is no possibility to share with another partner this situation, and any
faculty should think about this. It may be the insurance market which will supply, sometime in the future, a
kind of insurance contract to cover this income risk, but it is possible we will still have to wait for that
moment to come.
Let’s refer now to the internal risk reduction, as being a nice kind of self insurance because it uses
somehow a similar principle of diversification as an insurance institution uses. One of the versions of this
diversification for a faculty is to offer many domains for undergraduate and graduate students, but this to be
carefully analyzed. Many private institutions have an incredible number of students and this can be achieved
in one of two situations: following or not the quality standards designed through law. Another important way
to be taken into consideration at this point is, of course, the research activity based upon competition for
research funding. Although the competition is strong this kind of diversification is less risky: it does not
mean the faculty should increase the number of teachers as the number of contracts also increases.
Of course, beyond all the possible measures being implemented in risk management process, there is that
inconvenient residual uncertainty which is able to lead to completely unexpected losses and human actions
are to be taken also in order to minimize this kind of unpredictable effects. We then referred to all of the five
components which are usually discussed in cost of the risk analysis and we tried to point out that in the case
of educational service the quantitative standards hardly can properly underline some specific and qualitative
features of the teaching activity.
6. Conclusions
Nowadays we are facing some deep changes of people’s mentality, an internal confusion and depression
and we can notice all of these by carefully analyzing our students. It seems to be a time when the most
important values in a fellow’s life have been replaces with a lack of understanding, with a willingness to do
things no matter how, and our students prove that the social benchmarks are doubtful.
The educational service should provide more than information, and a teacher should be more than a
specialist in his or her field. In spite of these, in many situations we teachers keep on with our comfort, we
refuse to become more than a channel of communication between a specific kind of science and student’s
brains. We are customary with some classical practices and some quantitative methods to asses the
performance of our children, and meantime we are talking about the new economy and about the need of a
new approach in education. Despite the fact that any faculty is performing a very specific activity, despite the
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inexistence of any kind of contractual risk transfer, and also although the educational service providers work
with human being, we are not fully aware of the importance of a new approach in educational field.
The costs we discussed above, as a part of a more extended cost of this activity, are only a brief
description of some threats that a faculty faces daily. But they are also, some costs which may be transferred
in a very short time toward a society unable to motivate its own people. At this moment in time, too many
faculties are willing to extend their activity and their influence, earning a lot of money from taxes and
meantime creating graduates unable to understand that their diploma reflects more than a piece of paper. In
this context, where on the labor market no kind of diploma means more than another, the well known Mincer
model has nothing to share with the reality, since that certificate is not anymore a proof of a higher level of
performance for its owner. Nowadays university education market seems to be a set of undifferentiated
products, such that an employer is completely indifferent in regard to the provenience of the employee’s
diploma. This description shows how unconnected are, in the employer’s eyes, the productivity and the
number of years of schooling for a fellow and how indifferent a child will become as far as education is
concerned, under these conditions.
We, perhaps, should become aware of the fact that the willingness to earn, implemented in people’s brains
by the Romanian transition, is a good thing as long as earning is quality based. An economy where people
consider that both the education and the educational institutions are complementary issues in our life is an
economy easy to dominate, to manipulate and then to destroy. This is to be a signal that faculties should
change their mentality, overcome teachers’ comfort and try to adapt teaching to the new needs of our society.
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ROMANIA’S ADHESION TO THE EUROPEAN UNION - BETWEEN DESIDERATE AND
REALITY
Abstract: It has passed more than one year since Romania adheared to the E.U. We cannot render an appreciation
regarding what has beeb acchieved in our country taking into account the political, social, economic aspect without a
clear analysis of the circumstances the adhering has been prepared and made. This means that it is much more as the
events that took place in 2007 were witnesses of both the genuine accomplishments, more or less compeled, as well as
the failures that marked the period started on July the 222nd 1995 when Romania officially launched the request for the
E.U adhering. This meant both for Romania and for the countries in democratic Europe not only hope in a future it has
to fully belong to, but a detachment from the burdening past with a difficult to appreciate dimension.
The period to the end of 2004 when the negotiations came to an end, continued with that since January the 1rst outlined
a Romania able to answer the high demands of adhering, a Romania so often confused regarding the actions that had to
be taken, if we had in view either the content or the responsibility assumed.
We can appreciate them from a certain perspective as being full of hope. A thing that convinces, if we think of the
economic growth that has been achieved, Romania’s ability to attract investments or the participation to important joint
projects of the E.U.
Viewed from another perspective, that of nonqualitative accomplishments or failures, Romania revealed its incapacity
to become responsible for its own actions and to make responsible its own citizens regarding their new status of
genuine Europeans with full rights and obligations very clearily outlined.
A virtual balance goes on between what is good and what is bad or doing the right thing or on the contrary, or doing in
time or not at all, or being determined or not, realistic or unrealistic.
How long, how much, what is the price it takes, here are questions that are waiting for an answer from Romania.
Key words: negotiation, adhering, integration, analysis, results
JEL classification: F15.

For a good ammount of time, which measured temporarily stood for a few decades, and mentally
took forever, Romania belonged only geographically to the real European continent, the continent of
prosperity, of democracy and of the future.
It has been more than two years since, from this prestigeous stand of our conference we stated this
and continued by saying that , Romania lived the drama of the denied, in agony, and also the drama of
incompatibility and incapability to be truly European, until, faith and Romanian will or maybe the will of
others made it possible for the barrier between our country and the authentic Europe, unsurpassable
for so long, to dissapear. At what price? Almost incomprehensible, this is not the time to make an objective
evaluation of this event and so, to be presented without the fear of making a mistake.
From that moment on, of the appearance of a gap in the system, apparently forever living
but...performing in lack of performance, a dream was born, followed by hope, to join the big and select
family of European states which has been functioning in a positive manner for several decades.
Then, two years ago, in 2006, our country had not yet been granted the permission by the European
Union to be acknowledged into its ranks, but, the long and asiduous road which Romania undertook
towards truth and performance was close to a final point, which , actually stood for a new beginning. It
was a beginning which, although was going to be just as long and just as hard, presented a major difference.
It was a beginning which, perhaps more than ever, showed that hope can become a reality, a beginning for
which, not only there were markers, but they were truly the desired ones and which were certainly the
points were we wanted to be.
The new beginning was set for January 1st 2007, when Romania officially was going to become a
full-fledged member of the European Union, „that political, social and economic entity, developed in
Europe, which consists of 27 countries. It is considered to be a sui generis construction, situated between
federation and confederation”1.

1
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Now, more than one year since achieving the objective of adhering to the European Union, although
the matter of a balance sheet is not pressing, an analysis of what has been done and what was obtained, of
what was asked and fullfiled and especially of what we plan to do next, is both needed and welcome.
One of the truths that must orient life, whether it is about people, whether entities, is that „one must
not be affraid to take a big step. One can not pass a gulf from two small leaps”.
If a retrospect of Romania’s evolution compared to the E.U. is made, and also compared to countries
which are members of this association of states, one can see that , in certain periods of time, „the gulf”
between our country and the European Union was not so great. In spite of all this, however, „the step” was
not just a big one, but also had to be a very decided one.
Our relationships with the European Union are old. Romania was the first Central and Easters
European country, which, being included in 1974 in the General Preference System of the European
Community, signed several accords with the Economic European Community (CEE) concerning
commercial trade.
Furthermore, in 1980 , by the signing of the „Accord for the creation of the mixed commission
between Romania and the CEE””1, our country, although enclosed in a system which has proven its
anacronism, manifested a certain ambiguity regarding its position within the former communist system in
accordance with democratic European countries, an aspect acknowledged by the CEE.
In a way, considering the nature of our relations with certain Western states in certain periods of
time, after 1989, Romania’s diplomatic relations with the European Community had to witness not
only an obvious extension and intensification, but also a significant facility. We must also include here
the initial sympathy capital and even admiration which democratic Europe expressed concerning our
country’s dramatic passage from a dictatorial regime of extreme roughness, to one which needed to be
democratic, truly redeeming us from decades of suffering, humiliation and frustration.
Unfortunately, and also firstly the fault of political factors of that time, which were responsible for
the country’s fates, these factors became more and more polarized, shortly after the euphoria of riding
ourselves of the past, which we desired to denounce quickly and for good, yet not to forget it, there were
enough suspicions regarding the true character, contents and meaning of the events of December 1989.
Suspicion, once appeared and expressed, was strongly fuelled on by real or artificial induced facts. Also, in
time, mistrust was growing, instead of diminishing, willingly or not, trough a great and prolonged political
and social instability, in turn generated by obvious confusion regarding Romania’s orientation in terms of
social and economical evolution, both on a short, and medium and long term.
There have been, many times willingly, provoked or not, several skids from a democracy which
should have install the level of the Romanian society, a democracy which had become, for a part of the
population, harder and harder to comprehend and accept. The apparition and manifestation of violent
confrontations, not only on the political, but also on the social scene, revealed the lack of capacity of the
factors of strenght, whose legitimacy was often contested, both from within, or out of the country, to
control and manage difficult situations, with which a nation may confront itself.
In a general context of political and social disputes, in many cases artificially amplified, the economy
entered and was maintained in a state of generalized legislative confusion also generated by an obvious
managerial incapacity, with tendencies of it becoming chronic.
All these, in their own way, have done nothing more than to increase Europe’s mistrust of a Romania
willing and able to transform from all points of view, able to promote and manage real and substantial
reforms in the social, political and economic life.
This is why, not few times, there was a real danger to deny our country’s initial accept of
goodwill, to enter democratic Europe, a very important accept as a message, even if an unformal response
was at stake.
The Accord of Commerce and Cooperation , which had to be signed in 1991 can be explained as
such, it being signed only in 1995, but an operational accord was in effect since 1993.
We can motivate by the same fashion, that Romania’s request for European Union adhesion was
expressed rather late, on June 22nd 1995, when, after long lasting negotiations between the 14 political
parties of our country, the Declaration of Snagov was signed, a common ground for the absolute priority of
regaining trust and normalizing relations with the European Community.
On June 22nd 1995, Romania had begun a long and difficult path in which opportunities were often
not exploited, and problems, more than anticipated, were firstly because of Romania and Romanians. These
were difficulties whose test meant not only the enclosing, either real or artificial, of great costs, but
1
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also a challenge for unfavorable consequences, which, being time spaned, could not be neutralized
even as we speak.
Four years after, in 1999, the European Commission, which is the executive organism of the
European Union, recommended the begining of adhesion talks with our country.
In December 1999, by the decision of the European Council in Helsinki, it was decided that
negotiations with Romania would begin on February 15th, 2000.
At the Salonic Summit of 20th-21st of June 2003, the proposition was made so that Romania would
join the E.U. on January 1st 2007, this being the official date when Romania would become a full rights
member of the European Union. The proposal at Salonic was confirmed in Bruxelles on June 18th 2004.
The European Union declared itself in accordance with this objective, considering it realistic and
sustainable.
A period of attentive monitoring followed, in order to signal problems in periodic country reports
made by European Parliament members.
For Example, the country report of 2003 made by Parliament member Emma Nicholson from the
democrat-christian popular group, due to the seriousness of signals transmitted to both Romania and the
European Union, created serious difficulties for Romanian authorities in diminishing or silencing strong
political critics, which, in fact, revealed the incapacity of our country to confirm itself to clearly formulated
requests made by the European Union and accepted by us.
That report mentioned the fact that „the finalization of negotiations for adhesion at the end of 2004
and the integration of 2007 are impossible if Romania does not solve its endemic structural problems:
eradicating corruption and applying reforms"1 and a recommendation was made to the European
Commission and the European Council to reorientate the adhesion strategy of our country, so that
progress towards a truly European state will be real and significant.
Although debates on this report in the European Parliament confirmed the rightful claims of signaled
aspects, the final resolution, was of a certain moderate tone, sugesting for Romanian authorities a greater
determination and responsability concerning obligations which they have assumed in the process for
adhesion negotiations.
Romania’s reaction was prompt and sufficiently convincing, a „plan of action for the pre-adhesion
years” being drafted, in which concrete means trough which problems signalled in 2003 would be solved,
especialy concerning justice and internal affairs.
The roughness of the advertisment of the country report of 2003, as well as Romania’s reaction were
proven positive, aspect reflected in „good signals regarding Romania”2 given by the European Union,
signals which became concrete in the reassurance that our country was given at the Bruxelles Summit
of 25-26th march 2004, according to which Romania will be part of the first adhesion wave of 2007.
Günter Verheugen, the European commissioner, stated numerous times that the plan .
The limit situation of Romania after the report of 2003, as well as events that followed, confirm the
truth of Benjamin Franklin: „those that do not accept advice, can not be helped”. Then, when pride,
unjustified by any means, gave way to wisdom or perhaps submission, allowed for the recognition, even if
silent, of our weaknessess, council was accepted, and so, help as well.
Adhesion negotiations were concluded at the end of 2004, this being confirmed by the Bruxelles
Summit of December 17th, 2004.
With this purpose, on March 31st, 2005, the project for the Treaty of Adhesion for Romania and
Bulgaria was signed, which compelled our country to follow certain stages, which had to be finalized until
the treaty was going to be signed officially on April 25th, 2005. We mention here the obtaining of the accord
(notice according to which) of the European Parliament (April 13th, 2005) the approval of member states of
the COREPER of the project of the Decision of the European Council regarding the Adhesion Treaty and the
approval, until April 25th, 2005, by the European Council, of the text of the Adhesion Treaty.
In the period following the signing of the Adhesion Treaty, the period of negotiations, two
fundamental questions required an answer in order to set the stage for the entire adhesion process:
1.
How will our country manage to „respect its commitments, to prove it has political will and time to
aquire the capacity to fullfil them” ?
2.
To what extent will our country offer the European Union sufficient arguments for it to maintain
„the promises it made to adhesion - candidate countries (among which Romania as well)” ?

1
2
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From this moment a real race against time began, a race in which for many times the error, the
helplessness and the pessimism have prevailed to the real and consistent achievements and to a not only
realist, but also necessary optimism.
With all the objective difficulties, with all the problems that the authorities themselves in the name of
Romania have created and amplified, the objective of January 1st 2007 has been reached, the favourable
premises of the unrollment of the future integration process in the E.U. have been created, they exist.
The opportunities that, considering the status of member with fully rights of the E.U., will not delay in
appearing, are to be realized. Of the same importance is the fact that starting January 1st 2007, in the
outrunning of the arising obstacles, Romania will not be alone anymore and will have the support of a
series of countries that it can really rely on.
A concise analysis of the unrollment of events that have preceded January 1st 2007 can lead to the
conclusion that, as it happened before throughout the history of our country, a strong impulse from the inside
has been necessary for the potential resources, that have not been discovered and enhanced for too long, to
be activated, and this is the only way that huge step, capital for the whole future evolution of Romania,
can be made. Only this way the abyss between the past and present Romania and the one between the
present and future Europe became visible and, leaving behind that not at all favourable past, the appearance
of a new horizon was possible, horizon that for a very long time represented only a certain hope for a real
and better future.
Relating the desideratum to the reality, it can be very easy established that there are differences,
some of them bigger than the optimists can consider and some of them smaller than the pessimists can
accept.
Both before the adherence, and especially after January 1st 2007, laudable attempts have been made
and are still being made, most of them being successful, for understanding the identity of our country and
getting accustomed to the status of E.U. member, status which conferes rights but at the same time draws
obligations, both of them unfamiliar to us until now.
After an unjustly long period of relative isolation, manifested not only before 1989, by carrying out
the adherence, Romania has been given the huge opportunity to force the shell of being left behind
owing to modernization and to face the possible difficulties, not by itself like before, but being supported
by the big and strong European family.
Together with the adherence to the E.U., Romanians have gained a fundamental right, which for a
long time has just been a dream, impossible to come true for most of them. We are talking about the
freedom of movement on its four components : people, goods, services and capitals.
As it often happens, a gained right is either not entirely enhanced, or inaccurately understood and
because of this, abused.
Regarding people’s freedom of movement, the repeated manifestations of serious delinquency nature
in which Romanian citizens have been involved, led to situations when, for example in Italy, one of the six
founding countries of the present European Community1, the freedom of movement for the citizens of the
member countries of E.U. is being rediscussed.
Although „the rediscussion of the freedom of movement inside the Union would practically mean
putting under question the identity of E.U.”2, a derogation from the European Union’s standards is being
insisted on, so that the introduction of restrictions regarding the flux of immigrants, among those being the
Romanians too, would be possible.
This approach is sustained by both the future Ministers of Internal and Foreign Affairs, and the
future Premier of Italy. What is interesting to mention is that Franco Frattini, the future Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Italy, is a former Minister of Foreign Affairs of this country (2002), an since November 2004 he
has been the Vice-president of the European Committee and European Commissary for Justice, Freedom and
Security.
Although in the actual evolution tendency of humanity, the economic growth is not a very common
phenomenon, in the past year, Romania registered an economic growth of 6,1 per cent, which situates it
on the 6th place among the E.U. countries. The main stimulus given to the economic growth of 2007 came
from the construction area, with an increase of over 30 per cent. Then there is the services sector with about
7 per cent and the industry with over 5 per cent.

1
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It must be noticed the fact that for 2008, Romania is the only country in the E.U. to which the
European Committee improved the estimation regarding the increase of Gross Domestic Product
(GPD), the prediction being made for 6,2 per cent, 0,3 points higher then the initial estimation. At the same
time, it is appreciated that there is a possible “unsustainable growth of the Romanian economy”1 determined
by the salary increase over the predicted level, the increase of the inflation rate, the fact that the taxation
policy are not restrictive enough in the approach of limiting the pressures over the internal demand, as well
as “the appearance of some unpleasant surprises coming from a possible worsening of the international
financial turbulences”.2
Regarding the economic growth, there is an interesting and hope-giving appreciation made by
Ernst & Young, one of the most prestigeous consulting companies in the world, that consideres Romania to
be „ the most attractive investment destination from South-Eastern Europe, drawing the investors’
interest for value added activities”3. In a top of the investors’ attractiveness for the Romanian economy,
our country outruns Turkey, Bulgaria, Greece and Croatia.
The foreign investors’ interest for our country is fundamented on the one hand, on the increased level
of the labour force’s qualification, the real growth possibilities of the productivity of labour, the low cost of
labour force, and on the other hand, on the pretty encouraging signals that the Romania state transmites
regarding the improvement of the transport and telecommunication infrastructure, the fight against
corruption in general and the economic one in particular, and a more obvious alignment of the work
legislation in Romania to the European standards.
In the same context of the economic growth, it must also be mentioned that, as far as the agriculture
is concerned, another important component of each economy, this has known a negative evolution, a
decrease of approximately 18 per cent, fact that determined that at a level of a lucid analysis of this field of
activity to be appreciated that, inspite of significant allocated funds, the agriculture as a whole could not
become in the next 5-6 years a competitive sector, at the level of the Romanian economy and not to mention
at the European Union’s level.
As a general conclusion regarding the numerous aspects that have defined and are defining
Romania’s adherence to the E.U., it can be appreciated that, despite some real adjustment difficulties to
a set of demands, not only new, but also of a high level of accomplishment, Romania is able to become
a European country.
Consequently, Romania has the capacity to reject with sufficient arguments what it is still easily
being said, that our country is at present a country that hasn’t made any progresses in the post-adherence
period, that it can not be an adherence model and that, as the German weekly Die Welt sustaines, it
represents the problem child of the European Union.
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THE INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION OF THE HIGHLY QUALIFIED HUMAN
CAPITAL. THE CREATIVE CLASS -CORE OF GLOBAL ECONOMIC GROWTH
Abstract: Creativity drives the economic growth of the present times because new technologies, industries and all
economic goods flow from it. If until a century ago the competitiveness on economic level was based on agricultural
systems and afterwards on the transition to industrial systems, in the present times the switch has been made on the
capacity to bring novelty. Competitiveness on the economic level has therefore turned on the ability to attract, retain
and develop creative people. These people who add economic value through their creativity make up the Creative
Class. The purpose of this paper is to argument in favor of including the research – development (R & D) and
innovation group both in the Creative Class as well as in the tertiary sector. The Creative Class, as defined by Richard
Florida in „The Rise of the Creative Class” [Florida, 2002] includes, among other people, scientists and engineers,
university Professors, researchers – that is – the R & D and innovation group. The R & D and innovation group brings
the novelty that comes with and is necessary for the increase in the standard of living, and is as a result part of the
tertiary sector. The dynamics of this group is therefore essential in the definition of a country’s Creative Class, and, as
such, for its economic development.
Key words: Creative Class, Tertiary Sector, Research and Development
JEL Classification: F22O

Creative Class As Core Of Global Economic Growth
If the productivity was first based on agriculture and then on the industrial system, nowadays it is the
ability to come up with new ideas and better ways of doing things that stands at the center of it all.
Agriculture and industry had natural resources and physical labor as mechanisms of development, but the
new trend is based on human intelligence, knowlegde and creativity to raise the level of our living standards.
The advanced nations are changing to information-based, knowledge- driven economies. Peter
Drucken outlined this development towards the “knowledge economy”: “The basic economic resources –
‘the means of production,’ to use the economist’s term is no longer capital, nor natural resources… nor
‘labor’. It is and will be knowledge” [Druckner, 1993]. Therefore creativity, who leads to new economic
goods, new techonogies and industries, is what drives the present economic growth. It is creativity – and
people who provide it – that must be stimulated and developed because it is at this level where the economic
competitiveness takes place.
Creativity is a property of people, and it is these people who make creative work for a living that
have become the new strong economic force. They include scientists, engineers, artists, musicians, and
others like, and make up what has been called the Creative Class, whose distinguishing characteristic is that
its members engage in work whose function is to “create meaningful new forms” [Florida 2002].
Although the mobility within the Mode 4 of service transaction can refer to all the categories of
personnel, more and more specialists pay a special attention to the mobility of highly qualified human
resources. Our interest is especially set towards the mobility of personnel in the R & D sectors. Although the
trend is to classify the R & D activities as being exclusively creative, the fast rhythm of development and
application of their results transform these activities into services, since the output is one with an economic
value. The results of the research activity become in this way immaterial goods, participating to the
development of the market and economy of the immaterial. In this context, the activity of creation (as is
considered –and for good reasons –the research activity) is included into a quantifiable economic class,
becoming a service. The concern for the service sector is more intense at international level, considering the
major part that it occupies in the total volume of the transactions. This preocupation is also manifested
stronger every day at a national level, especially from the perspective of the integration of Romania in the
EU.
Florida defines two components of the Creative Class [Florida 2002]:

The Super – Creative Core which includes scientists and engineers, university Professors,
poets and novelists, artists, entertainers, actors, designers and architects, the thought leadership of modern
society (nonfiction writers, editors, cultural figures, think-tank researchers, analysts and other opinion
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makers) – their primary function is to produce new forms or designs that are readily transferable and widely
usable.

The “creative professionals” who work in a wide range of knowledge- intensive industries
and are engaged in creative problem – solving, adapting standard methods to the varying new situations they
encounter every day; these people, in time, grow to become part of the Super – Creative Core and come up
with their new personal meaninful forms.
It is therefore this class that must be presently enlarged, that must rise, in order to increase the
economic level and competitiveness of a nation, and this can be done by attracting the human capital –
people who are part of it. This can be done, as shown by Florida [Florida, 2002, 2004], by aproaching the
3Ts of the economic development: Technology, Talent and Tolerance. The countries that have the highest
percentage of active workers implicated in creative work are those who have extensive technological
capabilities, who invested and continue to invest in developing creative talent and who appear to have the
values and attitudes of tolerance (race, religion, sexual orientation, etc).
Tolerance, Creativity and Economic Growth

Source: Florida, Tinagli : Europe In The Creative Age, 2004

It is therefore obvious that investing in research - development and innovation sector, attracting
talented people in this sector, educating them, is a significant contribution to the economic development. As
they are educated, these people become “creative professionals” who grow to be part of the Super – Creative
Core. As a result, a migration of the intellingence takes place towards places where there have been made
investments in the R & D and inovation sector, such as: universities that offer scholarships, laboratories, and
places with a high concentration of intelligence.
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As part of these trends, and in confirmation of the findings mentioned above, the number of people
engaged in creative occupations has grown significantly in the last two decades. If a hundred years ago the
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percent of people in America doing creative work was less than 10%, nowadays their numbers have grown to
the level of 25-30% [Florida 2002]. In Europe, according to the study made by Richard Florida and Irene
Tinagli in 2004, in five of thirteen EU nations studied, the Creative Class includes over a quarter of the
workforce: Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland, UK and Ireland [Florida & Tinagli, 2004]. Seven out of the
thirteen EU nations have more than 25% of the workforce involved in creative occupations. In Romania,
according to the data provided by the National Institute of Statistics for the year 2004, a small 10% of the
occupations implicate creative work, while over 50% of the active population is still engaged in agriculture
and industry [Calin, 2007].
Conclusions
Attraction of global talent is a very dynamic and sensitive process, even though little-documented. For the
first time in years, the main attraction centre for creative minds from all over the world, the United States,
seem to be losing this leading position. It remains the global leader in technology development and continues
to absorb top scientific, entrepreneurial and artistic talent from other countries, but have to face the emerging
European nations. Sweden, for instance, has a better score (0.81) in the Euro-Creativity Index, where the US
ranks second (0.73), with Finland closely behind (0.72). The European Union started to pay attention, at least
at a formal level, to the dynamics of creative economies and to creative values. In the Lisbon agenda, leaders
committed their nations and the EU to the goal of becoming “the world’s most competitive and dynamic
knowledge economy by 2010”.
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THE STRUCTURAL FUNDS ABSORPTION PROBLEMS
Abstract: Regional development issues and Structural Funds are the focus of special attention in the EU accession
negotiation process, particularly with regard to Central and East European (CEE) applicant countries. The
continuance of the current EU system would provide clear, quantifiable and definitely beneficial results for the
applicant countries whose development levels are well below that of the current EU member states. The specific tool
chosen by the EU to foster economic and social cohesion and carry out community-wide regional policy was the
significant transfer of funds to national and subnational levels, namely the Structural and Cohesion Funds. These
transfers are designed to increase economic and social cohesion among EU member states, mostly by helping the less
developed countries catch up in terms of per capita income. As for the next enlargement and the Structural Funds, the
lines of conflict among the current EU member countries appear to be between the net contributors to EU-wide
regional programs (who, not surprisingly, do not want enlargement to raise their perceived “burden”) and current net
beneficiaries (who, on the other hand, are not so willing to share their “cake” with potential new entrants). However,
even some EU experts have joined cautious critiques that question whether substantial fiscal transfers can be effectively
and productively absorbed by formerly centralized economies in transition, with all their structural, institutional and
administrative problems. This issue is also of great importance for CEE countries with regard to EU enlargement, as,
based on current Structural Fund allocation rules, transfers to new members can reach up to four percent of their GDP
after accession. Apart from putting a considerable budgetary burden on the Union, such transfers could be a major
“shock” to these economies.
Key words: Structural Funds, Cohesion Fund, market mechanisms, political economy, development
JEL classification: E22, E23

Structural Funds and Cohesion Funds are funds allocated by the European Union for two related
purposes: support for the poorer regions of Europe and support for integrating European infrastructure
especially in the transport sector. Current programmes run from 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2013, with
€277bn budget for Structural Funds, and €70bn for the Cohesion Fund. Together with the Common
Agricultural Policy, the structural and cohesion funds make up the great bulk of EU funding, and the
majority of total EU spending. For 2007-2013, new objectives have been defined, with a total budget
amounting to€347.41bn in current prices.
These Funds will be used to finance regional policy between 2007 and 2013 in the framework of the
three new objectives, namely:

the "convergence" objective to accelerate the convergence of the least developed EU Member States
and regions by improving growth and employment conditions. This objective is financed by the ERDF
(European Regional Development Fund), the ESF (European Social Fund) and the Cohesion Fund. It
represents 81.5% of the total resources allocated. The co-financing ceilings for public expenditure amount to
75% for the ERDF and the ESF and 85% for the Cohesion Fund;

the "regional competitiveness and employment" objective to anticipate economic and social change,
promote innovation, entrepreneurship, environmental protection and the development of labour markets
which include regions not covered by the Convergence objective. It is financed by the ERDF and the ESF
and accounts for 16% of the total allocated resources. Measures under this objective can receive co-financing
of up to 50% of public expenditure;

the "European territorial cooperation" objective to strengthen cooperation at cross-border, transnational
and interregional levels in the fields of urban, rural and coastal development, and foster the development of
economic relations and networking between small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). This objective is
financed by the ERDF and represents 2.5% of the total allocated resources. Measures under the Territorial
Cooperation objective can receive co-financing of up to 75% of public expenditure.
Structural Fund and Cohesion Fund support for the three objectives always involves co-financing. The
rates of co-financing may be reduced in accordance with the "polluter pays" principle or where a project
generates income. All projects must of course comply with EU legislation, particularly with regard to
competition, the environment and public procurement.
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Romania is benefiting from structural funds of about 28-30 billion EUR from European Union starting
with 2007 since 2013. Reporting the amount to the seven days of the week, the have to be spent 8.5 million
EUR daily. But this money has a precise destinations. These funds will have to be administrated efficiently
and have to get where it's needed for development, otherwise, there is the danger of loosing it. Even if the
money won't be attracted in the projects inside the country, every contributor will pay in for the amount that
Romania will contribute with to the EU budget. The structural funds of the Union are administrated by the
European Commission and have as a destination the financing of structural help measures on community
level, with the purpose of promoting the regions with delays in development, the reconversion of the areas
affected by industrial decline, combating the long term unemployment, the professional insertion of young
and promoting rural development. There are 4 types of structural funds, each covering a well specified
thematic field. The European Fund for Regional Development (EFRD) is supporting creating infrastructures,
investments destined to work force occupation, local development projects and small enterprises assistance.
European Social Fund (ESF) is meant to promote reintegration on labor market of unemployeds and the
disadvantaged groups, especially through training and employment assistance systems. The Financial Tool of
Fishing Orientation (FTFO) contributes to adaptation and modernization of this sector. The "Orientation"
section of European Fund of Orientation and Agricultural Certifying (EFOAC) is financing measures for
rural development and is offering support to agriculturalists, especially in regions left behind. From the total
budget allocated to Romania, for agriculture and rural development are destined over 11 billion EUR, for
structural tools, 17 billion EUR. In these domains that can attract EU financings, these are about 14,
respective technological research and development; society's informatization; transportation; energy;
environment protection and risk prevention; tourism; culture; urban and rural regeneration; support for
companies and entrepreneurs; access to stable work places; social inclusion for disadvantaged people; human
capital development; investments in social infrastructure, including health and education; as well as
promotion of partnership development. According to the realized estimations, Romania could recover until
2013 about 10 percent from the general gap to EU, getting to 41 percent from EU average. The global
objective is suspending on three specific objectives, respective increasing long term competitiveness of
Romanian economy, development on European standards of the basic infrastructure, as well as perfecting
and using more efficient the autochthon human capital. The management authorities coordinator that will
administrate the structural funds is The Ministry of Public Finances, and the operational programs will have
more management bodies. The first of them would be The Ministry of Economy and Commerce, followed by
the Ministry of Transportation, the Ministry of Environment, Labor and, the Ministry of Agriculture, the
Ministry of European Integration, Ministry of Public Finances, Public Administration and Ministry of
European Integration.
Theories of growth and development discuss different convergence concepts (absolute and conditional)
and suggest that, left to themselves, market forces will eventually lead to convergence of income in the long
term. However, the justifications for continuing to carry out regional policies still exist, since markets can
fail due to externalities (infrastructure, environment issues), market rigidities (lack of labor market mobility),
and incomplete information; while in the short run they face all sorts of structural and cyclical problems. In
addition, regional imbalances and depressed regions can have huge macroeconomic impacts (most
importantly on domestic demand). Moreover, equity issues can arise with the emphasis on the provision of
equal development opportunities to all regions of a country. This means that the government is involved,
either directly or indirectly. The traditional form of government involvement was industrialization policy,
namely heavy sector-focused subsidization, but now there is a shift in public policy to more indirect
methods. These include policies that enhance or facilitate market mechanisms in order to build certain
infrastructures, solve environmental issues, provide incentives for the labor market, and so on. These
facilities are important for the competitiveness of any settlement or region, but can be improved only with
well-thought out policies and coordinated effort by the central, regional and local public sectors, as well as
other actors. On the other hand, we know from the growing political economy and public choice literature,
that governments “fail” too or, to put it a different way, have several constraints placed on them as well as
reasons preventing them from being fully effective in carrying out such corrective policies. The assessment
or summary of the interesting academic and practical debates on the huge topic of regional convergence—
which is the very purpose of Structural and Cohesion Funds policy—is not the goal of this paper (although it
acknowledges its importance and critics). Our focus will instead be limited to efficiency problems related to
Structural Funds. The EU has hardly investigated the capacity of regions or countries to productively absorb
such large-scale transfers, even though some EU members receive a significant share of their GDP as
transfers from the Structural Funds—notably the Cohesion countries on average received 2.3% of their
annual GDP during the 1994–99 period. The formal evaluation practice in the EU measures absorption rates
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to gauge the effectiveness of Structural Funds, and looks at the results of specific Structural Fund spending in
relation to targets. An absorption problem is defined as a case in which any recipient region fails to achieve
100% of its target values, the administrative capability of a country or region to deliver and implement
Operational Programs is not perfect. However, if one refers back to the original idea behind regional policy
with its ultimate goal of economic convergence, this merely input-oriented approach does not seem to be
sufficient, as it totally neglects the effects of Structural Funds on economic growth or real convergence.
A review of theoretical as well as some empirical literature on fiscal federalism, development
economics and public choice reveals that different types of absorption problems related to large-scale fiscal
transfers can emerge for various reasons and can become significant factors in preventing the economy from
achieving its highest optimal growth. In this more output- oriented perspective Structural Funds are used
efficiently only in cases where this hypothetical optimal growth potential is achieved. Any deviation from
this can be conceived as an effect of absorption problems. Yet, it has to be stressed: “this does not
necessarily contradict other empirical findings which have concluded that the macroeconomic effects of
Structural Funds have been highly
beneficial. It just means that Structural Funds could have been even more beneficial in the absence of
absorption problems.”
Due to its level of administrative skills, and a lack of monitoring or management skills, a recipient
country or region cannot devote all external funds to productive capital investment. The magnitude of such
administrative absorption problems can be measured through the difference between transfers and the
increase in productive capital. Even though such problems are the focus of many evaluation studies, this
aspect is neglected in the theoretical literature. In EU practice, Cohesion countries provide evidence where a
significant portion of Structural Funds were used to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of a public
administration that was characterized by several weaknesses, including. Incomplete or overoptimistic
planning, an inadequate institutional framework, a lack of well-defined sectoral policies, and management
problems. Realistically, these kinds of problems will never fully disappear, but can be reduced if
administrative capacity is improved and can be reduced over time if the flow of funds is constant. However,
improving administration is a costly and time-consuming procedure, usually with diminishing returns
Inevitably, whenever there are public/government/EU financial flows involved, some forms of rentseeking appear, since several actors want to obtain a share of it. These unproductive rent-seeking efforts
inevitably reduce capital formation, thus the transaction costs that such activities have can be conceived as an
absorption problem or inefficiency. The high social costs of rent-seeking come from the relatively weak
competition for the rent. It is now known from public choice literature that rent-seeking may have the
characteristic of increasing returns to scale, that several factors can possibly influence its magnitude, and that
its costs can also increase beyond proportionality with the amount of rent. In the EU context, we can think of
three points where rent-seeking might appear. First is the relationship between national governments and
Brussels, as governments try to obtain the highest share possible for their country. The second is between
central and local governments; since the national government is a mediator, if not allocator (country practices
differ) of Structural Funds, local governments lobby to obtain the funds or the necessary co-financing parts.
The third is between any government and the private sector agents who benefit from regional policy, such as
consultants, small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) eligible for support, and construction companies.
The forms of rent seeking range form legal lobbying activities to illegal forms, such as bribery.
Economic theory conceives external funds as a kind of positive “income shock” for the recipient
country or region, and thus suggests that they affect consumption-investment patterns of actors in the private
and public sectors. Along these lines, domestic investment financing may well be reduced; unless effective
constraints on the usage of them are imposed, the impact of transfer funds on capital accumulation and
growth will apparently be lower than expected. Several empirical studies in the field of development
economics confirm that a substantial part of foreign aid is in fact directed to increasing consumption.
Possible theoretical list explanations for this effect: based on the social planner approach, they show that,
because of consumption-smoothing behavior, the optimal consumption path will differ from the growthmaximizing path. Other factors that serve to direct funding towards consumption are that uncertainty
regarding the returns clearly makes investment less attractive than consumption; governments sometimes do
not act as a social planner, but are captured by interests of the political elite; and the government’s time
horizon always ands at the next elections. In the European context, decisions might be affected by the fact
that countries know well in advance the amount of Structural Funds that will be allocated to them (fixed for
six years).
Public investment and infrastructure development should by definition always be focused on the long
term, as returns appear only in such a time frame. In practice, however, these investment decisions may incur
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significant opportunity costs in the short term, such as delays in private investment decisions due to
increased uncertainty or modified expectations, or private investment being crowded out by the public sector.
In the EU context, the first and foremost timing problem that comes to mind is the long time lag between
project design and actual implementation, which in turn results from institutional rigidities in the Structural
Funds allocation process that can frustrate growth potential. As already stated, the EU defines absorption
problems as the inability of recipient countries to spend all the available funds for investment in a given
fiscal year. A result of this practice is that, since they understand that such a judgment can lead to a decrease
in future funding, recipients have a strong incentive to spend all the money, regardless of whether or not the
investments chosen might be optimal from a long-term point of view. This phenomenon is strengthened by
the assumption that the amount of Structural Funds given to a country are the results of political bargaining.
Because the application of empirical evidence from international studies should be undertaken very
carefully and in a limited way, it is quite difficult to draw conclusions and make predictions for the next
enlargement. Still, there are some prudent ideas and facts, which, when matched with the experiences of
Cohesion countries, should be considered for developing policy with CEE countries.
First, administrative and institutional “bottlenecks” constitute a major problem that diverts funds away
from productive investment use. In order to prepare themselves to receive funds, CEE countries will need to
do a lot, as has been reviewed and emphasized by several reports. They will have to sort out how to integrate
the Structural Funds into the public investment system and link the use of the funds to other industrial
development or indigenous cohesion policies. This will require development of institutional capacity, review
of public expenditures, control, monitoring and evaluation and training of staff to enhance their ability to
access EU transfers. Particular attention will need to be given to the incentive policies of the public
investment system.
Second, several of the highlighted absorption problems are in one way or another distortions following
from the logic of politics and policymaking. The full reduction or elimination of these distortions is not
possible even in western democracies; indeed, most of the public choice literature emerged from
observations in such countries. The experiences of Cohesion countries also suggest that less developed
economies are more prone to these distortions, a fact which again cautions EU policymakers to provide only
modest transfers (measured as a percentage of GDP) until absorption losses are limited. However, the
political bargaining nature of decisions regarding Structural Funds provides a counter-argument against
making such rational efficiency concerns the dominant factor in EU decisions.
Third, it has been argued that large-scale transfers would exacerbate already existing “Dutch-disease”style problems induced by significant capital inflows into CEE countries and eventually have detrimental
effects on output growth. In Hungary, the country in the region which received the most foreign direct
investment (FDI) per capita, although there are signs of “Dutch disease”—such as a recent increase in the
minimum wage, some decline in the industrial sector, and appreciation of the currency—one cannot fully
prove that these factors are purely the textbook effects of FDI.
Fourth, a significant amount of co-financing (at least 25%) from regional, local or national budgets is
required, according to current Structural Funds regulations. The issue of co-financing is significant and needs
to be addressed.
Fifth, an important conclusion drawn from experiences elsewhere, and one of the keys to the success of
Ireland, is that effective use of the Structural Funds requires a fully utilized partnership—the involvement of
social partners, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and the private sector on the one hand, and a
greater willingness to associate or cooperate within the public sector, be it at national or local level, on the
other. Given their centralist tradition and a civil sector that has only recently emerged, a key question for
CEE countries is how to proceed with local and general government reform in order to create and strengthen
such wider partnerships.
The capacity to absorb structurals funds is not sufficiently developed yet, presenting weaknesses which
should be resolved by the accession deadline. The weaknesses mainly refer to the lack of authority and
coordination of the groundwork for managing communitarian funds; authorities should create a workgroup
with real abilities in the government to improve the absorption capacity. The institutional structure is
adequate, indicating that the necessary premises to manage properly the European funds are in place.
However, some public institutions have failed to create the contact points with the structural funds'
management mechanisms until now, mainly due to a delay in delegating responsibilities. For the absorbtion
successful, the government ensure that are public servants employed in funds management are stimulated by
corporate-like advantages such as bonuses, which would bring flexibility to the wage scheme. The authorities
should also improve the communication between management of the funds and decision makers of the
government. The study also shows that public authorities and small or medium enterprises (SME) will have
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difficulties to secure the sums needed to co-finance the eligible projects for post-accession programs. The
European Institute of Romania (IER) recommends authorities use the communitarian funds as a stimulant to
attract private sources for investments and financing, taking into consideration the pressure on public
expense. The authors of the study point out that the SMEs will meet significant challenges after the EU
accession, as the European market will put more pressure on competitiveness. Thus, the SMEs will have to
invest large sums to meet the demands of the market, which could deprive them of funds that could be used
for development. IER warns that the provisions regarding the Value Added Tax, which could be considered
an ineligible expense, could require the SMEs to spend even more. Romania has a low absorption capacity of
European funds because it is unable to define large projects, stated the economic analyst Daniel Daianu
during a round table at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania (CCIR). But without projects
from investors and companies we will not be able to spend the money.
The governor of the National Romanian Bank (BNR), Mugur Isărescu, admonished that unless the
European funds accessing process improves radically, Romania will remain a poor country, in the position of
being a medium contributor to the European budget. To his opinion, the attraction of the European funds was
the biggest problem of Romania in 2007, and it will continue being in 2008 and it will last for several years,
as it synthesizes several malfunctioning aspects: "This money is not given to us, they need to be accessed,
and its accessing may result, many times, in paradoxes, as for the poor areas needing it the most, it is very
difficult to access these sources, inasmuch this means qualification, not poverty, it means specialized
personnel, good administration". The governor of the Romanian National Bank said that, in 2007, in
accordance with the Ministry of Economy and Finances, although Romania was assigned two billion Euros,
only 440 million Euros were accessed, with an absorption degree of 21 per cent. One single field had an
accessing degree of 100 per cent – the fishery-related European fund. For the rest, the equipment supply fund
for agriculture and rural development had an accessing degree of only 3 per cent, while the regional
development fund recorded 30 per cent, the cohesion fund – 36 per cent and the European social fund– 31
per cent, indicating a relatively low accessing degree. By making a comparison to other countries after
accession, Isărescu noticed that, while in Romania the accessing degree was of 22 per cent, in the Czech
Republic, Poland, Slovakia and Hungary, in 2004, it was nearly double – 41 or 42 per cent. "They
encountered the same difficulties. Access to the European funds is know to be difficult, the organization we
joined is not bureaucracy-deprived, but seemingly this combination between the European and our
bureaucracy could be fatal to us", Isărescu said. Another finding of the Governor of BNR was the fact that in
all the four countries taken as example, there was a positive ratio between the accessed funds (structural
funds absorption) and the European contribution. In other words, the respective countries managed to attract
from the EU more than the amount they contribute to the European budget. If in Romania the ratio is of
minus 0,36, per cent, in the other countries, it is between 0,18 and 0,38. "In other words, unless the funds
accessing process improves radically, Romania will remain in this position: to be a poor developed country, a
medium contributor to the European budget", the governor of the BNR concluded.
This assessment essentially concerns the country’s administrative capacity and institutional set-up as
they relate to regional development, which in turn coincides mostly with the first category of absorption
problems described in the theoretical section. However, the administrative and institutional set-up also affect
rent-seeking, timing, information and problems concerning public choice, as shown before.
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ECONOMIC POLICIES TO FOSTER GLOBALISATION. FUTURE CHALLENGES
Abstract: Following global developments in terms of economic policy and global governance, one can structure a clear
pattern of preferences in policy making of advanced economies that has been driving forward the globalisation agenda.
For some commentators this agenda is known as Progressive governance. This movement started in the 90`s, from a
critical evaluation of the lessons learnt in policy making, in the previous two decades. Starting from this common
background a whole range of policy developments as well as implementing strategies and instruments was developed
by the policy makers in both developed and developing countries. A fundamental dimension of these reconsiderations
determined new attitudes towards globalisation and market opening.
Now, we are almost one decade down the globalisation path. These discussions proved to be valuable not only in terms
of conclusions but also surprises for policy makers; one of the main objectives of this article is to analyse some of the
fundamental conclusions that led to reconsidering the positions towards globalisation and more over the way these
conclusions have been reflected in the governance process. The first part of this article is going to focus on the initial
governance agenda. The second part presents the main trends that characterised the period under discussion. Building
on these conclusions some ideas for a future development of the reform agenda are going to be crystallised1. Building
on these preliminary conclusions, the third section will focus on the implications for the future developments of the
policy agenda. The forth section is going to take the discussion into recent past with a special focus onto the challenges
to short term.
Key words: International economics, global governance, globalisation
JEL classification: F59

1.
The evolution of the Progressive Governance agenda
Apparently two main options characterised economic policies adopted by governments in the 70`s and 80`s:
market opening, free trade and foreign direct investment or focusing on national economic policy objectives.
Therefore convincing governments that these two objectives were not necessarily antagonistic was the main
factor pushing forward the international policy agenda. Globalisation became recognised as a major
development; this prompted governments to reconsider their positions from a rather strategic perspective.
While the critical mass of players in the international system2 prefers this solution, opting to pursue a
protectionist path becomes not only inefficient but also ineffective. Thus governments started to consider
new opportunities from a strategic perspective, capitalising on various national values and preferences.
Hence, balanced agendas emerged, which put on comparable positions both external and internal objectives.
A key issue was to combine radical restructuring of the policy framework with devising implementation
instruments that would not hurt national priorities. So, two main features became prominent:
 Competition in financial and product markets and increasing productivity through innovation are now
main priorities. These approaches represent fundamentally different options compared to previous decades;
hence market foreclosure or capital access control as instruments to boost economic performance and and/or
social justice became obsolete, giving way to market opening and a general preference for competitive
markets.
 In an isolated economic environment markets may easily price in lax fiscal discipline and inflation. In an
interconnected world such disequilibria may create competitive advantages; hence not only markets but also
governments are more prone to signal such behaviour, because of its impact on competitiveness. The role of
the transmission mechanism is being played by the financial economy. Macroeconomic stability became a
prerequisite for economic performance and social justice. Due to the pressure of the multilateral system, a
consistent reshuffling of the policy framework in US, Europe but also in emerging and developing
economies was enacted upon. These developments required also institutional reforms and administrative
capacity building.
For tangible results, institutions and policies are important but not sufficient. To implement new policies,
adequate instruments, with incentive compatibility characteristics are essential.

1

Due to space constraints but also trying to focus on specific economic developments, we have not approached in this
article climate change or fight against poverty; furthermore we are also going to focus on the reform of international
institutions
2

judging in terms of trade and national to global GDP ratio.
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 Although the redistribution function of the fiscal policy and social insurance system becomes important
to achieving social justice, the need to complement it with increased access to the labour market, through
investments in human capital, technology and financial resources for training and education, becomes
essential;
 The role of the active labour market policies continues to be essential for increasing participation;
furthermore continuous training and education are important from the employability perspective especially
for the last part of the active life; the policy objectives shift from protecting jobs towards free access to the
labour market.
 Despite significant secondary effects, social insurance system continues to be essential for maintaining
minimal standards of living. Reshuffling social security systems to encourage labour force reinsertion and
investment in human capital becomes critical to avoid undesired effects.
 Public services` role in insuring access to education and healthcare is confirmed. Solutions for increasing
effectiveness as well as efficiency have both evolved and diversified: from increasing public investment in
these systems - the usual approach of previous decades - to contestability and competition - as a way to
promote higher quality standards.
Due to globalisation, an adequate offer of public goods becomes essential to fostering development. This
conclusion forged a global agenda for cooperation and multilateral governance. Development, education,
healthcare, climate change as well as financial stability gained in prominence. These new priorities require
not only increased cooperation, but also new institutions to implement it.
The overview sketched the main developments considered in the Progressive Governance agendas a
response to globalisation. The analysis puts in perspective the opportunities that globalisation offers for
boosting economic growth and development. However, exposing consumer and producers to global products
and financial markets represents a major shock for national economies. Many observers pointed to different
potential gains. As a direct consequence jobs have been created and destroyed, important changes in income
distribution occurred; without real assistance to cushion the arising inequality, various economic, social and
political tensions aroused.
The solutions should comply with hard budgetary constraints but also to be feasible from a political
perspective. Successful action in such a complex environment needed the support of effective mechanisms to
coordinate economic policy on both national and supranational level.
This gives rise to a dual approach, which combines structural and institutional reforms at national level with
strengthening the global governance institutions. Domestic reforms focus mainly on the social dimension
and restructuring uncompetitive industries. Supranational reforms have been directed towards structuring
and implementing a multilateral system for global trade and financial flows. The argument for creating
supranational institutions was the improvement of development perspectives.
2.
Characteristics of the globalisation process
We are going to analyse some of the main trends and characteristics of the globalisation process. These
observations will be a useful platform for assessing priorities put forward by the Progressive Governance
agenda.
a.Global integration through trade and foreign investment
These facts are by now widely accepted: in the 90`s the globalisation process was only a distant potentiality;
nowadays it is a confirmed reality. The present wave of globalisation is often compared to the one in late
XIX century; the main characteristic of the contemporary period is the high degree of economic integration.
The previous wave of globalisation was also characterised by increased transactions among the most
advanced economies; nowadays there is a higher degree of participation in the global arena of developing
and emerging economies. Although multilateral trade negotiations played their part, a decisive role should
be attributed to the critical mass favouring market opening. As a direct result, several developing economies
started to display constant and robust economic growth throughout the past decade. Among the most telling
stories being China and India.
Globalisation has not been prolific only in quantitative terms. Production chains for example, have evolved
remarkably due to advances in communication and transport. These opportunities led to rapid and profound
fragmentation of the value chain. Hence in two decades emergent economies evolved from cheap, unskilled
labour exporters to high-tech exporters. This evolution was possible due to technology transfer as well and
huge advancements in labour force education and training.
Consequently these actors aspire to a more important role and active implication in negotiating, supporting
and improving the global trade regulation framework. Change however comes at a price: emerging and
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development economies evolving status are the main driving forces for restructuring the governance of the
multilateral system.
b.Global macroeconomic stability
In 1980 an inflation rate below 5% characterised less than one in ten economies worldwide1. Starting from
1999, this characteristic was common to most economies on a global perspective.
Worldwide, convergence towards low inflation rates has been favoured by the positive macroeconomic
context of the `90`s. Recent shocks (i.e. hikes in oil, raw material or agricultural products` prices) create
pressure towards rising inflation. Though worrying, recent perspectives do not seem to be as worrisome as
those in the first part of this decade. Governments should be motivated to continue their efforts to offset the
effects of these shocks.
Despite recent tensions macroeconomic stability has been an important achievement of the past decades.
This trend has been accompanied and supported, at a global level, by the wide acceptance of central banks
independence. While in the past decades macroeconomic stability has been a preoccupation only for
developed economies, emergent and developing economies are making steps in the right direction, by
adopting similar institutional arrangements. This convergence in institutional design represents a huge
advantage especially for the turbulent times ahead.
c.Heterogeneous financial globalisation
In the industrialised world, cross-border financial assets represented in the 70`s around a quarter of the
global GDP. This ratio increased to almost one half of GDP by the mid `80`s, only to reach on average 200%
of GDP in the next twenty years. Financial integration, especially through portfolio diversification developed
dramatically both within Europe as well as between the old continent and US.
Financial globalisation did not mimic the solutions put forward by the previously discussed phenomena.
Compared to trade and investment, this one is characterised by the limited participation of emerging and
developing countries. While in trade globalisation there is a rapid reverse of the previous North-North
integration pattern, financial flows are an obvious confirmation of this pattern2. These characteristics become
useful in understanding the reasons behind the strong impact of the financial crisis on the European
economy, while momentarily there is only a limited impact on the emergent and developing economies.
Limited participation of the countries in international financial transactions, does not mean, that net capital
flows between this group and developed economies are not important. Although there is an obvious
development in these financial flows, their direction continues to be a major surprise. Almost unanimously
economist considered that capital account liberalisation would transfer savings of the developed economies
to emerging and developing economies, due to higher expected returns. These expectations factored in
certain institutional and macroeconomic prerequisites, considered as sufficient guarantees for investors.
Furthermore building such positive expectations for foreign investors was one of the reasons for institutional
convergence. In fact, this argument proved to be only partially correct. A special case is the New Member
States of the EU. They may benefit from important transfers conditional on building their administrative and
institutional capacity.
From a global perspective however, financial flows North-South have been rather uneven. Massive capital
inflows originating from rather unstable economies3 have been followed by abrupt interruptions or opposite
movements. Starting with 2000, the average income for capital exporting countries is surpassed by the
average income of capital importing countries. China and US are the main players responsible for this
unusual model4.
There are several potential explanations. From a positive perspective, economies benefiting from important
endowments of natural resources allocate only a fraction of their current income to consumption, while
relatively poor endowed actors, accumulate foreign currency reserves to protect themselves against massive
foreign capital redraws. It is even understandable why (despite sometimes the insufficient support) states
continue to accumulate reserves instead of allowing their national currency to free float. From a normative
perspective though, the merits of the status-quo: where US benefits from annual income in excess of USD
100 bn., from selling bonds to foreign investors and governments – mainly developing economies – only to
engage these resources in similar operations denominated in foreign currency, becomes hard to understand.
Despite a broad financial liberalisation, a handful of advanced economies have come to represent the
majority of cross-border financial transactions. Consequently reforming financial market regulation should
1
2
3
4

IMF data – World Economic Outlook – www.imf.org
please refer to Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2008)
Instability is considered from a financial perspective
Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2008)
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be in principle, the responsibility of the most advanced financial economies. In the mean time, financial
globalisation, has led to savings flows, which from an allocation stand point become questionable. Therefore
their sustainability from a political but also financial perspective becomes increasingly insecure.
d.High global inequalities in the context of increasing national inequality
Globalisation is one of the usual suspects when it comes to the high level of inequalities. However,
inequality supposes different aspects depending on the approach: some authors are looking to the crosscountry perspective, while others are focusing on the difficulties faced by the poorest categories within
various states. This analysis may focus either on the global or national perspective. Recent research is trying
to define inequality among citizens from a global perspective, irrespective of their residence countries.
Broadly speaking, this approach is known as global inequality and presents the advantage of taking into
account both income distribution among states as well as wealth distribution among citizens of the same
state.
Analysing global inequalities evolution in the past hundred and eighty years, there is a clear stabilisation in
the recent history after important increases from the first half of the XIXth century until 1970. The data is
suggesting that the last wave of globalisation does not seem to be responsible for neither deterioration nor a
decisive improvement of global income distribution. In terms of global inequality, recent estimation
indicates a significantly higher level than any levels registered by individual states of the world.1
One of the motivations for the resilience of global inequality, despite important increases of per capita
income in China for instance or India, is a broad increase of differences within these countries. An
estimation of the share of top 1% population in total national income, shows a significant evolution in
income distribution for both developed and developing countries. This trend is stronger in the US, where the
ratio of the wealthiest 1%, in the national income doubled in this period and represents now more than 20%;
significant developments are also registered for UK, Australia, Sweden, China and India as well. By
contrast, there is no significant change in the ratio of top incomes in important European economies such as
Germany or France2.
Across the board countries are characterised by robust heterogeneity of the internal inequality distribution.
This shows that globalisation alone cannot be blamed for this reality. Factors like dependence on national
economic developments and distributional policies are also part of the explanation. One of the conclusions in
economic theory is that trade flows among economies with different development levels should influence
income distribution. In the same spirit, financial flows liberalisation and financial markets connections,
influence income through increased capital returns. Therefore globalisation may increase pressure for
widening the present income distribution gap (pushing towards lower prices for low/non-skilled labour in
developed economies characterised by high labour market rigidities).
Therefore from a Pareto optimality perspective, national governments should start implementing national
policies to redistribute the gains from globalisation. In reality however, in some cases, national policies
contributed to widening inequality.
The inability to insure a fair distribution of benefits contributes to a rising resistance towards globalisation
and undermines its social and political support. This is an area where the responsibility lies solely at the
national level; the action or rather lack of action, impacts directly the public support for a phenomenon that
proved so far its ability to add to collective wealth.
In developed economies, global trade is held responsible for economic insecurity
Public attitude towards international trade and globalisation becomes essential from public policy
perspective. Public opinion towards such sensible issues may impact decisively governments` positions
and/or policies.
Attitudes differ a lot both at national level and in time; despite this fluctuation, there is a robust trend that
comes into shape especially in industrialised countries. In the US for instance, a clear majority of the public
opinion, considers trade as being responsible for destroying more jobs than those that it creates. Even in
Europe, there is a relative majority of respondents that has similar attitudes towards trade. Protectionist
accents become more and more loud in the US primary campaign, especially on the democrat side. These
messages are a direct consequence of the public ever increasing reserve towards the phenomenon3.
The situation is even more preoccupying considering that such opinions are voiced on a background of
economic growth and job creation. The unemployment rate in US at the beginning of 2008 is still below 5%,
while two thirds of unemployed have been in this situation for less than three months; however the
1

Bourguignon and Morrisson (2002)
Piketti and Saez (2004), Atkinson (2004), Piketti and Kian (2006), Piketti (2003), Dell (2005).
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Marshall Fund, 2007 – Trade and poverty survey
2
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Americans consider global trade as the main responsible for jobs destruction. Considering these trends, the
evolution of public attitude towards global trade and globalisation in an era where economic growth seems
to be deteriorating are a serious concern for the future evolution of the governments` attitudes and their
implication in terms of policy.
3. The revised agenda
Considering the characteristics mentioned in the first part of the article, we are going to evaluate the
Progressive Governance agenda against globalisation challenges. The philosophy behind this agenda
continues to be valid. The backbone of the programme – especially market opening and macroeconomic
stability – continue to be essential for the process; the dual approach combining national level reforms with
those at supranational level, in such a way to strengthen global governance is also paramount for the
governance of the multilateral system.
Important lessons need to be taken from past decade experience:
a.
The speed and transformation magnitude in the world economy are far greater than it was considered
initially. Few observers anticipated in the early 90`s the pace of change that resulted from the active
involvement of emerging economies in the world trade and investment flows. Even fewer were those that
predicted that emerging economies would develop in only one decade from low cost, labour intensive
exporters to skilled and high tech intensive producers and exporters. No one managed to anticipate the speed
and depth of production chains fragmentation. From many perspectives, these realities depict positive
developments. Nevertheless this progress is marked by continuous and rising tensions that push our societies
to an ever-increasing pressure for transformation.
b.
National reform policies need still to meet the challenge of adjusting our institutions and policies to
absorb the shocks of these transformations1. The Progressive Governance agenda represents per se a
balanced proposition in terms of priorities; nevertheless some governments, especially those in Europe, were
extremely reticent in reforming their own social models and equipping their citizens with the necessary skills
to make the most out of these new opportunities2; furthermore European governments have proved cautious
in reforming and investing in education, research and innovation systems3. The external shocks require a
fiscal system able to redistribute income within society. Most of the time these mechanisms proved to be
flawed. In many states, income inequalities due to technological developments globalisation, has become
even more obvious. Consequently would seem only fair to conclude that the attention paid to the distributive
issue has been insufficient.
c.
Some of the globalisation characteristics are indeed worrying. We have already mentioned current
trends in capital flows and made a reference to the normative issues that they raise. Despite positive
characteristics, financial globalisation has been less fruitful than anticipated. Some features - the high degree
of volatility in international capital flows or strengthening of the current account surpluses in medium
income economies and transfers to the high income economies - cannot be judged as satisfactory from a
sustainability perspective.
d.
Against this background the reform of the international institutions continued to be blocked, adding
to an exitisting background of weak legitimacy and questionable effectiveness. These were the main
ingredients for an institutional crisis. Still the responsibility for the governance of the global system is shared
between the national and supranational layers. These institutional malfunctions, transferred also to various
types of negotiations within different global dialog frameworks. Whether trade negotiations within WTO or
the reserved attitude of important Asian or Latin American countries towards Bretton Woods institutional
system, following the Asian financial crisis, these realities undermine the credibility and effectiveness of the
global governance system. The recent reform of the quota system and votes are a step in the right direction.
Still the effectiveness of these actions still needs to be proved.
In other words, the strategy regarding globalisation, structured along its two main layers in the
Progressive Governance agenda has not been invalidated by the course of events. However until its full
implementation there are still important steps ahead to take on the reform path, both at national and
supranational level. Thus, no one should be surprised if the highest rate of acceptance towards globalisation
is displayed in Scandinavian countries; these economies combine in efficient manner effective mechanisms

1

It would be interesting to identify those governments that managed to design and implement efficient policies to limit
the impact of globalisation on their economies.
2
For an overview of the globalisation implications and the reform of social systems see A. Sapir (2005).
3
For an overview of the perforamance and reform of the educational systems in Europe Aghion et al. (2007)
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for redistribution with an active involvement in global governance, especially through assistance
development programmes.
Closing remarks
The analysis emphasises some of the future challenges for the multilateral economic system.
Although there is no reason to doubt the virtues of the present accomplishments, the combination of
structural shocks, partial reactions and a series of collateral developments poses interesting challenges.
One of the main conclusions might be that governments can no longer take globalisation for granted.
So far governments could afford to adopt positions favouring narrow national interests, because the
opportunity cost was not that high. Furthermore free riding on globalisation, in certain areas, that were not
regulated, was still an option. Those that choose such an approach preferred in practice to postpone national
reforms, which in turn widened further inequalities at national level. As a direct consequence, hostility
towards globalisation mounted at new heights. However this romantic period is becoming a thing of the past.
From now on, participating in multilateral trade negotiations, being actively involved in regulations and
institutional design of the multilateral system, is going to be equivalent with being able to assert your
national interest in the international arena.
Hence, defining a new agenda should be considered as an immediate priority. Both emergent and
developing countries should be actively involved in this process in an effort to become active members of
the multilateral system. Moreover these governments should be involved in this process since they have been
active supporters in the process and are going to hold even higher stakes in this global venture.
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Abstract: Taking into consideration the rapid rhythm of change, the organizations face the necessity of permanent
transformation, of prompt response and very fast adjustment to the turbulent business environment. In the 21st century
the speed of reaction and the flexibility constitute essential factors for success. The new information technology (IT)
speeds up the disappearance of the old organizations and structures as well as the the emerging of a new type of
organizations – based on knowledge and information – organizations that are proactive, flexible and both customer and
market–oriented: horizontal organization; customer-oriented organization, network organization; virtual organization;
organization based on self-managing teams.
In the century of speed, the rigid organizational structures are replaced by flexible, adaptive and temporary
organizational structures that support the organization to survive and progress within the troubled transition. Within
this context, the organizations will include besides the permanent organizational components more and more temporary
components with a short or long lifetime according to the occurring changes. The organizational structures will become
modular, and the new informational systems – based on IT – should support this modularity.
In the context of a sharp competition each lost minute implies huge costs: products / services that come too late on the
market, lost customers, unexploited opportunities. In the century of speed, time is a rare resource and one shall make
the most out of it. To be more efficient, information should flow faster, and the informational circuits should be as direct
and short as possible. All these aspects require the elimination of some hierarchical levels and the transformation of
high vertical hierarchies in more plain ones and the empowerment of employees regarding the decisions for their tasks.
The bureaucratic hierarchies that separate the managers from the executants are about to be modified, avoided or
dissolved.
Both the reengineering as well as the Business Process Redesign (BPR) are concepts close related to organizations’
transformation in order to face difficulties that may appear in the current global business environment. The information
technology plays an important role in organizational change; it can effectively reshape the way businesses are made.
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1. New forms of organizations in the informational age
Previously, one used to consider that in order to be efficient, the organization should be large-scaled and
able to prove a scale economy. Being the bigest organization and selling at the lowest price used to be
insuperable barriers against new organizations on the market. This aspect is not applicable anymore. Taking
into consideration the deep changes in the environment, the organizations must also undergo a process of
transformation. Presently, the change rhythm is so rapid that the organizations face the necessity of a
permanent transformation, of a prompt response and a very fast adjustment to the business environment
within which they develop their activity. Many organizations fail in achieving this task so that they fade
away of the business “scene”.
In order to survive in such a turbulent environment, characterized by rapid changes under the
circumstances of a sharp competition and of customers with permanently changing needs, aspirations and
requirements, the XXI century organizations must be as flexible as possible; the speed of reaction and the
flexibility constitute essential factors for success.1 The future organization is created on the premise of
flexibility that should become part of the organizational culture – as D. Miller considers.2 The organization
will finally be an adaptive organism similar to a chameleon that constantly changes his color, in order to
adapt to his environment.
1

SOMERVILLE, I., MROZ, J.E. – „Competenţa pentru o lume nouă”, in HESSELBEIN, F., GOLDSMITH, M.,
BECKHARD, R. (coord.) – Organizaţia viitorului, Editura Teora, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 61
2
MILLER, D. – „Organizaţia viitorului: Un cameleon în întreaga sa splendoare”,in HESSELBEIN, F.,
GOLDSMITH, M, BECKHARD, R. (coord.) – Organizaţia viitorului, Editura Teora, Bucureşti, 2000, pp. 95-96
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Within this context, the new era must cope with the emerging of a new type of organizations. The
information technology (IT) speeds up the disappearance of the old organizations and structures as well as
the development of new organizations based on knowledge and information, organizations that are proactive,
flexible and both customer and market–oriented.
a) Horizontal organization. The high structures, with many hierarchy levels organized according to
competences that proved to be adequate for the stability periods, have turned up to be totally improper in the
context of transformations faced by the organizations existing in the informational age. The hierarchies of
„skyscrapers” type change into a „villas residence district”, interconnected by strong relations. As a
consequence, the traditional organigrams disappear being replaced by more thinner, plain ones that are
focused on their customers’ needs. The new information and communication technology allows the
reduction of hierarchical levels and improves not only the upward and downward vertical information flows,
but also the horizontal and oblique ones.
b) Customer-oriented organization. When setting up an organigram, modern organizations should
ask the following question: Which is the role of the customer? The organizations should give up the
organigram developed around functional criteria and they should develop structures focused on customers.
These must be as flexible as possible and they should facilitate the fostering of strong and long-term relations
with their customers. The implementation of the concept „upside down pyramid” 1 constitutes a challenge
and in the same time one of the most interesting change that influences the managerial activity within the
XXI century. This approach offers a new way of perceiving the organization and people within it. Thus, the
operational workers are situated in the higher part of the hierarchical levels of the pyramid, they being
supported in their efforts by the operational managers. These managers are not only persons that give orders,
but they are present to support the employees in meeting the customers’ requirements. From this point of
view, each employee is a worker that adds value (he is supposed to do something in order to create value for
the organization’s consumers and customers). The entire organization serves the needs of the consumer. This
new approach imposes a new way of thinking, both for managers as well as for performers.
c) Network organization and virtual organization. In order to face complexity and to be as flexible
as possible and to adapt as easily as possible to the environment dynamic, the individuals and the
organizations must learn to collaborate and to overcome the functional, department, organizational and
national borders. Under the circumstances of a permanently changing exogenous environment, and of a sharp
competition, the network organizations come forward because they are more flexible and more adaptive to
the exogenous environment fluctuations. As these are concerned, the assets necessary for manufacturing a
product or service are not held by a single organization, but by a network that behaves as a whole. The
virtual organization (cyber organization) constitutes one of the most spectacular evolutions towards the
informational society and towards the economy based on knowledge. The virtual organization is actually a
network of independent organizations interconnected by information technology. The network aims at
exploiting the opportunities offered by the exogenous environment, by classifying abilities, competencies,
costs, and market access etc.
d) The organization consisting of autonomous teams. The XXI century organization will consist of
permanent or temporary teams that have a high level of autonomy. The self-managed teams take the
responsibility for the way in which they organize and realize their own activities as well as for the quality of
the supplied products and services. These teams take the responsibilities previously held by the operational
managers. In this case we may ask the following question: What will happen with the operational managers?
Apparently, in the future, the managers will rather act as coachers, and not as mentors, so that they give
advice, provide ideas, directives and support the working teams so that they can fulfill their tasks as
efficiently as possible.
2. The shift from rigid organizational structures to adaptive structures
In order to cope with competition, the organizations should offer a variety of products and they should
also adapt in due time to any changes that may occur on the market. Consequently, the long term survival of
the organizations greatly depend on their capacity to modify the way of organizing, thinking, action and
behavior towards customers and business partners; practically the survival depends on the capacity of being
flexible and willing to change when needed. B. Chakravarthy2 claims that in the new era, flexibility is a key
management factor.
1
2

KOTLER, Ph. – Managementul marketingului, Editura Teora, Bucureşti, 2005, p. 55
CHAKRAVARTHY B. – „Flexible Commitment – a Key to Strategic Success”,in Strategy & Leadership, nr. 3, 1996
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In the century of speed, the traditional functional structures, created to face new predictable situations,
prove to be incapable of radical changes that take place in an accelerated rhythm. The rigid organizational
structures are replaced by flexible, adaptive and temporary organizational structures that support the
organization to survive and progress within the troubled transition. Within this context, the organizations will
include besides the permanent organizational components more and more temporary components with a
short or long lifetime according to the occurring changes. Subsequently, the organizational structures will
become modular, and the developed informational systems shall support this modularity.
Currently, customers are exigent and they require the organizations to adapt their products and services
to their needs. The small scaled organizations, with plainer hierarchy and self-managed teams, and with
decentralized decisions, are more capable to adapt to different categories of customers and to rapidly adapt to
their permanent changing requirements.
The XXI century organization must be flexible and able to be reconfigured whenever needed. The
lifetime of an organization form is much shorter, the faster the changes are. Within this context the
organizations shift from the permanent long-term forms to temporary forms, from bureaucracy to adhocracy.
The stability, one of the characteristics of bureaucracy is overwhelmed by change.
Not long ago, the top hierarchy used to make all the decisions and the low-level used to perform without
having the possibility to make their own decisions and not even to participate in the decisional process.
There were two groups: „the brain” and „the arms”. This situation is not favorable to nowadays conditions
when the organizations must promptly react to the customers’ requirements. As a consequence, more and
more frequently, managers must rely on performers that have the role of making decisions.
Bureaucracy – defined by Max Weber – is recommended in a stable and predictable environment but it
may be a problem in an unstable one. Presently, changes take place in such a rapid way that the bureaucratic
structures cannot keep up anymore. Warren Bennis will last in the sociology manuals as being the man who
firstly and strongly predicted the death of bureaucracy. As Bennis considers, the key word for the
organizations of the new society is „temporary”. The organizations will be temporary systems,
permanently changing and able to adapt; in the same way should react also the informational systems they
base on.
Adhocracy of the future will be permanently supplied with updated information and it will have very
mobile employees. As a consequence, the organizations should base on informational systems that can
sustain the organizational mobility because the future employees will not occupy the so-called boxes
determined by the organigram, but they will permanently move according to the reengineering of the
organizations. The informational systems must comply with all these movements and with the entire mobility
in order to offer the employees all the corresponding information in due time no matter of their location.
3. Hierarchies Collapse
The bureaucratic hierarchies that separate the managers from the executants are about to be
modified, avoided or dissolved. The lateral communications are very frequent so that also the informational
circuits and flows should undergo a series of changes. In bureaucratic organizations the decisions,
instructions and the information related to the way of tasks’ fulfillment or lack of fulfillment are available
from top to bottom and vice-versa, as well as in well-determined informational circuits that go through
certain hierarchical levels. Frequently, within the context of using the new informational technologies, the
positions from the tactical level (middle management level) do not play any role in processing the respective
information: they simply take the information from the top level and then pass it to the bottom one or viceversa, without any processing. These constitute only intermediate chain loops, without active role; on the
contrary, they usually do not make anything else but generate the deficiencies of the filtering and distortion
type. Under the impact of the new informational technology, the vertical hierarchies collapse.
In the century of speed, time is a rare resource and one shall make the most out of it. Each lost minute
implies huge costs: products/services that come too late on the market, lost customers, unexploited
opportunities. Delay means higher prices. As a consequence, the informational systems must be drawn up in
such a way that information flows faster, the informational circuits are as direct and short as possible.
The accelerated rhythm of changes and their complexity make the managers face various problems that
require a higher scope of information in order to be solved. In order to cope with complex, unique problems,
there is the need for more information than in the case of the repetitive, predictable problems. In the context
of a sharp competition, one shall rapidly answer to customers’ requirements, thus making rapid decisions a
critical aspect. All these aspects require the elimination of some hierarchical levels and the transformation
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of high vertical hierarchies in more plain ones and the empowerment of employees regarding the
decisions for their tasks.
If the informational system is not accordingly developed and the informational circuits are too long so
that the information flows via indirect circuits, then the time necessary for making a decision is too long.
Frequently, in such cases, the employees will simply ignore the formal informational system, will avoid
those that function only as simple informational relays and will build their own informal system of
information that will function in parallel with the formal one, which will slowly be avoided.
4. Impact of informational technology on the organization reengineering
Under the circumstances of complex changes that take place in the business environment, the radical
transformations of the business processes from the organization and inter-organizational business-networks –
stimulated by the global competition and facilitated by the informational technology – are not a caprice
anymore, but a necessity. The global competition, the economy decline, the potential offered by the new
emerging technologies1, make the organizations fundamentally rethink their business processes. Many
organizations have come to the conclusion that the effective change of business processes constitutes the
only way in which one can reach a competence core and competitive advantages. This conclusion has led to
a real „reengineering rush”.
The traditional hierarchy realized on functional criteria was left behind forever, claims Liz Clark.2 The
organizations lode their stratification character, they reduce their dimensions and become thinner. In
conformity with the “clover principle”, proposed by Charles Handy, the organizations turn to temporary
collaborators and employees and keep only a limited „core” of permanent employees.
Both the reengineering as well as the Business Process Redesign – BPR try to transform the
organizations in order to face difficulties that may appear in the current global business environment. The
informational technology plays an important role in organizing change. Hammer3 claims that the usage of the
new modern technology in order to radically reengineer the business processes with the aim of reaching
increased performances is not the automation of the present processes but the facilitation of new ones. In
reengineering the business processes, the informational technology must be regarded more than an
automation force; it can effectively reshape the way businesses are made.4 The informational technology
can facilitate the exchange of information and knowledge between employees, it can remove the spatial and
temporal barriers and it can facilitate the communication of dispersed groups and teams.
In the context of the new informational technology, many research activities and attempts for
reengineering the organizations have focused on the idea of creating a configuration that may set apart the
very high managerial hierarchy and to create an organization characterized by a plain managerial
structure, sustained by computers, and interconnected horizontally not only within the organization but also
with customers, suppliers and business partners. F. Wilson describes the attempt of the services field
organizations to implement such change programs. The author emphasizes the fact that the success of the
organizational change programs shall imply both the informational technology as well as the organization
reengineering. There is the necessity of a clear organizational vision and of a culture of services offered to
customers, simultaneously with the creation of new marketing relations with the internal and external side.5
The inter-organizational informational systems – systems that electronically connect two organizations
– have a significant potential in supporting the reengineering of business processes. The major changes that
have lately emerged in the informational technology greatly affect the way in which companies are organized
and managed within the local, national and international context. Two such technologies – Internet and
Electronic Data Interchange – EDI) – have been the subject of many research activities. These have shown
the fact that the new network structures do not lead to major changes only within the organizations and
1

CONSTANTINESCU, D.A., ROTARU, A., SAVU, C., UDRESCU, M. – Managementul tehnologiilor emergente,
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within the organizations’ relations, but they are about to reengineer the whole industry. Moreover, these
networks have an influence also on negotiating and sharing the power within and between the organizations.
Among the advantages of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) we could refer to: reduction of unitary
costs regarding the transactions processing, increase the working speed, reduction of the errors generated by
the manual manipulation of transactions and the elimination of the costs related to errors correction.
The E-mail and the Workgroup System Automation provide a great support to the groups and teams
with regard to activity development, ideas generation and decision making.
Generally, we could say that there is a certain acceptance of the central role of technology in
reengineering the business processes. However, we cannot omit the fact that the informational technology
and the informational systems are related to human resources. In this context, we should ask ourselves
about the role played by human resources within the reengineering process. Specialists1 suggest three ways
in which the Informational Systems – IS professionals can participate in the reengineering efforts: (1) they
can manage the reengineering project if they have abilities for solving problems and if they have the required
experience for the implementation of the systems’ types necessary in order to make significant
organizational change; (2) they can initiate the reengineering efforts without being the leaders of the process
due to insufficient respect and power within the organizations, qualities needed for running and for being in
charge of the reengineering effort; (3) they participate as workers and sustainers of the project without
initiating or running it.
The IS specialists usually play, within the teams of business processes reengineering, the role of
consultants rather than leaders or teams responsible. Generally, the IS specialists lack not only the holistic
vision required for running the major efforts of change, but also the necessary power to „move” the
organization in such a dramatic way as the one required by the radical change associated with reengineering.2
Moreover, a part of the specialized literature3,4 underlines the fact that the information technology (IT)
and the IS specialists should not be leading forces in the organization transformation. Some studies that
focused on the IT impact have brought into attention relatively insignificant effects of this fact upon the
structures and performances. The number of cases in which the IT was successfully used as a leading force in
the complex, scale organizational changes, are rather few. IT provides many opportunities for reengineering
the operations and processes and for the elimination of those that are not necessary anymore. As the IT cost
gets lower and the organizations improve their IT infrastructure it may be possible for the informational
system to offer quality information, when needed, no matter of the beneficiary location. The new
informational technology facilitates the collapse of spatial and temporal barriers and it supports the
participating decisional processes and the employees’ empowerment.
Research activities5 underline the fact that the ability to identify and understand the IT implications on the
organizational structure is critical not only in theory, but also in practice. The IT structure, according to each
case and to the contextual necessities of the organization, centralized or decentralized can support or block
communication and information share/dissemination. The centralized computing is related to the functional
organization forms with reduced integration and centralized decisional processes, while the decentralized
computing is related with cooperation and with the forms of matrix and product organization implying high
degree of integration.
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METAPHOR AND ECONOMICS
Abstract: The paper conducts a contractive analysis of the main metaphors used to shape the discourse of economics in
English and Romanian. Starting from the assumption that these metaphors broadly coincide, it sets out to test the
validity of this hypothesis in two corpora of texts taken from leading economic publications in the two languages, i.e.
The Economist and Capital. The various examples thus found are discussed contrastively, with a view to highlighting
the similarities but also the particular differences between them.
Key words: economics discourse, conceptual metaphor
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1. Theoretical background
The study of economics discourse has been the subject of considerable analysis from many writers
lately. Those interested in the language of economics belong to two broad categories: applied linguists
(Dudley-Evans, 1993; Bloor and Bloor, 1993; Bazerman, 1993; Swales, 1993; Henderson, 1994; Ennis,
1998) whose interest in the language of economics stems from a concern with the teaching of ESP, and
economists (McCloskey, 1985, 1990; Backhouse; 1993; Brown, 1993; Klamer and Leonard, 1994;
Mirowski, 1994) for whom the study of economics discourse shades new light into the subject itself. Much
research has been conducted with the textbook and the metaphors used to shape the models essential for the
understanding and interpretation of economic phenomena.
Even to a non-economist, or maybe especially to a non-economist, it becomes soon obvious that the
language of economics is derived from some basic metaphors that map different semantic areas at a
conceptual level. Thus, starting with Adam Smith, whose metaphor of the “invisible hand” is “one of the
famous, and most infamous, in the history of economic thought” (Henderson, 1994: 353) the discourse of
economics is saturated with metaphors: the economy itself is seen either in terms of a living organism, a
machine, a ship/the ocean; prices, inflation, demand, the GDP, unemployment and other indicators are
represented as objects that move up and down, or as living entities with a will of their own, money is most
often depicted as a fluid circulating in a living organism, inflation is an adversary, labor is an object, etc. The
following fragment from Klamer and Leonard (1994) offers a glimpse into the complexity and variety of
economic metaphors:
“... when we say that <GNP is up>, we do not expect our audience to scan the horizon in search of
ascending goods and services. Likewise, we do not watch for bloating price tags when it is asserted that
<prices are inflated>. Do Alaskans have trouble keeping their <liquid assets> from being frozen?
Bubbles, bears, bulls, bliss points, sunspots, cobwebs, and dirty floats all dot the economic landscape.
Our most “rigorous” scientific expressions are unabashedly metaphorical. When speaking of <price
mechanism>, <transmission mechanism>, <inflation>, <human capital>, <policy instrument>,
<multiplier> and accelerator, we do not intend a literal identification with a machine.” (1994: 23)
Klamer and Leonard distinguish several types of metaphors in the economic text, of varying importance and
implications for the construction of the argument, ranging from the merely descriptive to the deep-level,
constitutive ones. The latter type comprises those metaphors that help us structure the unfamiliar and abstract
world by imposing upon it a grid which is more concrete and familiar. They rarely appear articulated as such
at a linguistic level, being difficult to spell out or to be replaced by a literal paraphrase, and their presence
can only be inferred from the lexical traces they leave on the surface of the text. Thus, for example, the
constitutive metaphor “the economy is a machine” has triggered the appearance of metaphorical expressions
which are now part of the economic jargon, such as “price mechanisms”, “equilibrium”, “elasticities”,
“economic engine”, etc, while the metaphor of the economy as an organism explains the linguistic existence
of “infant”, “mature”, “ailing” or “healthy” economies to name just a few.
Some authors have shown how different evolutions in scientific thinking, such as Newtonian
mechanics, thermodynamics, biology, mathematics and information technology have influenced economic
thought, by supplying it with images that have become essential in the construction of the economic
argument and in the generation of a distinctive discursive practice (Mirowski, 1994). Henderson (1994)
notices, for example, the images derived from hydraulics and thermodynamics in the work of different
writers (Edgeworth, Walras, Fisher): liquidity, floating exchange-rates, flotations, flows, circulation,
leakages, injections, trickle-down effects - and shows how the idea of money circulation and the metaphor of
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money as blood has been derived by analogy from William Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of blood.
Following Nietzsche, who maintains that the whole of literal language can be accounted for in terms of
metaphors that have been forgotten but which continue to shape and constrain our experience, Henderson
adopts the term “root metaphor” to describe such dead or rather “ossified” metaphors that have powerful
cognitive implications.
2. Research hypotheses and methods
The research hypothesis constituting the starting point of the analysis in this paper is that the
conceptual metaphors employed in English and Romanian to speak about the economy broadly coincide.
This seems to be the consequence of the fact that most of the economic theorizing and the frameworks within
which the economic phenomenon is understood and interpreted have come from the Anglo-Saxon or AngloAmerican space, economic textbooks in non-English speaking countries being generally translations of
English books (Ennis, 1998). This has had as a result the establishing of similar conceptual metaphors across
languages. The presence in both languages of the same conceptual metaphors used to speak about the
economy can further be explained by some common principles and concepts that can be found at work in the
two cultures, and by a high degree of universality in the target domains upon which the concept of the
economy is mapped. For example, there seems to exist almost unanimous agreement as regards the existence
of organic and mechanistic metaphors to describe the economy and its processes (Ennis, 1998), these two
general metaphors with their various specific forms having a long history and constituting the main means of
interpretation for the economy in general.
The main economic metaphors analyzed in this paper, can be seen within the following framework
proposed by Kovecses (2002) in order to describe abstract complex systems in general:
1.
The economy is the human body - an appropriate condition of the economy is a healthy condition;
inappropriate condition is illness; the structure of the economy is the physical structure of the human body.
To these we can add: the various events in economic life are the major events in human life.
2.
The economy is a plant- abstract development is natural physical growth
3.
The economy is a machine- the functioning of the economy is the working of a machine
4.
The economy is a building - creating the economy is building; the structure of the economy is the
physical structure of a building; a lasting economy is a strong building
These together with other possible entailments will be discussed contrastively, as regards their existence in
the two languages, and the metaphoric expressions which constitute their traces on the surface of the text.
The examples selected for both languages will be from the area of the popular press of business and
economics (Capital magazine-2005 and The Economist- 2005)
3. Presentation of the results and discussion
3.1. The economy is an organism
The biological metaphor of the economy has long constituted an important framework for the
definition and interpretation of economic phenomena, being actually indispensable for the formulation of
various theories in the history of economic thought. Although in use for a long time (Ennis, 1998 reports that
Marshall is generally credited with having used it for the first time), it still hasn’t lost its currency and
generative power, having important ideological consequences. Thus, Henderson suggests that the viewing of
the economy in organic terms, as a whole, “can be used to imply the existence of a single entity that is
separate and distinct from society.” (1994: 351), something that has its own laws and governing principles,
and does not allow much interference from the outside.
3.1.1. The economy is the human body
At a general level, the metaphor of the economy as the human body, is very often used in both
English and Romanian, mapping various characteristics from the field of living organisms to that of the
economy as a whole. Thus, the latter may grow, be healthy or sick (in which case it needs injections of
various kinds or other forms of treatment in order to recover), developed or undeveloped, depressed or
nervous, at the “age” of infancy or maturity, dying or reviving, etc. While these and many other words have
been conventionalized by usage, becoming part of the economic jargon, the metaphor is continually
generating novel transfers between the two fields, and this leads to a growing departure from the literalness
of scientific language that economic texts are supposed to observe.
This kind of conceptualization involves the transference of human characteristics from the people
that are actually involved in trading or in other economic activities, to the market or to specific aspects of it,
the personalization of inanimate or abstract nouns being a very common feature of economic texts in general.
Henderson (1994) notices that this personification of various key elements in the market, such as demand,
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prices, etc, is meant to make us feel more at home in a hostile world by humanizing it, but also entails the
elimination of human agency from direct influence, turning these elements into actors rather than passive
entities on the economic scene, and having important linguistic consequences. He shows that the removal of
human agents is grammatically encoded in the use of intransitive or passive verbs, as in the following
examples: “With the amount of fish supplied unchanged, the stronger demand bids up the momentary price
of fish”, “Gas and electric cookers are substitutes for each other and when gas cookers rise in price some
households will buy electric rather than gas cookers, and the demand for electric cookers will thus rise”.
Thus, prices rise, as if having a will of their own and are not raised, the demand actively bids up the price in
a network of forces that doesn’t need the interference of economic agents at all.
The following examples further illustrate the metaphor of the economy as a human body.
English
(...) economic growth remains uncomfortably
dependent on copper” (1 April 2005), “ the Italian
economy is the slowest growing of the big countries
in the euro-area” (1 April 2005), “No more sucking of
thumbs” (headline)- “ The ECB is no longer an infant
central bank”, “ The emergence of rating agencies
attests to the industry’s growing maturity” (3 Nov.
2005), “The falling in manufacturing unemployment
in developed countries is a sign of economic progress,
not decline.” (29 Sept. 2005)

Romanian
“Problemele economice din Europa sunt multiple:
creştere economică anemică, somaj mare,
inflexibilitate în generarea unui climat favorabil”
(23/2005:22), “mai trist e că cei care dezonorează
această industrie infantilă se pare, sunt
reprezentanţii unor agenţii media” (08/2005: 25)
“putem spune că piaţa imobiliară autohtonă începe
sa dea semne de maturitate” (37/2005: 28),
“singurul business bine dezvoltat in industria
culturală este lanţul Diverta” (42/2005)

Moreover, the metaphor of the economy as an organism provides a set of underlying
correspondences that permit us to view the economy in terms of family relationships, which are used in order
to describe different types of companies: parent/daughter/sister company- companie mamă/soră/fiică. These
are technical terms in both languages, being recorded in specialized dictionaries, even if not all of them have
occurred in the corpus analyzed in this paper.
In this biological view the various structures of the economy are the different parts and organs of the
human body with their specific functions, and the laws governing its processes are similar to those involved
in the functioning of the human body. This is sometimes expressed in the form of direct mappings from one
domain to another, other times merely suggested, the different parts of the body being presupposed in the
existence of various malfunctions that involve them (for example limping presupposes the existence of legs):
English
“The city at the heart of India’s booming
information-technology industry is already choking
on its own success.” (23 Apr. 2005), “ the first head
of the European Central Bank (...) died at his home,
aged 70.”, “New blood for the health service”
(headline), (23 April 2005), “the West Bank will
also be vital for letting the economy breathe” (19
Nov. 2005),

Romanian
“Inima acestei mărci este săpunul cremă” (48/2005)
“Piaţa imobiliară e înecată pîna-n gât” (40/2005),
“agenţiile româneşti şi-au întors capul către
standardele occidentale” (30/2005), “principalele
efecte ale majorării rezervei minime obligatorii în
valută ale băncilor comerciale la BNR vor apăsa cel
mai greu pe umerii câtorva bănci (...).” (33/2005);

Another analogy common to both languages is that between money and blood (hence money
circulation), which has been derived from William Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of blood
(Henderson, 1994) and further reinforces the underlying biological metaphor of the economy. But the
metaphor of money is more complex than just this, as money can also be conceptualized as a commodity or
as a living organism (“The pound had a good day”; “the pound must be able to look the dollar in the eye”).
An area where the economy makes use of metaphoric expressions from the field of living organisms
is that of the different malfunctions that can appear in its structure. Just like the human body, the economy
too can suffer from various “illnesses” that require the intervention of a “doctor” or else may even result in
“death”. This is an area where the language of economics borrows heavily from that of medicine, words and
phrases such as economic recovery/revenire economică, injection (of capital/ funds)/injecţie( de
capital/fonduri), ailing economy/economie bolnavă, healthy economy/ economie sănătoasă, dead
industry/industrie moartă, economic revival/revigorare economică, economic crisis/ criză economică, weak
currency/monedă slabă, strong currency/monedă puternică etc, having been established as technical terms in
the specialized language of business and economics of both languages. The large number of terms from
medicine used in the description of the economy, confirms the metaphorical entailments an appropriate
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condition of the economy is a healthy condition; inappropriate condition is illness and seems to suggest that
an important lower-level metaphor for the organic one is that of the economy as a patient. Quoting CharterisBlack, Silva Bratoz (2004) explains that the conceptualization of the economy as a patient has important
implications: the economy is viewed as a passive entity that can be influenced by the right decisions of the
actor on the economic scene, the economist who is thus invested with the attributes of the surgeon or doctor,
and can be made responsible for the various problems that might appear in its functioning.
Some of the words and expressions resulting from such a biological view of the economy have
entered the technical jargon of the discipline and have been conventionalized, their metaphorical origin being
only dimly recognized. Others are continually being generated in the form of novel lexicalizations, more
easily recognized as metaphorically loaded, but still bearing witness to the existence of the constitutive
biological metaphor that has shaped the framework of economic theory and models. The examples above
illustrate both types of cases; however, since they have been taken from the popular business press in the two
languages, novel or live metaphors are likely to predominate.
3.1.2. Competition is war
A consequence of the systematic nature of metaphorical concepts is the viewing of various
relationships between economic entities such as companies, banks etc, in terms of human actions, the
structure of various events in the economic life being mapped onto those that structure human life. Thus,
competition between companies is generally viewed in terms of war, involving physical violence, attacks,
battles and bloodsheds, mergers and takeovers are conceptually structured in terms of a marriage, involving
such stages as courtship, wooing, suitors, rivals, brides and grooms, weddings and divorces, etc.
It has often been pointed out that the rise of globalization and of multinational firms has had as a
consequence the enforcement of the concept of the fight for survival, which resulted in the conceptualization
of the global market as a battlefield, in which only the strongest and the fittest survive, where the
protagonists attack and retreat as their fortune changes, waging conflicts that require both physical force and
psychological fortitude (Bratoz, 2004). Besides having been conventionalized in such technical terms as
trade war/ război comercial, price war/ război al preţurilor, trade barriers/ bariere comerciale,
protectionism/ protecţionism, protective tariffs/ tarife protective, hedging/hedging, hostile takeover/preluare
ostilă, rival/rival, predator/predator/ ”invadator”, raid/atac the metaphor is continually generating
figurative language that needs a proper context for interpretation:
English
“ But the textile giant (...) could not fight off cheap
imports.” (23 April 2005); “It (the Federal Reserve)
has steadily raised interest rates to fight off inflation”
(10 Dec. 2005); “After last week’s retreat, the euro
recovered a little, raising above $ 1.23.”; “GE does not
need to make a bally-hoo about greenery to defend its
existing business.” (10 Dec. 2005);

Romanian
“SUA şi Uniunea Europeană s-ar putea ‘bate’ în
dobânzi”(41/2005); “aprecierea preţului acţiunilor vor
împiedica preluările ostile” (10/2005); “ Supermarketul
se mută treptat de la periferie la doar câţiva paşi de casa
clientului. Victimele acestei ofensive sunt magazinele
mici din comerţul tradiţional.” (10/2005); “BNR amâna
măsura într-o încercare de a proteja băncile” ( 09/2005);
“ În Europa zboară în prezent avioanele a circa 50 de
companii low-cost, care duc la un sângeros război al
preţurilor.” (53/2005);

3. 1.3. The economy is a plant
Evidence of the metaphor of the economy as a plant can be identified in a number of expressions in
both languages, some of which (branch/ramura, flourishing business/afacere infloritoare) now constitute
more or less specialized terms terms, while others are new and characteristic of the journalistic style:
English
“It is a successful retail bank (...) with more than 670
branches.” (30 April 2005), “ But the economy has
now started to blossom” (22 Jan. 2005),

Romanian
“vinzi o afacere atunci când ea e înfloritoare”
(12/2005), Aria în care activează Dafora s-a extins şi
spre ramura construcţiilor, comerţului cu materiale
şi turismului.” (30/2005),

3.2. The economy is a machine
Mechanical analogies constitute an important part of economic thought, providing the fundamental
general level metaphor “the economy is a machine”. Because the nature of the analogy has changed as new
machines became available in time, this metaphor was altered at a more specific level, which resulted in new
vocabularies becoming available for the formulation of economic ideology (Henderson, 1994; Mirowski,
1994). Thus, from the clock mechanisms available in the 17th and 18th century, to the heat engines in the 19th
century and computer technologies in the late 20th century, the choice of metaphor has influenced the way in
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which the analysis has developed in linguistic terms, the new vocabularies available sometimes surviving the
physical model that generated them. On the other hand, these new specific metaphors required the
continuous reworking of previously held ideas.
Besides being justified by the unprecedented development in physical sciences during the Victorian
era, and the emergence and progress of different machines in the last centuries, the mechanistic metaphor of
the economy was also necessary due to a certain inadequacy in the biological view. Comparing the biological
and the mechanic metaphors, Ennis (1998) explains that, while the former has frequently been used to
describe processes of economic growth and development, the latter has dominated formal economic
theorizing for most of the last century. Quoting Nelson (1995), he goes on to explain the reason for this
preference: the metaphor of the economy as a living organism renders better descriptions of the economic
phenomena, but is far too complex for theoretical purposes, and this has entailed the necessity of resorting to
correspondences with other fields of knowledge. The same explanation is provided by Henderson (1994)
who shows how the static mechanistic analogy has as an effect the suppression of the dynamic aspects of
growth in both systems and individuals.
The seduction exercised by the mechanistic metaphor for theoretical purposes, has its origin in the
success of Newtonian mechanical physics, which, in time, has become a model against which to establish the
scientific soundness of other disciplines. Formulating the theories of a discipline in terms of Newtonian
physics would have granted credibility and “scientific-ness” to that discipline. Such evidence of the
tremendous influence that Newton’s mechanics have had in economics as well as in many other fields of
human knowledge, is the fact the various abstract concepts are conceptualized as objects that inevitably
come under the influence of the force of gravity. Thus, prices, unemployment, the GDP, demand, supply and
other economic indicators fall, drop, tumble, plummet, plunge, slump, dip or conversely soar, jump, climb,
leap, rise or grow. Increase and decrease in value become thus closely associated with rising and falling in
physical space, which is metaphorically reflected in other semiotic systems, such as the language of graphs.
The mechanistic view of the economic phenomena becomes thus, only a part of a larger one, in
which the world itself is seen as a piece of machinery. In this framework the economy will resemble a
machine with a “price mechanism”, “equilibrium” and “elasticities”, but most importantly with an
“economic engine”, as this is the metaphorical expression that “carries the full weight” of the mechanistic
interpretation of economic activity (Henderson, 1994). Evidence of the mechanistic view of the economy
through the prism of this expression exists both in English and in Romanian:
English
“What was previously a “hidden jewel” (...) is now an
important engine of growth.” (10 Dec. 2005); “Only
one engine of demand is humming” (11 June 2005);
“The success of China's economic engine, in other
words, was not the foregone conclusion that Mr
Prestowitz would argue.” (11 June 2005)

Romanian
“Construcţiile însa au fost un motor important de
creştere economică.” (11/2005); “Ardealul poate fi un
motor de dezvoltare pentru România.” (27/2005); “lipsa
unei majorităţi (...) a generat serioase incertitudini în
ceea ce priveşte viitorul fostului motor al economiei
europene” (41/2005); “Asa că grâul nu va mai fi un
motor al exporturilor agricole” (26/2005)

Many lexicalizations of the mechanistic metaphor have become conventionalized and are no longer
felt as being metaphorical. They include expressions like equilibrium/echilibru, price mechanism/mecanism
al preţului (or any other form of mechanism), elasticity/elasticitate, elastic demand/cerere elastică, inelastic
demand/cerere inelastică, economic leverage/pârghie economică, balance of payments/balanţă de plăţi, etc:
English
“Market mechanisms can be employed to achieve
these goals” (23 April 2005); “the equilibrium price of
oil has risen” (27 Aug. 2005); “the airline will reach
economic equilibrium next year” (22 Oct. 2005); “Yet
demand for petrol is pretty inelastic in the short term.”
(10 sept. 2005); “It also called for monitoring of
India's balance of payments and the level of its
foreign-exchange reserves.” (25 March 2005)

Romanian
“inflaţia generată de întregul mecanism economic a
dispărut” (21/2005); (06/2005); „Aşadar, în afară de
scăderea dobânzilor, principala masură de stimulare a
leasingului IT ar fi folosirea de către sectorul public a
acestui mecanism de finanţare.” (42/ 2005); “Multe
bunuri şi servicii sunt inelastice la preţ, mai ales în
economia românească” (26/2005); “Tot acest trafic a
adus în balanţa de plăţi un plus de 46 milioane euro pe
segmentul transport” (32/2005)

The various processes and problems that may affect the economy are also formulated in technical
terms: the economy or its various sectors may accelerate or slow down, overheat or cool, hum or be silent.
This kind of language illustrates a lower level metaphor, namely that of the economy as a vehicle:
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English
“That happened even though the slowdown in
economic growth has been moderate” (30 April 2005);
“the acceleration in inflation could be ascribed to
higher oil prices” (15 Oct. 2005); “However, the
overheated housing market appears to be cooling faster
than expected.” (26 Nov. 2005);

Romanian
“ultimii ani au adus cu ei încetinirea inflaţiei” (02/2005);
“Accelerarea creşterii economice mondiale va permite
băncilor centrale să se concentreze asupra riscurilor
inflaţioniste.” (49/2005); “piaţa imobiliară românească
are la ora actuală tendinţe de supraîncalzire” (49/2005);

The corpus studied has shown that both English and Romanian share the metaphor of the economy as
a vehicle in motion, and employ speed-related words and expressions such as acceleration/accelerare,
slowdown/încetinire/frânare in order to describe it. However, at a more specific level the analysis of the
various examples have revealed a slight difference between the two languages. While English uses more
images from the area of planes and flying, the vocabulary used in Romanian shows a preference for more
terrestrial correspondences, such as the car or the train. When using expressions with aeronautic references,
these tend to occur in more figurative contexts (ex: “Subvenţiile pentru aviaţie ţin la sol comerţul
internaţional”) or where the text has been translated from English to Romanian (“daca nu ai resurse, chiar
daca ai cea mai buna idee nu te ridici de la sol”). Otherwise, it is not difficult to notice the predominance of
“take off” in English and “a demara/a lua avânt” in Romanian, in order to express progress at the initial
stage of a project. The reason for this difference might be explained again culturally, by differing traveling
customs in the two cultures: a higher preference for planes in Western Europe and the USA, and the
predominance of road and rail transportation in Romania.
3.3. The economy is a ship/the ocean
Other images in the economic landscape evoke the idea of the economy as a liquid, or may
alternatively suggest the conceptualization of the economy as a vessel on the ocean (Ennis, 1998). The latter
acceptation provides a series of mappings between the two domains that may sometimes have ideological
implications (Bratoz, 2004). Thus, the captain of the ship is usually the president of the central bank, the
crew his team, the sea is the socio-economic environment, the destination of the voyage the economic
strategic objectives, the ship the economy. Most of the times this can be steered according to the plans of
those on board and by using various instruments (maps, anchors), although at times of distress, when factors
outside human control become overwhelming, there is the possibility of a shipwreck or the idea of a huge
world of uncertainty that makes any clear destination impossible. Many elements of the vocabulary used to
describe this watery picture are now part of the economic jargon and are no longer perceived as
metaphorical: buoyant demand, floating exchange rates, floatation, liquidity, liquid assets, flows, circulation,
injections, leakages, waves, monetary anchor, sinking fund, etc. While Romanian presents the same rough
linguistic landscape with terms such as flotare, lichiditate, lichid(e), fluxuri, cash-flows, circulatie, injectii
etc, in other cases the metaphor is not so obvious: buoyant finds an equivalent in “in crestere”, floating is
rendered as liber, while cash flow has been borrowed and co-exists with the domestic flux de numerar. The
following examples provide further evidence for the conceptualization of the economy as a ship/the ocean:
English
“A buoyant economy should push up profits and
dividends” (12 Feb. 2005); “A fully floating
exchange rate may not be desirable because it may be
too volatile, but more flexibility could help oil
exports to adjust better to fluctuation in commodity
prices.” (12 Nov. 2005); “(...) who correctly predicted
the wave of mergers in the late1990s” (30 April
2005); “The euro is working, in that it is stable, has
established itself as a currency and provides a
monetary anchor.” (19 March 2005);

Romanian
“ O piaţă fluctuantă în funcţie de buget” (47/2005);
“Ministrul va lansa emisiuni de titluri de stat pe piaţa
interbancară, mult mai lichidă şi care oferă maturitate
superioară.” (02/2005); “Analiştii spun că întotdeauna
societatea a avut un cash-flow foarte bun.” (09/2005);
“Reapariţia în circulaţie a monedelor va mări semnificativ
minutele de tranzacţie.” (14/2005); “Scăderea lichiditaţii
este un semn bun şi mă gândesc în primul rând la viteza
de rotaţie a free-float-ului (acţiunile libere) total din
piaţa.” (12/2005); “Banca central` ar putea folosi din nou
cursul drept ancor` antiinfla]ionist`” (20/2005);

3.4. The economy is a building
The conceptualization of the economy as a building has the effect of its viewing as a organized
whole, something with a solid structure, with an entrances and an exit, and whose “tenants” can, as a result,
grant or refuse access to outsiders. The main ideological consequences of such a view are that such a
structure is not given, but the result of collective effort, it requires constant maintenance and repairs or else
may end up “in ruins”, and those in charge of it can be held responsible. The most clearly delineated and
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often used elements from the building concept are those of level/nivel, floor/planseu/nivel minimal,
threshold/prag, ceiling/plafon, wall/zid (Chinese Wall/”zidul chinezesc”-bariere aconomice) although others
too are being constantly used for figurative effect in both languages:
English
“Just look at Germany’s and France’s revolt this
year against the stability and growth pact, which
was supposed to be the foundation of Europe’s
monetary union.” (25 June 2005); “in only nine
months during the past five years has inflation been
below the bank’s 2% ceiling.” (26 Nov. 2005); “(...)
an unusual loud chorus is now joining Messrs
O’Reilley and Chavez, pointing to intriguing
evidence of a new price floor of $30” (30 April
2005); “The economies of the new members have
gone on growing (...) despite worries that their
industry would be choked by regulations and their
agriculture ruined by the opening of markets” (30
April 2005);

Romanian
“Aprecierea leului va fi deci arbitrară, fară fundament
economic.” (47/2005); “Plafonul de finanţare este acordat
pentru achiziţionarea deşeurilor de ambalaje PET (...)”
(46/2005); “(...) am participat la construcţia acestei
societaţi de la “temelia” ei şi, în al doilea rând, pentru că
aceasta construcţie a fost concepută temeinic si pentru
lungă durată.” (10/2005); “Uşa pieţei internaţionale părea
încuiata pentru produsele de acest tip din România.”
(07/2005); “Sediul impunator ascunde fisuri in afacere.”
(01/2005); “Principalele teme erau majorarea impozitelor
şi construirea unui nou buget.” (20/2005); “Un al doilea
mare zid chinezesc a căzut in 2004, o data cu declararea
Chinei economie de piaţa funcţionala(...). Căderea acestui
zid economic a fost un motiv de mare bucurie pentru
invadatori- investitorii străini.” 906/2005)

4. Conclusions
Several conclusions stand out from this analysis. A very general one would be that the economy can
be thought of in a number of ways in both languages, each of them offering alternative perspectives, and
revealing some important aspects of the economic phenomena while at the same time hiding others. The
conceptual metaphors used to speak about the economy in English and Romanian broadly coincide, the
differences that can be found occurring at very specific levels of analysis. Thus, there is some variation in the
way the two languages conceptualize specific markets, such as the stock exchange, or describe the economy
in mechanistic terms, using the analogy with a moving vehicle. While some conceptual metaphors, especially
the biological and the mechanistic ones, can generate new thinking by creating structural relationships and
facilitating the building of economic ideologies, all the metaphoric correspondences discussed above have
the power to continually generate the vocabulary necessary in order to talk about the economic phenomena.
This generation can be more properly described as migration of terms from one area of the lexis to another,
some of the most important fields from which economics borrows terms being medicine and physics (which
includes sub-fields such as mechanics, hydraulics, thermodynamics). The examples above offer an
illustration of the way in which various such metaphors can be found at work in the Romanian and English
discourse of economics.
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT IN GLOBALIZATION
Abstract: The research will critically analyze the theoretical fundaments of the policies regarding investments and the
effect on the investment environment with the end goal of creating a consolidated business environment. The motivation
behind the chosen subject stems from the conviction that completing the integration into the European Union provides
only the course to follow for the economical policies to be implemented and not their nature and through
implementation. The investment issue takes into consideration a strategic approach of coordinating policy with regard
to the specific internal institutional organization.
Key Words: Investments; internationalization; business environment

JEL classification: F15; F21
In the end, we can’t have economic growth, a high standard of living but as a result of some large
processes regarding real capitals consolidation which are relevant for a competitive market. If we are talking
about an investment environment that means that we should discuss about a space that can be rule. The
economists haven’t stop to argue about the state role in economy, taking into consideration their statement of
morality teachers. These argues were the started point for different economic thinking streams, that release
different morality state angles, different levels of state implications and leads to the implication’s effects
over the real economy. In this case it is necessary to determine an economic policy model and a new
appropriate framework for analysing and governance. Only with a new way of thinking and interpreting of
institutional, decisional and organisational structure for the economic system we can to determine a god
perspective on the forecasting. The forecasting as a modern concept is based on the fact that the business
environment’s evolution is foreseeing so that the economic agents can strategically decide on the long run
and not to have as a guiding mark only the short run which would lead to make only replacement
investments Also the coherent governmental policies can be created only in such healthy environment, so
that its results to be pertinent.
The investment process, today, it is an international process. The seeking space for comparative
advantage in competitive struggle became larger, it is surpassing the national space. More and more firms
search for superior performance. The resources allocation mast is understood as an international
phenomenon. For investment that’s seems an incentive for finding the right mix strategy that allow them to
find the success on the different national market. For the success in the market the firms integrate the
different type of elements, of their production sequence proceeded from different and distinct national
market, the firms, the investments appear as a born-global one. (Knight; Cavusgil, 2004) But the firm is not
looking for specific geographical resources in a national economy, in the past an investment process tries to
find natural resources or demographic resources (as labour or consumer), the reason of simple existence of
that is enough to motivate the decision to invest. In this day the economic goals, the support for economic
activity in to a national space for a firm is represented by the native knowledge and the possibility the realize
scarcity in production from human, financial or tangible resources allocation. In that direction the entirely
investment environment is transforming. Maybe is not yet a real transformation, is more a transformation for
perception, for economic analyses presumption. The modification of the real condition suppose a lag of time
necessary for a transformation in the direction of what firms seeking to transformed in profit. But, in this
moment that’s a possible direction for business environment evolution. The ethno-market evolves to the
economy based in knowledge.
The traditional pattern of firms is to operate in their national market, and only after that evolve to the
international trade. For superior performance the firms is needed to have the capabilities to operate in a
multinational market since the firm is founded. (Lewin, Massini, 2003) That capability is result in a
innovative culture, the firm is motivated to became highly entrepreneurial and all of that transform the
environment for business. The economic growth for the national economy results from innovation in
business from breakage with the past. We talk about economic growth because the innovation in to the
carrying of investment process is not limited as an internal process for firm. The introduction of new goods
or new production methods as a result of new investment is determined by the market, we find on the vertical
or horizontal market dimension for one firm the elements who forced in that direction. The innovative
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capability express oneself by the firm in a highly entrepreneurial capacity have the result in an economic
development. (Schumpeter, 1934)
We talk about a new environment for investment because the entrepreneurial seeking creates an
interaction between social and economic market foundation. For example the learning function in
production, in business statements is the reason for the European Union to discus about his evolution as an
European Social Model. In that model we define a new business environment implies by the new
environment for investment, we analyze the economics of employment and workplace, health and safety,
equality in Europe, the restructuring of enterprise in Europe, and consultation, participation and democracy
in the space of European Union. That’s the conceptual transformation for investment process what mast
involves in a real market transformation. To study a number of issues directly liked with firms international
strategy doesn’t explain how firm invest in different national area. The firm is searching now to express their
capacity to administrate various factors as social, ecological, political, human, geographical position and
dimension, all of that is different in particular across the country. (Ricart; and…., 2004) The international
strategy for investment is a response to globalization, is not only a rational response formulated for profit.
The evolution of investment environment is not dictated only by the diversity or opportunity for business in a
new condition of communication and transportation. We are not confining only at that and we define the new
investment environment at the level of supranational organization such as European Union who changed
dramatically the condition for business environment. The enlargement of EU is a response in the face of new
opportunities for firms which are in the same time a powerful condition. An investment without international
vision for his fundaments could be a good resources allocation because in the business as a result for
investment it impossible to be maximum efficient. The Edgeworth boxes became larger, the contract corves
it is more ample, the negotiation zone is growing, appears new opportunities for business.
The changes in investments environment is not a spatial problem. The international strategy is not
determines only a spatial, or geographical distribution across the country. (Rossi-Hansberg, 2005) In
globalization the firm with high performance is specialized in the production of a large number of goods
because consumer and firms demand a much larger basket of products. The profit for a local firm derives
from locating near firm; in international vision a firm could attract the entire profit in the sector of economic
activity. In the same time, the benefit from exports of products or from intermediate inputs could be a
supplement for their profit. Firms are able to determine benefits without return for every time on a specific
location considerate as a base like the merchants of Venice.
National economies reduce the dimension of particular point of view about economic life in benefit
of a regional and political unity. (Krugman, 1991) That’s involve in a reallocation of resources for
investment, the gravity model have more and more in attention the economic real endowment favourable for
business. (Lorenz, 1992) Geography and social values became important in the decision to invest. It is more
efficient to produce in a specific location in condition of stabilization for heterogeneity in political and low
field. Transactional costs are superior in the case of trading for final products. So the international vision
who transformed the investment environment is twice efficient, in the first fructify the special local
condition, and, in the second reduce the production cost.
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POSSIBILITIES TO ENHANCE THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE DANUBE DELTA’S
NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS
Abstract: The Danube Delta is a unique assembly of a wide range of ecosystems hosting a tremendous biodiversity and
providing important ecological functions. The new paradigm in nature conservation promoted since the Nairobi
Conference of the Parties of the Convention on the Conservation of the Biological Diversity focus on the need to reach
appropriate combinations of use and preservation measures by involving local people, linked with strong economic,
spiritual relations to their environment. Combining data available for natural ecosystems with information regarding
other similar sites we established a set of objectives both on long and short run and measures needed to reach them and
the responsibilities of different stakeholders.
Key words: Danube Delta, ecosystem approach, economic value, natural ecosystem
JEL classification: Q26

Introduction. Along time this territory passed successively through different phases such as: an
inhospitable harsh environment that hosted only a very few people depending mostly on natural dynamic of
the ecosystem, profound changes of its structure by building the transport channel toward Sulina harbor,
frenetic exploitation of natural resources in the centralist vision of planned economy, and biosphere reserve
regime in recent years.
Biodiversity is a natural asset that provides goods and services such as food, medicine, materials, chemical
products, water and soil supply, climate regulation, science and technology, sewage and garbage treatment,
biological control, pollination, recreation, inspiration, spiritual stimulation, contemplation, peace of mind and
religious experiences, contributing to the social, economic, intellectual, and spiritual development of society.
Our goal is to identify the possibilities to enhance the economic value of the Danube Delta’s natural
ecosystem. In this respect a thorough analysis was made on the present extractive and non-extractive use of
the ecosystem and on the economic relations triggered by these.
Since the Danube Delta is on of the most important natural complex of ecosystems, part of the world natural
heritage, we consider important to discuss possibilities of using it in a sustainable way in the framework of a
debate on sustainability in the Balkan area.
Background. The human welfare is based on the use and the consumption of natural resources –
materials, energy, lands. The continuous growth of resources consumption and the environment impact
correlated may have various negative effects which induce ecological and security crisis. As a consequence,
the sustainable use of the natural resources became a debated subject on the political agenda starting with the
World Summit on Environment and Development from Rio de Janeiro, from 1992.
The Danube Delta is a space of in estimated value, where the natural constraints influence powerful
the pollution and economical turn account of the resources. The fast technical progress, specific for the last
decade, is today enable to exceed the majority of natural borders.
The protection of natural ecosystems has made a lot of steps, that’s why they cleared approaches and
various management forms, adapted to specific conditions for each region. In order to optimize the effort for
enhancing the objectives of the Convention Frame on the Conservation of Biological Diversity in 2000, at
Nairobi, the Conference of Parts established a new way of work based on ecosystemic approach. According
with it, the preserved objectives can be fulfilled in the conditions of efficiency insofar as exists the
possibility of harmonious combination between efforts directed to the conservation and those for economical
use of the existing resources at the level of ecosystems, situated or not at different levels of protection. In that
order, our research responds at three principal requests of the moment by ground decompression between
economic growth and its consequences in the welfare plan from the increase of the using rates of the
resources value of the very fragile unique space in the face of the exploitation technologies more and more
incisive and of the implementation of a new approach on the protection and conservation of the nature and
ecosystems.
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The sustainable use of the natural resources represents a justified desideratum and generally well
accepted as well in the community and in the bossiness environment. In the same time, there is a knowledge
deficit as regarding the concrete modalities in which every actor – peoples, communities, commercial
societies, local authorities, non – governmental organizations, visitors, investors – may contribute by the
modification through behavior and through their decisions at a capitalization of the resources without
compromising the future generation chances to benefit of these. Our purpose addresses this request, trying to
identify how the actions of the actors can find a commune way of action capable to assume the realization of
the objectives on short terms, related by economical and welfare aspects, as well of those on long term, who
hints to preserve the Danube Delta ecosystems, who forms a very valuable complex.
Discussions. The Danube Delta begins from the first spilt of the Danube arms, so called Ceatalul
Ismail. Through Terra’s deltas, is framed in the lobat type and by dimensions is on the 22-th place. Their
almost 300 affluent assure at the entrance point in the delta a multi-annual medium liquid debit of 6 430
mc/sec. The maximum debit was recorded in 1897 when it reached the value of 17 900 mc/sec, and
minimum debit recorded was by 1 280 mc/sec in 1942. The levels regime at the starting point of the delta
presents a multi –phases behavior with many increases and decreases in cycles with amplitudes and durations
very different from year to year. The quasi – permanents oscillations of the water levels decide the
hydrological specific characteristic of the delta.
The most frequent maxims are recorded in spring and in the beginning of summer, and the most
frequent minimum are in autumn and winter. The spring of 2005 meant an entry debit of cca. 12800 mc/sec,
the Danube delta overtaking in many places the attention and flooding cotes. The hydrographic network is
represented by the Chilia, Tulcea, Sulina and Sfantu Petru arms, as well as by the channels and streams
between these, in a total length amount of 3 500 km.
By through his impressive diversity of the habitats and of the life forms from a relative limited space,
Danube delta represents a veritable museum of biodiversity (30 types of ecosystems), a natural of valuable
genders for the universal natural patrimony.
The Danube Delta, by through its natural resources, economically exploitable, attracted the people to
visit this place from ancient times. The human locations made here were based specially by using natural
resources, developing in that way the traditional economic activities and relations characteristic of this area.
The fishing was the main economical activity of the local population from the Danube Delta, from
the ancient times. The fishing activities of the local population from here and from Razim –Sinoe Complex,
are mentioned in the time of ottoman invasion (between XV-XIV centuries).
For turn account of fish resource, it has been delimited 25 areas for fishing, covering the biggest part
of the public area from RBDD that have big importance at national level, good for fishing exploitation, with
the exception of the areas with integral protection regime.
The fishing areas have been chartered in most of their part, because of the very big interests for that
resource, considerate the most important natural resource from Danube Delta.
The allocation of fish resource was made by environment licenses emitted for each fishing area and
for each calendaristical year of activity, based on the evaluations elaborated by the National Institute of the
Research and Development Danube Delta, approved by the Nature Monuments Commission within
Romanian Academy.
Having in mind the fact that the leasing action of using the fish resource was developed in two steps,
the first leasing year was developed on two calendaristical years: 2003 and 2004.
For the 2003 year was allocated a total capture of 4936, 3 tones of fish products including 4.375,3 of
fresh water and marine fish, 500,0 tones of Danube herring, 30,95 tones of sturgeons, 2.653 kilograms of
caviar, as well as 57,6 tones of frogs and 3,5 tone of crawfish.
The animal growth seems to be another economical activity, much developed because of the big
surfaces with temporary non-floodable vegetation. Agriculture not seems to be a very developed activity
because of the characteristic of the land of floodable zone of delta. The first dykes for the protection against
the floods have been built at the end of the XIX and at the beginning of XX century.
The cultivated surfaces, as well as the medium productions obtained in the last years based on the
agricultural arrangements for Danube Delta were influenced by the act that none of these arrangements was
complete finished, remaining unfinished a lot of works as total elimination of the willows, ground deposition
and access road building. The productive potential of those lands is diminished because of the excess of
humidity, salting phenomenon, excess drought, and because of the rising level of the water that exists in the
ground.
The pasture of low quality, as well as the multitude of non favorable factors climate, sanitary –
veterinary, shelters, traditionally system of growth – demand the growth of same rustically breeds, resistant,
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with low capacity of production. The Danube has played also an important role for navigation. Chilia, Sulina
and later Tulcea, were the principals ports who developed by their own.
During XIX century, the Sulina arm was transformed in navigable channel and was been developed
mostly the navigation and commerce activities.
The agriculture and the animals growth represents the concern for 32,54 % from the working
population of Danube Delta, and in fishing and pisciculture working 12,45 %.
Exploitation of the wood mass represents the income salaries sources for 11,65 % from active
population, and from sport hunting and fishing is gaining the existence 17,02 %.
Even if is much more reduced as a activity in the last 15 years, the harvest of reed is still a base
activity for 9, 44 % from the work population. In the same time with traditional economic activities was
developed also the traditions and specific costumes for each ethnic groups who forms the population of the
zone, traditions that interferes and represents continuity with traditions and rituals of the Danube Delta
population.
As a general conclusion regarding the characteristic of the way of ruling the reed exploitation
activity in the first year of leasing, wet can say that these activities started with difficulty, having in mind that
remained big reed surfaces unharved, what force the concessionaires to make considerable efforts in the next
years for preparing for the hygiene of reed, for the quality of reed being directly linked by the quality of
habitats.
Another alternative more pregnant at the tradition activities from Danube Delta is ecotourism, a
sector with 16,90 % work force people.
Natural resources, as fishing and hunting of RBDD are used by the tourism, being a touristic
attraction for sport fishing lovers and for the hunters.
The raised heat regime (annual medium temperature of 11-11, 6 Celsius degree), reduced rainfalls
(350-450 mm/year and the big time shining sun period (2300-2500 h/year), generally the climate from
RBDD, favors the practice of the tourism from spring until autumn. The tourism activity in Danube Delta is
increasing, and the Report of National Tourism Authority shows that Danube Delta was visited by cca
86.000 of tourists in 2004, recording the highest growth of tourist circulation at national level, of 45%
instead of 2002.
The culture and History of RBDD, ethnography and folklore elements, and the presence of a huge
number of archeological sits, represent powerful arguments for diversification of touristical offers for
RBDD.
The human locations, the specific and oneness, as well as the specific architecture represent also
touristical attractions and can be included in the touristical objective for RBDD.
Y\The Danube Delta is also a huge silence and quite space, and many tourists from country and
abroad, active witness, they are looking for refreshment of psychological and physical powers.
The observations revealed that a big part from the species with economical value is used on the black
market. Some other species as pike, which is rarely recorded into the statistics, are captured in big quantities.
That’s why the real structure of the statistics capture does no reflect the reality.
The lack of some credible statistics dates regarding the commercial capture deforms the estimation
of Maximized Sustainable Productions (MSP) and finally conducts to a defective administration using the
control of incomes strategy, respective the Total Admitted Cote for Fishing (TAC).
The natural resources from Danube Delta there are very attractive from the commercial point of view
and assure the premises for diverse economical activities. The market relations related by these resources
have conducted to a series of ecological unbalance, determinate, especially bye the overexploiting of the
region. Besides, as a consequence of the protection regime of the Danube Delta space, appeared a lot of
problems related by social field, from the local population dependent from the natural resources exploitation
regime.
The use of the resources is extractive and non extractive. By the made researches we bring a lot of
new clarifications regarding the theoretical issues and the way in which those can and should be integrated in
decisional process at the level of governmental and non-governmental actors, in order to assure the
fulfillment of the demands of sustainability as well as regarding the way of exploitation and also the rhythm
of it.
The use of natural resources is the base for each economical activity assuring the human welfare. In
rapport with sustainability thesis, the use of the resources presumes to analyze at least two aspects: first is
related by the dimension of spares, accessibility of materials, the space energy represented by the resources;
and the second owe is referring to the impact generated by the exploitation of different type of resources.
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In case of natural areas, where the ecological relations between ecosystems and its components are
less known, the sustainable requests are becoming more obvious. Danube Delta is today a space which is in
the attention of the Scientific International Community, being considered as an element of universal natural
patrimony. In the same time, the deltaic space is a space that assure the main resources and not only for a
community that has complex social functions, related on a part by the administration of fragile ecosystems,
and on the other hand from the presentation of cultural patrimony values. Besides, today the Danube Delta
become an attractive point also for the investors, taking into account the strong concentration of some
resources, the most important are the agricultural, touristic and fishing resources.
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EUROPEAN UNION FACES TO GLOBAL ECONOMIC COMPETITION
Abstract: The paper deals with the idea of bench marketing at macroeconomic level in order to study disparities and
their causes. The nation-state as a bedrock economic-political institution is steadily losing control over international
flows of people, goods, funds and technology. The introduction of the euro as the common currency of much Member
States, while paving the way for an integrated economic powerhouse, poses economic risks because of varying levels of
income and cultural and political differences among the participating nations. So we tried to realise a dynamic
comparison between E.U., the most developed countries and the world average development level. For the beginning,
we analysed GDP and GDP per capita at world level, in the Triad, China, India and the new Asian industrialized
countries. If the E.U.�s GDP grew up after the latest two enlargements, the GDP per capita slowed down. Other part
of the paper deals with comparative analysis of the resources, surface and population. We took in consideration the
same Triad, China and India. A pertinent analysis could be achieved using private consumption. So, we consider that
was better to compare U.S.A., E.U. and some other representative European countries. We continued the analysis in
order to conclude that unemployment represents o chronic problem for the E.U. The paper accords importance to R&D
expenditures and to foreign trade too. The final conclusions are concentrated on the idea of change in the E.U. As a
result, E.U. is more interested in economic growth and efficiency in the last 5 years.
Keywords: complementarities, compatibility, Lisbon Strategy, CAP, integration, politics, strategies of integration.
JEL classification: F59

Nowadays, the economic prosperity of a country or region is analysed in a different manner. At the
beginning of globalization, every country measured its prosperity comparing actual situation with the same
past one. Economic growth or life standards growth mean prosperity and the comparisons with other
countries weren’t significant.
Globalization simplified the access to information in order to realize comparisons with other
countries and modified the manner of prosperity measurement.
As a result, people are not satisfied if they live better than 30 years before. They want to benefit of
the highest life standards in the world. International comparisons become more important and the bench
marketing is used at macroeconomic level in order to relief disparities and their causes.
The first criterion of comparison is GDP, in order to estimate the productive capacity of an economy
(IMF, 2007).
Table 1: GDP and GDP/capita of the most important economic actors in the world
GDP (bill. USD)
GDP/capita (USD)
The world
70806.59
7178
E.U.27
14518.5
Euro zone
10070.9
31910.26
U.S.A.
13675.13
45175.59
Japan
4346
34011
New Asian industrialized countries
2402.05
China
11206.8
8485.7
India
4555.3
4031.3
The E.U.’s position in the world top of GDP was changed as a result of the latest two enlargements.
E.U. obtained a little advance comparing with the U.S.A.
But GDP/capita represents a better reflection of the economic performances. From this point of
view, U.S.A. has a considerable advantage in the world. E.U.’s GDP/capita decreased after the latest two
enlargements. As a result, only Luxembourg has the same relative GDP/capita as U.S.A. The performance of
Luxembourg is based on massive inputs of foreign capitals.
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Table 2: Average rate of GDP growth (%)
2004
2005
E.U.25
2.3
2.0
U.S.A.
4.4
3.5
Japan
2.7
1.1

2006
2.3
3.3
1.7

2007

The disparities between U.S.A. and E.U. connected with GDP and GDP/capita are a result of rates of
economic growth from the latest four years (IMF, 2007).
Resources are other important criteria of comparison for the developed countries in the world. If we
consider the surface, U.S.A. and China have the third position in the world, after Russia and Canada.
E.U.’s surface grew after the latest enlargements but it is far away from U.S.A., for example. The same
situation has Japan with only 377800 km2.
10,00
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6,00
Surface (mill.km2)

4,00
2,00
0,00
E.U.27

U.S.A

Japan

China

India

Figure 1: Surfaces (millions km2)
In order to compare populations, E.U. is on the third position, after China and India but in front of
U.S.A. and Japan. Of course, population and surface aren’t essential for the economic development (like in
Japan), but they are able to potent the economic development by natural resources, markets and labour.
Population needs a distinct analysis in order to evident its role in dimensioned intern demand and
labour.
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Figure 3: Population (millions inhabitants)
Other interesting element of this analysis is private consumption in U.S.A. and in the most
developed countries from the E.U. and the world. This private consumption is measured in USD (Bergstrom,
Gidehag, 2004).
The private consumption is connected with GDP/capita. In those countries in which GDP/capita is
high, the revenues are high and the private consumption is high too. On the other hand, the fiscal and public
expenditures policies influent private consumption too.
The private consumption in U.S.A. is greater than in the European countries. An American inhabitant
expends 9700 USD greater than an E.U.15 citizen that means a disparity of 77%. This disparity comes from
a higher GDP/capita and a lower level of taxation which affect European companies with a present demand
level less than potential demand level. In connection with population, we must analyse unemployment and
ageing population.
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Unemployment represents a chronic problem for European economy. Until ’60, the European
unemployment was very low and specialists said about a European miracle employment. Nowadays, the
European unemployment rate is about 8% and it is greater than in U.S.A., Japan and the new Asian
industrialized countries.
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0
Unem ploym ent
rate(%)

Figure 5: Unemployment rate (%)
The unemployment rate covers great disparities between Member States of the E.U. The greatest
Member States like France, Germany, Spain and Italy have high unemployment rates. On the other hand,
Holland, Denmark, Ireland and Sweden have low unemployment rates. Almost all new Member States of the
E.U. have high unemployment rates too.
More the average unemployment period is greater in the E.U. than in the U.S.A. In Germany and
Italy, for example, a half of unemployment population are in this situation from more than a year. The causes
of such phenomena are connected with structural problems, labour market flexibility, foreign shocks and
social protection.
Other problem for the E.U. is the ageing population. The structure of the European population will
affect the level of public expenditures for pensions and medical care. As a result, the Member States try to
implement reforms of the pensions’ system in order to grow the sustainable of the public finances by
growing pension age (in Estonia, Austria, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania and Germany) or by stimulating old
persons to work (in France and U.K.). The problems from the labour market affect European competitively
in the world.
If we analyse the natural resources of the Triad, we can observe that U.S.A. is the world leader
(Nechita, 1996).
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U.S.A. has an advantage because it has considerable natural resources. E.U. has to defeat against the
growth of resources’ prices especially in energetic sector and against instability of the provisioning.
But the most important factor of economic development is R&D sector. The R&D world
expenditures grew from 1.5% from GDP in 1980 to 2.5-3% nowadays in developed countries.
U.S.A. has the greatest investment in the world in R&D sector but it is outrun by Japan as percentage
from GDP. But over 58% from American R&D expenditures are for military sector.
E.U. has only 1.86% from GDP for R&D sector and the achievement of Lisbon’s objective of 3%
from GDP until 2010 is very difficult.
3,5
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R&D expenditures
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R&D expenditures
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R&D expenditures
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R&D expenditures
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0
E.U.27
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Figure 7: R&D expenditures (% from GDP)
China has one of the most dynamic budgets for R&D sector. China wants to achieve 2.5% from GDP until
2020.
E.U. is the leader in world exports. It has over 18.1% from world export without intra-Community trade. The
next positions are U.S.A. (12.3%), China (8.9%), Japan (8.5%) and Canada (4.8%) (WTO, 2007).
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As a general point of view, we consider that there are many disparities between E.U. and U.S.A.,
even that E.U. achieves high standards in some sectors.
Nowadays, E.U. represents a region of contrasts with opening and innovation but with high
unemployment, low economic growth and social exclusion.
On the other hand, U.S.A. has to fight with a powerful economic crisis which started ant the end of
2007.
Maybe the winner will be the third competitor in the world, perhaps China. More specialists consider
that China is able to become the third economic power in the world this year.
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POSSIBILITIES TO ESTIMATE THE PUBLIC HEALTH EXPENDITURES LEVEL IN
ORDER TO ACHIEVE A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH*
Abstract: Currently, many national and international organizations are preoccupied by the improvement of the health
systems and, consequently, of the quality of population’s living, in general, and of the population’s health condition, in
particular. According to the World Health Organization, the statistical indicators regarding the population’s health
condition and the medical care system are grouped by several categories considering the current state of the health
systems, namely mortality and morbidity indicators, but also indicators that characterize the coverage through medical
services of the population’s needs and risk factors indicators. At the same time, a health system may be characterized
through four broad groups of indicators: human resources for the health system, aggregated indicators regarding the
health system or the national health accounts, basic indicators for deaths’ registration and indicators of hospital
capacity, expressed by the number of beds.
The current paper attempts a schematic approach of the possibilities to estimate the public health expenditures level
with the view to achieve a sustainable economic growth.
Ways to estimate the public health expenditures level, as well as elements in connection with the determinants of
expenditures for health care, and models to determine the projections of the health care expenditures in the long run in
the OECD countries are also briefly presented in the paper.
Keywords: Economic growth, health services, economic modeling.
JEL Classification: I1, I18, C20, C22.

Different from other services, the health services are demanded by a very large number of persons,
but health care costs often a lot of money. If each individual would be left to decide freely upon his/her
health care consumption and to pay for it, the medical services consumption would very much differ from an
individual to another under equal illness circumstances, in accordance with each one’s payment capability.
Because of equity reasons, in nearly all the countries a national health policy is enforced, which sets the way
the access to the health care consumption is done and who pays for it.
The financing mechanism represents the instrument for enforcement of such a policy. This
mechanism comprises:
1) collection of the resources for the payment of the medical services;
2) allocation of the collected resources;
3) payment of the „production factors” (medical services suppliers).
It has been noticed that some countries that used the pay-for-service as payment instrument for the
physicians’ services have registered over the past twenty years a much higher increase in the costs of health
than the countries that pay their physicians by wages. The choice of a certain mechanism assumes a trade-off
between the interests of physicians (who most usual prefer the pay-for-service) and those of the government
(which pursues the limitation of costs).
The combinations among the three above-mentioned aspects – collection, allocation and payment –
may differ from one health system to another. The simplest case is that of a private system, where the
consumer pay-as-they-go the costs of the health services. In such a case, the generation of resources, their
allocation and the payment of services providers (suppliers) overlap.
However, most often a separation of two or of all the three aspects is the norm. The state interferes
most often in the income generation process (the cases of the budget funding or social health insurances), but
is also many times present in resource allocation and in setting the rules for the payment of the medical
services suppliers.
One of the aims of the models used for the analysis of the public health systems performances is,
among others, to improve the performances of the health services sector. A general framework for the
assessment of the performances of the health systems should define four functions that should contribute to
the achievement of such a task: i) the system of available health services, ii) resource generation, iii) health
services funding and iv) health policies and management.
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The aim of using modeling in the health services area is that that at the end of the analysis and after
implementing the results an increase in the population’s accessibility to quality medical services and a higher
efficiency of the way to deliver the hospital medical services is obtained.
Such kinds of strategies are based on and pursue, among others:
 the improvement of the population’s access to health services;
 improvement of health services quality;
 improvement of health services efficiency
In the recent papers of Winston and Albright, multi-objective decision models by using software
specialized in analysis of the public health systems performances were generated.
As according to Morrison, the health systems are grouped in four broad categories:
 social medical care – such type of models is used in United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark and is
characterized by low costs per capita. Consequently to this model, United Kingdom is considered as the
developed country with the lowest expenditures per capita;
 social insurances – such type of models is used in Canada, France and Austria;
 compulsory health insurances;
 voluntary health insurances.
At least four different approaches may be identified in the case of answering the questions regarding
how much a country should spend on health, varying from gross comparisons among countries to a complete
framework for the elaboration of budget.
The approach regarding the experience of the similar countries
Such an approach asks the question if a country spends more or less than other countries with similar
characteristics such as the income level, culture and epidemiological profile. This approach accepts the fact
that the fundamental relationship between the health expenditures and the health results is one difficult to
specify, but in turn it takes into account the observation of and learning from similar experiences. From a
concept point of view, is the closest to the “benchmarking” process, in which the companies or
administrative entities set themselves objectives in correlation with the objectives achieved by other entities.
The approach is satisfactorily from the point of view of political debate, because it generates easily a
single target value, but the main problem is that it tends to focus only upon the inputs, namely upon the
amounts spent as compared to the incomes and cannot take into account the main aim of spending, which is
assumed to be that of a better health condition. Such a benchmarking exercise may be focused upon similar
countries that have obtained the best health results, but also among them the health expenditures level is
highly varying, seldom one getting an answer about an optimal level.
The economic policy approach
The question “why a country spends more (or less) on health than it should spend?” is a frequently
asked one. Presumably, the expenditures on health diverge from a certain optimum due to the play of the
political and economic forces that determine the budget priorities – in a country where the health
expenditures are artificially higher or lower due to the action of specific lobby groups (military contractors,
education trade unions, medical associations, pharmaceutical companies) such an approach would attempt to
determine the magnitude of distortion. It is one of the best approaches from the point of view of the social
sciences, because it takes into account the current political mechanisms that determine the health
expenditures level and the behaviors of the social actors that influence the policy decisions in the field of
public spending, but it is difficult to estimate quantitatively the impact of the political factors upon the
decision regarding the budget.
The production function approach
It refers to the explicit estimate of a health production function by cross-countries and panel
analyses. Aggregated data regarding health expenditures, social and economic characteristics, demography
and other factors that influence a population’s health condition are used. The resulting equation may be used
to compute the way in which a higher or lower spending on health services might influence the health
condition, after controlling for such factors. In this equation it is possible to embody three of the abovementioned aspects, namely the current epidemiological profile, inputs prices and effectiveness with which
inputs are turned into an improved health condition.
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The production function is the core of the public health care system, embodying capital (K), labor
(L) and governance (G), a simplified representation being the following1:
Health results = f(L,K,G)
where governance represents certain estimates of the quality of institutions or governance. The increases in
capital and labor might improve the results, but G may damper or strengthens such effects.
The labor includes the managerial and medical staff, the nursing staff and other medical personnel.
The capital comprises the infrastructure, equipment or other fixed assets, as well as the financing resources:
governmental transfers for local purchases, in kind delivery of medicines and other materials and payments
made by the third parties and consumers. The functioning of the public system is determined by the
incentives given to the actors in the system; by the way the inputs are managed and by the accounting
capability embodied in the structure of incentives.
The approach through budgets
Refers to the identification of the desirable changes in the health condition and to the determination
of the purchases necessary – either in terms of health services or in terms of health services inputs, such
items following to be assessed and summated, generating an estimate of the funds necessary to purchase the
desired level of services. It is conceptually accessible to most of the people, but is less satisfactorily for the
budget policy debates because the final estimate depends obviously on how many services or inputs must be
purchased and on their prices. Also, frequently no attention is paid to the measurement of effectiveness with
which the services inputs influence in fact the health results, so that such an approach answers the global
question regarding the expenditures, but also generates new questions about the correct amount of services
and its value.
Relative analysis of health expenditures efficiency
The efficiency analyses assess whether the expenditures are higher than the necessary ones to
achieve the current health results2. The global expenditures efficiency concept establishes a connection
between health expenditures and health results, split in two stages:
cost effectiveness – efficiency of expenditures on intermediate products or real resources for health,
such as the number of hospital beds, the number of health system workers, etc.,
system efficiency – how well are used the intermediate products or the real resources to obtain the
health results, such as improvement of life expectancy and decrease in the mortality rates (Table 1).
An international al comparison regarding the efficiency may be performed with the help of the Data
Envelope Analysis (DEA) method, through which it is estimated the global efficiency of input spending
(health expenditures) for the “production” of results (health results). The countries that reveal the best
combination (namely maximum results for a given level of inputs or, alternatively, minimum inputs for the
level of results) define the best practice frontier, and the countries that fall outside such a frontier are
subsequently ordered in accordance to their distance towards the frontier, which means a measure of the
relative efficiency (as methods to estimate the distance towards the frontier being considered the input
efficiency score proposed by Farrel, with adjustments for the distortions induced by the impossibility of
knowing precisely – through the definition itself – the “location” of the best practice frontier).
The DEA results may be disaggregated further in order to assess in which stage of the spending process the
inefficiency occurs – for instance, what happens in the stage of spending on intermediate results (cost
efficiency) and in that of passing from the intermediate to the final results (system efficiency). Firstly, an
index of intermediate inputs is created (on a level basis); the intermediate results indicator is the index of the
average rank of countries regarding the number of hospital beds, vaccination campaigns, number of
physicians, number of health system workers and of pharmacists per capita. Afterwards, efficiency scores are
computed using the intermediate results index as input and different associated results (infant mortality rates,
children mortality rates, maternal mortality rates, HALE, standardized mortality rate and incidence of
tuberculosis). Finally, the average of the resulting ranks is computed, referring to the system efficiency and
expressed as ratio to the OECD average, being afterwards compared with similar ratios regarding the
expenditures efficiency (Tables 2 and 3).

1

M. Lewis, Governance and Corruption in Public Health Care Systems, Working Paper No. 78, January 2006, Center
for Global Development.
2
M. Verhoeven, V. Gunnarsson, S. Lugaresi, The Health sector in The Slovak Republic: Efficiency and Reform, IMF
Working Paper No. 226, September 2007.
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Table 1. Health results in the OECD and EU New Member States
Country
HealthStandardized
Infant
Children
Maternal
adjusted life
mortality
mortality
mortality
mortality
expectancy
rate** (for
rate*** (for rate*** (for rate**** (for
(HALE* 100.000
1000
1000
100.000
years)
inhabitants)
inhabitants) inhabitants) inhabitants)
Bulgaria
64.6
1056.4
12.3
15.0
32.0
Czech Republic
68.4
837.6
3.9
4.4
9.0
Estonia
64.1
993.6
5.7
8.0
38.0
Latvia
62.8
1107.2
9.8
11.9
61.0
Lithuania
63.3
1081.6
7.5
8.3
19.0
Poland
65.8
872.0
7.1
7.5
10.0
Romania
63,1
1076,4
17,3
19,9
58,0
Slovak republic
66.2
945.0
6.0
8.5
10.0
Slovenia
69.5
729.4
4.0
4.3
17.0
EUNMS
-10
65.3
971.5
8.1
9.6
26.5
Average
EU-15 Average
71.3
628.9
4.3
4.9
9.9
OECD Average
70.7
672.2
4.6
5.3
9.5

Incidence of
tuberculosis*
** (for
100.000
inhabitants)
36.1
10.8
45.9
67.7
62.7
28.5
146,0
18.8
15.2
45.8
13.6
16.1

* Data for 2002.
** Data for the most recent year within the interval 2001-2005.
*** Data for 2004.
**** Estimate from 2000.
Source: Taken from M. Verhoeven, V. Gunnarsson, S. Lugaresi, The Health sector in The Slovak Republic: Efficiency and Reform,
IMF Working Paper No. 226, September 2007.

Table 2. Product-oriented efficiency (distribution by quartiles of the scores hierarchy of product-oriented
efficiency of the OECD and EUNMS, corrected for distortions)
Percentile
1-25
26-50
51-75
76-100
Public
health
Bulgaria
Czech Republic,
Estonia, Poland,
Hungary,
expenditures
Latvia
Slovak Republic, Lithuania, Romania
Slovenia
Public and private
Bulgaria, Czech
Estonia, Romania, Lithuania, Slovenia
Hungary, Latvia
health expenditures
Republic, Slovak
Poland
Republic
Source: Taken from M. Verhoeven, V. Gunnarsson, S. Lugaresi, The Health sector in The Slovak Republic: Efficiency
and Reform, IMF Working Paper No. 226, September 2007.

Table 3. Hierarchy of efficiency scores of health expenditures as against the OECD average*
System efficiency
Global efficiency
Ratio of intermediate
Public
Ratio of public and private
expenditures to results
expenditures ratio expenditures to results
Bulgaria
2.0
0.5
0.5
Czech Republic
1.4
0.7
0.5
Estonia
1.9
1.4
0.7
Latvia
2.2
1.0
1.5
Lithuania
2.0
1.6
1.1
Poland
1.6
1.0
0.5
Romania
2.0
1.5
0.6
Slovak Republic
1.7
1.1
0.4
Slovenia
0.7
1.1
1.0
EUNMS-10 Average
1.7
1.1
0.8
EU-15 Average
0.9
1.0
1.1
* The ratio equals 1 if the efficiency level of a country quals that of the OECD average and is higher if the efficiency
level is lower.
Source: Taken from M. Verhoeven, V. Gunnarsson, S. Lugaresi, The Health sector in The Slovak Republic: Efficiency
and Reform, IMF Working Paper No. 226, September 2007.
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A relatively common feature of the EU new member states is the relatively low efficiency of the
health systems, which means obtaining of relatively modest health results with a relatively high real
resources consumption, a thing partly due to the managerial and organizational inertia of the systems
(hospital structures functioning as according to former standards, personnel educated during the pretransition period, etc.). On another hand, the higher level of the cost effectiveness in such countries reflects
the relatively low price of labor and other inputs for the health services. However, the sustainability of such
effectiveness is questioned, because in the long run the production of the mix of resources that is compatible
with an updated health system would require substantially higher expenditures levels, for instance for
hospital reorganization and employment of competent staff.
Macroeconomic studies regarding the determinants of health care expenditures
Generally, the estimates of the health care expenditures level have been based on two approaches:
Cross-sector studies with bi-variable or multi-variable regressions for a single year (Newhouse,
1977, Leu, 1986, Parkin et al, 1987) or for several years (Gerdtham, 1992).
Cross-sector panel data series that cover a large number of countries over longer periods; benefitting
from larger samples, a wider range of variables has been included.
The main findings of such studies revealed the following aspects:
Whether the incomes (generally approximated by the GDP/capita) represent the main factor in all the
studies, there is a low consensus as regards the per capita elasticity of the health care expenditures. That
seems to have been decreasing since the beginning of 1980, as a possible reflection of the cost-limiting
policies (Herwatz and Theilen, 2003). Previous studies with cross-sector data have identified elasticities
above unit, while the most recent studies with panel cross-sector data and a larger range of explainable
variables have suggested that the elasticities are close to or even below unit. The newer econometric
techniques that aim to provide more robust results were not able to narrow the spread of results.
The effects of population age distribution are insignificant in most of the studies, although Blomqvist
and Carter (1997) have discovered the number of persons aged 65 or more as significant. That might reflect
the limited ageing degree over the analyzed period, the low variations within the variables that measure such
an effect being possibly “swallowed” by other factors.
Also, the variables regarding the labor market such as unemployment or women participation on this
market (used as a proxy for informal care) are not significant.
As regards the factors that influence the health risks, there are some evidences that smoking leads to
higher health care expenditures.
Because of its trend nature and of lack of adequate approximating variables, there are weak
irrefutable proofs as regards the role of technological change. The importance of such a variable as main
determinant for health care expenditures was revealed by Manning et al., (1987) and Newhouse (1992), who
have found a large residual variable after considering other ranges of variables, similar results being found in
the case of other OECD countries (OECD, 1995). More recently, Jones (2002) considers he is capable to
simulate the increase in the health care expenditures in the USA with a model in which the technological
change is combined with a Medicare-type transfer program regarding the payment of the expenditures on the
health care of elders. The econometric tests run for data series regarding the USA revealed a long-term
significant and stable relationship among the real health care expenditures per capita, real income per capita
and R&D expenditures in a broad sense (Okunade and Murthy, 2002). Using panel cross-sector data series,
Blomqvist and Carter (1997) interpret the significant coefficient of a time trend as effect of technology.
Several studies – especially those which use cross-sector panel time series – have introduced other
variables in order to test the impact of the institutional variables, although such estimate should be read with
care because of the difficulties regarding the adequate characterization of the institutional arrangements in
different countries.
Nevertheless, the results of such models must be treated in a cautious manner. The estimation
equations are very reduced forms that comprise a mix of variables on the demand and supply sides, and
many results are sensitive to specifications (see, for instance, Gerdtham and Jonsson, 2000). The estimates
are based on the microeconomic theory, which may potentially lead to problems of incorrect specification
when using for aggregated data. Also, the estimates may be different in the case of normalizing the data in a
common currency using the exchange rate or the PPP.
The results of different studies revealed a broad dispersion of the cost-sharing impact. Besides the
above-mentioned difficulties, such diversity reflects certain problems regarding the statistical data, and in
some cases even limitations of the statistical techniques, which might raise questions about the correctness
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and generality of results. The most reliable results are those derived from the Health Insurance Experiment in
the USA (HIE).
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THE ROLE OF THE REGIONS COMMITTEE IN THE ELABORATION OF THE
COMMON ECONOMICAL POLITICS
Abstract: Through the Treaty from Maastricht, the Consultative Counci1 of the Regional and Local Collectivity was
replaced in 1993, by the Regions Committee. The number of the places allocated to each member state in the Regions
Committee is going to be revised because it doesn’t reflect adequately the population dimension of the representative
regions.
The Regions Committee can not be considered an instrument of the regionalizing Europe; on the contrary it is a new
created institution for respecting the local and regional identity, but even for the development of the common
economical politics.
The Regions Committee has only an advisory notification, but the EU Council and the European Committee have to ask
the Regions Committee in the domain which affects the local and regional interests.
The Treaty from Maastricht is a powerful mechanism to respect strictly the subsidiary principle.
The subsidiary principle is in contradiction with the excessive centralization of the process of taking decisions which
are considered to be too far from the citizens.
The subsidiary principle shows that the decisions have to be taken by the public authorities which are the closest to the
European citizens. The subsidiary also, takes care that the activity of the European institutions doesn’t start only in the
cases when is more efficient than the activity of regional, national or local institutions.
Key words: exclusively competences and part competences; the subsidiary principle; the power of the advisory
notification.

The Regions Committee is one of the newest institutions of the E.U., because it gathered for the first
time in March, 1994.
This committee set up to reflect the wish of the member countries to respect the regional and local
identity and the prerogatives of the corresponding institutions but even for involving the regional and local
institutions in the implementation and the development of the common economical politics.
The preamble of the Treaty from Rome recognizes the importance of the regional problems and
settles the objective of a harmonious development on the decrease of the difference between different and the
lagging behind of those regions less favoured but doesn’t foresee a regional politics.”
In 1987, The Unique European Act foresees an institutional base for the regional politics. So, in
1988 was created “The Consultative committee of the regional and local collectivity”, which had as the
objective the elaboration and the implementation of a regional politics on the line of the coordination of the
regional and local development plans.
Through The Treaty from Maastricht this organism was replaced in November, 1994 by The Regions
Committee.
This Committee is connected to the specific structure of the first member states and to the demands
of some federal entities or powerfully turned into regions which wished to be involved in the working
mechanism of the EU.
The Regions Committee has 222 members and represents the local and regional authorities from the
member countries. These members are the presidents of the Regional Committees, the Mayors of the cities,
presidents of the departments and towns, all of them are elected for these positions by vote, and they come
from the public administration’s levels the most close to the citizens. In this context the members of the
Regions committee, thanks to their professional capacities can support the activity of the other EU
institutions.
In the conditions of the extension of the EU, the number of places for each member state is going to
be revised, because now it doesn’t reflect the population’s dimension from the representative regions.
For an EU with 27 members the number of the representatives could be 370 from which only 142
represent the most populated member states which have over 70% from the total population of the EU.
This committee has to provide a better balance between the local and regional authorities from the
member states but even from the candidate countries.
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In September, 1999, The European Committee proposed that the number of the members for the
Regions Committee doesn’t overtake 1/3 from the number of the Parliament members, so 233 and the
distribution for the countries has to respect the methodology for the European Parliament.
It is considered that the best method for the distribution of the places is that which is applied for the
European Parliament.
The members of the Regions Committee are elected a 4 years period with the possibility of
renovation of the mandate by the EU Council, based exclusively on the member states proposal.
The member position of the Regions Committee is incompatible with that of the European
Parliament member.
This Committee carries on its activity in five plenum sessions on a year, when it has to adopt the
notes addressed to the EU Council and to the European Committee.
Based on the Treaty from Maastricht, the Regions Committee was created as a consultative part and
it has a power of the advisory notification. The European Committee and the European Council have to
take the opinion of the Regions Committee in numerous domains which affect the local and regional
interests.
The first part of its activity, until 1999, the Regions Committee was consulted by the EU Council for
the following five domains: the economic and social unity, the system of the trans-european infrastructure,
the health, the education and the culture.
When the Treaty from Amsterdam was adopted and valid the Regions Committee has to be
consulted regarding other five domains: the labour hiring politics, the social polities, the environment, the
transfrontal cooperation and the professional formation.
The European Parliament decided as compulsory the consulting of the Committee on the last five
domains and the right to formulate its own initiative. This decision was also taken in Amsterdam.
The activity of the Regions Committee is based on a structure of seven committees:
1. The regional polities, the structural funds, the social and economic unity, the transfrontal and interregional cooperation.
2. The agriculture, the rural development, the fishing;
3. The transeuropean communications, the transport information;
4. The space planning, the urban problems, the energy, the environment;
5. The social polities, the public health, the consumers’ protection, the scientific research, the tourism:
6. The work’s positions, the economical polities, The Unique Market, the youth problems, the sport, the
citizens’ rights;
7. The education, the labour preparation, the culture;
Apart from these seven committees which countersign almost all the common economical polities, The
Regions Committee set up a Special Committee for the institutional problems changed to contribute to the
development of the EU institutions reform. The activity of this committee is organized and lead by an elected
board with a 2 years mandate.
On its short experience the Regions Committee was involved to solve the following problems: the
network of the transeuropean airports, the development of the rural tourism, the right of the EU citizens to
vote for the local elections in a member state than which they belong to; the Europe’s evolution to an
informatized society. The main activity of the Regions Committee is that to involve more the regions and
localities in the formulation and the application of the common economical politics.
For the beginning of its existence the Regional Committee as an institution has the peaceful role of the
subsidiary principle, so that to keep subsidiary.
Concordant to the subsidiary principle the decisions have to be taken to the public authorities’ level, the
most close to the citizens.
The Regions Committee by defending, sustaining and keeping the local and regional identity in an EU
which wants to create at the political level a Unique Europe, seems to be the instrument or regionalizing
Europe.
So, the subsidiary principle is in contradiction with the excessive centralization of the process of taking
decisions, which is sometimes far from the European citizens. In this context it has to be showed the limited
meaning of the subsidiary from The Treaty from Maastricht.
The unlimited application of the subsidiary regarding the community aquis can be in contradiction with
the request of the stability which has the same importance in the Treaty from Maastricht, concordant to it the
community aquis cannot be affected.
For this reason, the Treaty from Amsterdam limits the application of the subsidiary to the public
economical positions and their competences are divided between the member states and the EU.
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The domains which are not in its exclusively competence, the EU makes the arrangements concordant to
the subsidiary principle, only if and, in the case in which the objectives of the proposed actions can be
reached sufficiently by the member states, but because of the effects of the proposed actions can be better
reached by the EU. So, no action of EU doesn’t go beyond of what is necessary to reach the objectives.
In this context any of the EU’s decision has to fulfil two conditions: - the first for the domain with the
part competence, the EU has to demonstrate the necessity to act requested by the existence of the
economics scale or of the transfrontal outsides.
So, the elaboration of the economical politics is related to the procedure of the cooperation which
corresponds to the economical theory of subsidiary. The second condition shows that any of the EU’s action
has to be proportional with the realized objective and also includes the importance of the government to an
inferior level, but at the central level the measures follow to reach the proposed objective.
When the EU decides to adopt some compulsory measures has to justify the necessity to not discriminate
and the legal certainty for the uniformity of the taken measures. In the EU case, the obligatory degree is
directly proportional with the complexity degree of the measures.
On practice, the EU applies the subsidiary texts which have five stages:
• to identify if the measure belongs to the domain of the part competences;
• to apply the criteria of scale and extern:
• to verify if the a credible cooperation can be realized;
• to assign the measure to the EU;
• to define the proportionality by assigning to the EU the effective application of the measure or can assign
it to the member states in a common frame.
For applying the subsidiary principle of the environment politics, there is a problem if this competence has
to be assigning to the EU. We consider that it’s not fair to assign an exclusively competence to the EU and
not a part competence, knowing that the member states have national features, different absorption capacities
and preferences.
Some environmental problems with a local, regional or national impact can be best taken into
consideration by the governments of the member states; this phenomenon corresponds to the second point of
the subsidiary treaty.
The next step has to establish the objectives which should ~e reached after the measures’ application. The
cooperation for establishing the objectives is difficult when the number of the member states is big and when
the costs are substantial, so “who pollutes has to pay”
The problems which regard the community aspects as: the internalization of the externals, the approach of
the decisions is realized at the EU level. For the global aspects of the environmental politics, take part fewer
states for increasing the negotiating power with the partners and to sign an agreement. The role of the
Regions Committee in the application of the subsidiary principle of the environmental politics demonstrated
that this has limited resources. The limited resources of the Regions Committee favoured the creation of the
partnerships for keeping the European identity.
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ROMANIAN’S POST-ADERING WAY FOR INTEGRATION IN THE EUROPEAN
UNION
Abstract: Romanian economy, like every national economy, is a complex, dynamic, cybernetic system. This system has
to integrate into the European Union in order to apply principles of complementarities and compatibility. For the
beginning, the paper deals with the advantages of Romania’s integration to the European Union from macroeconomic
and citizens points of view. We tried to define the new major objectives and the new principles of policy for Romania
after its adhering to the E.U. As a result, we analysed the main actors of the Romanian markets and administration and
their role in achieving integration. Other part of the paper realised an analysis of the main economic sectors of the
Romanian economy in order to demonstrate if they are able to support Romania’s integration. The first step was to
analyse Romanian industry according with Lisbon Strategy. As a result, we spoke about Romanian Industrial Policy,
the document of the Romania government which describe the evolution of our industry during 2005-2008. So, we
defined the main objectives of the actual industrial policy like the growth of competitively, the growth of R&D
importance, a better management for resources and environment and a high level of training for labour. The next step
was the analysis of Romanian agriculture under the impact of CAP and European Funds. So, we analysed the evolution
of the agriculture during 2007-2009 and the forecasts until 2013.Another part of the paper deals with the evolution of
the Romanian tourism and its forecast. The final conclusion is that Romania is not ready to establish a horizon for its
integration, but it is able to achieve this strategically objective only with considerable efforts using coherent politics
and strategies.
JEL classification: O52

The implementation of the reform and the development of market economy in Romania suppose a
large opening to the world economy. The foreign economic connections of the Romanian economy are
focused on European geo-political space. Romanian economy, like every national economy, is a complex,
dynamic, cybernetic system. The strategy of improvement such a system implies to establish objectives for
three essential aspects: a new economic structure, a higher efficiency and more performing economic
mechanisms.
Integration means a complex process based on principles of complementarities and compatibility
(Barsan, 2000). Integration supports adaptation of the Romanian economy, society, policy and military
doctrine to the realities from the integrated Member States together with Romania will continues evolutes.
On the other hand, integration allows Romania to develop cooperation with European Institutions
and with partners from other Member States.
We consider that the main advantages for Romania’s integration will be the following: affiliation to a
great family of nations, security, participation to the greatest common market in the world, economic growth
opportunities, new jobs, better access to the European Funds.
The first step after Romania’s adhering to the E.U. is to achieve major objectives like: consolidation
of the democratic system and democratic institutions, a socio-economic climate able to offer maximum
benefits, efficient structures and market mechanisms, a better political, economic and cultural cooperation
with the Member States, more security in Europe and the world.
Romanian economy’s restructuration is based on politics connected with: a coherent set of
corrective, functional and stimulate measures in accordance with European regulations and European and
world trends, compatibility between existent intra-sector structures and European trends, adjustment and
consolidation of economic structures in order to reduce efficiency disparities between Romania and other
Member States.
The Romanian strategy of integration is based on principles like the following: reform of the
Romanian society in order to recognize democratic and moral values, propriety rights as a base for Romanian
society, institutional reform, development of industry in order to support a sustainable development, reform
of agriculture and public finances and so on.
Romanian macroeconomic evolution determined implementation of a relative stable economic
climate and a favourable long term forecast.
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A main element able to support this evolution has to be Romanian industry. The industrial policy is
focused on the implementation of a favourable climate for a competitive industry harmonized with European
industrial structures and able to reduce the disparities between Romania and other Member States.
The concept of industrial policy follows the improvement of efficiency using stimulations for
companies and horizontal policies like innovation, new technologies, training, managerial education and
business management (Croitoru, Rusu, Tarhoaca, 2005).
The Romanian industrial policy is in accordance with sustainable industrial strategy adopted by the
European Commission at Lisbon. This strategy is focused on industrial efficiency as main element of
performance in a free competition.
Romanian industry’s output represents about 27% from GDP, and contributes with 1.2-1.5% to the
growth of GDP every year. The processing industry represents the main component of industry. It covers
80% from the industrial output and 1.5 millions workers too.
The concept of industrial policy covers policies and associate instruments which are able to influent
firms and industries. The European Commission consider that industrial policy consist in efficient and
coherent implementation of all policies which influence industrial structural adjustment in order to promote
efficiency.
Romanian government approved the Document of Industrial Policy of Romania during 2005-2008.
In this document is mentioned that sustainable development has to be supported by three pylons: economic,
social and environment, which must be correlate in order to evolutes in close connection and harmony.
Romanian industrial policy is based on strategic objectives and directions according with
fundamental elements of the European industrial policy. The main objectives of the Romanian industrial
policy are: growth of efficiency, a greater impact of research, development and innovation, a new sustainable
management for resources and environment, improvement of training and labour conditions.
Nowadays, human capital is an important element which supports efficiency. As a result, the human
resources policy and social cohesion have a good impact on training and labour specialization.
The strategy of hiring and a greater percentage for full employment ensure the developing of human
capital, new jobs and a better adaptation of the labour and companies to the economic changes.
More, is necessary a good labour flexibility which can be achieved using labour reconversion and
specialization in order to ensure an equilibrium between demand and supply on labour market and a
developing of human resources.
As a result of Romania’s adhering to the E.U., more skilled Romanian labour migrates to the most
developed Member States. So, it’s necessary a reconsideration of the strategy, organization and promoting
labour on categories, specialities and domains.
On the other hand, the greater part of industrial investments in Romania will be realised in those
sectors witch will be able to have a positive trend on Common Market on medium and long terms. As a
result, the policy of reshaping is implementing in such a manner to obtain efficient industrial companies but
to respect the acquis for competition and public subsidies.
Nowadays, the priorities for Romanian government are: accelerate reshaping of some industrial
sectors, developing of other sectors as stimulus for industry, the necessity of covering internal consumption,
ensuring of heath for the citizens, infrastructure rehabilitation, supporting the growth and efficiency of the
exports.
The adjustment of Romanian industry has to be correlated with the objectives of foreign efficiency
growth and internal productivity (CNP, 2007). As a result, Romania has to amplify the process of
remodelling for capacities and structure of industrial output, and to develop and stimulate cooperation with
other Member States. We think that are necessary market consolidation, development of competitively and
SME’s vitalization.
On the other hand the process of selection and re-dimension for companies’ restructuration must be
sequential in order to obtain normal conditions for activity, internal demand’s satisfaction and growth of the
exports.
Another objective of the Romanian industry policy is to re-structured the energetic and intensive
material sectors in order to reduce loses and to obtain high productivity, new technologies and low energetic
consumptions. As a result, it must support the R&D national potential including research inside companies.
Romanian industrial policy implies a higher competition potential using strategic alliances, holding
structures and groups of common interests in order to connect Romanian industry to the present
globalization. More, is necessary a accelerate development, externalization and services specialization for
production too.
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Export can be a dynamic element for industrial development. We must to encourage the exports of
high level of processing and high add value. As a result, we have to benefit by the Romania’s geographical
position in order to orient exports to the neighbour countries which are able to become important markets for
the E.U.
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Figure 1: Romania’s foreign trade
Under energetic sector, is important to realize at least minimal stocks for oil and derivates using
budget and private financing, obtaining new resources, improvement public-private partnership. As a result,
Romania opened its markets and support licentiates suppliers and eligible consumers defined by the
authorities of regulation.
The re-structure of energetic sector is realised by juridical separation of the activities such as:
generation, transmission and distribution. In order to attract labour from unviable mines, it will grow
alternative investments in technological parks for example.
Implementation of an efficient energetic policy in order to reduce energetic intensity of Romanian
economy will determined great investments at local and regional levels. Nowadays, Romania adopted a
Study for Using Strategy in order to promote regenerate energies. This study was realised with the support of
the experts from E.U. and with PHARE assistance.
The re-structure of steel industry is a major priority for Romanian economy and for Romania’s
integration to the E.U. This means a new investment, financial and social approach.
Telecommunications and information technologies will benefit by the support of the government in
order to become a market niche for Romania on the European market.
In order to implement a viable environment policy, a part of environment costs will be included into
production costs. On the other hand, the public-private partnership will be developed for offals management,
water and air protection too. Romania has to reduce drastically agricultural and industrial pollution and to
realise instruments able to convince population to recycle offals.
But the most sensible sector for Romania’s integration will be SME. After Romania’s adhering to the
E.U., a lot of SME reduced their activity or dissolved them because they weren’t able to resist to the
European competition. In order to resist on market, SME from textiles, wood and furniture industries have to
reformulate their strategies.
A real challenge for SME is the growth of productivity, because the Romanian SME’s productivity is
19 times little than European average productivity. Practically, Romanian SME will feel the impact of
adhering this year.
In order to valorise the potential of growth for SME, Romanian government adopted some measures
like the follow:
 facilities for credits, subventions for interests and grants;
 implementation of consulting and training centres, entrepreneurial training, technological parks, and
business incubators sponsored by state in order to offer free services or low costs services for SME;
 support for SME to participate to the projects based on public investments or foreign financing
(Romanian Government, 2005).
The real impact of Romania’s adhering to the E.U. on local industry will be greater in 2009. That
will be the year with possible growths of labour costs and reducing of the money value which will determine
stagnation for the industrial demand. The effects of infrastructure improvement will be evident in the next 310 years. The most affected Romanian industries will be: food industry and retail, but the grater advantages
will be for drugs industry, oil, car and their components, rare materials.
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Another important sector for the Romanian economy is agriculture. The reform of Romanian
agriculture is a process which depends not only by the internal situation and CAP evolution, but by the
international conjuncture and by the fight between U.S.A. and E.U. on the international agricultural markets.
The integration process in the E.U. supposes a period of acceleration in order to realise a structural
adjustment to the European agricultural model. The disparities between Romanian agriculture and most
developed agricultures are big and are supported by the general level of economic development.
Romania has to defeat against long period of socialist economy, deficiencies in agricultural policy
and delay of the reforms in agriculture.
The only solution is to develop agriculture societies using modern privatization and maintaining
great farm like basic unity for Romanian agriculture.
The adjustment of the agriculture structures has to realise modernization of the farms in order to
become competitive on internal and international markets. The result of such transforms is good if it is able
to ensure self-sufficiency in food consumption. On the other hand, Romania will benefit by financial support
in order to improve agricultural activities.
Firsts European Funds arrived in Romania at the end of 2007 and beginning of 2008. During 20072013, Romania may receive almost 13 billions Euros from the E.U. for agriculture and rural development
(Motreanu, 2007).
On the other hand, Romanian farmers will receive unique subvention per hectare from Agriculture
Ministry of Romania, which is about 50 Euros. Romanian Agency for Payments and Intervention for
Agriculture paid the subventions for farmers from the budget. These payments will be cover by the E.U.
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Figur
e 2: European assistance for Romanian agriculture (bill. Euros)
During 2007-2009, Romania may obtain 4.721 billions Euros from the European Commission
(Delegation of the European Commission, 2007). Romania will receive the money only if it will be able to
apply financial instruments. The Romanian and European authorities will divide financial assistance in this
mode: 1.58 billions Euros- direct subventions, 732 millions Euros- subventions for markets and 2.3 billions
Euros-development of rural zones.
In 2007, Romanian farmers received 25% from direct subventions they will receive in 2016. The
agricultural outputs which are limited in Romania are those which are exceeding on the European market. On
the other hand, the agricultural outputs which are stimulated to grow are those which are considered niches
on the European markets too.
As a global result, the positive effects for Romanian agriculture are the following:
 growth of farmers’ revenues with no negative effects for the revenues of the farmers from other
Member States;
 convergence for revenues and prices of the lands and agricultural outputs;
 improvement of the activities of Romanian food sector, especially animal sector;
 reduction of Romanian underground economy;
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 a better migration of the labour in Romanian agriculture;
 rural development.
Another important sector of the Romanian economy which is affected by the integration process is
tourism. At the beginning, the effect of adhering was a positive one, but the forecasts are not so good.
National Association of Tourism Agencies considers that the most important positive effect for
Romania will be business tourism. The problem is that in Romania there aren’t conferences centres able to
facility organization of events with thousands of participants. On the other hand, the infrastructure and the
promotion on international markets are weak.
The forecast for business tourism in Romania speaks about a yearly growth of 15-20% on short
period. The most attractive destinations will be Bucharest, Timisoara, Cluj, Iasi, Brasov and Constanta.
On short period, the impact of the adhering process will be the growth of investments in hotels
industry and loisir. An important factor will be European Funds used for human resources, conserving and
valorising historical and cultural patrimony and for high quality services in tourism.
A positive effect for Romanian tourism will be achieved from the build of 4th and 9th European
transport corridors. In order to obtain success on European touristic market, it is necessary a new managerial
class able to fidelity individual clients, corporations and its labour too.
In 2008, the number of European tourists in Romania will grow with 10%. These tourists enjoy rural
and balneal tourism in Romania.
But the most dynamic sectors of the Romanian tourism will be rural and ecotourism. Another
element which attracts European tourists in Romania is political and military stability of our country.
During 2007-2013, the main directions of the Romanian tourism developing are building and
rebuilding of touristic stations and cities beside the Black Sea, beaches protection, ensuring water quality,
building of new agreement structures too.
We can conclude that the chances for the Romanian economy as new member of the E.U. and as a
result of its future integration are connected with:
 macro economy: for the next 5-7 years, is expected a economic growth greater than in E.U.15.
Services and public healthcare will be improved.
For the beginning, the most developed sectors in the next year will be: leasing, SMEs, telephony,
internet, hardware and software industries.
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Figure 3: Inflation rate in Romania (%)
The forecasts for 2010 show us a great development of financial market, banking, tourism and
human resources.
On the other hand, such industries like: textile industry, wood industry and furniture industry have to
be restructured. But the most developed industries will be tourism and transport;
 prices: the development of the supermarkets will determined a new structure of the Romanian
internal trade and a diminution of the most of the prices. The new modern internal trade will be 50% from
the market in 2010. Nowadays, this trade is about 29%.
In order to obtain a greater market, the supermarkets will reduce their prices with 10-15%. The
absence of the taxes will determine the movement of the prices from producers to retailers;

free labour movement: the Romanian labour may obtain retired payees in Member States where they
work. Nowadays, there are 2 million Romanian people which work in other Member States. On the other
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hand, 11 Member States liberalized Romanian labour access on their labour markets (Czech Republic,
Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Slovakia, Finland, Sweden and Bulgaria) and 5
introduced a partial liberalization of the Romanian labour access on their markets (France, Italy, Hungary,
Belgium and Luxembourg);

Common Market: the public aids are replaced with European Funds. On the other hand, Romanian
firms may sell their output in the same conditions with other European firms on a biggest market;

European Funds: During 2007-2013, Romania will benefit of 28 billion Euros from Structural Funds.
11 billion Euros will be for agriculture and rural development. As a result, we must spend 8.5 million Euros
every day, including Saturday and Sunday;

environment: Romania will receive 29.3 billion Euros for its environment policy. Romania is the
only Member State which has 5 bioregions (from the total 11 bioregions from the E.U.);

fuels: The cote of the ecological diesel oil will be 5.17% in 2010. Romania has the greatest surfaces
with rape, soy and sunflower;

trade marks and brands: in 2007, 700000 European registered marks are recognizing in Romania.
Romanian marks have to be registered on Common Market. That implies a tax at least 1200 Euros;

real estate market: price of the building will decline with 10%, excepting Bucharest;

banking: development of this sector as a result of a great European capital input on the market. The
most important banks from Romania are with German, French, Austrian and Greek capital. As a result, it is
expected a decline of the interest rate.
We consider that the integration is the unique way from Romania to become a sustainable economy
in the world.
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A NEW ECONOMY OR JUST A NEW PHASE THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMY?
Abstract: Polemics regarding the appearance of a New Economy or the „existence of a new phase in the economic
development” can be often noticed in the specialty newspapers. In the following we will try to approach some of the
most important aspects of the two topics we have talked about so far, aspects that can help the readers make an opinion
and even reflect upon the concept of the New Economy.
Key words: new economy; high-technology; informational economy
JEL Classification: F02

Despite the fact that it is as old as more than a century, the question referring to whether there is a new
economy indeed is still generating a lot of debates nowadays. The notion has appeared in the US and has
known an overwhelming and at the same time unexpected fame over the last decades, starting with the year
1992. It was named ‘New Economy’ for the first time in 1996 by the Business Week publication and it has
been called this way ever since.
The New Economy Index presents and defines the term ‘new economy’ as a series of quantitative and
qualitative changes that have taken place over the last 15 years and have considerably modified the structure,
functioning and also the rules and laws of economy. The new economy is an economy based on information
and ideas and its key-factors for creating higher-quality life standards and also working places are mostly
innovative ideas and technologies embedded in services and manufactured products. It is a type of economy in
which risks, incertitude and constant changes are the rule, rather than the exception.”1
In the Encyclopedia of the New Economy we also find: “When we talk about the new economy, we're
talking about a world in which people work with their brains instead of their hands. A world in which
communications technology creates global competition - not just for running shoes and laptop computers, but
also for bank loans and other services that can't be packed into a crate and shipped. A world in which
innovation is more important than mass production. A world in which investment buys new concepts or the
means to create them, rather than new machines. A world in which rapid change is a constant. A world at least
as different from what came before it as the industrial age was from its agricultural predecessor. A world so
different its emergence can only be described as a revolution.”2
Nowadays, financial publications make references to the difference between the Old Economy and the
New Economy in their introductions and comments very frequently. Nevertheless, in their wish and demarche
to promote a popular economic concept, those who believe in the New Economy theory should not overlook
some major economic principles, because they have failed to address some very important questions that,
consequently, have been left without an answer and solution.
Therefore, the purpose of this analysis study is to take a closer look to the concept of New Economy
and consider its sense, importance, opportunity and chances to be successful.
The continual and extremely dynamic development of informational technology has led to an actual
revolution in the services and industry field, evaluated mostly through significant raises in productivity. For
some specialists in economy 3, the association of information and ideas, the capitalization of the company as
the networks and branching are developed, the identification, gathering and adaptation of information about and
for clients are permanently placed to the centre of the process regarding the creation of solid material
background and wealth. This is what the birth of a ‘new economy’ is really about.
The idea of a ‘New Economy’ has gained ground recently and it even came to rival the ‘globalization’
concept as a neologism that characterizes our century. There are many opinions stating that in the past years the
economy has changed so fast that we are still witnessing a new economy now. This New Economy has at its
1

report on the effects of the new technologies, called The New Economy Index, www.neweconomyindex.org
Wired Digital Inc realized a lexicon of terms and definitions about the 'new economy' called ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
THE NEW ECONOMY. http://hotwiredlzcos.com/
3
Olivier BOMSEL, Gilles LEBLANC – L’économie numérique, une nouvelle économie?, La recherché no. 328, feb.
2000, CERNA, Paris.
2
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basis those companies and economical sections associated with the digital technology breakthrough and the
development of Internet and the virtual world. The rapid convergence of the informational technologies –
computers, programs, optical fibers and the Internet - has fundamentally changed the economy field.
This way, we meet in the New Economy the ‘high-technology’ companies that are dealing with
microprocessors, semi-conductors and informatics, telecommunications and major communication groups, as
well as companies that produce software and other digital materials. These have changed the old ways of
producing and consuming also the manner in which markets are formed, causing the appearance of a new way
of doing business and of creating values. In this new type of economy, the informational technologies, the
Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) are both transformational vectors and symbols.
Some authors use the ‘informational economy’ term as all-including for the goods and services that
contain a piece of information - publications, research, juridical services, insurances, education, entertainment and the ‘digital economy’ term to refer only to those goods and services whose development, production and
selling process are dependant on the digital technology. They associate the ‘new economy’ with the eventual
consequences of the digital and informational economy, namely with the high rate of economical development,
the low rate of inflation and also the low rate of unemployment. Other scientists define the ‘new economy’ as a
wider concept, in which the final output as well as the intermediary inputs mainly consist of information and
the informational and communicational technologies offer free and universal access to any type of knowledge
or information that are available. Most studies and works in this regard define the new economy by analyzing
very closely its most essential characteristic – the raise in the potential output associated with low-intensity
pressure in inflation.
In other words, the ‘new economy’ is “an economy characterized by the continual and long-term
development determined by a permanently raising productivity, which is mainly caused by the incessant
production, adaptation and diffusion of informational and communicational technologies.” (4)
Most definitions of the ‘new economy’ resume to highlighting the changes that have taken place in the
informational and communicational technologies in a very short period of time. The opinions and conceptions
according to which the transformation in economy is solely generated by the replacement of old technologies –
based on the intensity of work and capital – with new technologies can be suspected of a certain rigid
determinism (technological determinism).
What are the implications of the ‘new economy’ concept? This concept has multiple implications. First
of all, a realistic New Economy (is thought to be in full progress at the moment) requires the complete
subordination of the industrialism of those types of commerce that are services-oriented. The ‘New Economy’
is ‘global’ through its own nature and this is because one can now use personal computers, e-mail, optical fiber
networks, teleconferences and new and dynamic types of software in order to cooperate and concur in real time
with many other individuals from different geographical places in the world, in various fields and can also have
the closest and most interactive business relationships with partners all over the world. Thus, free of any
commercial or political boundaries, found under the double effect of globalization and digital revolution, the
store of information and the resources can connect no matter where they may be in the world, creating and
endless common playground, something that could not be achieved in the past until today. This thing is made
possible by the economical interdependency among countries and this can be done even for those who have
contradictory political, religious or ideological beliefs. From many points of view, the New Economy can be
compared to the Tower of Babel, only that instead of bricks and mortar we now have technology and transport
as raw material and tools to work with. The subsistence and success of this daring Tower of Babel depends on
the international cooperation, and in this the US plays the role of financial chief and political mediator among
countries. This Tower-of-Babel-like system is partially created and almost totally sustained by the US.
Therefore, it can be stated that the US represents the epicenter of the global New Economy.
In the New Economy money is everything. And because the new economy has as its main goal the
profit, one could further state that the reasons which used to determine human actions – including religion,
patriotism and moral aspects – have been removed. Any type of paradigm has to have an internal calling
(spiritual anchor) and the religion of the New Economy transits the triumph of the capitalist free market over
the communism, even though it still has some things in common with communism – such as being inherent
from a material point of view and purely economic, but excluding all the other considerations. If we are to look
at things from this point of view, the New Economy is not new at all.
Another characteristic that is common to the New Economy and also to the old line of communism is
the fact that both of them are predominant. The New Economy, due to its vast dimensions, is so successful that
it is able to achieve significant economies. Old concepts such as ‘niche market’ and ‘specialty market’ had been
removed because they cannot offer a profit as high as to satisfy the want for rapid profit that can be offered, in
exchange, by this monolithic structure.
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With the new economy, such things do not happen anymore. Small business and overall small
companies are cleared away by the Corporative State’s long tentacles. This has been made possible by issuing
huge taxes and fees, needless regulations and laws that govern over any type of business and also by creating an
overly-saturated marketing.
Money is also of huge importance when it comes to the New Economy. The free and unconditioned
production of money is the spine and steady politics of the New Economy. Cash money represents the blood
stream of the global commerce and the New Economy aims at facilitating this. Raw materials of the Old
Economy such as the gold are not given any interest and silver has become nowadays a mere and obsolete
‘industrial metal’.
Another aspect of the New Economy deals with embedding together the cultural with the nationalism.
This is another attempt to continue the work left unfinished by those who have constructed the Tower of Babel.
It has been suggested that one of the reasons for the politics of free immigration to the US is the fact that it can
facilitate the movement of people from the Third World to America and thus to integrate them into its
economical infrastructure. This belief stems in the conviction that people coming from the Third World are
more obedient and docile, less independent, less educated and thus less likely to question or stand up against
the New Economy regulations. In other words, immigrants from the Third World can be controlled far more
easily by the Corporative State. Consequently, working places are shipped over the seas to them, while others
are invited to the US in order to be helped to adapt themselves to the economic infrastructure of the country and
by doing this the remaining servile capacities are filled in.
The New Economy concept assumes that the Old Economy has been completely replaced and is going
to disappear for ever. But is this true? And if it is, what are going to be its consequences? From this perspective,
the New Economy is many times presented just as a new phase in the economic development – the agrarian
economy that took place in the past has led to the Industrial Revolution and this is currently being replaced by
the New Economy. We could ask ourselves if it is possible to live in a post-industrial world and still maintain
the quality of life we have been used to. These are several serious questions to which the adherents to the New
Economy should think thoroughly and find an answer to before launching themselves too intensely into
something they do not know too much about: Who produces the basic articles we use and what is going to
happen when those who are now making them will not be able anymore – due to various reasons - to do this? It
is a well-known fact that in the US the garment confection industry has mostly disappeared and now they
import clothing from over the seas. What is going to happen with the financial system? How can warehouses be
supervised when the bank structure of the US is inexplicably linked to the financial and bank system of more
than 100 of countries and economies? And what is going to happen with the money saved for rainy days? Can
we be sure that this money will still be valid and unconditioned under the New Economy? By unifying the
global governs, it is not too difficult to imagine a scenario in which a country like Switzerland is made to
collaborate with other governs, such as that of the US. These questions are just an insignificant part of the many
related to the New Economy that could be and should be addressed.
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THE INFORMATION SOCIETY IN ROMANIA: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE
SYSTEM OF INDEXES FOR EVALUATION OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY
Abstract: The evaluation of information society is a dynamic system. In defining the set of critical indexes for
development in Romania we’ll have to take into consideration the following distinctions: economy-society, informationknowledge. In order to personalize the group of indexes appropriate for Romania we have to consider the capacity of a
given group of indicators to correspond to the interests of a defined group of stakeholders. Actual tendencies show that
in order to follow the progress in development in the information society the best solution is that of defining an index
that can cover all the critical aspects for the analyzed phenomena and process. We suggest three areas of interest:
individual, company, government and the educational system. We can select the right indexes corresponding to these
ones for the present state of development in order to define a composite index E-RO which will include all indexes
present in our model. In the following stage E-RO values should be determined in order to establish the development
objectives of the information society and of the society based on knowledge and to separate stages in the Romanian
economy process of transformation. We determine E-RO for the fallowing components: e-business, eindividuals/citizens, e-government, e-learning.
Key words: information society, Romania, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
JEL classification: D83, L86, O30

Creating the information society as support for the knowledge society has become a common
objective, both at individual and country level. The evaluation of the progress is possible only by using some
indexes that can measure exactly the degree of penetration of novelties required by the informational society.
The indexes will facilitate the evaluation of the individual progresses made by every country and in the same
time will allow a comparison between them. Having this frame, the indexes that offer a concrete image
regarding the state of a given system will have been constituted in fundamental instruments of these policies.
The system of indexes used in evaluating the information society must be seen as a dynamic system
which will include in time new indexes of development. Therefore the multitude of existing studies and the
well known position of specialized international organisms facilitate the way to identify the right indexes for
each country and for every moment.
An index of the information society is a variable with a value or performance that modifies in
correlation with the informational society. An index, being a composite structure, expresses a quantity or a
position on a scale, obtained considering a certain group of indexes.
The novelty and complexity of the specific phenomena of the information society and knowledge
society led us to express different points of view regarding the most adequate methods of measuring and
evaluating.
OECD is one of the organizations implied in defining the indexes for the information society. The
guide for measuring the information society was elaborated in 2005. This guide suggests grouping indexes
into the following categories: ITC products; ITC infrastructure; ITC supply; demand of companies for ITC;
demand of families and individuals for ITC. Thus, the components of a model for statistically evaluating the
information society are defined. An important component of the OECD manual was given by the importance
it had in analyzing and evaluating the electronic commerce. Thus, there have been identified three stages of
development of the electronic commerce: preparation (e-readiness); intensity (e-intensity); impact (eimpact), classification that later on was extended to all indexes of the information society.
During the Geneva 2005 theme meeting, WISI launched the partnership for measuring ITC, where a
group of relevant indexes for developing technologies for information and communication was defined, as
support and fundamental component of the knowledge society. The main list includes four categories of
indexes: (1) infrastructure and access; (2) access and usage of ITC by families and individuals; (3) usage of
ITC by companies; (4) ITC sector and commerce with ITC goods. The purpose of the list of indexes was that
to help the countries assume the change to the information society and to supervise this process. Keeping in
mind that in order to obtain the benefits of the information society we are conditioned by infrastructure, the
objectives for development of the information society will primarily consider the first group of indexes.
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Depending on the level of development reached, every country can either collect well defined indexes or the
entire set of data. The immediate effect of the list of indexes debated at the ONU meeting was the data base
created containing indexes compared at international level.
Another remarkable contribution in defining specific indexes for the information and knowledge
societies is brought by UNESCO Institute of Statistics (2005) with the study “Measuring and maintaining the
informational and knowledge societies: a statistical challenge”. The main element of novelty brought by the
study is the suggestion of changing the term information society with that of society based on knowledge,
considered more relevant for today’s stage of development. This suggestion was launched as an answer to
the challenges of the society based on knowledge: eliminating digital exclusion which emphasizes
development gaps, keeping away groups of individuals and countries from the benefits of information fluxes,
data and knowledge; creating the fundament for international consensus regarding the new rules and
principles.
Benchmarking has become one of the most used methods in analyzing the evolutions of the
information society. In most of the cases the studies of this genre use indexes calculated on primary indexes
available at the level of the states that are the object of the study.
The World Bank in The Knowledge For Development (K4D) program suggests a composite index
KEI (Knowledge Economy Index). This index of measuring the degree of penetration of the knowledge
society, as a way of organizing the contemporary economies based on information and communication, is
distinguished by its complexity. We determined, using the following indexes that characterize both
quantitative and qualitative, a country or a region from the point of view of ITC: the number of telephone
lines/1000 inhabitants (fixed and mobile telephone lines); main telephone lines/1000 inhabitants (the main
telephone lines are those that connect the client to the fixed telephony national network); mobile
telephones/1000 inhabitants; TV’s/1000 inhabitants; radio’s/1000 inhabitants; daily papers/1000 inhabitants;
internet operators/10000 inhabitants (computers with an active internet protocol-IP); the number of internet
users/10000 inhabitants; international telecommunications: the cost of a telephone to USA ($/3minutes); EGovernment: the degree of complexity (sophistication) of the on-line services created by the government; the
extension of internet usage in the business environment; ITC expenses as a percent from the GDP.
Considering these indexes a basic program of evaluation is build up for every country. Following the
latest report made by the World Bank K4D program committee published in 2007, Sweden occupied the first
place, being considered the most advanced economy based on knowledge at global level. The program takes
into consideration the economic and institutional system, innovation, education and the informational
infrastructure. The following 3 places were taken by Denmark, Norway and Finland, the Nordic countries
apparently having the best performances (they occupy the world top places on other criteria too, like the
index of competition). In 2007 Romania occupied the 48th place, an improvement of 8 places from 1995,
considered as a reference year, and a growth of 2 places taking into regard the latest report.
In defining the set of critical indexes for development in Romania we’ll have to take into
consideration the following distinctions: economy-society, information-knowledge. In order to personalize
the group of indexes we have to consider the capacity of a given group of indicators to correspond to the
interests of a defined group of stakeholders. Actual tendencies show that in order to follow the progress in
development in the information society the best solution is that of defining an index that can cover all the
critical aspects for the analyzed phenomena and process.
For Romania the values of the international well known indexes are determined and there are
suggestions, accomplished under research programs, of building a composite index with specific elements.
Thus, in the INFOSOC, “Strategies and Solutions for the Informational Society-The Knowledge Society in
Romania” program, a composite index made up of 24 variables was defined and grouped into 4 categories:
social-educational, informational, informatics, economic. Although personalized and specific to Romania,
with a large covering area, technologic, economic and social in the same time, the group of indexes can no
longer be considered relevant for today’s state of development for the information society in Romania.
Thus, we suggest another conceptual model of analysis in which we have three areas of interest: individual,
company, government and the educational system. We can select the right indexes corresponding to these
ones for the present state of development. As shown in figure 1, we suggest the usage of 12 indexes which
are chosen in such a manner in order to reflect the preparation (infrastructure indexes, like the number of
computers / one hundred inhabitants), intensity (the usage of ITC in the analyzed sectors), being less
concentrated on impact or result, considering that these are specific objectives of the fallowing stages of
development.
The final goal of this analysis was to identify the relevant indexes for Romania’s development objectives.
The conditions that this group of indexes should reach are the following:
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Simplicity/easiness: most international institutions and organisms (ONU, OECD, UE) suggest
complex systems of indexes, creating those data bases that can cover even in the smallest details today’s
realities. They take into consideration the flexibility and relevance for all the countries. We should choose a
small number in order to be easily handled, and the 12 indexes chosen, even if they do not offer an
exhaustive image, they cover pretty well the analyzed reality.

To cover both the economic aspects and the social ones: information society/knowledge society.
Therefore we should include even other indexes that are not related to the ITC ones. As a separating element,
we underline the presence of some indexes like the percentage of population that knows a foreign language
or the indexes related to the educational system.
It’s obvious the suggestion can make the object of later improvements: we can already observe that at
company level, the development of the information society will lead to internet transactions, the existence of
an own site being just a primary preparing step.
To be compatible with the European and global tendencies: we distinguish the fact that most indexes used
are available for most countries and are systematically calculated at national level.
In this stage of the study we suggest to define a composite index E-RO which will include all
indexes present in the model. In the following stage E-RO values should be determined in order to establish
the development objectives of the information society and of the society based on knowledge and to separate
stages in the Romanian economy process of transformation. Having into consideration the common language
of the studies in this field, we can use the Anglo-Saxon terminology to determine E-RO for the fallowing
components: e-business, e-individuals/citizens, e-government, e-learning.
The selection of indexes to evaluate the Romanian information society was accomplished starting
from individuals and companies. Thus, we consider that the robot portrait of the ‘connected Romanian’,
representative for Romania’s present stage of development in the knowledge society includes the fallowing
elements:
 Has a computer at home and/or at work
 Uses the internet
 Uses a card and other modern instruments of payment(e-banking)
 Knows at least a foreign language(the most ‘connected’ are those knowing English)
The company in the present stage of development in the knowledge society in Romania:
 Uses the computer
 Has its own site
 Uses modern means of payment for the wages
The indexes which help us evaluate Romania’s stages of development in the information society and
society based on knowledge could be divided into four categories: individual, company, government and
educational system. We suggest the usage of the fallowing group of indexes (figure 1):
Individual:
 Number of companies/1000 inhabitants
 % of population that uses the internet regularly
 % of population that poses a card
 % of population that knows at least a foreign language
Company:
 % of employees that use computers connected to the internet
 % of companies that have their own site
 % contribution to GDP of companies in the ITC sector
School-educational system:
 Number of computers connected to the internet/100 students
 Schools with broadband internet access
 Teachers that have used a computer in class in the last 12 months
Government:
 Governmental services for companies/citizens available online (%)
 Population that uses the governmental services available online (%)
 Companies that use the governmental services available online (%)
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Fig.1. Conceptual model of the System of Indexes for Evaluation of the Informational Society
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The selection of the indexes was made taking into consideration a few objections:

Relevance: although most of the European and international sources have build complex data bases,
it’s obvious that personalized groups/combination of indexes are more appropriate in evaluating the
phenomena and process at the level of each country. Relevance considers primarily the utility of these ones
for the stakeholders, respectively for all those interested in the respective changes. The division into four
categories makes possible to fallow the performances and implement the specific measures, also to establish
objectives and implement specific policies.

Simplicity: international statistics contain today over 100 indexes which help in following the
development of the information society and knowledge society; furthermore, interested organisms each
suggest at least one complex index used in the benchmarking studies. Under this circumstances Romania has
been aligned to the European and world standards, collecting data for most of these indexes. In order to
assure simplicity and easiness in usage, the number of indexes suggested is relatively reduced.
The main elements of difference from the already existing suggestions are:
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Not including in the group of basic indexes other ones like the number of radio and TV
subscriptions/1000 inhabitants, number of mobile and fix telephones/1000 inhabitants. Although relevant for
the first stages of implementing the informational society, in the present stage other elements of
infrastructure become critical like the number of computers or the number of internet connections. The small
number of fixed telephony stations/1000 inhabitants is one of the main causes of the slow broadband
penetration.

Introducing some personalized elements, also knowing a foreign language and using the modern
means of payment, primarily because of the multiplication effect of these ones.
Subsequent development:
We consider that the next step is to determine the E-RO values and to interpret them. Taking into
consideration the high urban-rural gaps regarding the informational society, we consider that the analyzes
should also fallow special aspects, which will contribute to determine specific objectives, also to eliminate
digital exclusion and obtain conversions but also to identify the clusters of development for the information
society in Romania. Furthermore, the occupational structures are relevant for Romania, considering the
percentage of population working in agriculture.
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MULTILINGUALISM AND EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
Abstract: This paper deals with the concept of multilingualism and its impact upon the process of European integration.
The main aim of this paper is to prove that multilingualism is not only necessary but it is a natural solution for a
possible Babel-like crisis in Europe. The key to keeping people together within the borders of a united Europe is
multilingual communication. Communication embraces several forms and its main tool is language: a common
language (a lingua franca) or several languages spoken by most members of a community (multilingualism).
Keywords: multilingualism, communication, European integration
JEL Classification: Z19

Introduction
Language has always been one of the best means of communication, a vehicle of human interaction of any
kind. Within the framework of the new European realities, between the borders of the New Babel, and within
the context of globalization, communication is vital and language is its main component. Multinational
companies are bound to get involved in cross-cultural negotiations and interaction with their partners,
cultural organizations need to establish contacts with their partners in other countries, educators relate to one
another as if they were part of the same community.
Most of these actors use English in communication, as if it were a sort of koine, a lingua franca of
the newly formed economic, political and cultural space. People should make an effort to adapt, to learn
foreign languages even if they already speak English, the lingua franca of our times. EU enlargement does
not only bring economic and juridical changes for the newer member states but it also influences the way
people do business and the way they relate to each other.
The vehicle of all human activities is language. Within the framework of globalization, cultures, languages,
nations come together in order to create what we could call a New Babel. There are some voices that argue
that the European Union is this New Babel, a place where the difference between cultures, nations and
languages prevent people from establishing normal economic, cultural and political relationships. On the
other hand, partisans of the idea of a Europe united in diversity, claim that it is difference that brings people
together and the key to keeping them together is multilingual communication. Communication embraces
several forms and its main tool is language: a common language (a lingua franca) or several languages
spoken by most members of a community (multilingualism).
Thus, speaking at least one foreign language, besides their mother tongue, is crucial to every citizen of the
European Union. Language learning may be part of their social lives, it may be part of their jobs, and it may
be viewed as an investment, an asset that brings them a certain status within their companies, communities or
just evidence of their awareness.
The Concept of Multilingualism. An Overview
Multilingualism, though it sounds as a new concept, especially in “European-integration” contexts, is
by no means an invention of the 21st-century society and it does not refer only to an objective set by EU
officials. In fact, its origins could be traced back to ancient times when people in one ethnic group had to
face the challenge of communicating for the first time to those belonging to another group. A quotation,
usually attributed to Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, (1519-36) and King of Spain as Charles I (1516-36):
“I speak Spanish with God, Italian to women, French to men and German to my horse,” is probably the
funniest, nonetheless one of the most accurate descriptions of the impact of multilingualism on human
society.
However, we can also resort to more "serious" and more recent examples of multilingualism such as
the fact that the German and Hungarian population in Transylvania speak at least one more language besides
their first, this situation being similar for all minority ethnic groups around Europe and for members of the
majority groups living within these minority communities; the language of the Roman Catholic Church is
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still Latin even though the population of the Vatican, for instance comes from various ethnic backgrounds;
and, last but not least, almost all members of the business community in Europe speak English even if it is
not their mother tongue.
Multilingualism is usually defined as the state or condition of being multilingual, the ability to speak
many languages. It refers to societies, institutions, groups or individuals. An increasingly large number of
people living in the European Union are multilingual, i.e. they speak one or more other languages besides
their mother tongue. However, this concept has almost been replaced by the one of “first-language” because
many European citizens have grown up in multi-ethnic families and speak more than one mother tongue. In
many cases, one of the “other” languages is English, the common dialect of 21st-century Europe, and why
not, of the world. We shall analyze in the paragraphs below the impact of multilingualism and the dominance
of the English language upon human society in general and upon the European economic environment in
particular.
There are 6 billion people in the world; those living in highly developed countries possess more than 80%
world’s total wealth. Poor countries struggle to reduce this gap and developed countries successfully manage
to preserve their superiority. Some would argue that this war is fought only on economic grounds but this is
not actually the case. These days, economy depends a lot on several other aspects which used to play a less
significant role in the past. One of these factors is undoubtedly communication, i.e. linguistic proficiency.
Compulsory education in small countries, and not only in developing countries, cannot be completed
unless students are able to prove their linguistic competence in at least one foreign language. This is not the
case with bigger and developed countries, for example the United States of America, where it is possible to
complete secondary and postsecondary education without any foreign language study. This is just an
example and there are other examples of smaller but developed nations that encourage the study of foreign
languages, besides that of people’s mother tongue.
English has emerged as a lingua franca of Europe, but this situation seems paradoxical, as EU
encourages diversity in its unity. “Despite the EU’s support for a policy of multilingualism, in practice the
tendency towards an ever-increasing use of English at the expense of all other languages continues and, since
the last EU enlargement on 1 May 2004, is accelerating. On returning to Brussels last September after an
absence of four years, I witness this development daily in the Council’s Working Groups. From a kind of
French-English condominium we have moved to almost total English dominance, as if English had already
become the European language. This micro-level practice in Brussels is obviously reflected at macro-level
throughout the EU. It is clear that a common language has many positive aspects and may appear a necessity
in an EU which has 21 official working languages.”1
Professor O'Riain's testimonial above is straightforward enough. English is dominant, and this
dominance is not only restricted to communication between and within EU institutions, but it has spread all
throughout Europe. The effects of this dominance are overwhelming: people use English everywhere, at their
workplace, in politics, some even at home in order to improve their linguistic competence, in showbiz, etc.
As Professor O'Riain states, the dominance of English has several economic effects that people should bear
in mind when talking about concepts such as multilingualism, diversity and unity.
Multilingualism and the Economic Environment
The document titled the “Grin Report 2005” estimated an amount€17
of
-18 billion/year is won by the UK
economy due to the status of the English language in the world. Grin states that the linguistic hegemony of
English is dangerous, unjust, and worrying due to its economic, cultural and geo-political implications. The
conclusion of the Grin report is that the EU has three choices: the dominance of English, multilingualism or
Esperanto, of which Esperanto seems to be the most advantageous. On the short term, however, Esperanto is
quite an unrealistic alternative, as its implementation would require a long-term and concerted effort of all
EU member states. The Grin reports goes on with further estimates, stating that the “Esperanto” would lead
to net savings, for France, of close to
€5.4 billion p.a. and, for all of Europe, of about €25 billion annually. In
other words, the François Grin, who is Professor at the University of Geneva and a specialist in the
economics of language, suggests that each of the non-English-speaking citizens of the EU, including those
from the poorest new Member States, are subsidizing the British economy.
However, it does not mention, and this in understandable due to the fact that it was published in 2005, the
amounts that these poorer countries such as Romania or Bulgaria would have to spend for the
1

O'Riain, S., Conserving Linguistic Diversity in Europe/Improved Language Learning, paper presented at Goodenough
Conference, London, 17 February 2006, p. 1 (www.cramlap.org/FileStore/Filetoupload,61168,en.doc, April 11, 2007,
15:03).
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implementation of Esperanto.1 In this case, multilingualism seems not only the best solution of all, but it is
the most natural of all available. Human beings have always been able to speak several languages and all
previous attempts at imposing a single language to a huge group of people failed.
We should also add some facts and figures that would be surprising for the francophone community in
Europe. The French journalist Pierre Assouline provides some figures that highlight the impact of English
dominance upon the publishing industry in France. He says that in 2006, 41.4% of novels published in
France were translated from a foreign language [...] English is, naturally, in first place with 2,503 titles but
the extent of English domination is surprising: 75.5% of the total! In the runners-up spot are German and
Spanish with 134 titles (4%), followed by Italian (108 titles or 3.3%). Russian (which is in decline) and the
languages of the East are neck and neck (with 44 titles translated in the year), then come the Scandinavian
languages and Japanese. The only notable breakthrough is the Chinese novel, with 37 titles translated. Let us
not forget that we are speaking about France and contemporary French culture! Even if these books were
published in French, only those French people who possess good English skills have something to gain out
of it: translators of English. In other words, France seems to invest in English culture and in people learning
English, rather than in its own cultural values.
Thus, English, even if it is not the most advantageous choice of all, it is still the most ready to hand of all
because around 50% of European citizens seem to speak it. According to the 2001 special Eurobarometer
survey 54 “Europeans and Languages” 93% of parents say it is important that their children learn other
European languages; 72% of Europeans believe that knowing foreign languages is/ would be useful for them;
71% consider that everyone in the European Union should be able to speak one European language in
addition to their mother tongue; 53% of Europeans say that they can speak at least one European language in
addition to their mother tongue; and 26% say that they can speak two European foreign languages.
Thus, people are aware of the fact that knowledge of foreign languages is important, that languages have an
economic impact, and that English is nolens volens the lingua franca of Europe and that English for business
is also the language of business. The use of English on the job decreases costs, makes it easier for people to
interact and therefore enhances communication which supports business relationships. However, as we have
seen above, multilingualism is a fact, not a long-time project.
Multilingualism and European Integration: “Is English Really Enough?”
“Languages are fundamental for Europeans wanting to work together. They go to the very heart of
the unity in diversity of the European Union. We need to nurture and promote our linguistic heritage in the
Member States but we also need to understand each other, our neighbours, our partners in the EU. Speaking
many languages makes businesses and citizens more competitive and more mobile. The European
Commission needs to deliver results for citizens, and we need to communicate with you in a language you
can understand. Promoting multilingualism is an excellent way to bring European citizens closer to each
other. To give you access to information and to contributing your views. Learning languages leads to better
understanding. Interpretation and translation can help you participate in the activities of the EU and read the
publications of the EU. Promoting multilingualism in the different Policies of the European Union, such as
culture, education, communication and employment is at the centre of my objectives. I want to make a real
contribution to the competitiveness of the European economy.”2
Leonard Orban is the Romanian Commissioner for multilingualism. This message published on the
official EU website is more than enlightening. The goal of the institution he is running is easy to define and
probably a lot harder to accomplish. The Commissioner and his team deal with 27 national states and their 23
languages, i.e. Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek,
Hungarian, Irish, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian,
Spanish, and Swedish; these European cultures and languages will have to ensure Europe’s unity and
maintain its diversity. One of the most difficult questions the Commissioner would have to answer is that
referring to the relation between this multitude of languages and administrative efficiency in the European
Union. The only possible answer would be one in which the concept of multilingualism occupies a central
position.
The greatest dilemma the European Union has to face these days is whether to support
multilingualism at the expense of efficiency or to fight for efficiency at the expense of cultural diversity. No
matter its linguistic policy in the next few years, the greatest danger that lies ahead is a reiteration of the
chaos of Babel.

1
2

Ibidem, p. 3.
Orban, Leonard. <http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/orban/index_en.htm>, April 11, 2008.
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Leonard Orban speaks of people who want to work together, so he keeps efficiency in mind; but he
also speaks of “linguistic heritage” and the way in which it could be used for people to come together for the
development of the EU. Languages, and the learning of languages, are defined as the only possible way
towards mutual understanding. Multilingualism is the best solution that should be implemented in “culture,
education, communication and employment” to ensure integration. The last part of the message takes us
back to earth: “I want to make a real contribution to the competitiveness of the European economy.” The
only possible conclusion in this context is that, although multilingualism is a great word, a marvelous
concept it should “sell”; otherwise it is useless.
This "Babelic" interpretation is well-grounded in the legislation that governs the EU and which
grants equal status to all languages of all people living within the borders of the United Europe. No state
would ever accept joining the EU at the expense of their own culture or linguistic freedom. A good example
is that of Norway which maintained during (failed) accession negotiations that both forms of Norwegian
should be official EU languages after accession. However, Norway remained outside of the EU and probably
the "linguistic issue", the one of guaranteed language equality, was one of the reasons why its people voted
against accession in 1994.
Nevertheless, we cannot speak of language equality within the EU. English has always been one of
the most pervasive of all and thus it has become a sort of an interlanguage. The linguistic issue has become a
matter of internal policy for every member state, rather than the Union. However, the new portfolio, that of
multilingualism, run by the Romanian commissioner, Leonard Orban could be the first step in creating a
common policy regarding linguistic issues. EU languages permeate the ongoing processes of creating a
"union" of EU states, a new supra-national economic and political entity.
Even though the EU documents should be available in all official languages, around 1997 the figures
were French 40% and English 45%, with only 15% for the other languages. The situation is almost the same
today even if there have been two accession waves and there are 23 official languages within the
Community. In external communication, English is mainly used. The dominance of English is also the result
of globalization. In Romania, the preponderance of English is not only the result of American and British
commercial, political and military influence, but also the impact of Hollywood films, Eurosport, CNN, CocaCola Company, Pepsi and McDonald's. In Romanian educational system, English is the most widely learned
foreign language. In fact, English has stopped from being a “foreign” language for many Romanian students.
The same is German in Transylvania.
The Amsterdam Treaty, Article 128.4 reads: "The Community shall take cultural aspects into
account in its action under the provisions of this Treaty, in particular in order to respect and to promote the
diversity of its cultures". The Nice summit acted on this to approve a program to strengthen the European
film industry. In Romania and other member states there are voices protesting against Americanization and
cultural and linguistic homogenization. The good thing is that multilingualism and the new strategies that
need to be implemented in order to preserve local languages has become the responsibility of Romanian
representatives within the EU. The question is: Is there any such law that can prevent a language, culture as a
whole or ideologies from spreading? History has taught us that the only possible answer to this question is
NO. How about the Romanian language? Is it “endangered”? The answer is again NO and it comes from
Simion Ştefan, one of the first Romanian scholars who referred to the importance of the Romanian language
for the Romanians in Transylvania. He maintained that words are like money as only those [words] that
circulate are good! It seems like this is the idea that governs the Romanian’s behavior in relation to the
English language and what it represents.
Due to economic or cultural reasons, all languages in Europe are taking part in a competition for an
extraordinary position, that of linguistic domination, which could lead to cultural and economic supremacy
in the EU. This competition depends not only on scientifically proven facts but also on a set of factors which
exceed the limits of the mundane. For example, multilingualism seems to be innate to human beings.
Especially in a society like ours, most people living in Europe could not exist and co-exist without it. People
tend to communicate to those who are just like them or to those who are different in an era of technology in
which distance is not measured any more, depending only on the speed at which two working stations are
able to exchange files. Thus, multilingualism is not only inborn to human beings but it managed to become
an indispensable tool for social, political and economic interaction. The answer to the question “Is English
really enough?” is negative; the only concepts that co-exists with the “enough” in the same sentence is
“multilingualism”. Without it there is no unity and by no means diversity in Europe.
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THE PROCESSES OF CONVERGENCE AND POLARISATION IN EUROPE
Abstract: This paper depicts the temporal aspects of disparities and cohesion, i.e. the economic processes of
convergence and polarisation taking place across the European territory, on both a medium- and a long-term basis. In
economic theory two types of convergence are identified, namely absolute convergence and relative or conditional
convergence. In simplistic terms the former, based firmly in neoclassical growth theory, denotes a process where
poorer economies (be they national, regional or local) are growing faster than the richer ones due to decreasing
returns on capital, assisted by increasing factors (labour, investments) mobility and trade. The poorer economies would
therefore eventually „catch up” with their richer counterparts with the economic gap eroded over time. The latter
viewpoint argues that growth is dependent on a much wider range of factors than merely the technology used and the
productivity of the worker. Factors such as, for example, the political system in which the region operates are in
addition seen as important here.
Spatial disparities are extremely sensitive to the scale of analysis: the smaller the units of analysis, the stronger the
tendency for large differences between them to occur. As a rule and unless otherwise stated, the analysis in this paper
operates primarily on the NUTS 3 level which implies that there are at least two spatial entities in each Member State
save for Luxembourg and Cyprus.
Key words: cohesion, convergence, regional disparities, polarisation, GDP per capita
JEL Classification: R11, R12, R58

One of the main goals of EU Cohesion policy relates to the „catching-up” process of the EU’s
poorest countries. From an economic point of view Europe has become increasingly more uniform over the
last two decades. Differences in terms of production value, for example, have decreased with Member States
becoming increasingly similar in this respect. This is illustrated by Table 1 which presents a simple statistical
measure of disparities (standard deviation) in GDP per capita (adjusted for differences in purchasing power)
as well as of the unemployment rate across the EU-15 Member States, starting from the early 1980s and
running up to the turn of the millennium.
Differences between the Member States have substantially decreased, in terms of economic welfare,
over the decade and a half in question. The primary reason for this convergence is the vast amount of
financing directed to the former Cohesion Countries combined with the substantially faster growth of the
Irish and Portuguese economies in particular and, especially in the case of Ireland, the vast amounts of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) that have been poured into the country. The absolute size of the Irish
economy actually doubled between 1983 and 1997.
There are however – even when measured as is the case here only between countries –
countercurrents to this trend of general economic convergence in the EU-15. One of these concerns the
labour market. Differences in e.g. unemployment have increased substantially since the mid 1980s, one
indication that a uniform European labour market has not yet been achieved. As Europe is a territorially
rather large and a culturally and economically diverse continent, differing economic cycles in different parts
of the continent imply that uniformity in terms of national labour markets is hard to achieve. This is further
emphasised if the viewpoint is shifted from economic convergence between Member States to an
examination of the differences within them.
Table 1
Socio-economic disparities between EU-15 Member States 1983-1998
Standard deviation
Indicating
1983
1988
1993
1998
GDP/head in PPS, index
17,2
14,9
12,5
11,2
- increasing convergence
EU15=100
Unemployment rate (LFS)
3,1
3,9
4,6
5,5
- increasing polarisation
Data source: First and Second (and Sixth Periodic) Report on Economic and Social Cohesion, European
Commission
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During the above-mentioned period, internal differences have decreased in only three (EU-15)
countries: Germany, Portugal and France. In the latter two cases however there have also been short periods
of increasing disparities. In the German case, where only post-1991 data is shown (i.e. for a postreunification Germany that includes the New Länder), the ‘catching up’ of the Länder from the former East
Germany explains the rapid decrease. Looking only at former Western Germany the situation has largely
remained unchanged, albeit with a slight increase of regional disparities in the final years of the time series.
In all other cases an internal spatial polarisation of varying degrees has occurred during the period.
In the UK as well as in Finland, disparities increased particularly rapidly in the 1990s, in both cases to a
large extent due to the extraordinary rapid economic growth of the capital regions (London and Helsinki
respectively). In the remaining Member States, particularly in the late 1990s, a substantial period of
concentration in terms of economic activity has occurred, typically to a selected few metropolitan areas.
In the more peripheral areas of these countries a relative decline has been witnessed. Sweden, Spain
and Greece are prime examples of this type of development.
Exceptions to this general pattern are however, if not numerous, at least several in type. Typically
these include highly specialised regions, be they in manufacturing or in e.g. R&D that have managed to take
advantage of globalisation to increase their relative standing in the welfare hierarchy of their respective
countries.
What this then suggests is that during the 1980s and 1990s a general tendency occurred towards the
diminution of differences between the fifteen Member States while at the same time increasing internal
differences emerged within them. This trend was further accentuated with the inclusion of twelve New
Member States (NMS12) in the period 2004-2007.
Increasing polarisation in an enlarged Union
While the primary economic dichotomy in the EU prior to the entry of the newest accession group was
focussed along a North-South divide, the inclusion of the NMS12 has shifted the axis of this divide to an East-West
polarity. In 1994 the combined economic volume – taking into account differing purchasing power rates – of the
current EU-27 area was divided in such a way that 90.5% of the value-added was produced in the EU-15 and only
9.5% in the NMS12. By 2004 the NMS12’s share of joint production had increased, but only to 10.8%, with the
remaining 89.2% still being produced in the old 15 Member States. This seemingly slow development is not
however so surprising as the lion’s share of the EU-27 population resides in the old Member States. Even with a
perfectly balanced structure the ratio between the old and the new Member States would (in 2004) have been 79% to
21%.
Therefore the current East-West European divide is, while remaining important on a macro scale, probably
not the most pressing challenge from the viewpoint of territorial or spatial cohesion as East-West differences are
converging within the context of existing European policy goals. Intra-regional disparities are not however following
this trend. The past decade has, in economic terms, seen clear spatial polarisation across the European territory. The
Gini coefficient for total regional GDP (adjusted for purchasing power) in 1995 for all 1 283 NUTS 3 regions then in
the European Union was 0.55. By 2004 this coefficient had increased to 0.56, this difference entailed a moderately
strong process of economic concentration. In purely theoretical terms the coefficient 0.56 implies that 56% of the
entire EU production would have to be relocated in order to achieve total equality within the EU in terms of the
production of value-added.
Measured in terms of Gini coefficients, this concentration process is stronger in the NMS12 than in the EU15, notwithstanding the fact that regional differences in the NMS12 were smaller at the onset, and remain so. This is
however, in part, the consequence of having fewer (statistical NUTS 3) regions in the NMS12.
Agglomeration forces in production
The next table presents the real economic growth as well as the per capita growth for all EU (NUTS 3)
regions between 1995 and 2004. The data is divided along a set of commonly used regional groupings of the EU
space.
The hierarchy of the urban system seems to be a strong explanatory variable when it comes to recent
economic progress. The largest, and often most advanced, urban regions have had the fastest growth (first batch in
Table 2) while the smaller and functionally less significant an urban region is, the slower has been its growth rate.
Typical regional market centres or regions lacking even such cities have witnessed the worst development and,
despite an average albeit modest growth even for this group (as opposed to an absolute decline), their relative
standing vis-à-vis the rest of the Union has worsened significantly during the period. As this process has been
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similar, though at differing intensity, in both the Old and the New Member States alike a tendency towards the
spatial polarisation of economic activity is clearly discernible at this analytical level.
Table 2
Development of GDP and GDP per capita 1995-2004 in selected regional groupings of Europe
(Data source: Eurostat)
Regional grouping acording to:
Real GDP change
GDP/capita change
1995-2004 Percent 1995-2004 Percent per
per year on average
year on average
Urban hierarchy1
1. Metropolitan European Growth Areas
4,3
3,9
2. Transnational/national Functional Urban Areas
2,9
2,6
3. regional /local Functional Urban Areas
2,3
2,3
4. No significant Functional Urban Areas
2,3
2,0
Wealth (GDP/capita in PPS 2004, index EU27=100)
Over 150
2,7
2,4
126 to 150
2,7
2,3
101 to 125
2,3
1,9
76 to 100
2,2
1,9
50 to 75
2,3
2,3
Less than 50
3,8
4,5
2
Core -periphery
Within the Pentagon
1,9
1,6
Outside the Pentagon
3,0
2,9
Structural Fund (2000-2006) eligibility
Objective 1 eligibility
3,0
3,2
Objective 2 eligibility
2,1
1,7
No eligibility
2,5
2,2
Multimodal accesibility potential (index EU 27=100)
Over 150
1,9
1,6
126 to 150
2,3
1,7
101 to 125
2,2
1,9
76 to 100
2,5
2,4
50 to 75
2,9
2,8
Less than 50
3,3
3,7
2,5
2,4
EU 27 unweighted average
Similar agglomeration forces3 are also evident if the territory of the Union is divided using
GDP/capita as an indicator of wealth (second batch in Table 2). In this respect, the richest regions have seen
the fastest growth while the poorer a region is; the slower has been its progress. The last class is nevertheless
an exception in this fairly rigid hierarchy. The poorest regions (i.e. with a GDP less than 50% of the EU
mean) have witnessed excellent average growth rates of nearly four percent per year during the period. This
group of regions exclusively consists, with the exception of a small number of Greek and Portuguese
regions, of regions in the NMS12, typically all regions of the country in question apart from the capital
(where GDP tends to be above 50% of the EU mean). Naturally, growth rates in these regions have, on
average, been better than in the Western parts of the EU on the whole, starting as they have from a very low
position. In growth per capita terms their position is even stronger as most of these regions are
simultaneously facing rapid depopulation. Nevertheless, despite this apparent counter-current for the poorest
regions, on the whole, and also in wealth terms, a process of polarisation is undoubtedly taking place across
Europe.

1

Based on a classification of Functional Urban Areas from ESPON project 1.1.1
The Pentagon is a term often used to define the economic core of Europe, stemming from its five cornerstones London, Paris, Milan, Munich and
Hamburg
2

3

The term „agglomeration forces” refers to economic processes of concentration linkd to the benefits that firms and
businesses enjoy when locating close to other businesses or their consumers, most typically in large urban areas.
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New jobs are also being concentrated
European labour markets are currently undergoing a period of rapid change. When examining
regional labour markets, on a country by country basis, simultaneous processes of convergence and
polarisation become evident. Although comparable data is available for only a short period of time
indications nevertheless exist to show that countries with large differences in terms of regional
unemployment rates have experienced increasing convergence between 2001 and 2003. Germany, Belgium,
France, Spain and the UK are the most prominent examples of such a pattern. In this respect developments in
Italy have not however been equally encouraging as the country’s substantial intra-regional disparities, i.e.
the North-South dichotomy, remained largely unchanged during the period in question.
Table 3
Dispersion of regional unemployment rates at NUTS 3 level 2001 and changes 2001-2003
Dispersion of regional unemployment
Interpretation
rates at NUTS level 3 (%)
Country
2001
2003
Change
Disparities in
Tendency
2001
22,0
19,1
-2,9
Denmark
22,7
16,6
-6,1
Ireland
Small
Decreasing
24,4
20,5
-3,9
Latvia
27,0
18,7
-8,3
Sweden
10,4
17,0
6,6
Lithuania
25,7
30,8
5,1
Greece
Small
Increasing
28,0
35,5
7,5
Slovakia
28,2
34,1
5,9
Bulgaria
31,0
25,1
-5,9
Netherlands
33,1
27,7
-5,4
Estonia
Medium
Decreasing
35,5
29,1
-6,4
Finland
35,6
25,8
-9,8
Poland
33,8
34,0
0,2
Slovenia
34,7
35,2
0,5
Portugal
Medium
Increasing
34,7
36,7
2,0
Hungary
35,2
37,1
1,9
Romania
39,5
37,3
-2,2
UK
43,2
36,2
-7,0
Large
Decreasing
Spain
44,3
37,8
-6,5
France
39,4
43,7
4,3
Austria
Large
Increasing
44,5
44,6
0,1
Czech Republic
57,2
46,5
-10,7
Belgium
65,3
52,1
-13,2
Very Large
Decreasing
Germany
82,4
81,9
-0,5
Italy
Cyprus
Luxembourg
Malta
Data source: Eurostat
Dispertion is measured as coefficient of variation in unemployment rate

On the other hand several countries with negligible or only small internal differences, such as
Greece, Bulgaria, Slovakia or Lithuania, can now be seen to be moving in the opposite direction with
regional differences in terms of unemployment increasing during the period. A third group of countries also
exists where the situation remains basically unchanged. Nonetheless, in most countries, regional differences
in terms of unemployment are decreasing, which indicates that differences within countries are becoming
smaller. Economic upswings and downturns – despite increasing globalisation and national interdependences
– are still very much tied to the territory of the Nation State1. As a general rule, regional differences, in terms
of unemployment, tend to increase in a situation of rapid growth while they tend to decrease when the
1

Teritorially very large economies, such as the USA, India or China, are obvious exceptions as there might be both
recession and growth occuring simultaneously in different parts of the countries
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economy is not expanding. This decrease for most EU countries could thus be, to a large extent, a reflection
of the sluggish economic growth that occurred between 2001 and 2003, and thus also be deemed
circumstantial. Another issue here is that even if differences in regional unemployment within many
countries have increased, they have not necessarily done so where disparities between all EU regions
(regardless of country) are examined. Corresponding data for the years 2002-2005 points to total intraregional disparities in the EU having decreased substantially during the period. For those 825 NUTS 3
regions for which data is available, the corresponding coefficient of variation decreased from 42.4 in 2002 to
31.5 in 2005 which would indicate that the EU territory altogether has, in light of the rate of unemployment,
became substantially more homogenous over the period in question.
A calculation of the absolute number of unemployed persons however clearly indicates the opposite.
When utilising once more the Gini coefficient as a measurement of concentration, a clear polarisation
process can be seen to have taken place in the number of unemployed persons (Gini index increasing from
0.47 in 2002 to 0.49 in 2005).
The difference between these two results and the confusion therein stems from shifts in the labour
force. As the unemployment rate is a function of (1) unemployed persons and (2) persons in the labour force
(which consists of employed plus unemployed persons), changes in either number will affect the
unemployment rate.
In this case, the European labour force has increased by 5.5 million persons during the period
concerned, all of which is due to an increase in employment. This has resulted in the relative number of
unemployed persons becoming smaller (despite the fact that their actual number has remained unchanged)
and, consequently, also that statistical differences in the concentration of the unemployment rate have
decreased. In terms of the number of unemployed persons seeking new jobs however, these people have
become more concentrated during the period 2002-2005.
As argued above, this latter approach reflects the real changes better than does the former, and thus it
would be fair to state that intra-regional disparities in terms of unemployed persons have increased in the
EU.
Turning once again to the recent dynamics of national disparities both in terms of GDP per capita
and in the light of unemployment the EU countries thus display a wide variety of trajectories. All tentative
combinations can be found among the Member States. The most alarming ones concern the situation where
inter-regional disparities in both production and the labour market have increased during the period. Such is
the case in e.g. Lithuania, Slovakia and Hungary.
Notwithstanding the fact that the situation at the beginning of the period in question was rather
balanced in the former two countries current trends are nonetheless highly troubling.
In rapidly growing economies such as Estonia, Latvia or Ireland regional differences in respect of
unemployment have moved in a positive direction though rapid economic growth does entail regional
polarisation. Dublin, Cork, Tallinn and Riga are among the fastest growing regional economies in Europe
and this has led to a process of relative decline in the more peripheral parts of these countries. Migration into
the rapidly growing urban areas entails that a large number of tentatively unemployed persons relocate into
employment in these cities, which acts as a counterbalancing factor in respect of labour market polarisation.
In the Irish case Dublin seems to have reached saturation point while employment growth has been even
faster in all other regions of the country.
On the other hand however, in Austria and Romania, the opposite situation prevails and disparities in
terms of unemployment have increased despite a reduction in GDP per capita differences.
Overall, regional differences, particularly in Finland and Spain, but also in e.g. France, are in general
decreasing, though in the Finnish case in particular structural unemployment in the more peripheral regions
remains high and changes here have been modest in comparison with those in respect of production.
Thus, there are a multitude of spatial patterns across Europe in terms of developments towards or
away from territorial cohesion. For policy makers the main issue is then how to cope with these twin
processes of convergence and polarisation while discovering the best type and level of public intervention in
order to achieve greater territorial cohesion.
Conclusions and related policy challenges
This paper has demonstrated that medium and long-term economic trends currently show signs of
both convergence and polarisation across the European territory. These mixed conclusions are partly due to
the analytical point of view and territorial level adopted: if differences between countries are becoming
smaller, differences between regions are on the increase. This fact notwithstanding, a number of major trends
are now discernible regardless of the previous regional/national perspective.
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The analysis has clearly indicated that metropolitan areas and other functionally significant cities,
often highly specialised ones with a high knowledge component, are increasingly taking larger shares of the
European economic cake. Such agglomeration forces are apparent in the Eastern and Western parts of the EU
alike. Rural areas and areas with regional administrative or market centres are faced with the largest
challenges in this respect.
Furthermore, empirical evidence also suggests that the wealthiest regions – principally the same ones
as above – are increasingly strengthening their acquired positions. A situation is therefore emerging where
already large economic gaps are being further accentuated resulting in increasing polarisation. Wealth, and
its growth, is in relative terms slowly but surely being concentrated in a few select locations while large
tracts of the European territory face the prospect of becoming economic backwaters.
The obvious policy challenge thus concerns how to strike a balance between, on the one hand, the
need to ensure the global competitiveness of these few „growth engines” particularly in smaller countries
and, on the other, to secure the developmental opportunities of the more peripheral regions by harnessing the
underutilised resources that are available within them, without disturbing the territorial balance too violently.
The centrality of this challenge raises serious questions over Europe’s ability to ensure territorial cohesion
and it needs to be addressed in the Regional policy debate.
The main conclusions on trend analysis are:
in terms of economic development, disparities between European countries have been reduced over
the last two decades, showing a clear convergence between countries. However, differences analysed in
labour market terms, like the unemployment rate, show a sharp increase over the same period of time;
over the last two decades, disparities between regions within countries have increased in almost all
EU-27 countries. This phenomenon is mainly due to the strong performance of the capital regions and other
metropolitan regions;
the distribution of economic activities across the European territory is increasingly polarised towards
the larger agglomerations and most advanced regions that enjoy higher rates of economic growth;
the poorer and more peripheral regions of the EU have also shown high rates of economic growth,
though they continue to represent only a small part of the whole European economy and are thus unable to
act as a counterweight to the broader European process of spatial polarisation in the short term.
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THEORETICAL ASPECTS RELATED TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Abstract: Over the last few years, environmental and economic literature has focused on a) how and at which rate
natural renewable and non-renewable resources should be exploited, b) depletion in environmental quality caused by
pressures generated by anthropic activities (pollution, waste and undesired residuals), c)sustainable development as a
long run concept, which implies combining lasting development with conditions in social and environmental dimensions
in line with intergenerational equity. SD is a complex and multi-domain issue, which has to combine efficiency, equity
and intergenerational equity on economic, social and environmental ground.
SD definitions can be borrowed from current literature and/or political documents. Available concepts and related
theories regarding SD can help understand the main elements in SD definitions, thereby ensuring that the main
questions regarding these definitions and other theories can be outlined in order to select the indicators and frameworks
required in SD strategy.
Key words: sustainable development (SD), indicators, pollution, economical growth.
JEL classification: Q01

Definition of Sustainable Development
The term “sustainability” can be both elusive and have different meanings depending on the specific
reference literature or the context in which it is used.
In the past, studies on sustainable development mainly focused on the conditions ensuring optimal
consumption - that could be maintained in the long run and did not deplete generated capital - according to
technical progress and the growth rate of the population (the optimal rate of consumption was equal to
growth rate of population plus growth rate of technical progress).
In relation to the issue of sustainability in economic development, we must combine the standard
solution to problems regarding scarcity for living generations with the solution to problems regarding
intergenerational equity, which is a dynamic optimization problem. If present generations deplete the stock
of capital, then future generations will have less growth than present generations.
When sustainability is associated with development (economic development), it can be interpreted
as the conditions under which durable economic development are consistent with environmental conditions
that will not deplete the options of future generations (see Chapter 3a below). This definition implies that
environmental changes have a specific relationship with an economic process (production or consumption)
and that the change will produce effects in the long run given technical progress and the population growth
rate.
In order to measure this definition of SD we need indicators and to look for relations among these
dimensions. Both the economy and the environment affect the sustainability of development; they are
“constraints” on durable development and the existence of links is consequently a condition to the suitability
of the SD indicator.
There are also other interpretations of sustainability. Sustainability can be defined in relation to
only one dominion (environmental or social), therefore involving the sustainability of some natural processes
or sustainability related to social phenomena. This interpretation focuses on an impact analysis and does not
necessarily identify a long run analysis, although there are cases in which long run analyses have been
undertaken.
In this case, links between the phenomena in question and long run economic growth are not
necessary.
In relation to certain issues, sustainability involves studying the conditions under which an
ecosystem may or may not remain resilient, which implies a choice in terms of time and space. In other
cases, sustainability may mean a generic ability of society to cope with a problem, even if the problem does
not relate to long run effects or solely relates to living generations.
A number of aspects in mono-dimensional definitions may be useful in relation to SD. How can the
concept of mono-dimensional sustainability (i.e. resilience of an ecosystem) be encompassed within a
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multidimensional SD definition? Can this always be considered as a constraint within the dynamic
optimization problem? Is the critical natural capital the right concept through which to identify the natural
environment, which performs important and irreplaceable functions?
There is some confusion between the three-dimensional framework and the mono- dimensional
framework of SD. In these two cases, sustainability may have different meanings and therefore involve short
run and long run policies, indicators related to short run effects and others regarding long run effects. This
causes some confusion when selecting the indicators to measure progress in niche and SD policies.
Using a welfare function may imply predominance of present generations over future generations,
given that the current status quo is the starting point and that results may be influenced by the preferences
of now alive generations (and their standard of life). Consequently, there are problems relating to constraints
on resources and to intergenerational equity and how to select the weights to attribute to the utilities of
different generations (present and future). This implies solving a problem with social choice, in other words
how to select an objective function to be maximized in inter- temporal planning.
Whatever contents are chosen and before selecting possible needs, the concept of ability recalls
different concepts of capital; therefore, according to this more general definition, we have to adopt larger
definitions of capital than those more frequently included in production functions. The following different
types of capital should be considered: a) economic capital, b) human capital – knowledge, know-how, health,
security, c) environmental capital – natural renewable and non-renewable resources, ecological functions, d)
social capital - culture, institutions, the efficiency and quality of institutions, co-operative behaviors, trusts,
and social norms.
Finally, which more appropriate variables for representing the “living conditions” of individuals
could be used to reply to the question, “What elements are needed to maintain stability in current society and
all future societies?” Could the reply create a link between all different approaches to analysis? Which could
be a definition of stability and, then, is stability always a positive value? This once again implies solving a
problem regarding social choice.
The four stocks of capital (social, human, environmental and economic) are always crucial
variables within all these definitions of SD. As these capitals may be partially complementary and policies
may relate to more than one type of capital, links between the four stocks must be found via the various
dimensions (social, economic and environmental) and which of these links are more important must be
identified; the relative importance or priority must obviously be assessed according to specific criteria.
A round-up of existing literature on Sustainable Development
The previous chapter provided a synthesis of the principle elements categorizing definition of SD
according to more relevant literary approaches to SD, which will be now described. The introduction of
exhaustible natural resources in development theory has imposed some limits, which may be compensated
by technological innovation, substitutability with manufactured capital and returns to scale. These limits may
be analyzed within different theoretical approaches by which exhaustibility problems have been analyzed.
Growth models and exhaustible natural resources
Using a Cobb-Douglas production function with natural resources, Stiglitz (1974) concluded that,
given some assumptions, optimal development paths are possible even with exhaustible natural resources;
the choice among alternative optimal paths is related to paths which have different growth rates, whereby
paths with high rates of resource utilization have low growth rates in the long run. He subsequently dealt
with the topic of weather optimality can be obtained on a perfect market without having future markets, in
other words whether markets can cope with social costs (Stiglitz 1974).
Twenty-five years ago, Solow (1974) dealt with the problem of intergenerational distribution of
optimal accumulation of capital. Introducing exhaustible natural resources using a Cobb-Douglas production
function does not change the results, assuming that the substitution elasticity of natural resources and capital
goods is at least unitary. It is therefore feasible to indefinitely maintain a constant per-capita consumption
rate, given the exhaustible natural resources. The present generation may use the finite stock of resources but
must increase the renewable capital stock in order to retain the overall (natural plus man made) capital stock.
A sustainable path can be maintained if this is done optimally. The direct substitutability between production
factors through the technical substitute of natural resources ensures that the level of production and,
subsequently, the level of consumption may be maintained.
Solow (1986) looked for a rule to solve the problem regarding how consumption of natural
resources should be allocated over time to ensure intergenerational equity. In a very simplified model, the
solution is to reinvest the rent from resources in real capital, thereby imposing aggregate capital stock to
be constant at different periods in time. This will guarantee a flow of constant consumption2. The Hotelling
rule - a rule for inter- temporal efficiency - and the Hartwick rule - a specific investment policy - will
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ensure that a constant stream of consumption will be maintained from some date onwards. The flow of
man-made capital will offset the efficient decline in employing exhaustible natural resources. Results
involving a growing labour force and technological progress are more complicated; technological progress
must grow at a faster rate than the population, otherwise present generations will be entitled to consume
more.
These initial models are based on production functions where there are exhaustible natural
resources in addition to labor and man made capital. The substitutability between renewable and nonrenewable resources is a crucial aspect of this problem. More recently Solow (1997) wrote that resource
scarcity and limits to future development deriving from such scarcity depend on the substitutability of
resources in production processes, which depends on the necessity of natural resource in production
function, the cost of replacing non-renewable natural resources with capital or renewable natural resources
and technical progress, which may allow replacement of natural resources with man-made capital. The role
of this substitution in reducing pollution, dematerializing products or disseminating recycled goods in
production functions is essential.
Intrinsic values of natural resources and intergenerational equity
In the contribution from Beltratti-Chichilnisky-Heal (1994), natural renewable resources have an
intrinsic value and not just instrumental relevance. When the stock is relevant - i.e. climate, diversity of
species etc. -, natural resources are welfare function and aggregate production function arguments, whereby
they are considered as stocks and not flows as occurred in previous models. This ensures that these stocks
have a value both when they are protected and when utilized within production processes.
Alternative growth paths are assessed in this model via an objective function, whereby utilities have
two components. The first component derives from a discounted integral of utility functions over time of
consumption and environmental resource from zero to infinite time, whereas the second is the lower limit in
an infinite sequence of utility values for the long run, whereby T is approximate to infinite (the long run
behavior of utility values). These two components are weighted by complementary weights; one of which
has the utilitarian discounted criteria when the weight on long run behavior is zero, while values between 0
and 1 ensure that the ability to generate welfare is also considered in the very long.
This problem is solved by maximizing a utility function constrained by capital accumulation,
resource renew ability, initial conditions and non-negativity conditions in capital stock, environmental stock
and consumption.
The discounted utilitarian solution (in the extreme case when the weight on very long run utilities is
zero) in this model shows that consumption of goods must be proportional to regenerative ability of
environment in a stationary state. This rule allows the higher level of consumption to be retained
indefinitely, thereby ensuring future generations access to essential natural resources through its
proportionality to the regenerative capacity of the environment.
When society only worries about very long run consumption and environment values, the solution called “sustainable preference” - derives from the marginal transformation rate and marginal substitution
rate tangent point between consumption and environment through stationary states (tangency point between
the indifference curve and regeneration function of the environmental resource). Authors call this
configuration the “Green Golden Rule”, as it captures the highest indefinitely-maintainable utility level.
Solutions to intermediate cases (positive values for both weights) require much more complex mathematics.
The welfare function in this approach includes the intrinsic value of environment and the production
function the instrumental value of environment. From the point of view of
a dominant decision-maker, it is essential that the relevant component in the possible values is
defined. The following possible values apply:

direct use value (utility deriving from immediate and direct consumption),

indirect use value (utility deriving from retaining ecological functions, which give benefits),

option values (utility derived from the possibility of consumption in the future, when some
conditions will be achieved),

existence values (utility derived from the simple existence of a species, also without any possible use
of them),

bequeath (or inheritance) value (utility derived from living values to future generations).
This approach involves coping with the problem of assessment and valuation of non- market goods.
Development like freedom and need like capabilities
Sen’s theory is pertinent here, as he opens human and social capital, and therefore economics, to
contributions from different sciences. Sen categories individual preference definitions through the concept of
capabilities and functioning’s. These innovations have influenced U.N. works and the list of sustainable
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indicators for the development of developing countries. Although Sen’s thoughts can be more directly applied
to developing countries - where there is less freedom and less freedom of choice - developed societies require
more thorough analysis in terms of policies in order to identify an operative definition of freedom (and of
rights) and to measure this.
The relevant factors are substantial freedom and an individual’s capabilities to personally decide
what has value (see Sen, 2000a). This implies that not only possessing goods is relevant, but also the
personal characteristics that allow them to use goods for their own purposes. Sen distinguishes between
“functioning’s” - which comprise everything that an individual may wish to be or do and which he/she
attributes a value (being fed, being healthy, being respected, etc.) - and “capabilities” - which are a number
of alternative combinations of “functioning’s” that an individual is capable of doing. Capabilities are the
substantial freedom to combine functioning and reflect real freedom to choose and real outcomes.
Cardinal utilities and the theory of happiness
The aim of some EU member state experiences with sustainable development is to retain happiness
in present and future generations. This evokes more recent theories - some of which were also developed in
relation to statistics - with roots in a theory prior to welfare (Bentham utilitarianism). According to standard
theory, the values found by individuals on the market relating to goods and services (price and quantity)
provide all the information required in terms of utility, thereby ensuring they can assess the effects of various
policies via the relative social well-being functions on offer. According to theories of happiness, the opinions
of individuals regarding their own satisfaction gives a wider measure of individual utilities and the more
valuable aspects of their living conditions.
In this context it is possible to quote Van Praag contributions (see 1968, 1971, 1994) and the
happiness theory (see Ng 1977, 2000, and for a more recent survey on this issue see Frey B. S., Tutzer L.
2000).
In Van Praag approach, subjective judgments on levels of satisfaction may be measured through
surveys, where individuals are asked to value the utility received from a budget in terms of goods from a
cardinal viewpoint. Each reply associates a pair of goods (i.e. income and air quality) with a quality level of
utility. Under certain assumptions7 and once a specific utility function has been selected, the utility quantity
(one per score) and the marginal substitution rate between income and air quality can be estimated. The
marginal substitution rate between income and air is estimated by calculating the relationship between the
marginal air quality utility and the marginal income utility, thereby leaving the initial overall utility
unchanged.
Another way to estimate the intensity of subjective preferences is by running multiple cross-section
regressions by matching different survey results, in other words those relating to the satisfaction of people
with regards to certain social and economic aspects relevant to lifestyle and well-being.
The happiness theory provides good insights into economic policy at the micro level when the
weak Pareto-improving condition fails to understand trade-offs between different conditions (to hold a job or
to be unemployed) and to value the effect on individual well-being of the quality of governance or of
components in social capital on an aggregate level.
The happiness theory was applied using different survey results within regression models. Welsch,
(2002) makes an empirical application of the Ng approach; he uses aggregate measures on environmental
quality in estimates with cross-section data coming from survey on subjective well-being. Matching this data
with per-capita revenue and other explicative variables, he estimates the marginal substitution rate (MSR)
as a partial derivative of happiness on the pollution agent and of happiness on revenue. The marginal
substitution rate from pollution on revenue is the quantity of additional revenue that has to be given to a
representative individual for an additional quantity of pollution. The slope for the indifference curve
regarding for revenue and pollution is thereby calculated, given a level of revenue and a level (in quantity or
in quality) of natural resource; the estimated MSR obviously derives from specification of the utility
function. This approach may not provide an appropriate or econometrically significant specification for the
model or hypothesis.
Another less common application of the happiness theory regards the effect of income distribution on
happiness. The results of a study comparing European and USA valuations are of interest. Inequality has a
negative and statistically important effect on happiness in Europe but not in the USA; therefore people are
more sensitive to inequality in Europe than in USA, where the perception of higher social mobility may
explain the lower level of dissatisfaction in inequality.
Are these approaches useful to the issue of SD? They are most certainly useful for analysing
well-being, as they provide tools that can be used to understand the intensity of preferences and assess
present generations, embedding cognitive processes and the individual attitudes to risks; surveys are the main
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tool for eliciting preferences, values and happiness and this kind of survey should ensure initial integration
between social and economic determinants in observed behaviors and intensity of preferences at the microlevel. In relation to future generations, these approaches can provide indirect tools to solve the problem of
sustainable development. Surveys could be used to discover opinions regarding SD and different policy
options, however this could also be encompassed in welfare analyses of current generations and thereby
satisfy the need for knowledge in a decision-maker concerned with the utilities (and possible reactions or
voting behavior) of his/her electors.
Can this approach be related to an analysis of SD? If a dominant decision-maker decides to respect
and promote or maintain happiness of current and future generations, then this aim could be related to an
SD issue. This is obviously a problem regarding social choice. Retaining the happiness of present and future
generations may be interpreted as aiming to maintain a given relationship between the happiness of
current and future generations. This implies that a decision-maker moves along the same social
indifference curve on a map of indifference curves, through which a combination of private and public
consumer goods is designed. This relationship does not imply the same mix of goods, but a mix of goods that
takes future generations onto the same social curve, in other words the set of points giving the same level
of utility. The facts that needs are endogenous means that certain needs that may be judged as necessary for
all present and future generations should be selected.
Marginal substitution rates (MSR) estimated through these approaches are considered “subjective”
values, as they are based on individual choices related to implicit markets; they can help identify demand
prices as opposed to objective prices, whereby the latter are determined through balanced supply and
demand without externalities.
Panel surveys on different aspects regarding private and public goods and services - which are
possible sources of “happiness” - should be used to test the possible task of SD in terms of maintaining the
happiness of different generations. These methodologies are experimental; they have not been tested through
official surveys with comparable samples and sample surveys may help understand the relationship between
results deriving from different types of experimental methodologies. These values (compensative surplus or
willingness to pay) are embedding subjective aspects behind demand - which may not be fully explored in
surveys or available time series and consequently be biased; finally these are individual values, which should
be aggregated in order to give social values.
In conclusion, these approaches must be used according to their potential informative added value.
They produce measures that are considered subjective; they are useful for exploring present well-being
and sources of happiness. They can thereby provide better knowledge on needs and help social
accountants to decide the conceptual framework of social accounts and the important resources and uses to
assess.
Ecological economics and criticism to the mainstream
Ecological economics has made a number of criticisms regarding mainstream theories over the last
few years, which place the very foundations of these theories in doubt.
Some criticism made in the Seventies above all focused on limits imposed by physical conditions on
economic activities. They were mainly related to the principle of conserving the mass balance (Boulding
1966). A cowboy economy involves an open system with non-exhaustible resources and in which waste
produced by output may be freely disposed, whereas a “spaceman” economy comprises a closed system in
which limited and continuously circulating resources must be used very carefully. It is believed that these
uses should be minimized to guarantee conservation of the mass balance.
This criticism could be overcome if scrap and waste were entirely recycled and thereby completely
re-used. However, this argument cannot overcome the second law of thermodynamics. Entropy grows
continuously in a closed system, until “thermo death” occurs. Entropy grows with growing economic
activity. Extensive recycling inevitable implies extensive energy consumption, which will deplete energy
stocks from the earth (oil, coal, etc.). Energy stocks used today are lost to future generations, whereas
direct sun energy could be put to better use and therefore avoid such losses. These points are supported
by Georgescu-Roegen (1971). However, if sun energy flows are expected to weaken and subsequently die
when the sun becomes a nova, all energy stocks could finish with the end of the earth - so why maintain
goods that are doomed to finish anyway for future generations? The possible answers to this must explore
the time dimension of the predicted end of the earth and of the possible life-span of energy stored in the
earth (coal, oil, etc.).
When it is impossible to assume that there is indifference regarding the composition of aggregate
capital (i.e. between economic and natural capital), then strong sustainability is assumed and constraint must
be adopted to ensure that exhaustible resources can be retained in long run. In this case, strong
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sustainability in economic development may be constrained by the carrying capacity (maximum size of a
population that a habitat can support for a certain amount of time within long run equilibrium) and resilience
(the capacity of natural systems to absorb perturbations without changing structure) of systems.
Strong Sustainability
According to contributions from ecological economics (see Daly 1997, Rao 2000), limits may be
set to a greater or lesser extent. The important point here is that strong sustainability may impose total
absolute limits (natural capital must be kept constant) or lower limits (natural capital must be maintained
within a given threshold) according to carrying capacity or resilience rules.
In biological and ecological processes, the resilience of a system is its capacity to absorb
disturbances to a system. Loss of resilience is related to thresholds beyond which a system changes and
suffers irreversible losses (i.e. gas emissions with long atmospheric residence, desertification of soil, loss of
species through high pollution). Damage irreversibility means that such loss is irreversible. There are many
causes for perturbation, which can lead to the development of phenomena with non linear behavior and,
therefore, to irreversible losses. Non-linear development of effects means that not all types of diffusion can
be forecast and irreversibility of losses means that losses cannot be repaired.
This uncertainty regarding cause-effect relations explains why limits cannot always be identified.
The concept of carrying capacity is important to SD, as it measures the maximum extent of a
population that can be supported by a habitat over a certain period and in a long-term balance context.
There are different definitions of carrying capacity that we will not discuss at this point.
Definition of different types of capital and their inter-relations, assessment of capital in physical
quantities and definition of goods and services provided via capital in physical quantities are essential with
strong sustainability. The knowledge of possible thresholds can help to understand which type and how
much capital must not be changed by current generations.
The following functions are relevant in terms of ecological capital:

the capacity to supply resources that can be used in production processes and consumption activities,

the capacity to receive waste from production processes and consumption without damaging
ecosystems,

the capacity to maintain the health of the ecosystem via services necessary to survival (climate,
radiation effects, protection through the troposphere ozone), the capacity to provide goods and services for
leisure, free time, actual consumption or options regarding consumption and to maintain human health.
Definition of a threshold implies a micro-level analysis or a spatial analysis. When a threshold can
be embedded in models, it can be used as a criteria in selecting indicators (the existence of a threshold is a
proxy of relevance) and a criteria in monitoring the time trends for some environmental changes (we
monitor overcoming of the threshold). The direction of changes could - but does not always - verify whether
or not a system is approaching the overcoming of a threshold.
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THE COSTS EVALUATION USING THE METHOD OF COSTS CALCULATION ON
ACTIVITIES
Abstract: During the sixties, a new method of administration and the new types of organization and management
impose the permanent reconsideration of the existing systems of information. Among the experiments made to settle a
costs’ method adequate to the new need of information and the new management of the production we approach the
Activity Based Costing (ABC) from theoretical point of view and illustrated by an application.
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The method of costs calculation on the base of the activities
The new methods of administration and the new types of organization and management impose the
permanent reconsideration of the existing systems of information. Among the experiments made to settle a
costs’ method adequate to the new need of information and the new management of the production we quote:
- The Activity Based Costing (ABC)
- Target Costing
The ABC is the result of a large number of theoretical works imposed by the rational
allocation of the expenditure on the products in order to identify the relation cause – effect between
expenditure and products determined by the changes in all environments: economical, technological,
informational, management etc.
The origin of the concept and of the method is during ‘60’s in the industry of US. It is base on the conclusion
that the traditional methods of calculation of costs have no pertinence for decisions making as the main value
of these methods is the volume of the production and not the structure and the level of subsidiary costs. The
areas and the location generating subsidiary (common and general) costs were critically investigated and a
model was elaborated to show in details the causes of subsidiary costs to control and investigate these costs.
The nowadays ABC Method was settled by Robin Cooper and R.S. Kaplan. The concept focuses on the
reality that not the products consume the resources but the activities that generate the products. The
fundamental problem of costs calculation is the subsidiary costs and their allocation on cost objects
(products, works, services etc.), the activities that generate them require exact information referring the costs.
The result of ABC method is that the activities consume resources and the products / works /
services consume activities. That way it is to be preferred the analyze of a company according to its activities
and not to its functions of products and the work units are replaced by the inductors of costs that are not
necessarily quantitative criteria but elements that start the activities thus the costs.
This approach rely on the concept of value line, concept that cope to the nowadays needs of
information in costs field that involve the determination of the costs of different elements of the line of value.
Between COST and VALUE is styled a relation, and these two terms are the main axis for the restructuring
of the administration systems into the future.
The construction of the ABC method involves the follow stages:
1. the identification of the activities and their costs
2. to settle the inductors of cost for each activity
3. organization of the centers of regrouping
4. the calculation of the costs of parts that compose the products
5. the calculation of the cost of production of the products
6. the calculation of the full cost of the products
1.
The identification of the activities and their costs. For the costs calculation is to be considered as
much accurate as possible 4 general level s of activities, from which some might be splinted into specific
expenditure centers.
- activities at the level of the unit of product
- activities at the level of a bathe of products
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-

activities at the level of type of products
activities at the level of the company.
2.
To settle the inductors of cost for each activity. The inductors of costs, known also as stimulators
of the costs may be grouped as
- traditional inductors: hours manpower, hours – machines working, cost raw materials consumed,
number of products etc.
- new indictors: number of orders for materials, number of elaborated plans, number of order for
production, number of controls, etc.
3.
Organization of the centers of regrouping. In order to calculate the unity cost of each inductor we
use the rapport between the cost of the regrouping center that consists of all the costs of performed activities
and the volume total cost of the inductor.

C ui 

C creg
Q TI

.

4.
The calculation of the costs of parts that compose the products. The cost of the production is
calculated on three components:
- the cost according to the volume of production
- the cost per bathe, determined by the administration of the production
- the cost per part
The cost will include the direct expenditure and a quota of the regrouping centers.
5.
The calculation of the cost of production of the products. The cost of production of the products
include as elements:
- the cost of parts that compose the product
- the costs of raw materials
- the direct manpower
- the cost of using (working) of machines
- the cost of the activities used for the product
Ca=Cui x Qi .
6.
The calculation of the full cost of the products. The full cost supposes the charge with the costs of
administration and spellings, settled by the inductors of these activities.
Application
A company produce 4 products of the same brand (P1,…., P4), sell the products bathes of 20 pieces
each, the orders for raw materials were for 100 pieces for each type of product, and the technical data for the
made products are the followed:

Nr.
Crt.
1
2
3
4

Product
Indicator
Expenditure of raw materials (cost per unit)
Expenditure of direct manpower (cost per unit)
Specific time of using the machine (time per unit)
The mass of made and sold production

U/M

P1

P2

P3

P4

Lei
Lei
Hf
Qp

0,20
0,14
2,0
6000

0,25
0,105
1,5
5000

0,15
0,17
1,0
4000

0,30
0,105
1,5
6000

The account of production and selling of the products
The subsidiary costs are included in the cost of the products according to the time of using the
machines and were calculated per activities as followed:
Nr crt.
Costs
Activities
Costs’ Inductors
-lei1
Machines Department
5.200,00
Hours of working of machines
2
Raw materials reception
1.800,00
Number of orders of raw materials
3
Launch into production
2.625,00
Number of orders of production
4
Quality control
1.050,00
Number of orders of production
5
Administration of products
2.310,00
Number of orders of production
TOTAL
12.985,00
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The calculation of activities and of the costs’ indicators
a. The calculation of unitary cost of the indicators:
The cost of the activity
C 
.
ui The volum of the inductors
1. Cost / hour of using the machine =

The cost machines department 5.200,00

 0 ,16lei/Hf .
Number of hours of working 32.500
4
Number of hours of working   Q pi Hfi 
i 1



6.000  2,0  5.000  1,5  4.000  1  6.000  1,5  32.500 Hfi ;

2. Cost / raw materials order 
Cost raw materials reception
1.800,00


 4,50 lei/order Number of orders of raw
Number od orders for raw materials
400
materials = Number of orders / product x Number of products = 100 x 4 = 400 orders.

3. Cost/order for production/launch into production 
Cost of launch into production 2.625,00
=

 2,50 lei/order
No of orders
1050
4

Q pi

Volumof the production
i 1
No.of orders 


No.of components /bathes
20
6.000  5.000  4.000  6.000 21.000


 1.050 ;
20
20

4. Cost /order into production/quality control =


Cost of quality control 1.050,00

 1,00 lei/order .
No. produced orders
1.050

5.Cost/order into production/administr ation of products 
Cost of the administration fo products 2.310,00


 2,20 lei/order
No. of produced orders
1.050
Nr.
crt
1
2
3
4
5

Machines Department

Cost
-lei5.200

Raw materials reception

1.800

Launch into production
Quality control
Administration of
products
TOTAL

2.625
1.050

Hours of working of machines
Number of orders of raw
materials
Number of orders of production
Number of orders of production

2.310

Number of orders of production

Activities

12.985

Cost’s Inductors

Volum of
inductori
32.500

unitary cost of
inductors
0,16

400

4,50

1.050
1.050

2,50
1,00

1.050

2,20

x

x

x

The calculation of the costs of the cost’s inductors
b. The calculation of the costs of the production, total and per unit:
b.1) The total cost of the product “i” (Cti)
Cti = primary cost (Cpi) + Subsidiary Costs allocated to activities (Ciaai)
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1.

primary cost (Cpi) = Cost of raw materials (Cmpi) + Cost manpower Cmi):
Cp1=(Cmp1+Cm1)P1=(0,20+0,140)6000 = 2040,00 lei ;
Cp2=(Cmp2+Cm2)P2=(0,25+0,105)5000 = 1775,00 lei ;
Cp3=(Cmp3+Cm3)P3=(0,15+0,070)4000 = 880,00 lei ;
Cp4=(Cmp4+Cm4)P4=(0,30+0,105)6000 = 2430,00 lei.
2. Subsidiary Costs allocated to activities (Ciaai)=Cost of using the machines(Cfui)+Cost of reception
(Cri)+Cost of launch into production (Cli)+Cost of quality control (Ccci)+Cost administration of the
production(Cgpi).
2.1. Cost of working of the machines (Cfui) =Cost/hour of using the machines (CHFU) ×Number of hours of
using the machines (HFUi):
Cfu1=CHFU×HFU1=0,16×(6000×2,0) = 1.920,00 lei;
Cfu2=CHFU×HFU2=0,16×(5000×1,5) = 1.200,00 lei;
Cfu3=CHFU×HFU3=0,16×(4000×1,0) = 640,00 lei;
Cfu4=CHFU×HFU4=0,16×(6000×1,5) = 1.440,00 lei.
2.2. Cost of reception (Cri) = Cost/raw materials per order (Cmm) × Number of orders (Nci):
Cr1=Cmm × Nc1 = 4,50 × 100 = 450,00 lei ;
Cr2=Cmm × Nc2 = 4,50 × 100 = 450,00 lei ;
Cr3=Cmm × Nc3 = 4,50 × 100 = 450,00 lei ;
Cr4=Cmm × Nc4 = 4,50 × 100 = 450,00 lei .
2.3. Cost of launching into production (Cli) = Cost/order launching (Ccl) × Number of orders (Ncli) :
Cl1=Ccl × Ncl1=2,50 × (6000/20) = 750,00 lei ;
Cl2=Ccl × Ncl2=2,50 × (5000/20) = 625,00 lei ;
Cl3=Ccl × Ncl3=2,50 × (4000/20) = 500,00 lei ;
Cl4=Ccl × Ncl4=2,50 × (6000/20) = 750,00 lei ;
2.4. Cost of quality’s control (Ccci) = Cost/control’s order (Cccc) × Number of orders (Ncli):
Ccc1=Cccc × Ncl1 = 1,00 × 300 = 300,00 lei ;
Ccc2=Cccc × Ncl2 = 1,00 × 250 = 250,00 lei ;
Ccc3=Cccc × Ncl3 = 1,00 × 200 = 200,00 lei ;
Ccc4=Cccc × Ncl4 = 1,00 × 300 = 300,00 lei ;
2.5. Cost administration (Cgpi) = Cost/order administration (Ccg) × Number of orders (Ncli):
Cgp1=Ccg × Ncl1=2,20 × 300 = 660,00 lei ;
Cgp2=Ccg × Ncl2=2,20 × 250 = 550,00 lei ;
Cgp3=Ccg × Ncl3=2,20 × 200 = 440,00 lei ;
Cgp4=Ccg × Ncl4=2,20 × 300 = 660,00 lei ;
b2) Unitary Cost of the product „i” (Ci) :
Ci=Total cost (Cti) : Quantity of made products(Qpi):
The findings are as followed:
Nr
crt
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Product
Indicator
Primary Cost (Cpi)
Machines Cost (Cfui)
Reception Cost (Cri)
Launch Cost (Cli)
Quality Control Cost (Ccci)
Products’ administration Cost
(Cgpi)
Total Cost
(Rd 1+2+3+4+5+6)
Unitary Cost
(Rd 7 / Qpi)

P1
lei
2.040
1.920
450
750
300
660

P2
lei
1.775
1.200
450
625
250
550

6.120
1,02

P3
lei
880
640
4.50
500
2000
4400

P4
lei
2430
1.440
450
750
300
660

TOTAL
lei
7.125
5.200
1.800
2.625
1.050
2.310

4.850

3.110

6.030

20.110

0,97

0,7.775

1,005

x

The situation of costs of the products, total and unitary
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THE ABUSE OF MONOPOLY POSITION ON E.U. MARKET PRINCIPLES AND RULES
Abstract: Article no. 82 of TCE sentences the abuse of monopoly position on domestic market of E.U or on a significant
part of this. These behaviours lead to the increase of costs to the entrance on the market and therefore it offers the
possibility to the monopoly company to practice a higher level of power of market. The applying of this article aims at
the increase of economic efficiency even if the main goal of anti-trust legislation is to provide the process of economic
integration not that of the improvement of economic efficiency.

“Any abuse of one or more companies that owns a monopoly position within domestic market of E.U
or one important part of this is incompatible with the domestic market and it is not allowed as long as this
behaviour can influence the commerce between the member states.” 1
Generally this kind of abuse refers to:
- imposing in a direct or indirect way of sales or buying prices or of an unfair commercial conditions
- limitation of the output, distribution or technological development unfavorable to the consumers
- the applying of unequal conditions to the equivalent transactions in the relations with the commercial
partners, generating in this way a disadvantage for the competitive position of some of these
- conditioning the signing by partners of agreeing contracts including some clauses that mentions extra
services that according to the commercial practices have no relation with the object of these contracts
These principles are used by the Romanian legislation in this domain.
If the following two articles (83 and 84) from Rome Treaty of E.C allow the applying of rules and
instructions (directives) the article 85 establishes the Commission competences of investigation of the cases
regarding the abuse of monopoly position on the market.
Therefore, during the investigation of the cases of anti-competitive politics, it must be taken into consider the
following two phenomena:
- the existence of a monopoly position of one or more economic agents on a relevant market ;
- the abusive behaviour of that economic agent that gives rise to the disorder of the competition on the
market
Keep in mind that not the monopoly position on the market represents a danger for competition, but the
abusive behaviour of that economic agent that owns this kind of position.
Thus the competition policies practiced both by the E.C and by the Jurisprudence of the national competition
authorities aims at keeping and developing an efficient competition state on the common market.
Phenomenon can be realized through the impact over the markets structure and through the
behaviour of the economic agents. The competition between the companies develops the innovator spirit, the
cutting of manufacture costs, the increase of the economic efficiency, therefore it strengthens the competitive
level of European Economy specially in relations with the main business partners.
The companies which are stimulated due to the market competition, will offer competitive products
and services both from prices and quality points of view.
The competitive policies of E.C aims at well defined goal, that of protecting the efficient economic
competition on the common market. The competition is the main mechanism of the market economy, that
implies the supply (producers and merchants) and demand (clients, consumers ). Producers offer goods and
services on market, making efforts to suit to the demands. The demands try to realize the most correct
equilibrium between quality and price for the demanding products. The most efficient reaction takes place
due to the competition between the suppliers. Thus, the competition makes all the involved people to try to
reach a balance value between the quality and price, to cover as much as possible the highest level. Therefore
the competition represents a efficient and simple way to guarantee to the consumers an excellence level
regarding the quality of products and services. Competitions also compels the companies to make efforts to
become competitive and efficient from economic point of view. All these lead to the consolidation of the
industrial and commercial composition of the European Common Market in order to face with the

1

Article 82 (the ex article 86) of Rome Treaty of E.C
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competition imposed by our main partners and the European companies can provide a successful position on
the world market.
In order to become efficient, the competition starts from the premise that the market is composed by
suppliers independent one to each other. All the other participants on the market comply each of these to a
competitive pressure .
The reality proves us that many companies have an anti-competitive behaviour on European single
market, creating a significant damage to the other economic operators justifying the intervention of public
authorities. Thus, in the last three years, the European commission solved almost 400 cases regarding
restrictive deals of competition.
According to the practices of European Union, in order to find out the cases of abuse of
monopoly position on the market, there should be made the first step of the existence (or not ) of a
monopoly position . Of course, a monopoly position should be issued according to a certain market and,
therefore the definition of relevant market occupies a crucial place for the analysis. After the definition of
the relevant market there can be calculate the rates of the market owned by the company and the
competitors’ ones. Generally, the European Commission considers that a market rate of 40-45% can be
considered monopoly position but is doesn’t exclude the situation for smaller market rates. According to the
mentions above related to the power of market and the using of market rates as its approximates, just the
market rates, analysed separately, don’t show automatically the monopoly position.
The European Court Of Justice established in the jurisprudence in United Brands v. Commission the
concept of monopoly position1 :
“ The monopoly position is defined as a position of economic power that a company enjoys it and
that allows to influence the competition on the relevant market through the capacity to behave independent
from its competitors and customers and, eventually from the final customers of the product.”
The second step of the investigations refers to the fixing of the abuse made by the company that
owns a monopoly position. The article 82 of E. C. Treaty stipulates an exhaustive list of behaviours
considered abusive. The legal concept for the fixing the abuse is issued by the European Court of Justice in
the cases Hoffman La Roche and reaffirmed in Michelin case:2
“the practices that affect the structure of a market in which, as direct result of the presence of the
company , the competition has been damaged and that, through actions different from those that governs the
normal competition based on the performance of the manufacturers results in hindering the maintenance or
development of a competitive level on the market.”
Generally, a company that owns a monopoly position “has a special responsability for not embracing
behaviours that could influence the competition on the domestic market. “
In conclusion the monopoly position represents the situation in which the economic power owned
by a company allows it to block the competition on domestic market. It can allow a company the influence
decisively the conditions under the competition takes place. The legal concept for monopoly suits clearly to
the main economic concept of the power of market, meaning that the monopoly represents the capacity of a
company to exercise the power of market. The abuse of monopoly position takes place in the situation in
which, through its behaviour, a company influences the structure or the competitive level on the market even
if this kind of behavoiur is a result of certain legal provisions. Legally, the behavoiur of a company is
abusive but it differs from the ordinary competitive behaviour. A definition related to the economic concept
for effective competition is that in which the ordinary competition is that where the behaviour doesn’t imply
the exercise of the power of market.
But, without a correct delimitation of a market, it is impossible to imagine the correct estimation of
the existence of monopoly position and more of that finding out the abuse of monopoly position of a
company. Therefore, we notice the fact that the definition of the relevant market (of the product) and of the
geographic market is crucial in applying anti-competitive politics, represents just the first exercise in the
analysis of the market. This analysis, at first instance, refers to the delimitation of the relevant market –
considered
”macro” regarding the interaction of a group of products. The problem this assessment refers
to is which products or services represent a significant competitive coercion on the products and services
manufactured by the investigated company. The second face of the analysis of the market supposes an
assessment ‘micro” of the structure of the market meaning a competitive position of the companies within
the already defined marked.

1
2

United Brands Co. and United Brands Continental BV v. Commission (1978)
Michelin v. Commission
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Practice proved us that the investigations regarding the applying of article 82 from E. C Treaty the
process takes place on the other way: the practice or the abusive behaviour is first identified, and after that it
is defined the geographic and relevant market, eventually resulting that the company has leader position and
it abused of it.
If it is made an analysis on the total effect on the market an specially on the customers, is must be
taken into account the fact that the embraced strategies of the leader companies are not the result of their try
to exclude the competition, but it can be owed to their try to increase the efficiency of the products offered
on the market.
In the special literature mentions some classic types of practices that can be used by the monopoly
companies to exclude competitors on the market: sales, binding products, exclusive supply, given prices.
From economic point of view, it must be stressed that each of these types of practices that can have
exclusive effects (the affectation of the competition) but also benefic possible effects, pro-competitive.
Thus discrimination through prices represents the applying of different prices to some different
unities of product and/ or some different customers. Discrimination can take different forms and can be
explicit (based on the age, social- retired people, students) or implicit (when, formally everybody is applied
the same price, but the choice of certain options leads to the payment of different prices (ex: cuttings for a
minimum number of a purchased units). The prices were and are considered an instrument by which the
monopoly company uses the power of market to push up the price. Discrimination through is also considered
incorrect because some people must pay more for the same good than the others. The economic analysis
proved that the distribution of the buyers volume within the customers seems to be inefficient if some
customers pay different prices when probably they give different values to the last unit they purchase. These
reasons implies the fact that each price discrimination that decrease the total volume of transactions lead to
the decrease of the total profit of a company but specially the customer’s excess.
Under certain conditions the possibility to use discrimination through prices can lead to the increase
of the welfare and even the customer’s excess. For example the using of different prices can lead to the
increase of compromised goods. Sometimes the extra-supplies at low prices allowed the company to present
their goods to small segments of customers who in other case wouldn’t have been interested in the respective
products. Another situation is that in which the company must achieve investments that requires important
costs. As result, the bigger the possibility of discrimination through price is the higher will be the cashing
that we allowed the company to recover the investments. These returns, result of the investments, can
represent a stimulus for new investments with pro-competitive effects on long term. For both cases that of
the increase of the purchasing on the market and that of the investments is very probable that discrimination
through price be favorable to the consumer even if the benefits are not from them.
The estimation of the “correctness” and “incorrectness” of the discrimination through price becomes
complicated when it is taken into account the global distributive effects in comparison to the local ones.1
Regarding the things from this perspective we can ask ourselves if a price scheme that is favorable to the
poor people is really “incorrect”?
On the other hand discrimination through price can have a significant impact over the way the
companies compete. The competition doesn’t take place at the market level, but on customers segments, and
the competition for each consumer tends to be higher when the companies are compelled to use uniform
prices for all the consumers. More than that under this conditions the capacity of the leader company to use
the discrimination through prices can lead to the reducing of the power on that market. The companies are
tempted to offer better conditions to contract important customers or when a customer is in a difficult
situation he can temporarily take benefits of a special treatment to help him to recover himself in future.
The examples above suggests the fact that the possibility of discrimination through prices can
promote the efficiency and prove to be in the benefits of the clients even in the cases when the companies
owns power of market. But the discrimination used for anti-competitive goals can give rise to harmful
consequences when it is associated with the elimination of the competitors on the market. In conclusion we
can say that this reasons pro and contra support an analysis based on efforts, identifying in this way a type of
the exclusive appeared effect rather than a formal assessment that has in view all the business practices
whose main element represents discrimination through price.
The cases that influenced the applying of the competition legislation regarding the abuse of the
monopoly position on the market were: Hoffman La Roche, United Brands, Michelin Hilti, Akzo, PetraPak
II and Microsoft.

1

In the special literature its speaks about the distinctions between the local justice and tha global justice.
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The decision in the Microsoft case represents reference point in the European policy for the
competition. It is a complex case that analyses to abusive behaviours: supply refuse and the technological
and commercial couple on a new market, very dynamic- the electronic communication market. It marks a
different tackle from that of USA for the integrated products and clarifies the test of the European
Commission for assessment of the abuse regarding the binding products.
The legal environment regarding the abuse of monopoly position remains on the working agenda of
E.U.
At this moment there are outlined to general directions this change could be realized:
- stressing the formal part or preponderance in analysis of the economic efforts of the behaviour of a
leader company. A formal tackle supposes a new version of the law so that this offers descriptions of the
types of behaviours that a company should avoid
- contrarily, the evolution of an economic tackle signifies the clarification of the main principles regarding
the concepts of effective or potential effects a development of the rules possible to be put into practice
and also explicit methods that based on economic principles to be applied to cases. At this moment we
can speak about a competition between the two tackles-the legal, formal one and economic one.
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COMPARISIONS REGARDING THE EVALUATION OF ABSORPTION ABILITY OF
STRUCTURAL FUNDS
Abstract: The absorption of structural funds increased rather slowly in time, due to the fact that it took them quite some
time to create the necessary executive ability in order to check the projects, efficient implementing, ensuring the
common financing and settling up the funds from EU after delivering the adequate documentation. The experiences of
the new member states show that the absorption of the structural funds requires a solid preparation of central
administration in order to establish national frameworks of solid policies, the coordination between ministries, national
programmes well made and the implementing ability. The paper presents comparisons regarding the evaluation of the
managing absorption capacity in Romania and in some countries that adhered and conclusions regarding the lessons
that Romania has to learn.
Key words: structural funds, evaluation, experiences, absorption capacity.
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1. New member states and structural funds
A very interesting perspective regarding the European Union and its projects occurs after analysing the
manner in which the community distributes and manages the structural funds designated to the member
states or to the states in train of accession. At the budgetary level, the member states contribute to the budget
of the European Union and receive a certain ratio from the budgets constituted like this. The funds are
assignated to the member states by means of two funds, denominated Structural Funds and Cohesion Funds.
The Structural Funds are granted so that each member state to reach a minimum level of infrastructure
development in proportion to the European standards, the investments being orientated towards the economic
rise, places of employment and the development of the regions less developed, and the Cohesion Funds aim
to reduce the differences between the European regions and countries. In May 2004, 10 countries accessed to
European Union, of which eight were post-Socialist countries (UE8). Another two countries (Romania and
Bulgaria) accessed in 2007. Croatia and Turkey began the accession negotiations while Macedonia was
granted the statute of candidate country. Another Balkan countries (such as Serbia and Montenegro) can be
granted this statute in the future.
Table 1
Distributions as Structural Funds for the new member states for 2004-2006

Country

Objective Objective
1
2

Objective
3

Interreg

Czech Republic 1454.27
71.30
58.79
68.68
Cyprus
0.00
28.02
21.95
4.30
Estonia
371.36
0.00
0.00
10.60
Hungary
1995.72
0.00
0.00
68.68
Latvia
625.57
0.00
0.00
15.26
Lithuania
895.17
0.00
0.00
22.49
Malta
63.19
0.00
0.00
2.7
Poland
8275.81
0.00
0.00
221.36
Slovenia
237.51
0.00
0.00
23.65
Slovakia
1041.04
0.00
0.00
41.47
Total
14959.64
136.49
125.68
478.86
Source: http:/europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do
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Equal

Cohesion
fund

32.10
1.81
4.07
30.29
8.03
11.87
1.24
133.93
6.44
22.27
252.05

936.05
53.94
309.03
1112.67
515.43
608.17
21.94
4178.60
188.71
570.50
8495.04

Total in
thousand
E
2621.19
113.44
695.06
3207.36
1164.29
1537.70
88.74
12809.70
456.31
1757.39
24451.18
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The countries which accessed recently to European Union (Estonia, Hungary, Czech Republic, Cyprus,
Malta and Poland) received the amount of 24,4 billion euro as Structural Funds for 2004-2006.
Almost all new members have a Gross Domestic Product per inhabitant below 75% of the EU average.
Therefore, all new member states were entitled to structural funds and through which the new countries must
be aided to aligne to the ”richer” neighbours. The magnitude of the structural funds was very important,
representing 4 percentages of the Gross Domestic Product (almost half of the amount of the supporting funds
from the period of pre-accession). If the structural funds are used as appropriate, then they can ensure for the
new member states opportunities of economic risem, social cohesion and development of human resources.
As also shown in table 1, the efficient absorption of the structural funds brought along many challenges for
the member states. These challenges are reflected both by the magnitude of these funds and by the rigid and
complex requirements for their use.
From the qualitative point of view, an efficient absorption also requires a democratic harmonization of
the necessities and priorities of the partners – national right, to the structural funds – as well as partenerships
with other central governments, municipalities, non-governmental organizations (NGO) as well as private
companies.
One of the main issues mentioned recently in the press articles and comments upon the expansion of
European Union is precisely the low capacity or the incapacity of the European countries and which accessed
to EU to absorb the community funds, phenomena which is assignated by the financial specialists and
analysts to the financial fragility of these states. Also, it is very often mentioned the extremely low capacity
of these states to prepare eligible projects for the absorption of the community funds. The absorption
difficulties usually arise in the Central and East-European area, and they are inflicted by a series of political
issues, among which rank also the structure and organization differences or the incipient stage of
development of local democracy. This is due to the fact that the countries from the East initiated in the early
90's a decentralization process, and currently the local collectivities dispose of resolution bodies
democratically built, elected through universal suffrage and having increased abilities. In this context, the
role of these collectivities becomes higher and higher from the financial point of view, in a time when the
imposed requirements imply a specific effort in order to receive funds and to commonly finance the
community projects. The absorption of the funds is made up to the standard of local communities, grounded
on the extended abilities in a progressive manner at regional level. Therefore, regarding the education, the
local collectivities are in charge with the maintenance and construction of buildings, primary and secondary
schools, as well as the remuneration of the educational personnel (the management of the higher education
institutions is ensured by the local collectivities only in Poland).
In the real estate field, the collectivities are in charge with the construction of the houses and the
management in the real estate field, even if a great deal of apartments were sold during the transition period
towards the market economy.
Regarding the social sector, o part of the expenses with heating, water and public transport for the
families without incomes makes the object of the financing from local budgets. Also, the hospitals, public
safety, transport, distribution of drinking water, water recycling and domestic waste, gases and heat are
managed at the local level.
The expansion of abilities determined a raise of the expenses of local collectivities for the EastEuropean countries up to a percentage of 9% of the Gross Domestic Product in 2002. However, even if
records a raise, the percentage is highly inferior comparing to the one from European Union. Here emerges
the paradox, as the countries from East spend a too low percentage in order to absorb entirely the European
funds.
Table 2 Absorption rates of structural funds (March 2005, percentages from the established funds)

Recipient
UE8 countries
UE15 countries

The lowest
absorption rates
10 percentages (Czech Republic, Lithuania,
Slovenia)
30 percentages (Holland)

The highest absorption rates
15 percentages (Hungary)
60 percentages (Ireland)

Source: Data base DG Regio Infoview, report of working personnel of the commission, annex to the 16th Annual Report
regarding the implementing the structural funds 2004, EU Commission.

An index to measure the absorption ability of the funds is represented by the investments which a certain
country can make. The expenses with investments recorded a trend of increasing and represents in the
countries from Central and East Europe a relative superior level comparing to those from the European
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Union (2% of GDP, on average, comparing to 1,5% on average, in EU). In Romania and Bulgaria, these are
lower, recording under 1%.
The analysis of the experience of new member states may lead to learning certain lessons (good and
bad) regarding the countries in train of accession and the candidate countries
Nevertheless, most countries which accessed to the European Union in 2004 proved until now to be very
efficient in contracting the funds. Indeed, countries such as Slovenia contracted over the level of EU
commitments in order to ensure the integral use of the funds if the implementing of some projects fails. In
most countries the absorption of structural funds increased rather slowly in time. This due to the fact that it
took them quite some time to create the necessary executive ability in order to check the projects, efficient
implementing, ensuring the common financing and settling up the funds from EU after delivering the
adequate documentation. For instance, Czech Republic and Poland had a very modest evolution in the
beginning, so that in 2005 the applications for intermediary payments were of under 5 percentages from the
commitments afferent to the period 2004-2006. Slovenia, Estonia and Hungary are doing well, but Slovenia
needed a year after the accession to start to draw structural funds. The flow diagram and procedures for these
funds were just too complicated to be efficient. After amending the system at the beginning of 2005,
Slovenia became the most competitive country of the new member states regarding the drawing of European
funds. The integral absorption of structural funds represents a priority for the countries which accessed in
2004 (and it shall be the same in what Romania is concerned). Under the so called rule n+2, the new member
states of 2004 must send the book debts afferent to the commitments during 2004-2006 until the end of 2008,
which requires a special speedup of the absorption level in order to avoid the un-booking of the funds. The
distribution increase for the period 2007-2013 shall intensify this challange, but the European Commission
has extended the granted term between contracting and settling up from 2 up to 3 years – at least until 2011,
when the rule n+3 shall revert to the current alternative of n+2. Slovenia and Estonia are situated in the
diagram for reaching this objective, while other countries, especially the Czech Republic, Lithuania,
Slovakia and Poland must powerfully speedup the absorption process unless they want to lose these funds.
The general requirements for managing the EU funds are defined by EU regulations, but the countries
are free to find their own solutions according to this framework. Until now, we can identify two models
within the new member states: baltic countries, which established the management round the Ministry of
Finance which actuates both as payment authority and as management authority, and the Central Europe
countries which ground on framework-systems less centralized, where the payment and management
authorities are situated within the structure of some distinct institutions (the payment authority is always
within the Ministry of Finance).
It’s hard to say which of the models is more efficient: the leaders of the absorption process – Slovenia
and Estonia – represent different models. However, there are two general lessons (Rosenberg and Sierhej,
2007): the first shows that in the beginning the frameworks were over-regulated, usually in order to prevent
the inadequate use of the European funds, and the second lesson shows that the absorption process is aided
by the existence of some powerful central management authority. Indeed, some countries seem to have learnt
these lessons. For instance, at the end of 2005, Poland created a new ministry regarding the regional
development, in order to consolidate the surveillance of the funds which in the beginning had been
distributed to different ministries, thus speeding up the absorption process. In Slovenia – after a slow initial
progress – the procedures were simplified, and the Prime Minister started to meet frequently with the
managers for implementing the projects, on purpose to secure the progress of this process.
UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) made a comparative analysis of the absorption of
structural funds in Ireland, Portugal, Czech Republic and Poland. Bulgaria was also included in this study, in
order to allow an analysis for the preparations for accession. Below there are shown some of the preliminary
results, emphasising the subjects connected to the national policies of the countries in train of accession.
The experiences of the new member states show that the absorption of the structural funds requires a
solid preparation of central administration in order to establish national frameworks of solid policies, the
coordination between ministries, national programmes well made and the implementing ability. The
partnerships with local and regional governments, private business sectors and non-governmental
organizations (NGO) are also essential. Therefore, the preparation for the absorption of structural funds refer
less to the market democracy than to the modernization of political bureaucracy and facilitating the
collaboration with local governments and non-governmental organizations (NGO).
As the instruments of pre-accesion do not prepare entirely the countries for the absorption of structural
funds, the state budgets must be supported during the pre-accession period. If they wait until the
neighbourhood of accession or even if until the years when they become members, that may mean that the
available resources can not be absorbed. The impact of the development of structural funds can be
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ameliorated through the incomplete integration within the public financing systems, especially in the shape
of public acquisitions and of the impact of structural funds.
The accession process is sometimes accompanied by the decentralization, which has the intention to
improve the efficiency of public administration by applying the principle of subsidiarity. These efforts are
often seen as an accomodation of the management of structural funds which by definition have a powerful
regional center.
The experience of Ireland, Portugal and of the new member states suggests that the decentralization and
the ability to create funds for pre-accession must function hand in hand. But, in the countries whose low
developed regions confront with the challanges of rigid development and possess financial resources and
management ability relatively narrow, central governments must take over a leading role. Therefore results
that the decentralization may be necessary – but not concerning the reasons of the absorption of structural
funds. At the same time, using the centralized approaches shouldn’t obstruct the consultative processes for
building up a consensus or the implementing of a programme which reflects the local conditions.
The principle of the partnerships is in the centre of building up and using the instruments of after
accession. It involves a close cooperation between the European Commission, central governments and
subnationals, NGOs and private sectors in order to achieve mutual development targets. The partnerships
may lead to the building up of joint stock and may draw common financings necessary for using the
structural funds. While it often begins as an obligation enforced by Brussels, the principle of partnership
applied by means of structural funds may gradually influence other sectors and thus becomes intrinsical, and
it may lead to the accomodation both of the absorption and also the democratization and modernization of
political processes at a national and subnational level. As efficient partenerships require efficient partners,
the absorption efforts shouldn’t overlook the consolidation of the institutional ability of other participants.
The well organized NGO sectors are very important from this point of view, as the cooperation can not be
enforced ” superiorly”. Along with the position of representatives of civil society, the NGOs must
acknowledge very well the procedure of structural funds.
Fortunately, the advantages which the NGOs receive from the structural funds offer powerful
motivations for which ensure the NGOs commitment to the partnerships necessary for the absorption.
Similar motivations are offered also to the municipalities, many of them being too small to generate common
financings necessary to establish the funds. The experience of Portugal mainly demonstrates the important
role which the associations of the municipalities play in accomodating the absorption of structural funds. The
importance of private companies as beneficiaries of the structural funds increased recently, especially after
the strategy from Lisbon of March 2000, which induced the EU to have until 2010 ”the most competitiv and
dynamic economy in the world, grounded on knowledge.” The structural funds are more and more used to
support the commercialization of research and development and to grant-aid the introduction of
informational and communication technologies. The business associations play an important role as partners
especially in supporting the small and medium enterprises to have access to structural funds.
2.The evaluation of absorption ability of structural funds
The European Commission introduced in 2002 a methodology used to evaluate the absorption ability
from the candidate countries to accession. In this respect, the Commission ordered a series of studies which
analyzed the absorption ability both from the point of view of some of the Member States (Ireland, Spain,
Portugal, Germany), and from the sectorial point of view (management, programming, implementing,
monitoring and evaluation and respectively financial and control management), (NEI Regional and Urban
Development February 2002). According to this methodology, three stages must be taken into account in the
evaluation of the absorption ability of the Structural Funds:
- Design, which is presented as an accession variable. The elements which define this stage create the
conditions for the actual and efficient management of the structural funds. The design ability must be
evaluated by comparing it to the requirements which result from the regulations regarding the structural
funds.
- Operation, meaning in so far as the structural funds are actually and efficiently managed. This stage
can not be evaluated yet in Romania. However, some indications about the operation of the future system
may proceed from the analysis of the operation manner of the pre-accession instruments (Phare, ISPA, and
SAPARD).
- Performance, meaning in so far as the structural funds were actually and efficiently managed. It is an
accession variable, which measures the results. The performance can only be evaluated ex-post, at the end of
the programming period. As a consequence, neither this stage can be evaluated in what Romania is
concerned.
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Therefore we acknowledge that all that can currently be evaluated is the design manner, design of the
institutional system which shall have the designation to implement the priorities and the measures financed
from Structural Funds.
Measuring the administrative ability implies the evaluation of three elements (i) structure, (ii) human
resources and (iii) systems and instruments:
(i) Structure refers to the distinct distribution of the responsibilities and targets per institutions, or,
rather, per units and departments of these institutions. This distribution refers to a series of targets connected
to the stages of life cycle of managing the structural funds, meaning the management, programming,
implementing, monitoring and evaluation and respectively the financial and control management. Taking
into account the stage where Romania lies from the point of view of these stages, only the evaluation of the
first three of them is possible. The structure has also in view the supervision and complementary bodies, such
as the monitoring committees, evaluation, partnerships and so on.
(ii) Human resources, have in view the ability to particularize the targets and responsibilities up to the
level of the position sheet, to estimate the number and skills of the personnel and to carry on the personnel
recruitment activity.
This due to the fact that ensuring on time and maintaining an experienced personnel, qualified and
motivated represents one of the factors which determine the success of managing the structural funds.
(iii) Systems and instruments have in view the existence of methods, instructions, manuals, systems,
procedures, forms and so on. In other words, all these represent adjuvant elements which may increase the
efficiency of system operating. They allow the organizations to transform the wordless and implicit
knowledge in explicit knowledge which can be shared inside and outside the organization. The existence of
the systems and instruments reduces the vulnerability of the institutions (for instance, regarding the
personnel offsets) and contributes to their efficient operation.
Combining the targets connected to the life cycle with the elements which define the administrative
ability, it results a Matrix of Managing the Structural Funds (MMSF). Grounded on MMSF, the evaluation of
managing ability of Structural Funds may be accomplished both on the vertical, and also on the horizontal.
The evaluation leads to the placement in one of the following four categories:
- category A: powerful ability: system ready for the Structural Funds (at least 90% of the maximum
score);
- category B: adequate ability, but the weak points must be approached (75-90% of the maximum score);
- category C: not yet sufficient ability, there are different and severe weaknesses which must be solved
(50-75% of the maximum score);
- category D: insufficient ability, there isn’t a base for the management of Structural Funds (under 50%
of the maximum score).
The results of the evaluation can be used to obtain some information regarding:
- the recording of some progresses concerning the administrative ability;
- the actual equilibrium between the different horizontal parts of the management activity of Structural
Funds; the attention must be headed to the areas which record lower performances;
- the actual equilibrium between the different vertical parts of the management activity of Structural
Funds. Generally, the structures are those which would have to exist first, before human resources and
systems and instruments.
A recent study made under the auspices of the European Institute from Romania had as a purpose the
analysis of the managing ability to absorb the EU after accesion funds and showed that this ability is stil
insufficient due to the significant or manifold weaknesses which must be subdued or eliminated during the
pre-accession period. (IER, 2006a). Another study (Horvat, 2004) makes an analysis grounded on the same
methodology of the managing absorption ability regarding 5 countries: Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Slovakia and Slovenia. Further we make a comparison of the achieved results and the afferent conclusions.
Table 3 Comparisions regarding the evaluation of the managing absorption ability in Romania, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Hungary, Slovakia and Slovenia
Indicator

Romania

Hungary

Czech Rep.

Estonia

Slovakia

Slovenia

Management
Programming
Implementing
Structure
Human resources
Systems and
instruments

C (72%)
C (52%)
C (53%)
B (76%)
C (52%)

A (90%)
B (80%)
C (72%)
B (84%)
C (76%)

B (75%)
B (80%)
C (56%)
B (78%)
C (70%)

B (87%)
B (87%)
C (68%)
A (94%)
C (82%)

C (62%)
D (40%)
C (52%)
B (79%)
D (41%)

C (70%)
B (80%)
C (52%)
B (74%)
C (59%)

D (45%)

C (60%)

C (50%)

C (60%)

D (40%)

C (50%)

Source: Data processed from Horvat, 2004 and IER, 2005
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Regarding the five member countries which accessed in 2004, it is acknowledged that only Hungary and
Estonia succeded in obtaining a A each, two Bs and three Cs, but in comparison to other countries one may
say that they were capable enough to manage the Structural Funds, stil existing a series of weaknesses. The
Czech Republic and Slovenia obtained similar scores, the Czech Republic being a little superior in the
management field, but in both countries there were enough and severe issues which had to be solved.
Slovakia, with three Ds and two Cs, appeared as being not enough prepared for the management and
implementing the structural funds, its situation being similiar to Romania’s situation. In what Romania is
concerned, the evaluation shows an ability still in train of building up. But if we compare with the situation
of other member countries in the same period of accession, we acknowledge that the unsolved issues may
have a solution and the delays can be recovered. Thus, some of the most important issues which must be yet
solved in connection to the increase and decrease of managing ability are those refering to the employment
of labour force, in a more expanded partnership framework, promoting an education and continuous
professional formation and correct application of work procedures.
3. Conclusions: Lessons for Romania
How shall Romania avoid the issues which the old NMS confronted? The European funds offer
Romania a unique improvement opportunity of the increase and speedup potential of the catching-up
process. The pre-accession European funds made available to Romania – if they are going to be integrally
used – represent an annual injection of funds of 3-5 percentages from the GDP, for the period 2007-2014. In
order to understand the magnitude of this figure, we must say that the average of public stock expenses
during 2004-2006 was of 3 percentages from the GDP, which also includes the exceptional raise of stock
expenses at 3.7 % from the GDP in 2006.
The plain comparision of stock expenses execution in the last years with their potential in the future - if
we take into consideration the EU funds – underlines the distinct challenge which the authorities confront
regarding the absorption of the EU funds. The attached table shows the available amounts for each
programme and the absorption level provisioned by the authorities. Another aspect which must be underlined
is the fact that the level of actual absorption of pre-accession funds – having combined results concerning the
big projects, especially in the field of infrastructure and environmental protection – sends a very serious
message to Romanian authorities. Indeed, the achievement of the levels of absorption provisioned for the
after accession funds assumes a special effort. It is necessary that this optimism to be supported by concrete
measures which would lead to reaching the anticipated absorption level. Although a part of the EU transfers
shall be made almost automatically (such as the transfers to agriculture – which exceed 1 percentage from
the annual GDP - and the cash flow accommodation), most of the funds shall be distributed on the grounds
of the projects elaborated at local and national level.
Table 4 Romania: EU Funds – commitments and provisioned payments (in billion EUR in prices 2004)

Commitments
2008 2009

Provisioned payments

Provisioned expenses

Annual
Annual
Annual
average 2008 2009 average 2008 2009 average
2010-2013
2010-2013
2010-2013

1 Durable increase

1770 2333

3000

1576 1971

2193

1012 1518

2193

2. Protection and
management of natural
resources

2379 2535

2900

1998 2139

2800

1749 2139

2800

3. EU-global player

1667 1035

80

1667 1035

80

1667 1035

80

4. Compensations
(Shengen and cash
flow accommodation)

132

131

0

132

131

0

132

131

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5. Others

Source: J.J.Fernandez-Ansola, After accession Europeam Funds for Romania: realities and challenges
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Romania is a big country, with severe regional disparities, which requires a certain decentralization
level. However, at least in the initial stage, it is essential the existence of a central management authority,
with political support at a high level. In parallel, Romania must rapidly solve the ability of regional and
municipal authorities which shall implement EU projects, and to ensure the adequate use of public funds. In
addition, it is enforced the development of consultancy ability – more in the private sector- for the
elaboration of the feasibility and technical studies afferent to the projects financed by the EU.
Romania has made progresses on most levels, but this effort is prolific only on long term and requires
perseverance and patience: constant political support granted to the relevant authorities and their
maintenance in position, independently from the political changes. The accomplishment of adjustments –
which inevitably shall be necessary, due to the fact that the tests and errors shall indicate what is efficient
and what is not for Romania, during the process of absorption of EU funds – shall be possible only when
there would have accumulated enough knowledge at the institutions level.
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THE LISBON STRATEGY AND SUSTAINABLE GROWTH OF EUROPE

Abstract: During the meeting of the European Council in Lisbon (March 2000), the Heads of State or
Government launched a "Lisbon Strategy" aimed at making the European Union (EU) the most competitive
economy in the world and achieving full employment by 2010. This strategy, developed at subsequent
meetings of the European Council, rests on three pillars: An economic pillar preparing the ground for the
transition to a competitive, dynamic, knowledge-based economy. A social pillar designed to modernise the
European social model by investing in human resources and combating social exclusion. An environmental
pillar, which was added at the Göteborg European Council meeting in June 2001, draws attention to the fact
that economic growth must be decoupled from the use of natural resources.
An EU research group found in 2005 that current progress had been judged "unconvincing", so a reform
process was introduced wherein all goals would be reviewed every three years, with assistance provided on
failing items. The Renewed Lisbon Strategy does not attempt to rewrite the Lisbon strategy, but it does
identify new actions at European and national level which will help to see Lisbon vision is achieved.
Key words: “growth and jobs”, The Lisbon Strategy, knowledge and innovation for growth, Structural
Funds
JEL Classification: E61
The Lisbon Strategy, also known as the Lisbon Agenda or Lisbon Process, is an action and
development plan for the European Union. Its aim is to make the EU "the most dynamic and competitive
knowledge-based economy in the world capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs
and greater social cohesion, and respect for the environment by 2010" set against the background of
productivity in the EU being below that of the US. It was set out by the European Council in Lisbon in
March 2000.
Between April and November 2004, Wim Kok headed up a review of the program and presented a
report on the Lisbon strategy suggesting how to give new impetus to the process. One of the main conclusion
of the Kok report was that "the promotion of growth and employment in Europe is the next great European
project". 1
The European Commission used this report as a basis for its proposal in February 2005 to refocus the
Lisbon Agenda on actions that promote growth and jobs in a manner that is fully consistent with the
objective of sustainable development. The Commission's report stated that "making growth and jobs the
immediate target goes hand in hand with promoting social or environmental objectives."
In its resolution on the mid-term review of the Lisbon strategy in March 2005, the European
Parliament expressed its belief that "sustainable growth and employment are Europe's most pressing goals
and underpin social and environmental progress" and "that well-designed social and environmental policies
are themselves key elements in strengthening Europe's economic performance".
Objectives
The Lisbon Strategy intends to deal with the low productivity and stagnation of economic growth in
the EU, through the formulation of various policy initiatives to be taken by all EU member states. The
broader objectives set out by the Lisbon strategy are to be attained by 2010.
It was adopted for a ten-year period in 2000 in Lisbon, Portugal by the European Council. It broadly
aims to "make Europe, by 2010, the most competitive and the most dynamic knowledge-based economy in
the world".
A more attractive place to invest and work
1

Wim Kok, “Facing The Challenge. The Lisbon strategy for growth and employment. Report from the High Level Group chaired”,
November 2004, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, ISBN 92-894-7054-2.
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 Extend and deepen the internal market
 Improve European and national regulation
 Ensuring open and competitive markets inside and outside Europe
 Expand and improve European Infrastructure
Knowledge and innovation for growth
 Increase and improve investment in Research and Development
 Faciliate innovation, the uptake of ICT and the sustainable use of resources
 Contribute to a strong European industrial base
Creating more and better jobs
 Attract more people into employment and modernise social protection systems
 Improve the adaptability of workers and enterprises and the flexibility of labour markets
 Investing more in human capital through better education and skills
The Strategy
The main fields are economic, social, and environmental renewal and sustainability. The Lisbon
Strategy is heavily based on the economic concepts of:
- Innovation as the motor for economic change (based on the writings of Joseph Schumpeter)
- The "learning economy"
- Social and environmental renewal
Under the strategy, a stronger economy will create employment in the EU, alongside inclusive social
and environmental policies, which will themselves drive economic growth even further.
An EU research group found in 2005 that current progress had been judged "unconvincing", so a
reform process was introduced wherein all goals would be reviewed every three years, with assistance
provided on failing items.
The Renewed Lisbon Strategy does not attempt to rewrite the Lisbon strategy, but it does identify
new actions at European and national level which will help to see Lisbon vision is achieved.
The Lisbon agenda was meant to unlock Union’s potential but not enough progress has been made.
Growth and jobs are the great European project after de renewed Lisbon strategy.
Sound macroeconomic conditions are essential to underpin a credible effort to increase potential growth and
create jobs and the Lisbon strategy gives equal importance to increasing both employment and productivity,
through enhanced competitiveness. So, more and better jobs enhanced competitiveness through productivity
growth must go hand in hand.
The opening of international markets and the strong growth of newly industrialising economies will
make a significant contribution to growth and jobs.
Against the backdrop, pushing forward our policy agenda relies on action at both Union and national
level. Success depends on shared responsibilities and shared ownership. This is why a partnership is
indispensable.
The Commission has just in 2005 proposed building a partnership for European renewal. This forms
part of the strategic programme for 2005-2009 and is geared to enabling the Member States, the European
Union and the social partners to work together towards the same aim. As already stated, growth and jobs will
spearhead this new partnership. All the input so far clearly indicates a real determination to work towards
this renewed ambition.
To succeed EU must take Lisbon forward by mobilising support spreading ownership and
strengthening priorities.
Actions to deliver growth and jobs
At the heart of the proposed partnership for growth and jobs is a Lisbon Action Programme. It sets
out priorities which will help the Union and its Member States drive up productivity and create more and
better jobs. It covers actions in three main areas:
 Making Europe a more attractive place to invest and work,
 Knowledge and innovation for growth,
 Creating more and better jobs
This provides a stronger focus for the renewed Lisbon strategy. It gives a clearer sense of priorities.
It responds to the criticisms that Lisbon had too many priorities and was too complex for people to really
understand what Lisbon was about.
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The Lisbon Action Programme – building on the experience of the Internal Market Programme –
identifies responsibilities, sets deadlines and measures progress. In particular, it makes a clear distinction
between actions at Member States and European Union level.
Making Europe a more attractive place to invest and work
Boosting growth and jobs requires increasing Europe’s attractiveness as a place to invest and work.
The European Union and the Member States must focus their actions on key levers.
Action here is of particular importance for Europe’s small and medium sized businesses (SMEs)
which constitute 99% of all enterprises and two third of employment. There are just too many obstacles to
becoming an entrepreneur or starting a business, and, therefore, Europe is missing opportunities.
Encouraging more entrepreneurial initiative implies promoting more entrepreneurial attitudes. The balance
between risk and reward associated with entrepreneurship should be reviewed. The stigma of failure
complicates a fresh start and even deters many from starting a business in the first place. Finally, in Europe,
despite progress during the first five years of Lisbon, there is still insufficient risk capital available to start up
innovative young businesses and current tax rules discourage the retention of profits to build up equity.
EU need to extend and deepen the internal market spur investment and innovation. Making the most
of services of general economic interest and national administrations have a central role.
Completing the Single Market, particularly in the area of services, regulated professions, energy,
transport, public procurement and financial services remains a crucial task. Providing high quality services of
general interest to all citizens at affordable prices is also necessary. A healthy and open services sector is
increasingly crucial to growth and jobs in the European economy. The services sector has been responsible
for almost all the new jobs created in the EU in the period 1997-2002. Services now account for 70% of EU
value added. Freeing up the provision of these services will stimulate growth and generate employment. A
net increase of 600.000 jobs could be achieved if the services sector was freed up.
These are areas which can deliver a real growth and job dividend and are of immediate relevance for
consumers. In many of these areas, Lisbon has already delivered much of the legislation, but Member States
are letting their businesses and citizens down by dragging their feet in implementation and enforcement.
Removing remaining barriers will create new opportunities for market entrants and the resulting
competition will spur investment and innovation. This is all the more important against a backdrop of
stagnating intra-EU trade in goods and stalling price convergence.
Competition is of fundamental importance for the whole partnership for growth and jobs. Member
State should reduce and redirect State Aids to address market failures in sectors with a high growth potential
as well as to stimulate innovation.
European companies are facing more and more international challenges and EU trade policy needs to
ensure that they can have access to third markets and compete on a fair basis with clear rules. In summary,
open markets, both in Europe and globally, are crucial to generating higher growth rates.
Another important point: improve European and national regulation. The right regulatory framework
helps business and builds consumer confidence and a new approach to regulation should seek to remove
burdens and cut red tape unnecessary for reaching the underlying policy objectives.
The Single Market needs to be equipped with modern infrastructure to facilitate trade and mobility.
Progress here has been disappointingly slow and this now needs to be addressed. A modern infrastructure is
an important competitiveness factor in many enterprise decisions, affecting the economic and social
attractiveness of locations.
The Single Market needs to be equipped with modern infrastructure to facilitate trade and mobility.
Progress here has been disappointingly slow and this now needs to be addressed. A modern infrastructure is
an important competitiveness factor in many enterprise decisions, affecting the economic and social
attractiveness of locations. It guarantees mobility of persons, goods and services throughout the Union. Also,
infrastructure investments especially in the new Member States will encourage growth and lead to more
convergence, in economic, social and environmental terms. Given the long term effects of infrastructure,
decisions should significantly contribute to sustainability. Similarly, fair and efficient systems of
infrastructures pricing will serve this objective.
Knowledge and innovation for growth
In advanced economies such as the EU, knowledge, meaning R&D, innovation and education, is a
key driver of productivity growth. Knowledge is a critical factor with which Europe can ensure
competitiveness in a global world where others compete with cheap labour or primary resources.
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The EU, however, still invests about a third less than the USA in R&D. 80% of the gap is due to
under-investment in research and development from the private sector, notable in ICT. The EU is currently
spending only 2% of GDP, barely up from the level at the time of Lisbon’s launch. We must achieve faster
progress towards the EU target of 3% of GDP for R&D expenditure. This requires increased and more
effective public expenditure, more favourable framework conditions and powerful incentives for companies
to engage in innovation and R&D, as well as more numerous well trained and motivated researchers.
Facilitate innovation, the uptake of ICT and the sustainable use of resources Universities have a
crucial role in creating and spreading knowledge and in order to achieve greater synergies between research,
structural and cohesion funding, we should invest more in facilities for research and innovation, which
enable more regions to participate in EU level research activities.
Investment in new technologies is crucial to push up productivity, while 2010: European Information
Society can stimulate ICT use. Moreover, by getting more output from given inputs innovation leading to
productivity growth can also make a significant contribution to ensuring that economic growth is
increasingly environmentally sustainable. This is why ecoinnovations need to be strongly promoted, notably
in transport and energy.
Taking the lead internationally in the field of R&D and innovation creates a firstmover advantage
which can be long-lasting, all the more so as technological breakthroughs such as our experience with GSM
enable Europe to set international standards. In order to enhance and sustain an economic and technological
leadership Europe must have a strong industrial capacity, particularly by exploiting fully its technological
potential. We need an integrated and anticipative approach based on market driven development of industrial
sectors. The synergies from jointly addressing research, regulatory and financing challenges at the European
level where for reasons of scale or scope individual member states cannot succeed in isolation to tackle
market failures have not always been fully exploited.
The Galileo project and the aeronautics are powerful examples of a successful pooling of European
excellence – in both cases bringing significant benefits to the European economy.
Creating more and better jobs
In order of this point Europe needs more and better jobs but demographics are putting EU
employment record under further pressure. In 2005 the European Commission proposed to revise the
European Employment Strategy as an integral part of the new Lisbon Strategy, building on the Lisbon
Action Plan with the objectives:
- Attract more people into employment and modernise social protection systems
- Increase the adaptability of workers and enterprises and the flexibility of labour markets
- Investing more in human capital through better education and skills.
The Social Partners were invited to develop a joint Lisbon action programme ahead of the Spring
2005 European Council identifying their contribution to the Lisbon goals.
Member States and the social partners must increase efforts to boost the level of employment
particularly by pursuing active employment policies which help people in work and provide incentives for
them to remain there, developing active ageing policies to discourage people from leaving the workforce too
early, and by modernising social protection systems, so that they continue to offer the security needed to help
people embrace change.
The future of Europe and the future of the Lisbon Strategy is closely linked to young people. The
Union and the Member States must ensure that the reforms proposed help to give them a first chance in life
and equip them with the skills needed throughout their lives. The Union also needs to develop its priorities in
responding to the demographic challenge that we face.
Member States and the social partners must improve the adaptability of the workforce and of
businesses as well as the flexibility of labour markets to help Europe adjust to restructuring and market
changes.
In the face of a shrinking labour force, we need a well-developed approach to legal migration. The
Commission presented a plan in 2005 on the basis of the on-going public consultation.
Europe needs more and better investments into education and training. By focusing at European and
national level on skills and life-long learning it will be easier for people to move to new jobs. This was
backed up by the adoption in 2005 of the Life Long Learning Programme at EU level and in 2006 the
presentation of national Life Long Learning strategies by the Member States.
Europe also needs a more mobile workforce. Mobility within the Union will also be helped by the
early adoption of the pending framework for professional qualifications. The Commission made proposals
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during 2006 to simplify mutual recognition of qualifications. Member States should accelerate the removal
all restrictions on the mobility of workers from the countries that have recently joined the Union.
Regional and local authorities should be designing projects which take us closer to our Lisbon
ambition.
The impact on growth and jobs
The policy actions set out in this communication will evolve as Member States detail their national
action programmes. While it is not possible, therefore, to provide a comprehensive assessment of the effects
of the whole Lisbon Action Programme at this stage, it is now widely recognised that the type of measures
envisaged in this Action Programme can make an essential contribution to increasing the growth potential in
the medium- and longer-term.
A Single Market in services could add 0.6% to GDP and increase the employment rate by 0.3%
investing in knowledge and education should boost our capacity to innovate, and the right approach to
employment could raise the participation rate by 1.5%. The mutually reinforcing nature of these individual
steps means that the overall impact could be much higher.
Delivering Lisbon: reform of EU Cohesion Policy and the role of the Structural Funds
For the next generation of regional development, European Social Fund and cohesion programmes,
the Commission proposes a more strategic approach in an effort to ensure that their content is targeted on
growth and jobs. Strategic guidelines will be established at Community level by decision of the Council,
setting the framework for guidelines at the level of each Member State to be negotiated in partnership and
taking account of differing national and regional needs and circumstances.
The future regional programmes and the national employment programmes will seek to target
resources notably in the less prosperous regions where Community resources will be concentrated:
 on developing more and better jobs through investments in training and in the creation of new
activities,
 by encouraging innovation and the growth of the knowledge economy by reinforcing research
capacities and innovation networks, including the exploitation of the new information and
communication technologies and,
 on improving the attractiveness of regions through infrastructure provision.
Rural Development policies will also focus more specifically on the creation of growth and jobs in
rural areas. Full advantage needs to be taken of the possibilities on the internet and broadband
communications to overcome the disadvantages of location.
This should be taken forward by Member States, in partnership with regions and cities.
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CHANGE AND QUALITY IN UNIVERSITY EDUCATION – EUROPEAN
REQUIREMENTS AND SUBJECTIVE PERCEPTIONS
Abstract: Education in Romania has suffered several quantitative, qualitative and structural changes. In the higher
education institutions, the reform is more visible, both at a legislative level and administrative – practical one. The
change in the sense of the educational processes quality is not new. The quality requirements can be understood both
from an official – ruled perspective and an economic subjective one. Thus, the quality in education gets a new different
perception from a subject to another, which means that beyond the standards, criteria and indicator, “another quality”
of educational processes can be defined.
This paper purpose a new guide of quality understanding in the university education, as another interpretation
of the recognized methodology at the national and European level.
The main objectives of the paper are:
 Defining quality in the sense of economic value;
 Identifying concrete changes of subject behaviors implied in education process;
 Correlating the quality actions from the ruled and “economic” quality perception.
Key words: quality, value, education, satisfaction.
JEL Classification: I21

Education is a product. The educational product is offered and demanded on a market of education
or of educational services and therefore a price is determined and competition relationships are established.
On the other hand, education is a complex system which implies several components being under
specific determination, such education as: suppliers, education receiver, and general national and
international frame of curricula development, labor market, organizational culture of the educational
institution, legislative system etc.
At present, the educational processes are complex, multifactorial and ruled. The role of education
in the knowledge society although accepted is not identified by the responsible factor and the effects of an
education market less organized are more and more visible. The role of education may be observed at an
individual, organizational and society level, like the following:
So NO – Less Education
 Instable professional individuals;
 Incompetent employees;
 Organization at the survival limit;
 Less management;
 Inequity society;
 Nonprofitable organizations.

So YES – Performant Education
 Competent individuals;
 Professionals specialist and with real perspective
for the career development;
 Solid and durable organization;
 Developed society;
 General economic welfare.

As an economic good, the education comes out as merchandise addressed to a certain consumer
segment.
At present the education may be considered a complex economic good, having many commercial
manifestations of consumer behaviors such as:
 Education as a convenience economic good which implies a small searching and purchasing effort,
such as:

base good. It is about the consumer, respectively the candidates to programs of studies who act
knowing their structure and without any analyze effort; they are the young that are indifferent to
the environmental comments regarding the attractivity of an area or another, knowing their
intentions very well.

urgent good. They are part of the education consuming as an urgent good the subjects
indifferent to matriculation programs or admission system and who realize that they are not
included in any programs, being already late; thus, they choose “urgently” a faculty or an area
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more or less understood only because of the fear of not remaining outside education and only
because at that remained area, vacant peaces have left.

impulse good. The education as an impulse good explains the attitudes adopted by some young
people who change the decision of study after they have invested in the training for it, under
some unpredictable factors or new information regarding other domain attractivity.
 Education as a selective good involves a high searching and purchasing effort. It is about the analyze
of the study area according to some natural researches on the attractivity of the same domain inside
several universities and of defining at least some priorities on study preferences.
 Education as a specialty good. It is about dealing with a much higher searching and purchasing effort
for education; therefore, the research will include not only the obtained competences but the
qualification generated by the domain as well and its position on the labor market, the post diversity
and the supply of the post graduated programs, the variety of the jobs and the attractivity of the ways.
 Education as an unsought good means the lack of a demand, either because of incompatibility
between the individual profile and the specialization area or of personal interests or obligations that
impose a direct involvement on the labor market, or of the lack of information on a preferred area or
specialized already developed.
The reform in education means changes of the institutions, processes and educational system. The
change means quality improvement in the activity.
The process of change can be applied in the education field according to the two levels:
institutional change;
individual change.
The institutional change express aggregate quantitative and qualitative improvement that affect
more or less visible the educational processes. In this manner, they are identified:
the curricula development;
the equipment development;
the community relationship development.
The individual change expresses the aggregate mentality and behavioral changes that affect the
subjects implied in the educational area, especially: Professors, administrative personnel and students.
The change phases of the educational processes demonstrate the convergence between the
individual and institutional level (see figure no. 1).

Phases in
institutional
change

Change in
education

 Creating a favourable
general mentality;
 Behavioral change;
 Creating competences
and attitudes;
 Creating institutional
succes.

Phases in
individual
change

 Identifying
preoccupations;
 Recognition of
external forcess for
compulsion;
 Understanding
situation and defining
alternative;
 Proper change.

Figure no. 1: Phases of change in education






The principle institutional changes reflect:
Change from teaching-based education paradigm to the learning-based education;
Evaluation of the higher institutions and of the study programs;
Increasing of higher education financing which mean a visible development of capital;
Development of the grant system etc.
The principle individual change consists of new behaviors and attitudes recognitions for the:
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students;
Professors;
and administrative staff.
The students have become aware of the structural changes and preoccupied of the educational
process. They have started to ask questions and to involve in the curricula development. They have become
very preoccupied of equity aspects and looked for answers and they have given suggestion for simplifying
transparency and equity in educational activity.
The Professors have become more responsive to the change and preoccupied of the evaluation
system: individual, of the colleagues, of the study program. They have become less resistant to the change
and have developed methods and techniques not only for teaching, but for evaluation also. They have made
courses and teaching-supports in an interactive and attractive manner. They have become more flexible in
the didactical process, have better correlated theory with practice and have paid a considerable attention to
the scientific research.
The administrative staff has changed his attitudes to the students and Professors. The student
services have evaluated and become more efficient.
Beyond these concretizations, the resistance to change has made that sometimes some unfavorable
aspects to come up, some behaviors and attitudes against change, opposite manifestations such as students
unsatisfied of the small grade or even conflictual ones, Professors totally nonresponsive to the new and the
interactive methods, difficult secretary etc. Such reactions imply strongly the necessity of change
continuation in higher education, but a change toward quality.
The change in the sense of the educational processes quality is not new. The quality requirements can be
understood both from an official – ruled perspective and an economic subjective one. Thus, the quality in education
gets a new different perception from a subject to another, which means that beyond the standards, criteria and indicator,
“another quality” of educational processes can be defined.
From an officially ruled point of view, during the past years many significant changes have been done,
starting with new and several legislative elements and continuing with implementation and result evaluation.
The objective of the university education changes in Romania take into account several directions, as in the
figure no. 2.
increasing the
enrollment in the
masteral and doctoral
program

increasing the
student mobility
Reform in
education

reducing the
number of university
specialization

increasing the
employability

Figure no. 2: Reform direction in the higher education
The legislative changes have created new connections among the Romanian and European
structures in the sense of including the universities into the European Higher Education Area, among which
are to be mentioned:

law 288/2004 on the organisation of university studies, which is the legislative framework for the
introduction of the three cycles: Bachelor, Master’s and Doctoral studies according to the Bologna process;

the Minister Order No 3617/16.03.2005 which generalizes the application of ECTS in the Romanian
Universities (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) and simplifies the mobility system;

the Minister Order No 4868/2006 on introducing Diploma Supplement in order to certify the
graduation of the study cycle;

Law 87/2006 for approving the Emergency Government Ordinance no 75/2007 on quality assurance
in education and which includes the methodology for quality assurance in education, quality assurance at
institutional level, external assessment of quality education and institutional arrangements involved in quality
assurance, also including the establishment of the Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher
Education etc.
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In addition, many other agencies have been established at a national level under the authority of the
ministry that play an important role in financing and scientific research and in partnerships with social and
economic environment, as we can see in figure no. 3.
The National Council
for Higher Education
Financing

National
Agencies

The National Council
for Scientific
Research in Higher
Education

National Agency for Qualifications
in Higher Education and Partners
between Universities and SocioEconomic Environment (ACPART)

Figure no. 3: National Agencies in Romania
All the official ruled changes have the major scope the quality education which admits some
effective means such as in the figure no. 4.

Means







Efficient planning;
Results monitoring;
Self evaluation;
External evaluation;
Continuous improvement of
the education outcomes.

Figure no. 4: Quality Education
In this manner, the quality assurance process gets a continuous and cycling character and tends to
implement an improbable system of quality management.
An element of the assurance quality process is the higher institutions or study programs
accreditation. From this point of view, the components of the quality assurance are:
 Criteria;
 Standards;
 Indicators;
 Qualifications.
Beyond these all appreciations and interpretation of the quality in the education area, “another
quality” may be identified. It is about a quality in terms of economic value, respectively an economicsubjective quality.
Thus, the “quality – economic value” of the educational processes consists of the real or supposed
appreciation of the education receiver, respectively the students and the employers.
In other words, the quality in education can be understood in sense of economic utility, of
satisfaction generated by the education consumption. Obviously, it is a subjective value the students or
employers appreciate on the basis of their preferences.
The main features of the quality-economic utility may be summarized, as the following:

The same process or the same action can generate a different utility from one consumer to another: a
student appreciate favorably a course and a Professor, while another one considers it as unattractive; in
addition, an employer can positively appreciate the education system in an university or faculty, while
another employer can have a negative perception, based on the impressions or the contacts to some
graduates;
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Even for the same consumer, the quality-utility can be different, being different moments or different
associations: thus, a student can be pleased from a course one time, but another time he or she can not be
attracted; the same, an employer can appreciate a study program from one point of view, but consider it as
unviable, from another one;

The quality – economic value depends on the intensity of the needs, of the consumer preferences and
of their culture level.

The appreciation of the quality-utility in education can be made according to the consumed quality
and effort (sacrifice) made for becoming an education receiver.
Continuing the analogy between goods and education activities, the law of diminishing marginal
utility which become the law of diminishing marginal quality - economic utility could be identified. This
means that as long as the education consumption increases, the total satisfaction increases in a diminishing
rhythm respectively, the marginal (additional) one decreases. In other words, the significance of the law
quality-utility can be seen for the education receivers, as following:

For the students: as the education consumption increases, the total satisfaction increases in a
diminishing manner, the first consumed unit having the greatest importance. This is the explanation of why
sometimes the first course is more attractive, or the first studied program satisfies best the education needs.

For the employers: as the education consumption increases, the additional satisfaction decreases
because the employer begins to learn what graduates of what institution have certain abilities.
There are several relations of complementarity and substitution between the official quality and the
economic one.
Thus, the complementarity relations reflect that:

An important element of the official quality is the student appreciation of the learning environment
the institution assures, which is subjective appreciation.

The accreditation conditions take into consideration the employability in the studied profile which
means recognition of the ability of self promoting and even luck.

The enrollment to some study programs is conditioned by the recognition or accreditation of the
study program, or faculty.
At the same time, the substitution relations demonstrate that:

A favorable appreciation of a course study program, faculty or institution does not replace the
official quality and not substitute the accreditation criteria.

An official recognition certified by accreditation does not automatically imply a favorable
appreciation of the students, these might be unsatisfied.
As a consequence, the quality of the educational processes must be observed in a double way:
official and economic. Thus, the quality of the educational processes must be understood not through
criteria, standards and indicators, but through subjective appreciation of the individuals, either they are direct
or indirect education consumers.
In a big world which proves several times as small, in which anyone knows everyone and interact
in unexpected moments, the organizational image is transmitted through informal channels by subjective
appreciation. This is why, the quality as economic utility is very important.
Thus, the universities and decision makers, beyond the official quality requirements must pay a
progressive attention to the subjective quality. In this sense, the essential role is played by passionate
Professors. A Professor not only specialist in his/her area, but a passionate Professor, who gives the young
generation from his optimism and love can make huge things towards a favorable appreciation of educations.
And you know something? Such Professors exist! The rigid quality can be “another one”, too.
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THE EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENT POLICY, GENERATING REFLEXES IN THE
SOCIOECONOMIC SPACE
Abstract: The protection and the improvement of the environment, meant to support a durable development,
no longer represent a desideratum, but a must of the modern world. Institutional policies, governmental
strategies and international agreements are initiated in the area of globalised economy and society.
However, as many local projects, citizen initiatives and individual standpoints are required in the subtle
micro-sphere of collective behaviour and civic consciousness, human obligations and mutual interests. The
main concerns of environment-related approaches focus on the necessity to fight against the destruction of
the surroundings, fully aware of the irreversibility of the cycle of development towards obvious and
continuous economic progress.
Key words: environment, protection, communitary
JEL Classification: Q27
The policy of the European Union in this already “hot” field answers immediate requests, but, at the
same time, attempts to lay the foundation of an ambitious medium and long-term ecological plan. The Sixth
Communitary Action Programme proposed by the European Commission, suggestively entitled:
“Environment 2010: Our Future, Our Choice”1 (if we were to paraphrase the slogan wittily, it would sound
like this, “an environment without future equals no future without the environment”) is meant to provide
solutions to worldwide environmental issues. This may be a possible answer to the challenges set by the
depletion of the ozone layer, the increase in greenhouse emissions, the acidification of the soil and water,
and a decrease in biodiversity.
The European manifesto comprises four priority areas (climate changes and global warming, the
conservation of natural habitats, of wild flora and fauna, human health and the quality of life, the diminution
in natural resources and waste management) and a series of thematic strategies: the air, the management and
recycling of waste, marine world, the soil, pesticides, natural resources and urban environment.2 In spite of
all these methodological divisions, the debates concerning environmental issues rely on an “integrated
approach” as the effects of decisions taken in the major areas inevitably affect the other areas.
The average temperature on earth has increased by approximately 0.6°C throughout the 20th century,
with the prospect of increasing by another five degrees by 2100, mainly due to the intense economic activity
and the massive process of industrialization. Signatory of the Kyoto Protocol3, the member states of the
European Union, at that time 15, today 27, pledged themselves , until 2008-2012, to reduce the greenhouse
emissions by 8% in relation to the reference level attained in 19904. The plan was agreed upon as part of an
1

The European Commission, Environment 2010: Our future, Our Choice – The Sixth Environmental Action
Programme of the European Community (6EAP 2002-2012), COM/2001/0031 (the complete text: http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32002D1600:EN:NOT). The programme was
adopted in Brussels on 22nd July 2002 (on 30th April 2007, the European Commission reaffirmed that the
programme remains the framework of the communitary environmental policies until 2012, cf. «The mid-term
review of the 6th EAP», http://ec.europa.eu/environment/newprg/review.htm).
2

EC, http://ec.europa.eu/environment/newprg/intro.htm;
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/newprg/strategies_en.htm
3
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework
Convention
on
Climate
Change,
http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php;
http://maindb.unfccc.int/public/country.pl?group=kyoto. On the whole, the treaty was ratified by 177 countries,
amongst which several industrialized countries, except for the United States, which, probably, consider that the protocol
would cause significant economic prejudice. The treaty, adopted in 1997, became operational in February 2005.
4

According to the terms of the treaty, worldwide, the level of gas emissions would be reduced by 5.2% on
the basis of quotas established individually by every state. With the new wave of states that joined the EU (in
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“agreement of dividing common obligations”1, which allowed certain countries to increase their gas
emissions, situation compensated by the reduction of emissions in the other member states.
Statistics show that the greenhouse gas emissions have increased, on average (EU – 15), by 0.7
annually between 2000 and 2003, whereas, in order to respect the target set by the Kyoto Protocol, an
average annual decrease of 0.6% would have been necessary until 2008-2012. This tendency, characteristic
of 2000, is explained by the significant reduction in the interval 1990-20002. In 2003, the total greenhouse
gas emissions, in the case of EU – 15, was situated at a graded value of 98.3 (100=1990), the established
global objective being 92.0. The Baltic countries seem to have the lowest pollution rate (between 33.8 and
49.2%) almost at the same level with the last member states, Bulgaria (50.0) and Romania (53.9). At the
opposite end we find the countries from Western Europe, with values above 100 (Cyprus, Spain, Portugal,
Malta, Ireland, Greece, Finland, Austria, Italy, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium etc.)3.
“If I am asked today what is the most important issue for global security and development, the issue with
the highest potential for solutions but also for serious problems if we do not act in the right way, it is energy
and climate change. Energy today is not only considered as a major challenge from an economic point of
view but precisely for its implications for environment and climate. Because of increased competition for
scarce resources, it poses serious concerns for global security”4 declared José Manuel Barroso, president of
the European Commission, at the opening of the World Energy Congress, held in Rome, in November 2007.
By the end of 2010, the European Union would like to produce 21% of its electricity from reusable
energy sources (such as biomass, the wind or solar energy). This is an objective to be achieved by all
member states, together with the commitment to use bio-fuel, in a proportion of almost 6% of the total fuel
used5. The need to resort to alternative energy emerges from the necessity of the European society to reach a
low level of CO2 and other greenhouse gases, by virtue of and in order to apply the Kyoto Protocol. To
reach this final desideratum, the EU has initiated the first international scheme for greenhouse gas emission
allowance trading6. In other words, according to the European Commission, “allowing participating plants to
buy or sell emission quotas, enables reaching the established goals at the lowest possible cost”7. Thus, the
countries of the Union can eliminate a certain quantity of CO2 based on very clear criteria of allocating
quotas. The plants are obliged to keep the emissions under control and to present an annual report regarding
this aspect, whereas the governments have to manage the national register of greenhouse gas emissions and
to make sure that every company returns, at the end, a sufficient number of quotas (otherwise, they would be
sanctioned financially). The operation of carbon emissions trading is carefully supervised by the European
Commission, the new market trying to contribute not only to preserving the competitiveness of the plants
from the member states, but also of the European community economy, on the whole8.

two stages, 2004 and 2007), the member states aim at reducing the greenhouse gas emissions between 6%
and 8%, while Cyprus and Malta have not agreed upon any limits, see L’Europe en chiffres – Annuaire
Eurostat 2006-2007, Luxembourg, Communautés Européennes, 2007 (chapter: La pollution de l’air et les
changements climatiques, the diagrams 10.1-10.2 and the chart 10.1), pp. 270-272.
1

Decision of the Council 2002/358/EC,
http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/lex/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2002:130:0001:0020:EN:PDF
2
Annuaire Eurostat 2006-2007, pp. 270-272.
3
Ibid., p. 271.
4
José Manuel Durão Barroso, « Our energy future in an interdependent world » (Speech/07/703); see « International
Standards are key for promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy sources », International Organization for
Standardization/ISO (ref. 1088/14.11.2007), http://www.iso.org/iso/fr/pressrelease.htm?refid=Ref1088; article reprinted in
Standardizarea, publication of Asociaţia de Standardizare din România (ASRO/Romanian Association of
Standardization), December 2007, pp. 20-21.
5

European Commission, A quality environment. How the EU is contributing, European Communities, 2005,
http://ec.europa.eu/publications/booklets/move/55/en.pdf
6

See Directive 2003/87/EC,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/documents/dv/dir_2003-87_/dir_2003-87_en.pdf
7
Standardizarea, June 2006, p. 29.
8
Ibid., p. 30. But a series of adverse effects have appeared, because the new international system of exchange
predisposes to a certain type of very profitable “business” based on carbon emissions. According to the latest data, the
transactions of carbon quotas on the global market have reached the value of 40 billion euros (at the level of 2007); the
EU, which is the largest market of this type, finds itself in a similar situation, with a sum of 28 billion euros (thus,
representing
two
thirds
of
the
global
market),
see
http://www.reuters.com/article/rbssIndustryMaterialsUtilitiesNews/idUSL0234095320080402?pageNumber=2&virtual
BrandChannel=0&sp=true
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Most scenarios forecast an increase in the global consumption of energy. Since the demand for fossil energy
has grown considerably over the last years, solutions must urgently be found in order not to increase the
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and, consequently, affect the climate and the
environment seriously. Although still at an experimental stage, collecting CO2 directly from the source and
injecting it, in a liquid state, in deep and tight geological structures1 could represent a way out of this
environmental deadlock. According to the latest studies in the field, by the end of 21st century, the global
CO2 emissions will have reached 877 gigatons, out of which over a half could be “re-usable”2. Here is
where an equation with three unknown factors intervenes, namely the collecting techniques, the manner of
transportation and, finally, the operations of isolating-stocking carbon dioxide3. The costs of such an
industrial process are very high, up to hundreds of billions4.
In the end, I would like to mention an initiative of cooperation in the field of protecting and
improving the quality of the environment, launched as part of the policy of financing projects. I am referring
to the “European Principles for the Environment” (EPE)5, containing both the guidelines from the
fundamental treaties of the EU6, as well as the practices and norms defined by the European law concerning
environmental issues7. Five multilateral banks in Europe (Council of Europe Development Bank/CEDB,
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development/EBRD, European Investment Bank/EIB, Nordic
Environment Finance Corporation/NEFCO and Nordic Investment Bank/NIB8) signed a common
declaration9, through which they pledged to guarantee and ensure the protection of the environment in all
their investment actions10. This firm commitment puts into practice a new mechanism, transparent and
coherent; from now on, the promoters of public or private projects will have to consider the environmental
component (according to the precise eligibility criteria and evaluation basis: Environmental Eligibility
Criteria, Bank Environmental Requirements, Environmental and Social Assessment). As regards the
signatory parties, these will administrate the environment-related credit and project risks better (see, Project
Environmental Risk or Overall Environmental Impact Rating)11.
In this specific context, we must include the “Environmental and Social Practices Handbook”,
document issued by the European Investment Bank, one of the most active institutions on the international
capital market. The “Handbook”, useful not only to the Projects Directorate, but also to other services,
describes the internal process and the tools adopted by the European Investment Bank in order to make sure
that its financing operations match the existing exigencies and are in accordance with the environmental
policies of the European community. “The protection and improvement of the natural and built environment
are mainstream issues of importance to the EIB when considering financing of a particular operation”12
1

A kind of CO2 reservoirs, located over 800 metres deep, where the carbon dioxide liquefies, see Valéry Laramée de
Tannenberg, « Capture et séquestration: une solution qui pose beaucoup de questions », Réseau Action Climat France,
sept. 2005 (EnerPresse No 8908), http://www.rac-f.org/article.php3?id_article=763&var_recherche=877+gigatonnes;
article reprinted in Standardizarea, June 2006, p. 26.
2
Ibid.
3
For example, the Middle East and Russia hold 60% of the stocking potential, but they emit only 10% of the gas
volume that can be collected, whereas the United States, China and India, the three great pollutants of the world, have
the capacity to inject in their wells only 14% of the emissions of the power plants, ibid.
4
Ibid., p. 28.
5
The European Investment Bank, http://www.eib.org/infocentre/epe/
6
For example, art. 1-3 from the Amsterdam Treaty (1997) signals the necessity of a high level of protection and
improvement of the quality of the environment, as well as the integration of the environment dimension in other local
policies (« reinforced cohesion and environmental protection » , « a high level of protection and improvement of the
quality of the environment »; « environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition and
implementation of the Community policies and activities, in particular with a view to promoting sustainable
development »).
7
We mention that the EU law (or the communitary law) comprises three different, but tightly-knit legislation types:
primary law, derived law and jurisprudence. The action programmes establish the evolution framework of the derived
law, containing the specific norms which support the general objectives and principles established by the Treaties.
8
EIB, http://www.bei.org/infocentre/epe/signatory-banks/index.htm
9
Idem, http://www.bei.org/infocentre/epe/declaration/index.htm
10
Thus, “The European Principles of Environment” have geographic coverage in those countries in which these
financial bodies have a mandate and lead their activities, namely the European Economic Space, the member states,
candidate states or potential candidate states of the EU, but also by the partner states of the Union (depending on local
conditions).
11
Points extracted from European Investment Bank, Environmental and Social Practices Handbook, Sustainable
Development Unit – Projects Directorate, Sept. 2007 (132 p.).
12
Ibid., p. 1.
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constitutes the leitmotif brought into discussion at the beginning of this document. As the climate or
pollution related problems are becoming more and more intense, the environmental discourse in the world of
European and international finance has an improved cohesion and authority.
Recently, during the spring European Council1, reunited under the theme “economy-environment”,
the state and government leaders discussed on the basis of the new legislative package on climate-energy
(The “Climate action and renewable energy package for 2020”)2. This is expected to be adopted, at the level
of the EU, by the beginning of 20093, at the same time encouraging international negotiations in order to
draw up a global agreement aiming at the post Kyoto climate changes. Among the proposed objectives4, we
can mention the support given to investments in matters of research and development of new technologies,
based on a reduced level of energy consumption, the creation of mechanisms to prevent the carbon dioxide
relocation, without affecting competitiveness and the workplace market of the member states, the reduction
by 20% of greenhouse gas emissions (30% in the case of a global agreement) by 2020 and the
encouragement to use renewable energies and bio-fuels. What is left is for the European slogan “Climate
Action – Energy for a Changing World”, widely broadcast lately, to prove its efficiency in the
socioeconomic body of the future.
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THE IMPACT OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.
CONDITIONINGS AND EFFECTS
Motto:
“Promoting a durable agriculture in Europe represents the means to guarantee to the future generations the
advantages of the heritage and unique natural resources of Europe, which we enjoy today.”1
Abstract: The paper below aims at dealing with the relationship between rural development and the environment,
answering some main questions related to the perception of the European citizens concerning the responsibilities of the
Common Agricultural Policy, the strategies of the European Union in the field of rural development in agreement with
respecting the environment and, last but not the least, the dangers of noninvolvement, namely the effects of a nondurable rural development. This paper, actually, ranges among the current tendencies, the problems of the
environment being an absolute priority of the 21st century society, expected to adjust, as equitable as possible, the
balance between the imperative of economic growth and the necessity to preserve the environment. The economyenvironment equilibrium appears the more important as the stake is enormous: the very survival of humanity.
Key terms: rural development, environment, sustainable agriculture
JEL Classification: Q27

The unprecedented increase in complexity of the modern world imposes constant reevaluations of
the problem of the environment, its successful settlement depending on the convergent and sustained action
of all world states. This involves, amongst others, a redefining of the relationship between agriculture-rural
development and the environment. As a matter of fact, the environmental issues constitute a central
preoccupation of the Common Agricultural Policy, whose guiding principles, formulated during the reunion
of the European Council in Göteborg (15-16 June 2001), stipulated the necessity of having an efficient
economy in parallel with “the durable use of natural resources and the viable management of waste,
respecting biodiversity, preserving ecosystems and fighting against desertification”2
The same principles were acknowledged during the discussions occasioned by the European Council in
Salonic (20-21 June 2003), one of the elements of the reforming of the Common Agricultural Policy in 2003
aimed at “a policy of consolidated rural development, equipped with increased financial means and
characterized by new measures destined to promote the environment, the quality and welfare of
animals”3. The significance of the reforming in 2003 also derives from the introduction of the conditioning
principle, the European agriculturists being given subsidies only on the basis of respecting environmental
norms.
The necessity of a greater orientation of rural development policies towards preserving the environment,
arises from the great significance of the rural as part of the European Union member states. In this respect,
according to statistics, 92% of Europe’s territory is made up of rural regions, 19% of the population lives in
mainly rural areas, and a further 37% in areas with a significant rural component. These regions produce
45% of the gross value added of the European Union and constitute 53% of the workforce.
The data highlights the consistency of the rural dimension of the European Union states, in this respect, the
expansion process has brought important changes. Thus, at present, agriculture represents 2% of GDP in the
old member states, 3% in the new member states and over 10% in the case of Romania and Bulgaria. Also, in
the new member states, the workforce involved in the agricultural sector is three times bigger (12%) than the

1

Website of the European Commission for Agriculture and Durable Development,
http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture
2
COM (2001) 264 final, A Sustainable Europe for a Better World: A European Union Strategy for
Sustainable Development, Brussels, 15.5.2001.
3
Réforme de la PAC: une perspective à long terme pour une agriculture durable, reform adopted by the
European Union Ministers of Agriculture on 26 June 2003, for details see
http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/capreform/index_fr.htm
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one in the old member states (4%), in Romania and Bulgaria the percentage is even bigger1 (Romania: 32%
of the population works in agriculture, the rural areas represent 87.1% of the territory, with 45.1% of the
population living in rural areas)2.
Table1. Priorities of the European Union regarding the agricultural policy
Ensuring reasonable prices for food products
43 % 11 %
Ensuring the health of food products
42 % 10 %
Ensuring a reasonable living standard for agriculturists 40 % 19 %
Promoting the respect for the environment
33 % 4 %
Promoting rural areas
30 % 9 %
Subsidies given to agriculturists
29 % 8 %
Ensuring welfare of animals
25 % 2 %
Fostering biological production methods
24 % 4 %
Protecting familial agrictural landuse
24 % 3 %
Stabilizing the market of agricultural products
23 % 4 %
Improving European agricultural competitiveness
21 % 7 %
Promoting durable agricultural practices
21 % 4 %
Encouraging quality production
21 % 2 %
Ensuring information
19 % 3 %
Ensuring the availability of agricultural products
18 % 3 %
Moreover, the increased importance of environmental issues during international discussions coincides with
a growing awareness on part of the civil society of the need to have a durable agriculture, in accordance with
the environment, which, in the vision of the European citizens, can be found among the main priorities of the
Common Agricultural Policy. In this respect, a recent survey carried out by the European Commission
highlights that almost 9 Europeans in 10 (89%) consider that agriculture and rural areas are important for the
future of the continent3. Among the priorities of the Common Agricultural Policy we find promoting the
respect for the environment, for which 33% of the survey-takers subscribed, 4% of them considering the
preservation of the environment as a major priority.
Table 2. The role of agriculturists in society
Ensuring safe and healthy food
Protecting the environment
Ensuring diveristy of products
Ensuring animal welfare
Maintaining the economic activity and employment in
the rural areas
Fostering
and improving living conditions in the
country
Ensuring the food autonomy of the EU
Ensuring alternative sources of energy such as biofuels
and
non-food agricultural products
Do not
know

56 %
30 %
24 %
19 %
16 %
15 %
14 %
8%
4%

55 %
29 %
22%
21 %
14 %
15 %
12 %
9%
6%

1

Official Journal of the European Union L 55/20, 25.02.2006, Decision of the Council, 20 February 2006,
regarding the strategic orientations of the Community in rural development (period of programmes 20072013)
2
According to MEMO/O8/103, Brussels, 20 February 2008, Programme of rural development for Romania
for 2007-2013.
3
In Romania the percentage is of 88% (for 50% very important, for 38% important). Nevertheless, the
notoriousness of the Common Agricultural Policy at the level of the EU is quite low if we consider that 53%
of the survey-takers never heard of CAP (in Romania the percentage is of 33%). According to
Eurobaromètre Spécial 294/ Vague 68.2 – TNS Opinion & Social, Les Européens, l’agriculture et la
politique agricole commune en 2007, March 2008.
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As regards the role of agriculturists in society, according to the statistic data, once again, the protection of the
environment is a priority (30%), immediately after the responsibility of offering healthy food (56%). The
protection of the environment is a priority for the Romanian agriculturists, too, who favour this in a
proportion of 28%1.
The data offered by the Eurobarometer of the European Commission demonstrates, once again, that we
cannot ignore the economic and social significance of the agricultural sector, the necessity to provide safe
and healthy food, to ensure a decent standard of living for the agriculturists, animal welfare, to offer
assistance to the agriculturists, reasonable prices for the consumers and stimulate the economic growth and
workforce employment in the rural areas (see the tables above).
However, the ecological component of the agricultural sector is vital, the durable agriculture being defined
not only by its orientation towards the market, competitiveness, improvement of the living and working
conditions in the rural areas, but also using practices oriented towards habitat preservation and the
environment, bio-diversity and landscapes. As a matter of fact, it is well known that each member state of the
European Union is confronted with its difficulties related to protecting the environment, the imperative of
increasing productivity prevailing over applying the measures meant to ensure the protection of the
environment. This is also the case of Romania, the statistic data showing that, annually, 138 thousand tons of
polluting substances are released into the atmosphere, most of which concentrate in the soil.
But which is the direct connection between agriculture and the environment? Which are the concrete effects
that impact upon the environment, respectively which are the economic, social and ecological costs of
conventional agriculture?
An important factor polluting the environment, which, to a large extent, also affects the health of people and
animals, is the irrational use of pesticides (fungicides, herbicides, insecticides). These have a high cancerous
potential2 as their use implies the risk of water, soil and air contamination and, last but not the least, food
products. The erosion of ecosystems is also determined by the use of chemical fertilizers (based on nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium). These nourishing elements enhance the growth of plants and improve productivity,
but with negative effects on the environment. According to the statistic data provided by the European
Commission, between 2000-2005, a decrease in the total expenses related to pesticides and fertilizers was
registered in the case of agricultural exploitation; a possible reason for this evolution is the alternative of
biological agriculture.
In its turn, irrigation contributes to the destruction of the environment since its use leads to the appearance of
the salinization process, turning large surfaces into secondary marshes and last but not the least
desertification.
Agricultural practices, especially raising cattle, involve giving off considerable quantities of polluting
emissions, particularly ammonia and methane; 90% of ammonia emissions in Europe (approximately 8-9
million tons a year) result from animal farms. As far as ammonia is concerned, it produces acidity of the soil
and water. Also, the emissions resulted from burning straws and other vegetal residues have a polluting
effect on the environment, one of the most known and alarming consequences of atmospheric pollution being
the acid rain phenomenon, caused, amongst others, by the nitric oxides from the power stations and the
manufacturers of chemical fertilizers.
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IS THERE AN ECONOMIC GROWTH TAX?
Abstract: The fiscal lever is of such complexity and range, that is, even in theory, linked to the phenomenon of economic
growth – at least, to the phenomenon of the production of goods and services; the link has the – conceptual – starting
point taxes are levied on the very components which generate the production itself: capital (stock), labor and
knowledge. Through this, the object of this paper is, consequently, built: the economic growth, through production,
could, at minimum, be taxed; or, maybe, if the main political and social forces conclude in such a manner, in the
economy, the economic growth must be, by using the mechanism described above, taxed.
Key words: Solow model, Growth, Taxation
JEL Classification: E62, F43

The Solow model, which, as one should not forget, is considered to be, by the largest part of the
scientific community, the starting point for all the modern economic growth models of today – in the sense
of understanding those models, even for the models that don’t use any – or just a few – of its features – is
extremely important for the very fact through it can be proven the existence of a balanced growth path,
whatever the starting point may be situated at.
Moreover, this Solow model is essential is estimating the main lines of the phenomenon we discuss
here – the fact not only one can mathematically determine how the fiscal policy affects the economic growth,
and vice versa, but the components of production, be that the main component of economic growth, are
themselves taxed, in various ways and at different rates; the fact, in the end, that the economic growth itself
is taxed, whether we are able to determine or not if a true economic growth tax exists, in a specific form.
To start with, we must explain the reason the Solow model is usable in finding whether economic
growth is taxed, in some form or another.
The mathematic essentials of this model are focused on the following principle, without which the
entire model falls in tatters, rendering the entire study these words are about useless: output, moreover, the
production of goods and services phenomenon is at the base of economic growth.
Furthermore, at the base of economic growth the Solow model the main three production factors are:
capital (K), labor (L) and knowledge (A); through these three factors output (Y) is generated.
One should observe, from these structural beginnings of the Solow model, that time is not existing,
in this model, as an independent self-sustaining variable; but, because time, being the one of the fabrics of
the known world, is, of course, one of the fabrics of all economic growth models, and of the Solow model,
also; as that, an output’s dynamics exists only if inputs – we refer to K, L and A, respectively – manifest a
dynamic of some kind.
Furthermore, this means that, by assuming the existence of technological progress, output will
increase only if the amount of knowledge increases.
Another part of the story is that variables A and L, or, put it differently, knowledge and labor, enter
into the Solow production function multiplicatively; the idea is the economy do not uses simply labor and
knowledge, separately, but effective labor – in other words, in order to obtain economic growth, only labor
augmented by technological progress is usable.
The Solow production function has, therefore, the following shape:
F ( K ( t ), A( t )  L( t ))  Y ( t ) , t = time.
We will use the following notations: K/ A  L = k (capital per unit of effective labor), Y/ A L = y
(output per unit of effective labor).
Because here we can and, therefore, will use the intensive form of the Solow production function, we
have:
F (K/ A  L ,1) = f(k), f(k) = y
This variable, k, which measures the amount of capital per unite of effective labor, is, in fact, a
measure unit of the capital endowment of the effective labor – this is the reason for which the dynamics of
this variable determines the very dynamics of the Solow model.
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The dynamics of the Solow model follows, so to speak, the dynamics of the k variable, for the very
reason the main principle of this model is that there can be no economic growth – more precisely, no output
growth –, nowhere, if the effective labor is not endowed with capital – the opposite situation being, as we
have said before this, impossible, as another principle from behind the structure of the Solow model.
This fact is joint by another – fact which is, maybe, the most important conclusion one can extract
out of the equation f(k) = y: the amount of output per unit of effective labor pivots just on the amount of
capital per unit of effective labor, and not on the total size of the economy.
This conclusion is unavoidable, giving the fact economic growth, under these principles, is not to be
considered a possible outcome just for the big economies; in other words put it, an economy raised itself to a
large size just through a (relatively) long evolution, in the beginning of which the economy had, always1, a
small size – in today’s standards, at least.
This is just a component of this issue; but, on the other side, and in close relation to real world, the
economic growth models, and, not least, the Solow model, take into account the hypothesis the economy is,
slowly but surely (at the very minimum! – that is, if the economy works perfect, let’s say), deteriorating –
more precisely, or in the most part of it, the capital stock of the economy is deteriorating; and, because this
will lead to the value of the k variable going lower, the main question is how to keep the value of k to a
certain, desired, value.
For this, we must underline there are at least two reasons the value of k, automatically, will tend to
decline, in time.
The first cause is the normal depreciation of the capital stock – both physical and moral depreciation,
of course; from this a very important need is generated, and that is the need to replace the components of the
capital stock that leave production circuit, in order to maintain the amount of capital stock to – at least – a
constant (present) level.
Secondly, keeping in mind the assumption that the amount of effective labor – as in practice – rises
in every moment of time, in order to maintain (at least) constant the level of the value of k variable, and
because, as the Solow model’s equations prove, the amount of effective labor increases with the increment
n+g, it would be sufficient, for keeping at a constant level the value of k, the increase, with the same
increment n+g, of the amount of the capital stock.
But here, so to speak, the fiscal ‘problems’ begin to arise. To begin, let’s analyze the issue of the
normal depreciation of the capital stock. Let’s assume in the moment t, the level of the capital stock, in a
given economy, is K; in general terms, be K = 100%  x .
It is so usual an idea the capital (stock) is, from many reasons, taxed – this is the concept, in real
world we find a lot of different types of taxes – and taxations –, levied on all the assets the capital stock is
made of. Because of this taxation, the economy – this is, the economy, so to speak, of every capital stock
component’s owner, since we suppose the economy to be a market one, and not a state-controlled economy –
is able to replace less of the depreciation – that is, less than it would be capable to do, if there were not any
taxed levied on capital involved. So, the value of K, would be, in general, less than 100%  x , be it
99%  x or any other value.
So, here is a component of the economic growth taxation: capital taxation causes the value of
variable k at least to tend to decline – to be more specific, the value will decline if the amount of financial
funds required to ‘counteract’, in an economic sense, the depreciation phenomenon, will be characterized by
a downward spiral, as a result of the fact the financial capabilities of one company – in fact, of the majority
of the companies – will get into the red.
The second argument is also very important; we have argued because amount of effective labor
increases with the increment n+g it is needed, for keeping the value of k constant, to exist an increase of the
value of the capital stock, with the same increment.
But here lies the big issue: not only capital is taxed, with a certain proportion of its total value, but
labor too is taxed – those taxes that are levied both on both the employer and the employee. And,
furthermore, in a certain proportion, even knowledge is taxed – though, at least in principle, not at a high
rate2.
The status quo has, in conclusion, the following structure – in what concerns the influence of
taxation on the economic growth: on one side, the value of k will not rise if the value of the capital stock
decreases with the same proportion as that of the value of the effective labor; if the effective labor is taxed
more than the capital stock, according to the very principles of arithmetic, anyway, the value of k will,
1
2

The history of economics shows it – everywhere.
And, of course, not all the elements knowledge is made of can be taxed.
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actually, rise. On the other side, the value of k variable tends, at least, to decline if, overall, the capital stock
stands to the lion share of taxation, rather than the effective labor.
We can draw one important conclusion: the economic growth is taxed, in real terms, especially when
capital is taxed more than any other variable of production; secondly, we can say an coherent taxation system
will, beside levy capital marginally – and not at a high rate –, impose taxes on all the variables of production,
but with caution, so that the value of k will continue to rise, or, at minimum, will not decline.
Last but not least, if the sustainability of economic growth enters the equation, and if, therefore, the
social and political main forces decide we must tax the economic growth, a coherent fiscal policy (with its
taxation system) will calculate the best way of imposing taxes to the economic growth.
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AGRICULTURE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – CONCEPTUAL
DELIMITATIONS AND THE NEW FRONTIERS
Abstract: Since we have seen that agriculture, generally, in its usual definition, regards the activity of cultivating plants
and animal husbandry, the term “agro-business” is defined as the economic activity associated with supplying the
farmers with inputs, processing and distributing agricultural products. We also notice the fact that the term
“agrobusiness” has a much wider span than it is implied by the generally acknowledged definition of “agriculture”,
this means that it includes both agricultural activities, and here we refer also to production activities related to the seed
material, seminal material, processing activities performed directly by agricultural producers, sale and distribution
performed directly by agricultural producers, as well as service activities, including services specific to agriculture,
and even activities belonging to other economic fields related to the agricultural field. On the other hand, we notice the
fact that the term “agro-industry” refers to the processing and industrializing activities of agricultural products,
included, together with agricultural activities, as shown above, in the agro-business area, therefore “market
requirements impose the horizontal and vertical diversification and integration of the agricultural production, with its
upstream and downstream elements”.
In the context of the already mentioned remarks, agriculture’s scope must be extended by a definition that would
comprise all activities that the term agro-business refers to, that do not include upstream and downstream branches,
and which, due to the technologies and the specificities of certain agricultural sectors, enter implicitly in agriculture’s
scope.
JEL classification: O13, G10, Q13

In the common vocabulary and according to the approaches of the specialized literature, agriculture
is considered to be a productive activity with the object of cultivating the land and animal husbandry, in
order to obtain agrofood products and raw materials.1
Seen as an economic activity, agriculture constitutes a field of human activity and a primary sector of
the economy that involves the cultivation of plants and animal husbandry in order to acquire agrofood
products necessary mainly for human alimentation.2
Seen as a science, agriculture is defined as the study regarding the cultivation of plants and the
breeding and raising of livestock.3
As a result of the perpetual diversification of the human activity, agriculture has undergone a series
of changes, both form the point of view of the used technologies, as well as from the point of view of the
activity’s final result, the agricultural or agrofood product.
Agriculture, seen from the point of view of the agricultural product, on the one hand, and according
to the new concepts used by the approaches that regard this field, on the other hand, must also be treated
according to the current syntagmas, agro-business and agro-industry.
Since we have seen that agriculture, generally, in its usual definition, regards the activity of
cultivating plants and animal husbandry, the term “agro-business” is defined as the economic activity
associated with supplying the farmers with inputs, processing and distributing agricultural products.4 In
many countries, agrobusiness constitutes a sector that employs a great part of the labour force in the
economy. As far as the supply of agriculture inputs is concerned, it refers both to the suppliers of agricultural
equipments, fertilizers, seminal material, seeds, planting material, concentrated forage, pharmaceutical an
chemical products, as well as to financing entities, belonging or not to the banking system, or service entities.
On the other hand, the agrobusiness sector includes the processors of agricultural products, food product
traders, distributors and retailers.
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We also notice the fact that the term “agrobusiness” has a much wider span than it is implied by the
generally acknowledged definition of “agriculture”, this means that it includes both agricultural activities,
and here we refer also to production activities related to the seed material, seminal material, processing
activities performed directly by agricultural producers, sale and distribution performed directly by
agricultural producers, as well as service activities, including services specific to agriculture, and even
activities belonging to other economic fields related to the agricultural field. On the other hand, we notice the
fact that the term “agro-industry” refers to the processing and industrializing activities of agricultural
products, included, together with agricultural activities, as shown above, in the agro-business area, therefore
“market requirements impose the horizontal and vertical diversification and integration of the agricultural
production, with its upstream and downstream elements”1 .
In the context of the already mentioned remarks, agriculture’s scope must be extended by a
definition that would comprise all activities that the term agro-business refers to, that do not include
upstream and downstream branches, and which, due to the technologies and the specificities of certain
agricultural sectors, enter implicitly in agriculture’s scope. Considering the fact that agriculture was one of
the first human activities that constituted the object of analysis since ancient times, when one of the oldest
and well known representatives of the agrarian thought, Xenophon, in his paper Oeconomicus, stated that
“agriculture is the mother and nurse of all arts” , quote taken over as a motto by F. Quesnay in his famous
Tableau économique2, a definition of agriculture in the contemporary context also refers to agriculture in
relation with other “arts”, that are directly connected to it, without including the upstream and downstream
activities of the actual agriculture.
Therefore, we try to give a definition of “agriculture” that would take into account the range of all
activities that derive from the agricultural sector: agriculture comprises the activities that have as an object
the cultivation of land an animal husbandry, with the purpose of obtaining agrofood products and agricultural
inputs, also by storing, processing and selling activities that, according to the given agricultural field, are
imposed or facilitated by agricultural organisational structures or technologies.
We start from the economic theory that approaches the economic system as a “way in which the
economic activity is organized and functions, in order to best satisfy the consumer needs of the population,
given the same resources”. Agriculture3, as a functional system organised in the best interest of the society, is
approached scientifically from different angels, as a result of the use of different types of criteria in its
analysis, and this leads implicitly to more types of agricultural systems within the process of scientific
classification.
Economic sciences, through agrarian economics, deal with the broad framework of activities that
regard the production of food goods or raw materials resulted from the cultivation of plants and from animal
husbandry. Seen in their traditional dimension, both political economy as well as the subsequent agrarian
economy, identified themselves with rural economy, the agricultural space overlapping the rural space. The
evolution of economic sciences, with their branches, that approach agriculture in a general or specific
manner, as far as its financial development resources and finances are concerned, has aligned itself according
to their evolution, that is to say, to the development and progress obtained in agriculture.
If agriculture doesn’t always appear as a significant or determinant branch in the creation of GNI
(gross national income), it represents almost always a branch that shows the value of the natural resources
and that participates in a determinant way to sustainable development, on the one hand. On the other hand,
agriculture is a branch that benefits in a net form from subsidies derived from agricultural policies, in
developed countries, especially in the European Union member states, although it plays a less important role
in the creation of GIP and VAB (gross added value), on the whole.
Given the complex character imposed by the concept of economic development, and following the
multitude of factors that it implies, as well as due to the fact that the notion of economic growth represents
the quantitative aspect of development, both have constituted the subject of disagreement as far as their
conceptualization is concerned.
The necessity of deepening the study of development has resulted exactly from the ambiguous and
generally positive connotation that characterizes it from a semantic point of view. The study of economic
development leads to the identification of the factors that influence development, as well as to the
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establishment of perspective visions.1. Before we proceed to offer some definitions of the development
concept, that represent the subject of economic development papers, we will try to motivate our choices on
the basis of semantic definitions from explicative and encyclopaedic dictionaries and, last but not the least,
from specialized economic dictionaries, and therefore, the term to develop (regarding matter and natural or
social phenomena); to pass through different progressive phases, towards a superior level, to evolve, to
transform; (regarding matter and natural or social phenomena); To amplify in a creative way, to complete
with new ideas (a doctrine, a theory, an idea) (About beings) to evolve by growing gradually (in a physical
sense); to grow; (about people) to evolve gradually (as far as the intellect is concerned)2,development – The
act of developing (himself/herself) and its result; evolution General process (of matter, society, men) from
inferior to superior, to develop – To boost, quantitative and qualitative, more spheres and branches of the
social activity (for example, to develop the economy; to develop the educational system; to develop the
foreign affairs) To amplify a theory, a doctrine, underlying and complementing it3. Economic development –
The process of improving the standard of living of the population in developing countries, by increasing the
per capita income. The economic development is usually accomplished by intensifying the industrialization,
correlated with the development of the agricultural sector 4.
We notice the fact that in the purely linguistic approach in the two used sources, the connotation of
the notion of development, without its economic significance, respectively regarding social phenomena, and
only by extension to economy, concerns the transformation and evolution of certain phenomena or processes,
we will show, by extending the meaning of this notion, with a quantitative and qualitative connotation,
regarding the explanation from the encyclopaedic dictionary (footnote 9). In the case of the economic
connotation approach, respectively, of the notion of economic development (footnote 11), this one is
approached as a dynamic process that, through its quantitative side, leads to the improvement of a
population’s quality of life.
According to us, the explicative approach from the Macmillan Dictionary
(footnote 11), limits the economic development in an unjustified way, in developing countries, because the
economic growth, seen as a quantitative side of the economic development, is not characteristic only of the
developing countries, even though when it comes to these countries, growth rates are usually higher and the
dynamic is more spectacular, the developing countries are not exonerated from the period of negative
economic cycles, respectively, from periods of zero growth or of recession, even more when we talk about
the globalization of international economy and about the possibility to export inflation, economic growth or
recession.
We will proceed by presenting two other relevant definitions of the concept of economic
development, following the use of different sources. The economic development is “a form of manifestation
of the macroeconomic dynamic that assumes, asides from the economic growth, a framework of quantitative,
structural and qualitative transformations, both in economy, as well as in scientific research and production
technologies, in organisational mechanisms and structures regarding the functioning of the economy, in the
people’s way of thinking and behaviour”5. In another dictionary definition, development means “the
movement of an economy from activities that are mainly agricultural, that used simple production
technologies, towards industrial activities and services, that use modern technology”6.
If we criticised the first definition from an economic dictionary, the Macmillan Dictionary (footnote
11), we consider that the second definition (see footnote 12), Dobrotă, Niţă, Dictionar de economie
(Dictionary of economy), captures more exactly the development as a complex process with impacts both in
the economy, as well as in the social life, “the positive incremental modification of the social behaviour”.
Unlike the third definition (see footnote 13) Ruterford, Donald, Dictionary of Economics, that differed from
the first definition (footnote 9), limiting development to the developing countries, the last one excludes from
the development process the agriculture that remains in a “per a contrario” interpretation, in relation with
industry and services, as a backward branch that is unable to use the new technologies or the new discoveries
of the organisational culture. Even so, we want to show that the first definition (footnote 11), Sava, Sorica,
coordinator, Macmillan Dictionary, promotes, although in a more concise form and with our personal critical
reservation, limiting itself to the developing countries, a definition that approaches both the quantitative side
1
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of the economic growth, as well as its qualitative implications in social life, by indicating the
industrialization way, correlated with the agricultural sector. This last aspect, even if we are not talking about
the field of services and economic development, of technology and organisational structures, underlies the
economic importance of agriculture, together with other branches that generate added value, unlike the third
definition that considers agriculture to be a human activity within which technical and organisational
progress can’t manifest itself.
During the creation of the development economy as a distinct field, especially in various approaches
in political economy, it was proposed to be approached as a branch of the economic theory, applicable in the
case of the developing countries. In automatizing the development economy as an economic field, authors
that have approached this sector have drawn the disciplinary limits, within the tendency of automatizing this
field, in relation with the general economy1. On the other hand, in the same time, the political economy had
the tendency to deal with the aspects of development by underlying this concept and the international
financial institutions that activate in this area, and the aspects of meeting human needs, of fighting poverty
and of improving the standard of living are approached within the conceptual framework of the economic
development and of the international financial institutions with responsibilities in this field.
Even from the beginning of the modern political economy, starting with A. Smith, the economic
science focused on the essential issues regarding economic development, the classics of the economic
science approaching their different components. A. Smith considered that the division of labour was at the
basis of economy, D. Ricardo and J. S. Mill considered that economy was in a stationary state, due to the
rarity of agricultural fields and of the growth dynamics of agricultural products’ prices, in inverse proportion
to the growth of population, and, implicitly, of the growth of the global needs of society.
Th. Maltus had another pessimistic approach, which draws attention to the population’s growth
tendency in geometric progression, in relation to the growth in arithmetical progression of the means of
subsistence2. Therefore, in the classical economy, economic development was approached through the study
and analysis of the behaviour of certain important variables in the development process, such as capital,
demographic development, and, almost in all cases, with reference to food safety, assured by agriculture.
Later, in the 30’s, the economic crisis had shifted the area of preoccupation of the economic science
towards the analysis and therapy of macroeconomic issues, especially during J. M. Keynes’s economic
thinking period, whose economic theories stood at the basis of national economies, towards the end of the
seventh decade. The nodal principle that constituted the starting point of the macroeconomic concept
regarding Keynes’ thinking development, focused on the idea that although the countries’ economies
develop in leaps, a growth tendency can be identified at a greater interval3. The neoclassical models, and
later the Keynesian ones, have focused on short term statistical analysis and fluctuations, taking into
consideration the development study only subsequently.4
The observation of the gaps between the economies of different country groups, based on the
economic and statistical indicators from the 50’s, that reach their peak in the 70’s and in the beginning of the
80’s5, has made the economic development theory refer especially to underdeveloped countries6/7, becoming
an evolution theory from the underdevelopment phase, that approaches a fundamental model, Rostow’s
“Linear Model”. According to this model, the transition from underdevelopment to development can be
presented with the help of a succession of phases, that all countries must go through. The difference between
developed countries and underdeveloped ones consists of the fact that the last ones are incapable of obtaining
an adequate income. Acquiring the adequate income is possible, according to Rostow, only by “historic”
imitation, meaning that all underdeveloped countries must go through the same phases as the developed
economies. Obviously, although approaching the need to go through different phases of the underdeveloped
economies, Rostow had a static approach, the determining factors of development, capital, scientific
research, education, being treated statically and not within the interconditionalities granted by the free flow
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of capital and goods, with their respective consequences1 on economic growth. In the same line of
approaching the development in stages, an important contribution, more recent, belongs to M. Poter, who
identifies the competitive advantage in international economic relations, and who suggests four stages in a
country’s development: the development stage based on natural factors; the development stage based on
investment; the development stage based on innovation and the development stage based on prosperity, the
author counting on their existence totally or partially both in developed, as well as in developing countries.2
The theories concerning the development in the transition from underdevelopment to prosperity,
although appearing at the beginning of the 50’s, as distinct theories that approached the elimination of
underdevelopment by monopolising the economic development, by statically limiting the development
process only in the case of underdeveloped or developing countries, aspect that can be seen in the last
definition of the economic development3, these theories neglect the fact that the development approach had a
precedent in the economic thinking of the great classics, with a first practice and institutionalizing after the
Second World War. And here we refer to the national economies’ reconstruction period, after the war
damage, especially in Western Europe and Southern Asia. This stage has lasted more than 2 decades and has
focused initially and mainly on the majority of European countries, through the “Marshall Plan”, applied
only to the developed countries; the countries that featured “popular” authoritarian regimes, not only haven’t
benefited from the help of the international community through financial grants after the Breton Woods
agreement4, from the new international Monetary system, practically founded by the US Dollar, but the
economies of certain east European countries, such as Romania, have taken over war debts in favour of one
ally, the U.S.S.R., through forms of “international cooperation between socialist countries”, and here we
refer to the activity of foreign trade enterprises, in the form of SOVROMs, in Romania.
A positive experience is represented by the “Marshall Plan”, applied to western European
economies, destroyed by war, with the purpose of reconstruction and modernisation, renouncing the war
debts that have actually reignited the conflict in Europe after the First World War, following the taking over
of the defeated countries’ economies. Therefore, solving the economic problems of these countries on the
first hand, and, in general, of the countries that were involved in the Second World War, was accomplished
with the help of the economic science of the development (development economics) outside the existence, in
the first instance, of a conceptual system that would approach the development process. In the development
economics, seen from an institutional point of view,5 the advantage of the United States was cultivated, the
United States issuing the currency that represented the very basis of financing the development of Western
European countries, and therefore the general tendency of accumulating capital and financing economies
through loan capital. But, while Western European countries have started the process, and in the middle of
the 60’s, have overcome the development damages caused by war, the low productivity, the scarcity of
resources, the lack of savings and the existence of only few investments placed them in the vicious circle of
poverty. As far as the elimination of the vicious circle that affected the poor countries is concerned, the circle
could be broken by the free movement of capital and of goods, by external resources input, that would
finance investments in order to increase productivity and therefore the increase of incomes that would
finance consumption, and, finally, by increasing consumption, in order to assure the boost of the standard of
living, of economies and, therefore, of investments.
The main authors that have approached the field of development after the Second World War, J.
Bhagwati (immiserizing growth), R. Nurkse (balanced growth ), Fr. Peroux (growth poles), have shared an
interventionist vision and have focused on capital and investments, approaching the development phases
linearly, the development process being seen as a sequence of successive phases of economic growth.
Therefore, most countries, Romania included, have chosen the industrial development, the industrialization
being the synonym of modernization, in agrarian or agrarian-industrial countries. The industrialization
choice is explained by the fact that this process implied a greater rhythm of economic growth, than by
developing agriculture, the industrial sector drawing more direct investments, therefore this choice would
lower the proportion of agricultural products within the structure of foreign trade, as such increasing the
percentage of highly processed products, with prices that tend to rise in the international market.
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If after the Second World War, the economic theory and practice was governed by the interventionist
vision1 , at the beginning of the 80's, the economic theory reached a turning point, as compared to the
previous period. Both in developed countries, as well as in developing ones, the focus was placed on
capitalizing the valences of market economy within the development process, on free movement of goods, of
capital and of the labour force, on the convertibility of national currencies, on the control of the budgetary
deficit, based on rational expectations and on the privatization of public companies. The new theories are
based on the principle that development starts from the rational allocation of resources, from the promotion
of price policies based on the evaluation of supply and demand and from the best use of costs, if technical
progress is promoted and if the country’s interventionist role is eliminated, in a word, the re-launch of the
”laissez faire” policy. Based on these principles, promoted especially by the I.M.F., the economies of certain
countries from South-Eastern Asia, the case of the Asian tigers, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and
Singapore, were re-launched. The same policies, used in Latin American countries, have failed and have
generated severe financial crises2.
Currently, as far as the economic development and the development of the countries’ agriculture are
concerned, the certified premises of the development lay on market freedom and on its positive valences,
with an active participation on the part of the authorities regarding agricultural policies, as a means of
balancing direct and indirect turbulences of market operations.
In the European Union, “The Common Agricultural Policy” was founded on the background of a
scarcity of agricultural products, following the damage caused by the Second World War and of the WesternEuropean countries depending on the import of food products, especially from the United States of America,
and taking into consideration the fact that agriculture played an essential strategic role, acknowledged in the
overall development program, as well as from the point of view of the general necessity to eradicate poverty
in rural areas.
The guidelines of the Common Agricultural Policy were established by the Treaty of Rome3. At the
4
Stressa Conference regarding Agriculture an agreement was reached, concerning the need to protect the
agricultural market from the exterior, establishing measures to correlate prices with the structure of
agricultural production and of the incomes of farmers. The Brussels Agreement of 1962, founded by the
European Commission, established the framework elements of the Common Agricultural Policy, the
objectives, the functioning mechanisms, the products and groups of products subject to market intervention,
the community regulations concerning production, the prices and the status of imports and exports. In 19581970, the mechanisms of guaranteed minimum prices and of the formation of the common market were
gradually introduced. As a consequence of the growing consumer needs, and as the economies of the six
founding countries of the European Economic Community developed, the mechanisms of market formation
have tried first of all to obtain advantages for agricultural producers.
The objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy were defined by article 29 of the Treaty of Rome,
in the following way:
Productivity growth in agriculture, by promoting modernizing measures regarding agrarian
structures and the technical and material base, and by assuring the rational development of the agricultural
production and the full use of production factors, especially of the labour force.
Assuring, through the development of agrarian structures, higher standards for the agricultural
communities in the rural area, by increasing the individual incomes of the persons involved in agriculture.
Guaranteeing the food safety of the population, by assuring a reasonable price level for the main
agrofood products.
The initial objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy aimed at assuring the food safety of the
population of the member states, technical and technological modernization in view of increasing agriculture
productivity, and the increase of the incomes of the farmers, in the conditions assured by the means of
increasing the supply, with the purpose of stabilizing the market, and obtaining a growing demand.
Agriculture was introduced in the European integration process due to its strategic role in assuring
food safety. As France was a great cereal producer, Germany had a deficit in this area, Italy was a producer
of agricultural products specific to the Mediterranean area, Belgium and Holland had a zoo-technical
production and important processing sectors, and as everybody used the ports of Genoa, Marseille,
1
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Rotterdam and Hamburg, these comparative advantages were harmonized exactly due to this first structuring
of the European Economic Community.
The technical and technological modernization is necessary for the growth of agricultural
productivity, and this is the basis for the transformation of the traditional agriculture in a viable agriculture
that produces for the market.
In order to stabilize markets, subventions were used, through mechanisms that guarantee a high
farmgate price level, through interventions for public storage or withdrawal of certain products from the
market, as well as through a protectionist regime that is bilateral or multilateral with third party countries.
The stabilization of internal markets was done according to the system of Common Organization of the
Market, for most agricultural products, beginning with 1968.
The applying and functioning principles of the Common Agricultural Policy, adopted at the Stessa
Conference regarding Agriculture, remain operational even now, and they refer to1 :
 A Single Market where products move freely;
 The clause concerning “Community preference”, as far as the supply of member states with
agricultural products is concerned. This one is represented by the priority given to the agricultural goods of
the Community for its members. Imports are subject to taxes, and the transactions with important agricultural
products include additional indigenization costs. The Community preference mechanisms were adapted in
time according to the agreements with the World Trade Organization.
 Financial solidarity. Member states participate to the creation of common resources, benefiting
from financing in the field of agricultural policy. Financing sources and the structure of funds suffered
modifications during the reform periods of the Common Agricultural Policy, but the essence of this principle
remains unaltered. The amplification of community solidarity is underlined by structural and cohesion funds.
The three principles are interdependent and remained valid up to this day, and the only ones that
were modified were the mechanisms of agricultural policy.
The principle of market and price uniqueness results from the provisions of article 39 of the Treaty
of Rome, according to which “...the common market includes agriculture and the trade with agricultural
products“. At that time the agricultural market was the only common market. Market uniqueness assumed
the existence of price uniqueness in member states, the elimination of customs duty and contingental
restrictions regarding community trade. The harmonization of national legislations was done with great
difficulties concerning the way of converting prices in national currencies, and generally speaking, the single
market reached its peak only when the European Monetary System2 was created and later reformed, and
subsequently, when the Monetary Union3 was created.
Price uniqueness for all member states is realized by the Council of Ministers, that sets the common
prices for each commerce campaign, each year.
At present, all agricultural products move freely between EU member states, and are subject to the
mechanisms of the common market.
The principle of community preference, established by article 42 of the Treaty of Rome, states the
fact that “… the especially authorized prices must not be applied in a manner that would block the
development of a material preference between member states”.
The preference was initially applied on the basis of a system of taxes and impositions, using the
mechanism called “impositions and restitutions”, on the basis of which 95% of agricultural products
benefited from external customs protection. The aim was to eliminate the community consumption’s
dependency on the external market, the community’s agricultural production enjoying priority. In this way,
the impositions at import and the restitution at export were assured, on the basis of the mechanism of the
variable tax, as a difference between the external and the internal price, called “threshold price”. The system
of variable impositions and of restitutions represented a financing source for exports. Following the coming
into force of the Uruguay round and of the negotiations within the World Trade Organization, the
impositions system was substituted with customs duties. This principle is valid even today, the actions being
limited by the provision of the agreements that the EU has committed itself to, within the World Trade
Organization.
The principle of financial solidarity. The initial condition in order to create an integrated European
space is based on the principle of financial solidarity. The instrument for the accomplishment of this
1
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principle was established in 1962, with the creation of the European Agricultural Orientation and Guarantee
Fund (F.E.O.G.A.), that finances expenses concerning the application of the agricultural policy for all
member states and agricultural products. This fund was initially formed from national contributions, and
later other sources were obtained in order to finance the necessary expenses for the common market, the
export of excesses and the improvement of the agricultural structure.
The budgetary financing policy was accomplished through the two sections of F.E.O.G.A.:
F.E.O.G.A, guarantee, section that finances market expenses;
F.E.O.G.A., orientation, section that finances structural reforms and social policy objectives and
the support of rural areas. Other structural funds were created in order to finance these objectives, more
exactly the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development that substitutes F.E.O.G.A. since the 1st of
January 2007.
The application of the principle of financial solidarity became effective after 1965, and the creation
and use of the community’s budget generated even from the start strong disagreements, aggravated by the
successive EU enlargements.
After 1993, the principle of market uniqueness was applied in all its plenitude, with the condition of
assuring the openness of the community market towards the international market.
The European Commission evaluated the impact of the Common Agricultural Policy reform, started
in 19921, analyzing the new situation of the European agriculture in the perspective of the liberalization of
international trade and of the EU enlargement.
In the 9th decade, new internal and international situations appeared, imposing stricter rules
concerning phytosanitary and public health measures, that focused on the markets of agricultural products. In
the same time, economic, social and ecologic unbalances deepened in rural areas. New evolutions took place
regarding commercial regulations, at an international level, the statuted agreement within the “Uruguay
Round” coming into force, and imposed the reduction of the internal subventions regarding exports, in order
to prevent major market distortions. On the other hand, the European agriculture, that was financially
sustained very strongly through the mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy, even if it had a high
level of intensity, had an expensive production and needed great budgets, and encountered problems in
meeting consumer demands concerning high quality and ecologic products.
In this new context, a new approach of agriculture, and of the entire agrofood sector, appeared from
a wider perspective, the one of rural development, and this new approach materialized itself in the form of
the political document of the European Union, called „Agenda 2000”.
Agenda 2000 established essential modifications in the Common Agricultural Policy, offering a new
orientation towards the market of EU’s member states, as well as of the candidate states. The rural
development policy became the second pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy.
The reform’s main objective was represented by the modernization of agricultural policies,
connecting them to the agreements statuted by the European Union within the Uruguay Round, in view of
liberalizing the market and of enlarging the European Union by accepting the new candidate countries.
Agenda 2000 contains orientations focused on three directions of action:
 The modernization of “the European agricultural model”;
 The decrease of economic disparities in the Union’s regions, including in the candidate countries,
through pre-accession structural funds2;
 Assuring the necessary budget resources, by respecting the established priorities.
Through the new approach of the Common Agricultural Policy and by shifting the focus on rural
development and on agro-environment, the European Union aimed at consolidating the competitivity of
agricultural products, at neutralizing the negative effects of the liberalization of agricultural markets, through
integrated rural development measures, in order to increase and stabilize the incomes of the rural population,
the protection of the environment and of the landscape.
The objectives regarding rural development, as a second pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy,
together with the protection of the environment, become a priority and associate themselves with

1
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agriculture’s multiple functions1. Although a model of efficient agriculture was created within the European
Union, this one had to be restructured because of its negative impact on the market and on the rural
development. The new European agricultural model is based on the increase of competitivity and on the
multifunctional development of the agricultural sector.
The new European agricultural model, focused on “multifunctional agriculture”, meets the future
demands of the market and of the sustainable development, and addresses:
 the creation of a viable and competitive sector, capable of imposing itself in a leading position in
the international market, without resorting to subventions, and of producing at high levels of quality;
 promoting healthy and environment friendly production models, in order to offer quality products
at competitive price levels, that would meet consumers’ demands as far as food safety is concerned;
 the diversification of agricultural production systems, by stimulating traditional methods and by
promoting ecologic agriculture;
 the development of an agricultural sector that would contribute to the revitalization of the rural
world, by promoting traditional production and distribution structures of agricultural products, that would
contribute to the sustainable development of the rural communities within the European Union;
 the diversification of the rural economy by creating new workplaces and alternative incomes, in
view of stabilizing the rural areas, of protecting the environment and the landscapes;
 the promotion of certain policies that would contribute to the reduction of the costs of supporting
agriculture.
The new European agricultural model has the objectives of stabilizing the rural population and its
incomes and of promoting the economic diversity, where an important place is held by the associative
structures involved in the production, in the processing and in the distribution of agrofood products.

1
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Abstract: A series of questions remains to be answered: How will restrictive European competition be integrated into
world economy? How is perceived the liberalization tendency initiated and promoted by the European Committee for
increasing European integration and internal market completion by national competition authorities of the member
states, especially in sensitive sectors such as network-type industries and general economic interest services? How will
the potential conflicts between the international merger and acquisition wave and the national industry policy interests
be solved? Since the answers to these questions can only be provided on the basis of sound economic reasoning, we
must keep in mind the fact that politics issues will always play an important part in obtaining the final result, which
does not necessarily coincides with the optimal view designed by economic theory.
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The existence of a normal competition environment and the community acquis take-over stand as
fundamentals for consolidating Romania’s option for a market economy and for the integration within the
European Union. These prerequisites ensure for Romania the application of the same game rules (relating to
the market) as within the internal market of the European Union.
This context envisaged, competition represents a vital component of functional market economy and
a barometer for this market, having in mind the fact that competitive politics holds an essential role in
consolidating it.
What marked the beginning of a decisive stage in the development of market economy were the
adoption of the Law of Competitiveness and the emergence of profile institutions authorized to apply it
during the year 1996.
The experience accumulated up to the year 2003 in Romania, and more precisely, the need to
entirely take over the community acquis in the field of competition, have led to the reforming of the legal
and administrative-institutional systems.
Amending the Competition Law no. 21 / 19961 has generated major effects throughout the year
2004.
Institutional Reform
The application of the law frame as regards the field of competition has been trusted to a single
authority, the Competition Council, which was formed as a result of the merger of the two bodies in charge
of the administration of the field.
With the purpose of activity efficiency, the Competition Council, as jurisdictional authority, has been
reorganized by reducing the number of members from 10 to 7 and by changing the role assigning criteria.
The experience gathered throughout the year 1996 by the specialty personnel was preserved and
perfected. At the same time, a new remuneration system – highly motivating – was implemented, thus
eliminating serious personnel fluctuation and attracted highly qualified experts.
The institutional reform focused on ensuring a genuine independence within decisional, analysis and
investigating activity, as well as the diminishing of the possibilities for corruption and conflicts of interest
formation. Thus, jurisdictional activities were distinguished from management and executive activities,
respectively from investigating and monitoring the markets, along with notice analyses, monitoring and
inventorying state aides.
The Competition Council Plenum, a collegial body in which each member is entitled to one vote,
makes decisions regarding the situations of law trespassing. The members of the Council benefit from total
independence when making decisions and they do not represent the authority which appointed them. The
adopted decisions fall under the rule and control of judicial systems.
1
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The Competition Council has ensured its presence throughout the territory by instituting local competition
inspectorates. By means of the local bodies the abiding of legal provisions and the decisions of the
Competition Council has been monitored on local level. In addition, the competition inspectorates have
consistently recorded the realities of the market and the local tendencies, providing the informational frame
needed for acknowledging an accurate perspective on the competitive business environment.
At present, the Competition Council is a modern institution complying with European norms and
expectancies on its way to achieving qualitative addenda as regards its entire activity.
Legislative Reform
In the year 2004 the Competition Council applied the new fundamental legislation (adopted
towards the end of year 2003) both in the field of competition and in that of state aid, developing an earnest
activity concerning the elaboration of secondary regulations. During March – July approximately 50 rules
and regulations were adopted with a view of exercising the law frame. It was only by means of this enforcing
of secondary norms that the de facto application of primary law was possible.
Primary and secondary legislation incorporated the newest community evolutions since before
Romania’s actual adherence to the European Union. These are, as we speak, completely harmonized with
community acquis, fact which permits the accomplishment of the tasks assumed by Romania and it is in
perfect compliance with European Union requirements concerning the early application of the rules
involved. It is thus so that Romania will be able the positively handle competitive forces of the unique
market at the time of the actual adherence.
Legislation Enforcement
As far as competition is concerned, focus has been set on identifying and sanctioning the most
serious competition Law trespassings. A minute analysis of competitive market mechanisms has been
completed and private open investigations have been initiated.
What allowed the concentration of resources on the most serious cases and situations were the
following: modifying value thresholds within economic fields, the elimination of the obligation to notify
restrictive agreements that fall within excepted categories and the achieving of exception benefit by decision
of the Competition Council.
As concerns the state aid, activity has been thoroughly dedicated to compensate for the previous lags.
The Competition Council has handled genuine challenges of both quantitative and qualitative nature: the
analysis activity in notifications from the perspective of new regulations adopted within state aid, monitoring
existent state aids and their complying with the newly enforced rules, carrying out the state aid inventory for
year 2003, etc.
These reforms and actions have been employed on the grounds of final adherence negotiations from
Chapter 6: ‘Competition Politics’, based on a precise schedule, especially as regards state aid. Implementing
the pre-counseling system for state aid departments belonging to the Competition Council and the European
Committee experts has withstood an important role in improving notification analysis for state aids and,
subsequently, in augmenting decision quality.
Transparency of the Council’s activity has been guaranteed by the constant posting of all adopted
decisions both in Romanian and English languages on the institution’s website, along with investigation
commencement orders and all adopted legislation.
At the same time, the pro-active role of the Competition Council has been equally manifested by
powerfully promoting competition culture. In May this year the Competition Council elaborated and
published program documents with the purpose of informing on the role and competence of the Council,
legislation as regards competition and state aid, as well as its strategic objectives and the action plan for
long-lasting promotion of competition culture:
 ‘The white book of Romania’s free competition’
 ‘Logbook for promoting competition culture’
 ‘Action plan for promoting competition culture in Romania’
The programmed actions for competition culture dissemination have been entirely fulfilled, the
Competition Council having proved high transparency levels.1
All priory named actions and measures contributed decisively to the accomplishing of the major
objective for this year: closing negotiations between Romania and the European Union on Chapter 6:
‘Competition politics’.
1
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At the time of the balance, the Competition Council analyzed with utter seriousness both the strong
and the weak points of past activity, paying special attention to the perspective. The conditions imposed by
the European Union under the safeguarding clause call for a clear strategy and hard measures implemented
on the level of the Council and the Government, as applying politics in the area of competition supposes
different actions on their sides.
On the one side, the Government is mainly responsible for the elaboration and implementation of
economic policies having as priority objective market mechanisms functioning, including those with state aid
components and subsidiary, technical objectives. All sector regulations must take into account the fact that
market operating on the grounds of competition cannot be endangered by any other objective. Competition
limitation and distortion by means of normative acts are equally damaging to general economy functioning
as anti-competition practices of economic agents.
On the other side, the Competition Council has special attributions in ensuring market mechanisms
functionality, being lawfully vested to take specific actions, such as:
 Suppressing anti-competition practices such as misunderstandings and dominating position abuse;
 Control of economic agglomerations in order to prevent the creation or consolidation of a
dominating position;
 Control of state aid to prevent competition distortion on markets afflicted by state aid awarding;
 Monitoring of legislation which might contain potentially anti-competition provisions by issuing
compulsory notice on normative act projects.
The policy to protect competition has proven its role in accomplishing European structure founded
on the concept of integration. Institutional construction for objective completion as regards competition
protection within the EU is different as compared to the one in the USA, not merely on procedure level, but
also as doctrine. This goes to restate Europe – USA polarity, protectionism versus liberalism.
These differences are visible as well in the distinct way in which the same behavior of certain
companies operating on the world market was viewed differently by the two competition bodies, leading to
entirely opposed decision – such as the Microsoft case.
During the last few years, an important task of the European agenda has been represented by the
legislative and procedural reform of the competition policy, change imposed on the one side by the need to
adapt to the new conditions engendered by the last extension waves and, on the other side, for achieving
more effective and consistent competition politics based on the principle of subsidiary throughout the Union.
The role and analysis of the economic domain have altered during the last years in Europe. This
large scale reform can be characterized by an orientation towards a more economical approach. Quite
naturally, competition protection policy has always been based on economic principles. The junction is in
this case the reformulation of the role and method according to which economic analysis is assimilated to the
efficient actuation of competition protection politics. It is not an approach advising on the need of more or
less economy. The issue remains, what type of economy and, more precisely, in what manner should
economic analysis be used for both the completion of the law frame and the enforcement of politics. In this
context, an extremely important role is assumed by us, the economists, since a more focused economic
analysis and correct interpretation of theories and empiric data constitute a vital factor for the credibility of
decision-making processes.
Community politics of competition reveals clearly the principles of individual liberalism that stood
as foundation for the Rome Treaty, both in the private and public sector.
The public sector must comply with the ideology of the free market of the Community. In most of
the cases, state intervention in the economy occurred solely when the mechanism of free competition failed
to satisfy the needs and interests of particular economic branches or regions1.
Articles 87 and 88 CE as regards state aid regulate the awarding of this aid as depending greatly on
social grounds. This aid represents exceptions from the general rules of free competition, the latter stated
within articles 81 and 82 CE. The Court of Justice exerts a strict interpretation of these exceptions.
Another matter of consideration relates to the discrepancy between community politics and national
politics concerning the field of competition. Simultaneous applying of different rules is quite intricate.
Unfortunately, this matter cannot be solved by an agreement between the member states regarding the
applying of politics identical with community politics.
An additional negative issue is that the prohibition of the abuse of dominant position has to be
backed by other politics. Equally negative is the imposing of retroactive penalties2.
1
2
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For article 81 CE more explicit reference should be provided on the common market power of the
parties of an agreement or concurred practices. In the context of this lack, the negative effects of an
agreement would be of quite negligible.
Another aspect to stand critique is the excessive dependence on the law of the community
competition politics, as on the inadequate economic analyses.
Some authors choose to identify the ‘precarious economic analysis of the Committee’s public
decisions’ and the unpredictable nature of these decisions.
In the future, community law for competition shall have to undergo a series of radical modifications,
subsequent to the adherence of the Central Europe and East Europe states (Romania herewith included),
which have an inferior economic development as compared to the West European states.
Our country considered, with its economic situation, free competition with West European states
may have erratic economic and social consequences of potential negative nature.
Several fields, all placing competition politics at the core of daily European society life, can furnish
guidelines for the development of European competition law over the next decade1:

Transparency of direct public aid and financial interventions of the public authorities within
economy. As collateral, a former community general manager of competition explained that ‘public
subventions may influence competition and may cause prejudices to the competing companies which benefit
solely from anti-competitive behavior incorporated in the anti-trust rules’;

Network service and industry liberalization (electric production and distribution,
telecommunications, rail ways, transport, postal services, etc.). This is pertinent to European Union
adaptation to technological advances during the era of information society2;

The principle of subsidiary, established by the Maastricht Treaty, allows the adaptation on European
level of certain federalism elements priorly existent within particular member states. From the competition
politics perspective, subsidiary allows decision decentralization development, as well as the transparency of
application rules for law regulations, to the extent that the essence of European rules is directly to be applied
by member states;

Internationalization of competition rules.
The present economic situation of the European Union and the new challenges of higher globalizing
economies have determined certain alterations introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty in the CE Treaty. These
modifications aim to strengthen competitiveness – considering the European model of society, the
circumstances of the various economic operators, the structure peculiarities of certain territories, etc3.
The Amsterdam Treaty mentions – the new article number 2 of the CE Treaty – a ‘high degree of
competitiveness’ among the new Community missions.
This revision aims to reveal the connection between competitiveness and durable and balanced
economic and social progresses’.
By introducing new community missions of promoting a high degree of competitiveness, the
Amsterdam Treaty confirms the fact that ‘efficient competition’ represents the main factor for stimulating
innovation and productivity amelioration. A high competitiveness degree is the foundation of politics that
will determine economic growth strengthening and European companies consolidation within the world
market4.
‘The high competitiveness degree’, after becoming a community principle, is included in a global
view on community action, having to influence the whole of community politics and actions, not merely the
ones referring to competition and competitiveness (as shown by art. 3 letters g and l of the CE Treaty, ‘a
system ensuring that there is no denaturizing of competitiveness within the internal market’, as well as
‘strengthening Community industry competitiveness’).
The high degree of competitiveness will have to stand as inspiration for the entire frame of diverse
Community politics and actions (industrial, agricultural, technological, regional and social).
The Amsterdam Treaty consolidates the place of competition among the basic elements of
Community economic constitution, adjoining a new dimension to the economic performances of companies
and manufacturers.

1
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However, competition needs not be regarded as absolute, but as a means to be interpreted in relation
to the other fundamental interests of the Community1.
In the perspective of post-adherent economy of Romania, several aspects regarding competition must
be envisaged.
Thus, Competition Council attributions will have to be extended, while improving the state aid
awarding system.
Consistent with the project of the European Constitution, the role of the Committee will be
somewhat diminished in applying European law of competition, whereas, the role of member states and
community justice will increase. This means for our country a greater autonomy in applying community
regulations of competition and their corroboration with national regulations. In addition, competition
community institution intervention is allowed, reality which calls for increasing involvement and
specializing of corresponding Romanian instances.
For Romania and the competition authority, the challenge is double. On the one side, we are dealing
with a rapid and effective assimilation process of Community law and the application of competition politics
in European spirit. On the other side, the Competition Council faces an entirely different business
environment as compared to old member states and, although it can benefit from the experience of other
competition authorities, it will be difficult to reach a balance between national and community objectives,
especially in sensitive sectors such as formal sectors, network industries within anti-trust politics and state
aid control industries.
As it can be noticed, both on European and national level, the role of economy in competition
protection politics gains heightened importance, while the market rate belonging to the economists in this
respect seems to follow the same trend. This is why we may identify the main challenges faced by
economists in their strive to accomplish the potential gain that economy may bring to decision-making
process within anti-trust politics:
a)
Actual application: efforts aimed to forbid economic arguments and theoretical, empirical analyses
to undermine the actual application of economy in decision-making policy; the strive to manage information
asymmetry between the business environment and the competition authority so that it does not create
distortions which would diminish effective law enforcement; use of relevant theory in the light of economic
accrual objectives stipulated on the Lisbon Council’s agenda, etc.
b)
Legal safety: the impact of competition politics is greater as the rules to be applied to companies as
clearer. Generally, clarity and credibility lead to a possible heightened effectiveness of competition politics.
On the other side, the challenge of a more economical approach means ensuring that the economic analysis
does not moderate legal safety and provisions. The guidelines offered by competition authorities require time
and this may lengthen the interval for procedure development, and this represents a major factor augmenting
incertitude.
c)
Communication: one of the main impediments is constituted by the economists’ difficulty in
communication with non-economists, mainly legal representatives. The economists’ capacity to present their
views comprehensibly and synthetically, along with the results of empirical analyses, is crucial on both
levels – the level of competitiveness authority and justice.
d)
Administrative capacity of the European Competition Network: in order to benefit from an amassed
value offered by economic analysis of politics, the creation and consolidation of administrative economic
capability is compulsory. This translates into investment in the means in which markets may be analyzed.
For correct economic analyses a particular stock of professional expertise is required. Moreover, if this stock
exists and develops on Community level, this should also occur on national level. The reform of the legal
and procedural framework accomplished by the already adopted modernization package involves improving
competition politics quality and performing adequate economic analyses in a transparent manner throughout
the entire European Competition Network following an experience exchange and bi-lateral or multi-lateral
counseling.
A series of questions remains to be answered: How will restrictive European competition be
integrated into world economy? How is perceived the liberalization tendency initiated and promoted by the
European Committee for increasing European integration and internal market completion by national
competition authorities of the member states, especially in sensitive sectors such as network-type industries
and general economic interest services? How will the potential conflicts between the international merger
and acquisition wave and the national industry policy interests be solved? Since the answers to these
questions can only be provided on the basis of sound economic reasoning, we must keep in mind the fact that
1
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politics issues will always play an important part in obtaining the final result, which does not necessarily
coincides with the optimal view designed by economic theory.
Regarding competition politics and economic development, we can draw the final conclusions:
 Competition politics is necessary for:
o Preventing internal monopoly, capitalism and anti-competitive practices that lead to
inefficiency.
o Allowing economic agents to harvest the benefits of economic freedom.
 Industrial politics and capacity development are useful in the initial stages of economic
development, taking into account the imperfect markets, large scale economies and the need to
promote technology;
 The countries in development need an optimum amount of competition (a blend of competition
politics and industrial politics);
 The further economic development reaches, the more important a role is played by competition
politics.
Competition politics in small economies can be materialized in the following elements:
 The competition law should promote competition whenever it has a chance to promote
efficiency. Nevertheless, the competition law stands not against small economy development.
 In small economies market concentration is probably higher than in large economies; however,
small economies are more likely affected by market abuse.
 Economies are more dependent on international trade than developed economies and more
vulnerable to external anti-competitive practices.
As far as Romania’s competition politics is concerned, considered in Euro-Atlantic perspective and
from the viewpoint of USA relationships, we can reach the following conclusions:
a. favorable aspects:

reducing customs taxes for industrial products imports will render American investments in Romania
more attractive, having a positive impact, as they address export production and general commercial
Romanian balance;

the business environment compliant with EU requirements will furnish more trustworthy and smart
circumstances for American, institutional and private investors;

relative to the import of raw industrial and agricultural material, these modifications will exert a
positive impact on the internal market and the development of processing industry based on raw import
material, view a view of indigenous raw material production restructuring acceleration, modernizing and
concentration;

the loss of GSP tax facilities (special import programs) for US imports, facilities that affect almost a
quarter of Romanian exports towards the USA, and representing a negative influence of approximately 4.4%,
will not induce a significant export diminishing, on the supposition that its influence has been fairly limited
so far, and for certain exports it is subject to maritime transport cost augmenting. This has contributed, to a
certain extent, to the relative diminishing of Romanian exports towards the USA in recent years, along with
the constant sub-evaluation of American currency as compared to the Romanian currency;
b. unfavorable aspects:

the main issue that this commercial relationship shall face is the proneness to unbalancing the
economical level. This evolution can be contained by following two methods: constant American investment
incurring in export production sectors and direct US market exports preeminence augmenting.
Although commercial fluxes between Romania and the USA present modifications bi-directionally, in the
tax field but also in the non-tax barriers, we estimate that these influences – sensitive as they are – shall not
induce major changes in the evolution of bilateral commercial exchanges and competition politics.
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THE ECOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF THE CONTEMPORARY GLOBALIZATION
Abstract: The global issues are those which include much more aspects and whose solution can only be found at a
planetary level. In relation to the complex process of globalization, the protection of the environment and the
sustainable development are concepts connected to the contemporary global problems. The ecological consequences of
the globalization become visible related to the issues associated to the exaggerated exploit of the natural resources, the
disappearance of the biodiversity, the danger of the global warming because of the greenhouse effect, nuclear pollution
and not at last of the social consequences of these shifts.
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The globalization does not refer only to the economical aspects. It also affects other fields such as:
justice, politics, culture, environment.
As Philippe Moreau Defarges stated (Defarges, 1993: pp.71), the global issues are those which
include much more aspects and whose solution can only be found at a planetary level.
In relation to the complex process of globalization, the protection of the environment and the
sustainable development are concepts connected to the contemporary global problems. The concern of the
humankind is linked to the accentuated degradation of the environment, to the identification of the causes of
this process and, also, to the finding of the means to delay or eliminate these ones. The multitude and the
intensity of the concerns emphasize the fact that the deterioration of the environment has already reached the
danger level, being considered as a catastrophe, apocalypse, disaster and so on.
After the Second World War, the nations were preoccupied by the economical recovery and the
destroying of the disaster caused by those terrible years. The developed capitalist countries were the most
successful as they were protected by the USA and had programmes such as the Marshall Plan. The
economical growth was perceived as the main means to reach the welfare. Related to this indicator the
expression „economic miracles” was more and more appealled to especially for countries like Germany,
Japan, Italy.
The United Nations was concerned by the reduction of the gaps between the developing countries
and the countries that reached superior stages, proposing in this respect the „decades of the
development”(Coşea, 2004: pp.75). The result of these measures illustrated that along with the economical
strengthening of the capitalist countries, too many gaps between these ones and the other countries
(including the countries freed from the communist regime after 1989) were not diminished. On the contrary,
issues related to the population growth, the accentuation of the poverty and the degradation of the
environment arose and became more severe.
The main moments that are connected to the admission of the environment issue, to the necessity of
the reglementation of the use of resources and the protection of the planet commenced with the United
Nations Conference on Environment from Stockholm in 1972, being followed by other world and regional
agreements: Viena (1985), Montreal (1987), Basel (1989), Londra (1990).
The concept of the sustainable development (development to satisfy the current necessities, without
compromising the requirements of the future generations) was launched as the only alternative to the
ecological genocide generated by the accelerated rhythms of the uncontrolled economical growth, with the
occasion of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, which took place in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The Conference from Copenhague in 1995 was the turning point when the report between
development and economical growth was reconsidered, emphasizing the objectives of the sustainable
development. The conception became more explicit after the publishing of the UNESCO statement in
1997(Coşea, 2004: pp.75).
The history of the events related to the environment protection and the achievement of a sustainable
development continues with the Reunion from Kyoto in 1997, where the conclusion was that the issues
related to the balance of the planet are of general interest and do not devolve upon certain countries. The
environmental issues were also discussed at the Ministerial Conference of World Trade Organization from
Doha (Qatar) in 2001 where it was pointed out the correspondence between trade and environment.
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Under the care of United Nations, in 2002, it was organized the reunion from Johannesburg, known
as „Rio+10” or more suggestively „The World Summit for Sustainable Development” which had two stages:
one at the ministerial level and the other one at the presidential level with the participation of 120 countries.
The priority of this reunion was to combine the two components of the sustainable development, the
ecological and the social one (Iliescu, 2003: pp. 148).
Michel Beaud (Beaud, 2001: pp. 326) considers the expression „sustainable development” explains
in detail what must be done for the protection of the Planet but neglects to approach openly „the problem of
all growths”: production, population, life necessities, taxes, industrial and domestic residues.
The process of the environmental destruction is the more associated to the globalization the more the
latter involves amplifications, flows, interdependences, connections on all plans. The ecological
consequences of the globalization become visible related to the issues associated to the exaggerated exploit
of the natural resources, the disappearance of the biodiversity, the danger of the global warming because of
the greenhouse effect, nuclear pollution and not at last of the social consequences of these shifts. Besides the
other dimensions of the globalization we assist at a phenomenon of amplification of these issues (which
make up the ecological dimension of the globalization) at such a level, that surpass the local and regional
borders, they become global and invoke global measures of supervising and settlement until it is too late.
At the planetary level, the environment issues can be synthesized in:
 Ecological common goods;
 Demographic growth, natural resources;
 Cross-border pollution.
The global nature of the ecosystem determines the displacement of the pollution from the local or
regional level to the global level. In this way, the common goods such as atmosphere or the climatic system
are affected at the planetary level. Although the effect of the atmospheric pollution, of the destruction of the
ozone layer is of vast proportions, it is not difficult to identify both the cause and the factors involved. Under
the globalization conditions, of the multitude of connections, the decisions regarding the protection of the
atmosphere, the control of the desertification, of common ecological goods, in general, affecting both the
countries and the separate societies, being in connection with decisions from other fields such as the building
of access ways, the energy supply and so on.
The demographic revolution contributed to the redistribution of the population on the areas and
regions leading in this way to important changes in the world economy.
The staggering rhythm perceived during the last century was explained by the doubling of the world
population, phenomenon that in the past was fulfilled in thousands of years.
The phenomenon of the demographic growth exists especially in developing countries from the
southern hemisphere. Although it appears to be a local or regional phenomenon, this penetrates the
geographical area affecting the global demography, the global resources, the reserves of global raw
materials. The perspective provokes concern under the aspect of the intensification of the migratory flows
towards other impoverished territories, generating political instability, phenomena with consequences not
only at the local and regional level but also at the global one. This population, whose number increases
implacably, has also a deep polarity because of the economical growth amplified and unevenly distributed at
a planetary scale. In capitalist developed countries, including USA and Japan, the growth of the population
undergoes a decline in the favour of a real explosion in developing countries like China and India.
The economical growth and the growth of the population triggered huge extractions of raw material,
prelucrations in industrial premises, transformations of energy, waste material, more precisely, pollution in
every way. These transformations affected the extinction of species of plants and animals, that is, of
biodiversity.
Considered „the common heritage of the humankind”, the biodiversity was affected by the policy of
multinational firms that confronted with the imperatives related to the profit, made policies of economical
exploitation of the afforested areas, populated waters, crossing the world with commercial purposes without
paying the ecological prices (Parini, 2001: pp.8).
The cross-border pollution stems from the dissemination of the pollutant agents of the air, water and
earth over the borders of the original area. The nuclear centrals represent a high risk of contamination of
some large areas around a possible incident. Tchernobyl with its catastrophic effects is well known to
everybody on this Planet.
The commercial flows trigger the displacement of toxic substances between the economic agents
from various areas, representing real danger for the destruction of the ecosystems if they are not under strict
control. The commercial actions involve the national area in the global ecological issues, because of:
 The commerce with dangerous waste material;
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 The export with ecological risk products (pesticides, pharmaceutical products);
 The collateral effects of the production and trade internationalization (branches, delocalization
and so on) along with the pollutant consequences.
The cross-border pollution is also caused by the acid rains, by the overflowing of the industrial waste
substances in the rivers. Sometimes these pollutions are determined by the action of the people but there are
also climatic phenomena such as the marine currents or the winds that displace the pollutant agents.
For these reasons and others, difficult to be mentioned here, the issue related to the report between
the man and the environment requires global solutions because no matter the place or the region where it
takes place it influences the health of the people, it triggers economic and demographic discomfort, it
impoverishes Terra both materially and morally.
Confronted with these important risks, of the vulnerability of the ecological world heritage, the local,
regional but also world political authorities play a very important role. The means are various but especially
the fiscality, the taxes and the duties can contribute to the diminishing and the control over these phenomena.
In this way, the philanthropist and the critical thinker of the global capitalist system, George Soros stated that
„the protection of the environment is a noble target and those who believe in it must be prepared to pay for
this”(Soroş, 2002: pp.51).
The complexity and the ampleness of the environment protection proved little by little that it has a
global dimension and it cannot exist a measure, however brilliant it might be, to lead to its solution, unless
by the common efforts of all the countries. In this context, the responsibility is due to the developed
countries, these ones having both the role of assistant and taxpayer. Without the funds and their means, the
developing countries cannot protect the environment; on the contrary, they can accelerate its deterioration.
The answer to these problems was given and continues to be given by the international political
organizations that, by means of their conferences, summits, and reunions mentioned above, tried to supervise
and regulate the ecological crises. This was possible only by the conlucration of the institutions at the local,
regional and world level. Besides these political organizations, there is also a density of cultural, scientific
networks whose nuclei are represented by the non-governmental, civic organizations. The role is far from
being finished as the dynamics of the concerns is accompanied closely by the one of the ecological
phenomena.
From the point of view of the planetary measures of the gas emissions regulation and the extension
of the Kyoto Protocol towards 2012, a summit was organized in December 2005 in Montreal its success
being fulfilled by the consenting of USA and China to the agreed measures.
Concerning the important issues which have an impact on the health and the moral prestige of the
Planet we have to know, to admit, to realize, to hold the responsibility but mainly to become solidar in order
to have a nature as it was given to us. If people do not defend the Planet so as not to become a biotic, then the
nature will protect itself.
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PROPOSALS FOR IMPROVING THE STRATEGY AT THE LEVEL OF THE PERMANENT
REPRESENTATION OF ROMANIA TO THE EU
Abstract: The idea of this paper started from the reality of the organization presented : a structure made of performing
people, prestigious ones, but where, from time to time, are lost opportunities giving us, therefore, the right to play the
role one desires, because of the lack of a well defined strategy. This paper intends to apply concepts of strategy and
strategic management within a public institution with a special statute, i.e. the Permanent Representation of Romania to
the EU. Although the application of concepts created for the business environment is evidently limited, the analysis of
the Representation through the prism of the management theory is quite useful. The starting point would be the analysis
of both internal and external environment of the organization; then, are analyzed the strategic options for relating with
external actors (cooperation, competition, first more advantages, theories of power); next, an analysis is performed on
resources and capacities that can and must be developed, for the organization to be able to play the intended role
within that environment. Those elements are then introduced in a kind of strategy that is the most suitable for this
organization/environment. Indirectly, results from these points a set of improvements that can be brought to the
strategy/actual objectives.
The first part of this essay is dedicated to the description of the organization, it’s activities and current
objectives. Comes then a section dedicated to theoretical strategy concepts adapted to the specific situation of the
Representation; from this results a strategy that could bring improvements of the institutions’ functioning that could
consolidate it’s role within the inter-institutional framework. The most important proposals are presented in the end of
this paper, on the point dedicated to “conclusions and recommendations”.
JEL Classification: G 59

The Permanent Representation is a governmental organization, not submitted to the profit pressure,
nor to the direct competition. The Permanent Representation of Romania to the EU is part of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs apparatus and represents the main channel of communication between the European
institutions (Commission, Council, Parliament etc.) and the Romanian authorities (Government, Presidency,
Parliament and other institutions or public authorities, central and local). Together with the Romanian
authorities, the Permanent Representation participates to drafting of the position paper of Romania and to
presenting and promoting them within the European institutions. The areas of expertise are varied and cover
all EU policies: common market, agriculture, justice and internal affairs, industry, consumer’s protection,
tourism, transports, telecommunications, labor market, health, education, research, environment, external
relations, budgetary and financial problems etc. After finishing the position papers at the national level, the
diplomatic personnel of the Permanent Representation present and promote the position of Romania in the
preparatory meetings of the Ministerial Councils. The lobby function is also very important within the
Representation’s activities.
General appreciation, directions of action and activities of the Permanent Representation. Objectives
related to the EU tendencies.
General appreciation
The first year of Romania’s membership to the EU brought significant changes both in content and
volume of the Representation’s activities. Those changes derived, first of all, from the direct participation to
the EU decision process. On one side, the Representation acted as integrating party of the EU Council’s
institutional mechanism and, on the other side, continued to follow and analyze the relevant evolutions to the
EU level, in relation to the Union’s internal policies and to it’s external action. In this new context, the
Permanent Representation gave special attention to reflecting Romania’s interests in as many European
institutions’ decisions as possible:

priority was set on the approval by the European Commission – EC of the operational programs
meant to ensure the framework for the use of structural funds;

implementation at the EU level of several Romanian initiatives/proposals, that became directions for
action /EU positions (ex. elimination by Ukraine of the visa obligation for Romanian and Bulgarian citizen,
elimination of the use of the concept of “Moldavian language”);

special attention was given to the fulfillment by Romania of all commitments throughout the
mechanism of cooperation and verification of the justice reform, as well as the conditions for avoiding the
application of the safeguard clause in the case of agriculture payments;
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analysis and evaluations regarding the internal processes of the EU, including proposals for the
positioning of Romania in those domains (budgetary reform, energy policy, agriculture, neighborhood
policy);

the Permanent Representation started and developed a permanent dialog with all EU institutions
(EC, General Secretariat of the Council, European Parliament), in order to ensure the conditions for
employment of Romanian personnel;

during the negotiations period, the Representation had a role of facilitate the identification of
solutions that would lead to consolidating the cooperation at the EU level and the coherence of the EU
actions. The main challenge for the Representation was to define national positions that would respond in a
real way to the debate at the institutional level. The experience of the first year of activity as member State of
the EU underlines the need of increased effort at institutional level in Romania, the need to know and
integrate the EU procedures. The still existing deficit in this respect caused, in some cases, difficulties in
establishing positions with a sufficient margin of flexibility.
Directions for action and activities of the Permanent Representation
The Permanent Representation intended with priority, to adequately cover the entire negotiation
process for the European legislation and policies, with the main objective to reflect the interests of Romania
from the perspective of the Romanian operators in the internal market. The Representation followed also the
promotion and reflection of the Romanian views in the position of the EU in external relations, especially
with regard to the east-European area and the Western Balkans.
Particular attention was given to the respect of the conditionals in order to avoid the activation of the
safeguard clauses contained in the Accession Treaty. On the other hand, special attention was given to the
infringement procedures launched by the EC towards Romania, the main objective being o identifying the
solutions allowing avoiding the presence before the European Court of Justice.
Not in the last resort, the Representation brought its own contribution to the exercise of
programming the EU financing accessing procedure, as in 2007 were approved all 7 operational programs
within the “Convergence” objective.
In most sector domains, the Representation’s experts contributed with suggestions and proposals in
order to formulate the national positions supported by Romania at Council level, on several negotiation
levels.
At the same time, on the Representation’s initiative, a European strategy for rroma population’
integration was for the first time formulated at the European institutions level.
Objectives, in regard to the EU tendencies
The ratification of the Lisbon treaty will be dominant for the following period. In order to enter into
force starting with 01.01.2009, the Treaty must be ratified by all Member States, thing that Romania has
already done. At the same time, there will be intense negotiations, in packages, for the preparation of the
nomination of Presidents of the European Council, the EC ad the High Representative for external policy and
security. The ratification of the Lisbon Treaty will not be a period of inertia in the decision making process
within the EU policies plan. On the contrary, the last full year of activity of he EC College will be also one
of advance in implementing the “Europe of Results” strategy. Agreements are going to be tried in areas of
direct interest for EU citizen, as energy and climate changes, migration, security assurance (internal and
external), growth of the EU weight as global actor.
An important bet will be the adoption of packages energy-internal market and energy-climate
changes (the CO2 emissions quota, use of biofuels). There will also be launched a debate on a real common
EU policy for immigration, that will include the issue of regularization of the immigrants from third
countries status, the relation with the asylum policy. The direct interest for Romania is to ensure a clear
separation between the management of the issue of third States citizen and EU citizen living in a different
Member State.
The second semester of 2008 is expected to be launched an essential debate regarding the reform of
the EU budget and the implications over the common policies (with accents on agriculture common policy
reform) In this perspective, it is important to accelerate the internal process of analysis on defining a general
Romanian position. The capacity of absorption of the EU funds will be an argument intensely used by
Member States that will propose the reduction of the contributions to the EU budget and the reorientation of
the financing objectives.
For the next period, the Permanent Representation will continue to follow the political evolutions at
the EU level and to negotiate the decisions adopted at Council level, so they would reflect also the Romanian
interest. Here are some of the main objectives that will be taken into account:
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participate to formulating the national positions, especially in area considered as priority for 2008.
The Representation will cooperate with national authorities in the process of drafting the general mandate
and transmitting instructions. It is important that the mandates establish the lines for negotiation ( several
action scenarios), having in mind the necessary flexibility needed to attain a compromise;

continue the dialog with EC representatives within the cooperation and verification mechanism and
signal all elements that could start an eventual proposal for activation of the safeguard clause in justice area;

follow the starting of the Schenghen evaluation process for Romania in areas committed and of the
process of implementation of the Schenghen Facility;

promote Romanian interests within the pilot partnership for mobility with the republic of Moldova
and attract the necessary funds in order to realize this;

give more dynamism to the relation and dialog with all EU institutions and Representations of the
other Member States;

promote the Romanian presence in the European institutions throughout communication to the
national institutions of the opportunities for employment of personnel, as well as for national experts
detaching;

follow the elaboration of the EC Report on the rroma situation in the EU and continue promoting the
elaboration of an European framework for heir integration (Strategy);

follow and participate to debates on the future of the cohesion policy after 2013, including in
context of discussions for revising the European policies and the EU budget for 2008/209;

ensure the coherence of the regional EU policy applied in Romania with all the others EU policies,
especially the Lisbon Agenda;

facilitate the accession by Romania of structural and cohesion funds, by ensuring the implementation
conditions of those programs, including the preparation of the reports and the compliance assessment;

follow the reaction of main EU institutions in regard to the management of EU funds in Romania;

cooperate with Representations of the other Members States in order to define the general lines for
the cohesion policy of the EU and implementation of 2007-2013 programs;

follow the effective, correct and complete use of funds allotted throughout PHARE, Transition
Facility and SEE agreements, as well as the implementing process pf the ex-ISPA funded projects;

more active participation to the elaboration and supporting Romanian position within the
commercial negotiations process with the scope of establishing new free trade agreements with third
countries (Korea, India, Euromed), for improving the access to Romanian products on those markets by
reducing the technical barriers in the trade area;
Strategy of the Organization from theoretical concepts
This part analyzes the Permanent Representation from the theory point of view of the strategy.
Although the main literature in this area deals with private structures, many of it’s principles apply also to a
public organization. Most authors agree that any strategy derives from the external and internal environment
of the organization (Hitt, Ireland, Hoskisson, 2003; De Wit & Meyer, 2005) . Therefore, an institution’s
strategy depends of the environment where it operates and of the resources and internal capacities.
From an external point of view, the Representation is different than the private companies, because
it does not operate in a competition area, is a non-profit structure and even from the point of view of prestige
based competition within the Romanian Government, the Representation has little or no direct competitors.
For determination of the Representation’s competitors we must go back to it’s objectives : as communication
channel between Romanian authorities and EU institutions, the Representation intends to play a central role
of coordination at institutional internal level. So, in this respect, the main competitors would be the European
Affairs Department of the Prime Minister’s office, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and, to some extent, the
European Affairs Departments of some ministries. In regard to the second objective, influencing the EU
agenda, the main competitors are the other Member States’ Representations.
From an internal point of view, the Representation’s main resource is it’s personnel : mostly people
with a technical background, experts in special areas, but who have at the same time the capacities to operate
in a diplomatic environment. The Representation’s advantage is made by the individual qualities of it’s staff
and also by the diversity of the qualifications and points of view found – the Representation can be
considered a “mini-government”. This means that, as it’s personnel is integrated in a whole, the organization
represents a small entity for communicating and acting effectively, but with a very important base of
knowledge and capacity. The composition of the personnel represents, therefore, an advantage over the other
“competitors” identified already, under the condition that this personnel is integrated in a team and the
internal policy of communication and knowledge management is optimal.
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What is the best positioning of the Representation towards the actors in this domain, having in mind
it’s internal resources? In what aspects and capabilities must-it invest in order to achieve success? In the
context where the environment where it operates lacks direct competitors, is-it preferable to concentrate over
the maximization of the capabilities and resources in order to comfort a position already “allotted”? This
choice corresponds to the “resource based model of above average returns”(Lee, Lee & Pennings, 2001), that
suggests that each organization is a collection of resources and unique capabilities that give the bases for it’s
strategy; those resources must be managed in a dynamical way in order to obtain a continuous success.
According to this pattern, the performance differences between firms, along the times, are due to the those
unique resources, rather to the environment in which they operate. This pattern supposes that firms must
procure/develop unique resources and capabilities and that those are not mobile/transmissible amongst firms.
When those resources are rare, valuable, costly to imitate and irreplaceable, we can talk about core/basic
competencies (Hitt, Ireland, Hoskisson, 2003) .
The Representation’s main competencies are the technical knowledge and diplomatic skills of it’s
personnel. Having chosen the strategy, we need next to establish a set of policies/methods to realize the main
objective. For the Representation to strengthen it’s base competencies described, it is essential that policies
of HR, internal and external communication, management of the resources at organization level, must be
carefully formulated. What gives an advantage is the fact that there is a large variety of knowledge available,
because of the fact that the personnel comes from the entire government apparatus, but this also represents
an obstacle in the functioning as a whole unit. The team does not consolidate naturally, certain rivalries
existing, differences of formation and professional culture. Communication occurs also more easily between
specialists from the same area of expertise in the capital or in the EU institution, rather than between
members of the same team, with different backgrounds. This is why it takes more actions for strengthening
the team and a strategy that stimulates and rewards the internal communication, horizontally. At the same
time, it is desired to establish a set of ingenious measures for knowledge management for, in a short term,
exploiting the diversity and multitude of information and, on a longer term, the Representation to be able to
take advantage of the expertise of the personnel detached for a period of 4 years maximum. In conclusion,
well managed, the internal capacities of the Representation can constitute the key of it’s strategic positioning,
what one could call a “competitive advantage”. In fact, what already represents a comparative advantage
(Porter, 1995) in relation to the inland institutions (personnel diversity), could become a competitive
advantage in relation to all competitors.
This strategic concentration on resources and internal capacities does not mean neglecting relations
with actors within the environment. On the contrary, the organization’s position as intermediary between
Romanian institutions and the European ones takes a strategically approach of relations with each category
of actors to interact with.
In regard of the relation with Romanian institutions, the relation is a one of cooperation, as
established, but, in fact, there is a certain rivalry in communication with European actors/establishing
positions. The Representation has the interest to impose a leadership position in European affairs. For this
hidden rivalry to be defeated, the Representation’s reactions/actions/communications, need to be quicker and
of better quality that the ones of the competing institutions. It is not enough hat this knowledge and the
capacity to react exist within the Representation; the organization needs to be pro-active and it’s
ideas/actions must be made public in the shortest time. We speak here about first mover advantages, trend
setters, although those concepts refer especially to technical innovation (Wang, 2000; Hamel 2000). Those
theories suggest that the benefice of a first mover can be substantial, especially in rapid cycles industries,
where chances occur frequently and it is nearly impossible to sustain a competitive advantage for a long
period of time. Studies have shown that first movers can gain 5 to 10 times ore than a second mover. This
proves that, although the advantages of a first mover are not absolute, nor eternal, they are key elements in
assuring success to firms operating in a rapid cycle industry. Applied to the Representation, where
information must be sent in real time and the national positions in regard to legislative projects must
sometimes be formulated and sustained in maximum 48 hours. It is necessary for the Representation to be a
first mover, through position suggestions, information in real time etc. Only in this way we can play a leader
role, as coordinator, rather than a simple role of supplementary communication channel between national and
European institutions.
Regarding the relations with the actors on European scene (institutions, Permanent Representations
of the other Member States), it is preferable to have a strategy based on a tight cooperation. If the need to
have tight relations with the institutions is obvious (both for rapid, qualitative and effective information and
for the lobby possibility), the relations with the other Permanent Representations are more subtle. There is a
certain competition between those, in order to influence the European agenda, as interests do no always
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match or are quite contradictory. However, the only possibility to act in a 27 members group is to have
alliances. The strategy must be based on common objectives and interests, looked out in a larger sense and, if
possible, on a medium to long term base. As cooperation theory, of the motivations and benefits, this method
can be similar to the one of strategic alliances (Eisenhardt, 2002). According to this theory, cooperation is
the strategy through which organizations work together in order to attain common objectives, to create a
greater value than they would do on their own and to consolidate the status in the competitive environment.
In case of similar competence organizations (in terms of business, on the same segment of the production
chain), one can speak about horizontal complementary alliances. The reasons for which organizations,
including the ones with similar competences, get together, are multiple, but in general is always about
making an economy of resources and maximize results. More than that, a well structured and managed
alliance can constitute by itself a competitive advantage (Ireland, Hitt, Vaidyanath, 2002). Those ideas apply,
more than certainly, to Permanent Representations : a group of States will always have a harder word to say
in any negotiation or decision than any Representation on it's own. Only in the context of a alliance strategy
Romania can gradually take it's place as “big state” to which aspires (having thus an important weight in the
European decisional process). Aside the effective number of votes, it is important for the Representation to
play a leader role. This role can come from several sources, for instance the expert status (and the power
deriving from it) or the power to award a certain behavior (for instance, reciprocal support in different
occasions or information exchange).
All those relations support each other and inter-react. Thus, playing the role of leader on European
level increases the Representation's prestige and consolidates it's position as leader on internal level, through
the quality and quantity of information obtained and it's power of influence. At the same time, only through a
good cooperation with national authorities and eventual coordination where needed, the Representation can
maintain it's role of main interlocutory of the European institutions.
In conclusion, the Representation's strategy must be based on a coherent set of measures regarding
the development of resources, internal capabilities and cooperation policies with all actors from it's
environment. We consider that only in this way can be achieved the objective to playing a central role in
European affairs.
Conclusions
The scope of this paper was to apply concepts of strategic management, such as creating resource
based competitive advantage, competitive rivalry, first mover advantages, strategic alliances, leadership, that
were applied to a public institution that, although it doesn't have any direct competitors, operates in a very
competitive environment. Despite the fact it's position is “granted” through the designation and nomination
process, it must be consolidated and permanently reconfirmed. The Representation does not wish to be only
the interface/link between European institutions and Romanian authorities, having thus only a role as
information communicator, but a true coordinator of European affairs and, at the same time, an important
actor on the European stage. For this to be possible, it needs a coherent strategy, based on :
 maximum exploitation of available potential of the personnel and it's main capabilities – objective
possible to be realized through solid and effective HR, communication and knowledge policies;
 creation of a strategy of alliances and cooperations with European actors (eventual leadership where
possible and needed, trying thus to achieve the status of “big State”);
 pro-active attitude through continuation and multiplication of the Representation's actions, put into
action in an environment of cooperation and receptiveness to requests and needs towards the Romanian
authorities.
If the elements above mentioned are correctly mixed, the Permanent Representation of Romania to
the EU will become, within the 27 Permanent Representations, one that will set the tone in promotion several
actions and will play a major role in the negotiation and decision making process at European level.
We consider that this objective can be achieved and make the following proposals :

participate to formulating the national positions. The Representation will have to cooperate with
national authorities in the process of drafting the general mandate and transmitting instructions. It is
important that the mandates establish the lines for negotiation ( several action scenarios), having in mind the
necessary flexibility needed to attain a compromise;

continue the dialog with EC representatives within the cooperation and verification mechanism and
signal all elements that could start an eventual proposal for activation of the safeguard clauses (especially in
the justice area, one of the most sensitive one);

more dynamism to the relation and dialog with all EU institutions and Representations of the other
Member States;
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promote the Romanian presence in the European institutions (throughout communication to the
national institutions of the opportunities for employment of personnel, as well as for national experts
detaching);

follow the elaboration of the EC Report on the rroma situation in the EU and continue promoting the
elaboration of an European framework for heir integration (Strategy);

follow and participate to debates on the future of the cohesion policy after 2013, including in
context of discussions for revising the European policies and the EU budget for 2008/209;

ensure the coherence of the regional EU policy applied in Romania with all the others EU policies,
especially the Lisbon Agenda;

facilitate the accession by Romania of structural and cohesion funds, by ensuring the implementation
conditions of those programs, including the preparation of the reports and the compliance assessment;

follow the reaction of main EU institutions (EC, European Parliament, European Court of Accounts,
in regard to the management of EU funds in Romania;

assure a free of blockage and fluent circulation of the information, in view of it's optimization.
It is important also to mention the fact that this is a general analysis made out of the perspective of
elementary notions of strategic management. The vision is also a general one, and for each mentioned
element can be suggested separate strategies (ex: consolidate the role of leadership or the strategic
management of knowledge). We consider, however, that this is a useful starting point, a large vision, that
proposes clear/net choices from a strategic positioning point of view.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES IN MURES COUNTY
Abstract: An important role in the new National Sustainable Development Strategy is the policy of economical cohesion
and regional development. The general strategic objectives for local sustainable development established both by the
Development Program for Mures County in the 2007-2013 period, in the Local Agenda 21 or the Sustainable
Development Program of the Targu-Mures Municipality as well as in the Suburban-Zonal Territory Equipping Plan of
the Targu-Mures Municipality is a more accelerated economical growth of the county so that the report between the
most developed and the most undeveloped zone will shrink until the end of the period (2013). These programs establish
a series of projects found in different stages, adapted to each area according to its specific development level,
completable through developing partnerships both on the base of local and national financing as well as european
funds.
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In the present context in which Romania is a member with full rights in the European Union, the
application of the sustainable development doctrine is not only a necessity, but an obligation, so that the
objectives of the sustainable development – raising the individual wealth and prosperity as well as that of the
society – will be rooted in a economical development that can be supported by the ecosystem, thus
guaranteeing the quality of future generation’s lives. The concept of sustainable development determines a
permanent reevaluation of the ties between man and nature and pleads for solidarity between generations as the
only viable option for long term development.
The launching in January 2008 of the project for revising the National Sustainable Development
Strategy1 (the first started in 1997 and finalized in 1999 in collaboration with The Romanian Academy and the
National Institute of Economical Research ). The new strategy will be elaborated in conformity with ‘The
European Union’s revised strategy for sustainable development’, approved by the European Council in 15-16
July 2006, whose purpose is to develop and identify actions through which the EU can reach an improvement
in the quality of life for both present and future generations, through the creation of the sustainable
communities capable of administering and using resources efficiently and exploiting the economy’s innovative
ecological and social potential, assuring prosperity, environmental protection and social cohesion.
In the European Union’s sustainable development strategy the fact that one of the EU policies directly
involved in this process is the policy of economical cohesion and regional development is mentioned.
In conformity with the slogan ‘think globally and act locally’ (launched in 2007 by the Club in
Rome), the new strategy has amongst its main objectives the creation of a modern transport infrastructure and
the environmental management, investments in non-polluting and friendly technologies and at the same time
try to harmonize the existing strategies, so that the coherency between the different activity sectors will be
assured. Through the coherency of public politics, Romania must reconcile the sustained economical growth
with the protection and conservation of life and the environment on a long term. The new strategy will make
use of the experience accumulated in the ‘Creating the capacity to implement Local Agenda 21 in Romania’
project of the United Nation’s Program for Development in Romania, that has tried to implement the principle
of sustainable development at a local and regional level, to establish a sensitive balance between economical
growth, social equity and environmental protection.
The local public administration is an important agent of local economical development, having the
primordial task the efficient management of local resources, through the elaboration of viable strategies,
adapted to the necessities and possibilities of the community that it represents. The management of current
problems of the local communities, the elaboration of forecasts and strategic programs by the authorities of
local public administration is not possible without the making of complex studies on the socio-economic state
of those territorial units. Regarding the role and importance of the involvement of the local public authorities in
the local sustainable development we must mention project Local Agenda 21, a plan of actions for sustainable
1

The Decision of the Romanian Government no. 1216/2007 for the approval of the Memorandum of understanding
between the Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development and the Program of the United Nations for
Development in Romania regarding the revisal of the National Sustainable Development Strategy.
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development promoted by the UN at the World Conference for the Environment and Development held in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992. This plan marked the beginning of the global partnership for sustainable development, in
Europe being applied in over 3000 cities, out of which 9 are Romanian cities. Under the coordination of the
National Centre for Sustainable Development, the project was implemented in 9 pilot-cities in Romania, out of
which one is the municipal town of Targu-Mures. The other cities are: Baia Mare, Galati, Giurgiu, Iasi,
Miercurea Ciuc, Oradea, Ploiesti, Ramnicu Valcea. The implementation at the level of the municipal town of
Targu-Mures has lead to the defining of objectives, policies and actions that can make possible the growth of
the well-being and development of the local community.
The Local Agenda 21 or the Sustainable Development Program of the Targu-Mures
Municipality will include 3 documents: The Local Strategy for Sustainable Development, The Local Action
Plan and The Portfolio of Priority Projects.
The wide participation and consultation of the local civil society represents the pre-requisite for the
completion of these documents. The existence of the Local Agenda 21 project is a very important signal that
Targu-Mures, in particular and Romania, as a whole, is willing to get as close as possible to the international
standards, because this project can give the true size of the medium – and long – term growth of the town and
of the country, too.
The general strategic objective for local sustainable development is the gradual change in the
structure of municipal economy, currently dominated by industrial activities. Targu-Mures is set to become a
centre with diversified economy, in which traditional business and ecological enterprises blend together. At the
same time, the city will be a regional hub for culture, education, tourism and finance.
The general objectives to achieve sustainable development in Targu-Mures are:
1.
Develop the municipal infrastructure (distribution of water, energy and natural gas, and systems of
transport ) and secure public access ( population and industries ) to this infrastructure; The vitalizing of the
local economical environment, attracting the foreign capital, the development of small and medium sized
enterprises, founding of an industrial park, the recovery of the tradition of the minor industries, the enhancing
and developing of the marketing activities and tourism promotion, diversifying and growth of the quality of the
tourism services, the development of the commercial network.
2.
Create affordable housing by building new living zones with centers that will combine the
commercial with the civilian functions, as well as the cultural and recreational; the historical buildings will not
be modified or demolished, but rehabilitated; the building and modernizing of the pedestrian and bike
circulation spaces.
3.
Environmental protection, the reduction of the contribution of industrial sources of emission and of
the traffic to the air pollution, the reduction of the noise level, the limitation of the average annual concentration
of the pollutant nitrogen oxides and suspension particles under the intervention level, expanding the green
areas, the judicious management of wastes, the selective collection of wastes for recycling the reusable
materials, the building of an ecological regional waste deposit pit.
4.
Fighting poverty, the formal education must be continuously correlated to the specifics of the
economic, social and political environment, creating an educational offer according to the necessities and
absorption possibilities of the labor force from its geographical area, the development of informal education
through the making of pubic-private partnerships, raising the level of occupation of the labor force, and the
professional conversion and qualification.
5.
Urban regeneration, promotion of cooperation policies with the County Council and the suburban
areas for the transformation of the area into an urban agglomeration; urban development and rehabilitation
according to the provisions of the Landscaping Master Plan, preserve the architectural style of the old town of
Targu-Mures, upgrade and refurbish buildings of the old town, including the Medieval Citadel, construct
sidewalks at Cornesti Plateau, foster partnerships between professional institutions, local NGO’s and mass
media to promote cultural and artistic values with the public, support, from local funds, three cultural festivals:
Musical Days of Targu-Mures, Constantin Silvestri International Contest and the Musica Sacra festival;
upgrade and modernize the infrastructure for sports and leisure (playgrounds, sport fields and skating rink, the
open swimming pool and Municipal Park).
Following the general objectives and taking into account regional specifics, the municipality of TarguMures would like to assume responsibility towards the rural hinterland and socially disadvantaged groups, and
to promote interethnic relations. Completion of these objectives depends heavily on fostering partnerships with
local community (local public administration, civil society, local business, and educational, cultural and
religious institutions); the suburbs of Targu-mures; other cities in the country and from abroad (twin cities).
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Local economical development cannot be made in optimal conditions only based on local financing,
not even national financing. External financing is necessary and possible thanks to the fact that the EU through
its regional development policies wishes to support the states with regions in difficulty.
Romania, like the rest of the member states, has benefited and is benefiting from a series of funds for
restructuring and development: PHARE, SAPARD, ISPA, etc. For the period 2007-2013 the so-called ‘post
adhering funds’ respectively, the Structural and Cohesion Funds, destined to assure a harmonious general
development and reducing the differences between different regions, including the rural areas. These financial
instruments are:
-The European Regional Development Fund, is the main instrument of the regional policy of the
Community, financing investments that will contribute to keeping the existing jobs and creating new ones,
especially through investments in small and medium sized companies, investments in infrastructure, developing
the local potential through support measures at a local and regional level.
-The Social European Fund has the main objective to increase the chances of being hired for the
unemployed and the fight against all forms of discrimination on the labor market.
-The Cohesion Fund finances projects in the environment domain and in the transeuropean networks of
transport infrastructure.
-The European Fund for Agriculture and Rural Development finances measures of rural development
and aids for farmers, especially in regions with delays in development. It’s the replacement of the SAPARD
fund and has the objectives of sustaining the market of agricultural produce and promoting the restructuring of
the Communitarian agriculture.
-The European Fund for Fishing supports actions whose purpose is to attain a balance between
resources and exploiting in the fishing sector.
As the adhering to the EU is not an end of a road, but an opportunity, the substantiation and promotion
of the specific projects for accessing the European funds implies the continuous development of the
administrative capacity of the local authorities, of the employers’ organization at a local level, to elaborate and
implement local development strategies, of urbanism and equipping of the territory. ‘The reconciliation’ of the
economic with the environment and man, also constitutes a concern at the local communities’ level.
An important role in the Medium Term Development Strategy of Romania (stipulated by the 351/2001
Law) goes to the National Territory Equipping Plan. This plan represents an instrument of the balanced
development of the locality network, of the infrastructure, of the housing systems in an urban and rural context,
of the responsible management of the territories and of the national patrimony and built. The National Territory
Equipping Plan has 4 sections: thoroughfare (The 71/1996 Law); Water (The 171/1996 Law); Protected Areas
(The 5/2000 Law); Natural risk areas (The 575/2001 Law).
Documents with guiding role are The Zonal Territory Equipping Plan destined to materialize the
sector strategies in the territory and to contribute to the solving of specific problems in the territory. They cover
the following levels: regional, inter-county, inter-town, inter-communal, frontier, metropolitan, suburban.
The suburban area is defined as being ‘the area around municipalities and towns demarcated by
specialty studies around which relations of interdependency are being created in the fields: economic,
infrastructural, trips to work, to assure the leisure and green spaces, to assure the agro-feeding produce, etc’1.
The Suburban-Zonal Territory Equipping Plan of the Targu-Mures Municipality, elaborated in
2005/2006, perfects the operational frame of resources management and urban organizing, creates the
necessary base for economical and managerial development of a partnership and participative type. The
components of the 15 administrative-territorial units associated in the Suburban Zone of Targu-Mures
municipality are: Targu-Mures municipality, the town of Ungheni, the commune of Acatari, Ceausu de
Campie, Corunca, Craciunesti, Cristesti, Ernei, Gheorghe Doja, Livezeni, Panet, Sancraiul de Mures,
Sangeorgiu de Mures, Sanpaul and Santana de Mures, totalizing a population of 229.453 persons (2002) and a
surface of 67.840 acres.
The strategic fields of development of the suburban area of Targu-Mures are:
 The environment (the transfer and deposit ecological station)
 The built patrimony (the protection of historical and architectural monuments, the modernization of the
Muresul Leisure and Sport Complex, the equipping of the Equine Base, of the Ski Slope on the Tofalau hill,
Spa-type therapy, railway tourism with the narrow rail Mocanita train)
 The localities network – development poles at the suburban area level (contouring of the functional
typologies of the localities: with administrative, educational-cultural, agro-touristic, balneo-touristic, agroindustrial, agricultural functions or without preponderant functions)
1

Definition according to the 350/2001 Law regarding the Equipping of the Territory and the Urbanism.
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 The communications network (the Brasov-Bors highway, the detour belt of Targu-Mures, the Targu-MuresSighisoara railway, the modernizing of the airport, of the combined transport terminal, of the
telecommunications network by introducing the fiber-optic cables, extending the mobile telephone)
 The water administration (works of equipping the hydrographic basin for the prevention of floods, canals
and water filtering and extending the range of the water supply)
 Electrical energy and natural gas supplying (network extensions)
 Activities (the promotion of non-polluting technologies).
In the vision of project, the suburban zone of the municipality of Targu-Mures must become an
attraction pole at a regional and national level, a common urban space integrated from an economical and
administrative point of view.
As a member state of EU, Romania and it’s cities, among which the municipality of Targu-Mures,
must integrate in the Communitarian urban policy tendency: euro-cities. The existing intra-regional and interregional differences must be gradually and echeloned so that the complementary of Romania’s development
with the development of the entire European continent is realized.
Regarding the realization of common projects in the suburban area, between the urban and rural areas
on the basis of voluntary partnership, a metropolitan zone has been constituted (according to the 351/2001 Law,
1 annex). By the 131/2005 decision, the local council of Targu-Mures municipality has associated with other
local councils from the suburban area, and the ‘Targu-Mures Metropolitan Zone’ Association was created.
The purpose of this association is: cooperation in the field of communications networks, economic, social,
cultural, and public utility infrastructure; the elaboration of common development projects of the transport
infrastructure and of the zonal economy as well of the usage of the touristic potential of the area; the
development of common development projects of creating and modernizing of the social infrastructure;
elimination of the differences of development between the urban and rural; elimination of the distortions of the
development processes.
The Mures County Council through the Direction of Regional Development and European Integration
has elaborated The Development Program for Mures County in the 2007-2013 period, a complex document
that is based on the National Development Plan and the Regional Development Plan and that establishes the
priorities and the fields of intervention at a county level, in the sense of its development.
The general strategic objective is a more accelerated economical growth of the county so that the report
between the most developed and the most undeveloped zone will shrink until the end of the period (2013). The
program establishes a series of projects found in different stages (proposal, finalized technical studies, or about
to be finalized), adapted to each area according to its specific development level.
The awaited effect of accomplishing these objectives will be found in the enhancement of the
accessibility and attractiveness level of the county, enhancing the competitiveness of the county on a national
level, as a location for business, the growth and valorization of the touristic and cultural potential of the county.
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